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Vivarium XXXII, 1 (1994) © E.J. Brill, Leiden 

The Text of Boethius ' De divisione* 

JOHN MAGEE 

The De divisione of Boethius ( = B.) has come down to us in nearly 
200 MSS dating from the 10th c. onward. The treatise maintained a 
position of some importance in the medieval schools and as a result the 
textual tradition is highly complex, although it remains unstudied for 
the most part. L. Minio-Paluello investigated and compared some of 
the early MSS in the course of editing a fragment of B. 's revised Topics 
translation that sometimes circulated as part of De divisione , and he put 
forward tentative conclusions as to the bearing of his findings on the 
history of the transmission of De divisione itself. In what follows I 
undertake to examine the earliest extant MSS of De divisione known to 
me, and to reconsider Minio-Paluello's hypothesis concerning the 

early period of transmission. The study is in three parts: (a) analysis 
of the evidence indicating a lost ancient 4 'edition' ' of De divisione ; (b) 
the text of the treatise as transmitted to us by the oldest MSS; (c) a 
handlist of MSS containing De divisione . I have adopted the following 
sigla: 

A Orléans, Bibi. Mun., 267 (pp. 88-99), s. X-XI 
B Paris, B.N., NAL 1478 (ff. 80v-90), s. XI 
C Paris, B.N., lat. 6400E (ff. 76v-83), s. XI-XII 

* I would like to thank the Columbia University Council for Research in the 
Humanities for a fellowship enabling me to visit European libraries in the Summers 
of 1989-90, and Columbia University and the National Endowment for the 
Humanities for faculty leave time and the financial support needed to complete this 
study and the edition. I am grateful also to the archivists and librarians of the institu- 
tions holding the MSS for furnishing microfilm and granting access to the MSS 
themselves, and to the Institut de Recherche et d'Histoire des Textes in Paris for 
microfiche and the use of its facilities. It is my pleasure finally to thank those scholars 
who have assisted at various stages of the work: L.E. Boyle, O.P. (Vatican), Dr. U. 
Winter (Berlin), d. F. Avagliano, O.S.B. (Montecassino), Prof. V. Brown and Frat. 
Ch. Hilken F.S.C. (Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies / University of Toron- 
to), Dr. B. Schemmel (Bamberg), Dr. H. Hauke (Munich), Prof. Dr. O. Lang (Ein- 
siedeln), Prof. P.O. Kristeller (New York), Prof. J. Shiel (Sussex), Prof. L. Obertello 
(Genoa), Prof. J. E.G. Zetzel (Columbia Univ.), Prof. L. Tarán (Columbia Univ.), 
Prof. A. D.E. Cameron (Columbia Univ.), Prof. M. Asztalos (Univ. of Stockholm). 
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D Valenciennes, Bibi. Mun., 406 (ff. 80-88v), s. X-XI 
E Leiden, Bibi. der Rijksuniv., BPL 84 (ff. l-7v), s. XI 
F Bern, Burgerbibl., 300 (ff. 3-8v, 17), s. XI 
G Rome, Bibi. Apost. Vat., Ottob. lat. 1406 (ff. 163v-176), s. Xlex. 
H Rome, Bibi. Apost. Vat., lat. 8591 (ff. 201-216), s. XI 
/ Munich, Bayer. Staatsbibl., Clm. 6372 (ff. 30-40v), s. X-XI 
J Paris, B.N., lat. 11127 (ff. 64v-74), s. X-XI 
K St Gall, Stiftsbibl., 830 (pp. 353-369), s. XI 
L Montecassino, Arch, della Badia, 191 (pp. 168-184), s. XI 
M Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Regin. lat. 1649 (ff. 117v-125v), s. XI (to 890b3 

only) 
N Chartres, Bibl. Mun., 498 (ff. 73-78), s. Xllmed. 
O Charleville, Bibl. Mun., 187 (ff. 78v-89), s. XII 
P London, Lamb. Pal., 339 (ff. 55v-68v), s. XII 
Q Berlin, Deutsche Staatsbibl., Phill. 1786 (ff. 61-107v), s. X-XI 

Ab Peter Abelard, comm., ed. M. Dal Pra (Rome / Milan, 1954) 
Alb Albert the Great, comm., ed. F. M. De Loe (Bonn, 1913) 
Po L. Pozzi, Boezio: Trattato sulla Divisione (Padua, 1969).1 

The title of the treatise ( + liber , placed either before or after) is 
variously reported in the incipits: 

de diuisione F G O: diuisionum ACH : diuisionis BDEIJKLQ 

1 Mi = Migne, PL 64. I have made complete collations from microfilm or microfiche 
of all named witnesses except L Q, and, with the exception of O (which is clear on 
film) and N (destroyed in 1944), I have studied (or in the cases of L Q collated) all 
MSS by autopsy. Readings in L were subsequently double-checked against microfilm 
at the Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies in Toronto. I have also collated by 
autopsy but do not report MS Columbia University X88/Ar512. My conclusions are 
attenuated by the fact that financial limitations have made it possible to study only 
40 of the 196 MSS known to me, but given that the earliest extant tradition is already 
a contaminated one it seemed unlikely that further collations would significantly ad- 
vance our understanding of B.'s text as opposed to its history of transmission within 
the medieval schools. It is generally agreed that of the early printed editions the 
princeps is the best (per Ioannem et Gregorium de Gregoriis fratres, de Forlivio, Venice, 
1491-2), of which I have seen only the 1497-8 reprint of Cons. phiL, De disc, schol. at 
the University of Toronto. However, Po reproduces the text of the editio princeps , with 
10 corrections adopted from MS Padua, Bibl. Ant., Scaff. XXII, 553. Martianus 
Rota published an edition of the Dialéctica (Venice, 1543, apud Iuntas , rpt. 1547, 
1559) which Henrichus Loritus "Glareanus" used for the Basel Opera Omnia (1546, 
apud Henrichum Petrum , rpt. 1570); the latter is in fact reprinted in Mi (1847, 1860, 
1891). According to Pagallo, Rota corrected the editio princeps against MS Venice 
Marc. Z.L. 273. I have consulted the 1570 Basel edition and find in it some minor 
differences to Mi. I do not refer to the textus praemissus in Alb, as it is the text in Mi 
with occasional corrections introduced by De Loe (v. his praef. 11) and is therefore 
of no independent value. All column and line references follow Mi except that words 
at line-ends remain undivided (I do not note omissions and errors in the 1891 impres- 
sion). See further (full bibliography given below, p. 42 ff.): Brandt, Entstehungszeit 147, 
n. 2; id., In Isag . , praef. lxxi ff. ; Schepss, Opuscula 561; Pagallo 74 ff. ; 88 ff.; Cap- 
puyns, Boèce 363; Van de Vy ver, Etapes 444, n. 4. 
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(absent in M N P), and again in the explicits: 
diuisionum C F Q. diuisionis A D E H I J K 

(absent in B G L M N O F). But B. probably intended de diuisione : 

In Isag. 11.150,8: cum de diuisione ... disputabitur, apparebit; 
Diff. top. 1 1 92d5 : in eo libro ... quem de diuisione composui; 
Div. 885d2: sed de diuisione generis et speciei perplura dicta sunt; 
ibid. 887d4: nunc de ea diuisione dicemus quae est totius in partes (cf. 890dl2 f.); 
ibid. 888d3: restât ... ut de uocis in significantias diuisione tractemus; 
ibid. 890d9: est ... de generis totiusque diuisione propositum atque expeditum; 
ibid. 892a9: et de diuisione quidem omni ... diligenter expressimus.'2 

Moreover, at 875d4 he appears to claim as a source one treatise by 
Andronicus de diuisione { liber editus), which is probably his Latin 
translation of a Greek title, rcepí Siaipeaecoç.3 John of Salisbury {Metal. 
III. 9 [909a] = 152,3 f. Webb) knows B.'s treatise under the title {liber) 
diuisionum , but Ab consistently uses de + abi.,4 while an ancient index 
of Boethian titles (see below) gives de diuisione , which on the whole ap- 
pears to command the strongest support (henceforth Div.). 

From Boethius to Vivarium 

In some MSS there has been preserved evidence of an ancient edi- 
tion of B.'s logico-rhetorical monographs, of Div. in particular. The 
most complete information is provided by A (p. 88)5: 

Anicii (-tii a.c.) Mallii Seuerini Boetii u.c. et illst. ex cons. ord. patricii, liber 
diuisionum incipit ualde necessarius. Martius Nouatus Renatus u.c. et sp. relegi 
meum, 

which appears in abbreviated and (or) corrupted form in the incipits 
of five other MSS: 

2 De Rijk 44, with n. 2. Cf. more generally, Brandt, In Isag ., praef. xxxii f. The 
genitives may have been suggested by Div. 892al (< differentias diuisionum) or 877c4 f. 
{ratio diuisionis ), but there is, to my knowledge, no MS with anything like the titles, 
De diuisionis ratione, De diuisionum differentiis . 
3 Littig 11.12. At 890dl 1 f. B. says, quare de omnibus secundum se partitionibus ... pertrac- 
tatum est. It seems unlikely, however, that Andronicus' treatise was entitled rcepi 
fiepiqioû. 4 Sing, and plur. forms: 160,29; 162,16; 163,15; 203,16-27, and pass. 5 See in general Jahn 354 ff.; Schepss, Subscriptionen 23 ff.; Usener 47, n. 14; Brandt, 
In Isag., praef. xxxiv, with n. 42; Minio-Paluello, Nota X 102; Pagallo 70, with n. 1; 
Obertello, Sev. Boez. 1.346 ff.; Zetzel 219 f.; 288, n. 3. The subscriptions in A have 
been written by a corrector and those in J are in the same hand as wrote the titles 
but not the text. 
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B (f. 80v): Incipit eiusdem liber diuisionis. Martius Notatus (sic) Renatus, 

J (f. 64v): Anicii Mallii Seuerini Boetii liber diuisionis incipit. Martius 
"Renouatus (sic) "Nouatus u.c. et sp. relegi mecum 

K (p. 353): Incipit eiusdem liber diuisionis. Marcius Nouatus Renatus u.c. et 
sp. relegit mecum (sic), 

L (p. 168): Incipit eiusdem liber diuisionis. Martius Nouatus Renatus, 

0 (f. 78v): Anicii Manlii Seueri (sic) Boetii u.c. et ill. ex cons. ord. patricii, in- 
cipit liber de diuisione. M. Nou. Ren. u.c. et sp. relegi meum, 

where B L clearly stand apart from the rest.6 The explicits make no 
further mention of Renatus, there is only a EYTYXOC common to 
A D E I ( = FELICITER A2 B D2 Q), which in K has slipped over into 
the incipit of the subsequent treatise {Comm. spec . de rhet. cogn.).7 

Hyp. syll. was of course edited or corrected as well, and in MS Paris, 
B.N. NAL 1611, originally the second half of A ,8 at the end of that 
treatise we read (f. 51): 

Contra codicem Renati u.s. correxi, qui confectus ab eo est Theodoro antiquario 
qui nunc Palatinus est. 

Furthermore, on pp. 64 and 73 of A, in Diff. top. , there is written, relegi 
meum , while in Paris NAL 1611 following some rhetorical excerpts (see 
below) from the same treatise there is on f. 12v a relegi (- ge before cor- 
rection, pace Obertello, Sev. Boez. 1.346), and a relegi again on f. 13. 
The latter may be related to the Renatus subscriptions above, as in MS 
Brussells 5439-5443 (s. XII) there stands at the head of the first of 
these excerpts (f. 53): 

Incipit liber communis speculationis de rethorice cognatione. Marcus (sic) 
Nouatus Renatus uir clarissimus spectabilis relegi meum (iterum), 

although it seems more likely that this subscription has crossed up the 
name of Renatus with the relegi that we find attached to the excerpts 
in Paris NAL 1611. 

A table of contents" was drawn up for an ancient codex of the 
Dialéctica that has not survived to our day. The list of contents 
originally stood before Diff. top. and it retains that position in the 

6 Cf. below, n. 9, and p. 39 f. ' Corrupted in E to YXOC. EVTIXOC (-TYX- p.c.) appears in D. 
8 Delisle 61. 
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extant MSS (A, p. 57; B, f. 56; D , f. 58; L , p. 129). In A it reads as 
follows9: 

Quae sint in hoc codice Anicii Mallii Seuerini Boetii uiri c. et ill. : 
I. De differentiis topicis libri IIIIor 
II. De diuisione 
III. Communis speculatio de rhetorica cognatione 
IUI. Locorum rhetoricorum (-rue- a.c.) distinctio 
V. De multifaria predicatione 
VI. Quomodo argumentorum uel unde colliguntur (sic) loci, id est (vid.) 

topica 
VII. Liber ante praedicamenta 
Vili. Introductio in cathegoricos sillogi.10 
Villi. De ypotheticis syllogismis libri III. 

Again B L are in agreement: they omit the phrase, Quae ... codice , add 
(id est B) ex cons. ord. after illustrisi omit libri quattuor from I and id est 
topica from VI, and add lib. II after sillogismos (VIII).11 

9 The common variants in B L were observed already by Schepss (Subscriptionen 21, 
n. 2). D commits numerous egregious errors which I do not record here. A different 
version of the list survives in Brussells 5439-5443 (f. 46), which Obertello (Sev. Boez. 
1.349 ff.) thinks may reflect a tradition going back to an incomplete recension made 
by B. himself. I cannot believe, however, that B. had anything to do with the 
rhetorical opuscula (III-VI), and the Brussells MS seems an aberration as to both the 
subscriptions and the list. In the titles of V-VI it preserves a relectum , no doubt a cor- 
ruption of relegi (cf. Obertello, Sev. Boez. 1.346). It was probably the anonymous 
reviser who wrote the relegi in the rhetorical extracts, even as he wrote the above- 
mentioned subscription after Hyp. syll. Schepss (Subscriptionen 26) found almost the 
same Renatus subscription in 0 (f. 119) as the one in the Brussells MS mentioned 
above: Incipit liber communis speculationis de rethorica cognatione Marcus (sic) Nouatus Renatus 
relegi meum. And a relectum appears in the incipits of IV and V. Renatus' name seems 
to have slipped from Div. , which Renatus did in fact revise, to the incipit of the first 
rhetorical excerpt. This would then be similar to the mutation observed above in con- 
nection with the EYTYXOC in K. It is quite clear that the subscriptions and list suf- 
fered distortion before being dropped altogether. 10 VII-VIII are printed under the wrong titles in Mi: Antepraedicamenta (VII) = In- 
troductio ad syllogismos categóricos (PL 64.761b ff.); Introductio in categóricos syllogismos 
(VIII) = De syllogismo categorico (PL 64.793c ff.). See McKinlay, Tests 143, n. 1; id., 
De syll. cat. 210; De Rijk 38 ff. ; Minio-Paluello, Nota X 102, n. 1. 
11 Minio-Paluello (Nota X 101 ff.; Arist. lat. V, praef. xxxvi ff.) reconstructed a lost 
"hyparchetype" from the list and certain mechanical disturbances in the tradition, 
among them an interpolated fragment of B.'s lost revision of the Top. translation in 
Div. His figures are on the whole reliable, and there is a pretty consistent cor- 
respondence between folio size and columns in Mi. K will serve as an example: 
877bl4 =p. 354; 878bll =p. 355; 879b6 = p. 356; 880bl = p. 357; 881al4 = p. 358; 
882al5 = p. 359; 883al3 = p. 360; 884al3 = p. 361 ; 885al4 « p. 362; 886al3 = p. 363; 
887all = p. 364, etc. ß is in a much smaller format but is extremely consistent. No 
folio holds the equivalent of fewer than 9 or more than 1 1 11. Mi and 86% of the folios 
hold the equivalent of 9.5-10.5 11. Mi. Of course the difficulty is in estimating the 
space required for tables and diagrams. I would adjust Minio-Paluello' s calculations 
at: Diff. top., ff. 1-65 = 2,367 11. Mi + 4 tables (to his 2,350); Div., ff. 88-89 = 64 (65); 
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It happens that only one of the MSS preserving this list has all, and 
only, the works enumerated therein, and that is Z), which is a com- 
posite codex, the first 57 ff. being of independent origin and material. 
The contents of / match the list precisely but the list itself is missing. 
K has all nine items in uninterrupted sequence but places three addi- 
tional works before and two after. A has all of the works on the list but 
it too adds extraneous materiali: it retains I-II in that order (preceded 
by In Isag . II), but its counterpart interrupts the sequence by interpos- 
ing Victorinus' De definitione 12 and Abbo's De prop, et syll. cat. before 
resuming the integral series III-IX, which is then followed by various 
other items. B (also a composite codex) has only I-II, and C only IX, 
II. E has II, IX, VIII, VII, while F has MI, VII-IX, and G I, VIII- 
IX, II. H has I, VIII-IX, II-IV, VII, and J II, I, III-VII, IX; L has 
I-II, VIII (second bk. only), M VII, I-II, and (¿only II (Chartres 100 
had I, III-VII, II, VIII; I omit the later MSS NOP). Apart from B 
D I and L (yet another composite codex) all MSS contain works 
foreign to the Dialéctica. By the time our MSS were copied and first 
circulated in the medieval schools, then, the integral corpus of 
monographs was already in an advanced stage of disintegration, and 
so the table of contents must antedate our earliest witnesses by a con- 

Comm. spec., ff. 90-96 = 216 (220); Loc. dist., ff. 97-100 = 93 (100); Mult, praed ., f. 101 = 13 (15); Quom. arg., ff. 102-103 = 37 (45); Antepr ., ff. 104-144= 1,502 (1,520); ff. 147-152 = 286 (215, but cf. Nota X 104, n. 3); Intr.y ff. 153-212 = 2,013 (2,180); 
Hyp. syll ., ff. 213-260= 1,720 (1,740); ff. 261-280= 723 (730, although Minio- 
Paluello ought to have written 732, cf. NotaX 103); ff. 281-285 = 168 (180). I estimate 
a codex with the equivalent of 10,055 11. Mi(+ 4 tables), as against his 10,209 ( + 1 table). It is troubling that the only real inconsistency occurs precisely in the excerpts 
(III-VI), which range only from about 15 to 31 11. / f. Minio-Paluello thought the re- 
maining space needed for the titles and explicits, ff. 90-103 ( Nota X 104). Alternative- 
ly, the copyist may have left empty space for the extracts and overestimated the 
amount required. In any event, the mechanical errors must have occurred in a codex 
that contained the excerpts, as counting 41 ff. directly from the end of Div. (i.e., 
bypassing the excerpts) does not give the central bifolio of a quinion needed to explain the transposed passage at Antepr. 787c9-8c6. We would reach instead the end of the 
thirteenth quinion. Insular MSS bound in quinions may reflect the influence of prac- tices in eastern scriptoria. There survive 3 Latin MSS in quinions from the 4th-5th 
centuries, but only one with script on both sides of the outer bifolio (Lowe 1.5; 23; 35 = nos. 12, 74, 115 respectively; cf. II, praef. vi f.; III. 7, no. 296). I am indebted 
to Prof. Brown for her observations on these MSS. 12 On which see Schepss, Subscriptionen 22, n. 1. Schepss raised the question of Libri's 
possibly having tampered with the titles in A. One can only trust (and there is good reason to do so given the corroborative evidence in other MSS) that he was not 
responsible for the Renatus subscriptions. Van de Vyver ascribed them to a "second" 
hand {Etapes 447). 
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siderable period of time.13 As individual treatises were selected for 

separate copying it would have been most natural for the scribes to 
remove the list altogether, as it was proving increasingly superfluous. 
This would explain its virtual disappearance by the 12th c.14 The 
author of the list is unknown15 but it seems unlikely that he was the 
Renatus named in the subscriptions, as the four rhetorical extracts 

(III-VI) probably date from the late 6th century and there really is no 

good reason for supposing that Renatus drew them up anyway.16 
They read rather as lecture notes than as the work of an editor who 

(I assume) commissioned a copy from Theodorus out of an interest in 

procuring an accurate text of what B. wrote.17 
Renatus rather than B. was responsible for the relegi meum accompa- 

nying the authentic Boethian tracts.18 An anonymous corrector later 
revised his own copy of the Dialéctica against the codex Renati , which 
had been transcribed by a Theodorus who was still alive ( qui nunc 

13 MSS with various tracts from the corpus had travelled across Europe by a relatively 
early date, and the dispersion cannot have occurred all at once (cf. Van de Vy ver, 
Etapes 444 f.). Moreover, there is evidence in medieval catalogues of other MSS that 
disappeared, so that the dispersion must have been broader still (e.g., Manitius 
276-98). 14 The subscriptions too were disappearing already by the second half of the 1 1th c., 
as were the rhetorical excerpts, nos. III-VI (Obertello, Sev. tìoez. 1.380; Van de 
Vyver, Etapes 447). 15 De Rijk 5; Obertello, Hyp. syll. 162. 16 Pace Obertello, Sev. Boez. 1.351. As Obertello himself observes, the evidence is con- 
sistent with a codex from Vivarium (ibid. 1.354; cf. 1.367, n. 86). 17 Cf. below, n. 23. The monographs are not chronologically arranged (Cappuyns, 
Boke 370), Diff. top. being the last written (ca. 521). Whoever compiled the treatises 
evidently wanted the complete ensemble and was careful to group the three works on 
syllogisms last. Renatus' ordering was, I think, I-II, VII-IX, as now in F (which, 
however, adds other works after the series). 18 Or so it would appear from the fact that in his In Cic. top . B. subscribed the 
authorized copy, conditor operis emendaui. The subscription survives in M (f. 54), Vat. 
lat. 567 (f. 35v), Einsiedeln 324 (p. 199), Munich Clm. 6367 (f. 66) and 14272 (f. 
188v), Paris lat. 12957 (f. 88v), and Bamberg Class. 13 ( olim M.IV.l, ff. 27 and 34). 
See Stangl 9 ff. (drawn to my attention by Prof. Cameron); Usener 2, n.*; Obertello, 
Sev. Boez. 1.346 and 355; Schepss, Subscriptionen 27. Some MSS of B.'s Inst, arith ., 
however, preserve a subscription similar to the one in the Dialéctica: Seuerinus Boetius 
u.c. (? et) ini. ex cons. ord. patricius legi opusculum meum. This appears, with minor 
variations, in Florence Laur. Plut. XXIX. 20 (v. Bandini 37), Paris lat. 7185 (f. 20v), 
7359 (f. 36) and 14064 (f. 37). Paris 6639 evidently has the subscription, de relecto 
opusculo suo , while an early 12th c. Bamberg catalogue records, Boetii de relectis II 
(Becker 192). Jahn (355) mistakenly connected the legi opusculum meum of Inst, arith. 
with Renatus (Schepss, Subscriptionen 28 f.; Usener 47, n. 14; cf. Obertello, Sev. Boez. 
1.356). 
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Palatinus est)19 when the anonymous corrector was active. The latter 
evidently proofread the rhetorical extracts as well (hence the relegi in 
Paris NAL 1611). Chance has brought it about that the identities of 
Renatus and Theodorus are known to us. There is evidence for the ex- 
istence of one Renatus of Ravenna, who discussed the Theopaschite 
problem with Severus of Antioch in Constantinople sometime ca. 
508-11. He was a grammaticus with ties to both the Ostrogothic court 
and John the Deacon (probably later Pope John I) and from Severus 
we learn that he was an orthodox supporter of Chalcedon and Leo's 
Tome.20 Theodorus, on the other hand, we know from subscriptions in 
Priscian MSS. He copied out the Institutiones of Priscian (his teacher) 
in Constantinople between 526-7 and he was a palace bureaucrat.21 
The connection with Priscian suggests a professional or cultural link 
with B.'s clan as well.22 

B.'s monographs, then, were collected and revised sometime be- 
tween 522-6, 23 probably in Constantinople, by Renatus or perhaps 
also by another member (? Priscian) of the circle associated with the 
Anicii. Renatus either commissioned or obtained a copy of the 
monographs from Theodorus sometime around the year 527. 24 How 
the corpus first travelled from Ravenna to the East is a matter for 

19 Obertello, Sev. Boez. 1.352, with n. 26. 
20 Severus, Orat. III. 29 (72,23 ff. Lebon); Cassiodorus, Var. IV. 37 (CCL 96.166); 
loan. Diac., PL 59.400d. Cf. Martindale 939; Troncarelli 99 f.; Obertello, Sev. Boez. 
1.344 ff.; id., Hyp. syll. 159. 21 The Priscian subscriptions appear in Gramm, lat. 11.191; 451; 597; III. 105; 208 f. 
Keil. See Martindale 1098, no. 63 (wrongly placing the subscription in B.'s Cat. 
trans.); Cameron 322; Zetzel 220 ff . ; Brandt, In Isag ., praef. xxxiii f.; Schepss, 
Subscriptionen 23 f.; Courcelle, Writers 329, n. 50; Obertello, Sev. Boez. 1.347 ff.; id., 
Hyp. syll. 1 60 f. This is not the same person as the Flavius Theodorus who was consul 
in 505 and travelled to Constantinople with the embassy of John I ( = Martindale 1097 
f., no. 62). Our scribe Theodorus was still alive when the anonymous corrector work- 
ed, and that must have been near or, more probably, after the death of Cassiodorus. 
At Cons. phil. 1.4,13 B. uses the epithet palatinae in reference to the Ostrogothic court, 
but the Priscian subscriptions explicitly place Theodorus in Constantinople. 22 Priscian dedicated three of his minor treatises to B.'s father-in-law Symmachus 
(Gramm, lat. III. 405 Keil), who had commissioned them during a visit to Constantino- 
ple (Courcelle, Writers 327; Van de Vyver, Etapes 443). 23 Cappuyns ( Boèce 370) dates Renatus' revision to 525-6, while Van de Vyver (Etapes 
443), De Rijk (5) and Pagallo (69) favor sometime between 522-6, and Usener (42) 
523. De Rijk and Van de Vyver think Renatus revised only Dijf. top., presumably 
because B. himself had been unable to make the revision. I do not see that this is prov- 
ed by the placement of that treatise at the head of the ensemble, while it is obvious 
in any event that Renatus must also have revised Div. 
24 Obertello, Hyp. syll. 163 f. 
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speculation,25 but the manner of its return to the West can be surmis- 
ed with fair probability. At an early point in the tradition six long 
passages of B.'s Diff top. were intercalated in the Institutiones humanae 
of Cassiodorus26: 

Diff. top. (PL 64) Inst. (PL 70)" 
1 174bl l-6a9 1176a2-7c9 
1180c4-2d6 1 177cl0-9d4 
1 183c5-5b8 1 1 79d6-8 1 cl 3 
1 186d5-96al5 1181cl4-90c3 
1208c2-10bl2 1 196al4-8al5 
1212a7-16cl 1 1 198al5-1202cl2, 

while two others were extracted and given separate titles. They are 
nos. III-IV in the list discussed above: 

Comm. spec. (PL 64) Diff. top. (PL 64) Inst. (PL 70) 
1217c-22c 1207a3-12a7 (1196al4-d3) 
Loc. dist. (PL 64) 
1221 d-4c 1 2 1 2a 1 0-4c8 ( 1 1 98b5- 1 200d3) . 27 

The precise source of no. V in the list is unknown to me but VI is yet 
another excerpt, more precisely, a schematic series of excerpted 
thoughts and phrases, from Diff. top. The history of Cassiodorus' 
handbook concerns us only insofar as the interpolated recensions 
make it certain that a copy of Diff. top., no doubt of the whole of the 
Dialéctica,28 was in Italy by the later 6th c. And according to Cap- 
puyns, Cassiodorus also cited Diff. top. in the revised version of his ex- 
position of the Psalms (original version written between 538-48). 29 It 

25 It can be asserted only that if Renatus did travel to the East with John I (Van de 
Vyver, Etapes 443), there is no extant evidence of the fact. Obertello entertains various 
hypotheses (Sev. Boez. 1.343 ff . ; 1.351 f.). The motive for removing the monographs 
may have been to preserve them during the greco-gothic war (Obertello, Hyp. syll. 
155), as B.'s political ties with the East were well known (Courcelle, Writers 317, n. 
129). 26 An excerpt of which is found in J, f. 64 (Inst. II. 3. 17-18, interpolated recen- 
sion = PL 70. 1202cl3-3b7, Memoriae ... possunt). 27 Cf. Courcelle, Brouillon 68, n. 4; Van de Vyver, Institutiones 74, n. 3; id., Etapes 
444; Oeuvre 286, n. 2; Cappuyns, Boèce 371; Usener 62; Obertello, Sev. Boez. 1.367, 
n. 86; Schepss, Subscriptionen 22 f. (for Munich 6371 read 6372 = I). The excerpts sur- 
vive in MSS A ( = Paris NAL 1611), Z), //(two only), I J, K, 0, Brussells 5439-5443, 
Klosterneuburg 67 1 , Vienna, Nationalbibl. 2269, and they were in Chartres 100. The 
Cassiodorian extracts sometimes circulated separately under the name of Themistius 
(Obertello, Sev. Boez. 1.374). Van de Vyver suspected that a single person might have 
been responsible for the two different sets of excerpts (Oeuvre 287). 28 A brief paraphrase of Div. 877b5-c3 in VI, however, would appear to have come 
indirectly from Diff. top. 1192d ( = Cass., Inst. 1187d). 29 Cassiodore 1401, but with no specific references. Cassiodorus supplied the margins 
with sigla indicating references to the Topics , but it is not always clear to whose. On 
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is possible, then, that he procured the codex Renati during his period 
of exile in Constantinople and that he brought it West in 555. 30 Tron- 
catili has argued that Cassiodorus undertook an edition of the Con- 
solatio either while still in the East or just after the foundation of 
Vivarium, and if his theory is correct it would not be unreasonable to 
suppose that Cassiodorus took an interest in the preservation of the 
Dialéctica as well.31 

To reiterate. There is an ancient ' 'edition' ' underlying our tradi- 
tion of the Dialéctica. Priscian's pupil Theodorus transcribed the codex 
Renati in the East shortly after B.'s death, and Cassiodorus, it appears, 
later brought it to the West. At Vivarium an unknown corrector32 
checked his own copy against the codex Renati at a time when 
Theodorus was still alive, sometime, that is, in the later 6th c. In cer- 
tain MSS there survive indications that at an early date someone, 
perhaps the anonymous corrector, articulated the internal sections of 
Div., probably in capitals. The overall structure of the treatise is as 
follows: 

I. Introduction: 875dl-8d2 
II. Division per se: 878d2-90dl2 

a. Genus into species: 880al0-7d4 
b. Whole into parts: 887d4-8d3 
c. Spoken sound into significations: 888d3-90dl2 

III. Division secundum accidens : 890dl2-lall 
a. Subject into accidents 
b. Accident into subjects 
c. Accident into accidents 

IV. Conclusion: 891al l-2al 1 . 

the dates see Adriaen, praef. xii. Courcelle thought that the first interpolator 
discovered Diff. top. after Cassiodorus' death {Brouillon 85). But Cassiodorus must 
have had Hyp. syll. at least, and it may be that he simply never got around to including 
any discussion of Diff. top. in his handbook. 
30 Cassiodorus was in Constantinople in 550, returned to the West in 555, and pro- 
bably began work on the Institutiones ca. 560 (Van de Vyver, Oeuvre 290; Cappuyns, 
Cassiodore 1357 f.; 1371 ff.; 1403 f.; but cf. also Lehmann 41 ff.). 31 Cassiodorus informs us that he organized the logical works into a single volume 
and put the respective commentaries separately {Inst. II. 3. 18 = 129,5 ff. Mynors; cf. 
Obertello, Sev. Boez. 1.354). The Dialéctica would have occupied yet another volume 
(cf. above, n. 11). 32 Was he one of the bookbinders, translators, or notarii mentioned by Cassiodorus 
{Inst, praef. 9; 1.5.2; 1.8.3; 1.30.3, etc.) ? Others must have come from the East as 
well (cf. Cappuyns, Cassiodore 1360), and Cassiodorus is known to have instituted a 
system of correctional signs (Troncarelli 50 ff.; Courcelle, Writers 370). Traube (130) 
drew attention to the Cassiodorian ring of such phrases as, in hoc corpore continentur (cf. 
our list of contents, above). Shiel, on the other hand, discusses certain correctional 
marks which he thinks were imported by B. himself. On the methods of correction 
practiced at Vivarium, cf. Zetzel 204 f. 
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The three subsections of II, the heart of the treatise, were marked in 
such a way that with copying the headings sometimes drifted into the 
text. At 880b6, after respondetur , A2 H add, Quomodo genus diuidatur , 
while B has in the margin, Quomodo diuiditur genus . At 887d6, after diui- 
sionem , I (before correction) J add, De diuisione totius in partes ; E2 has 
in the margin, De diuisione totius ; and K in the margin, Diuisio totius . 
At 888d4, after tractemus , E J add, De uocis diuisione' P has the same 
in the margin and an erasure of ca. 15 characters after tractemus in the 
text; K has in the margin, Diuisio uocis. In I J the headings have tended 
to blend in with the text of the treatise, while in A E they are slightly 
offset and in capitals. It may be that these markings too originated at 
Vivarium. 

The question has been raised whether some of the variant readings 
in Div. do not go back to the codex Renati. 33 Here we must keep in mind 
the facts that our MSS were made for use in the schools and conse- 
quently show a considerable degree of correction and contamination 
from the start, while there is virtually no indirect tradition to help us 
date the variants (Cassiodorus paraphrases one passage of Div., but 
indirectly from Diff. top.). How can we be sure that a plausible variant 
stems from B. or Renatus rather than from the anonymous corrector 
or an astute medieval reader? Everything depends upon the nature of 
the variant in question: no errors will have come from B. but some 
4 'variants" could be authorial revisions. Now we simply do not know 
whether B. left his own changes to the text, but it seems highly im- 

probable that Renatus emended or made conjectures on a large scale, 
or that he either missed or introduced many significant errors (' 'recen- 
sion' ' at least would appear to be out of the question). 

Finally, it remains to ask whether the copy possessed by the 
anonymous corrector was one newly transcribed from and then cor- 
rected against the codex Renati , or was (or indeed had been transcribed 
from) another that went back to B. independently of Renatus.34 To 

put it another way, is the ' 'archetype' 
' the anonymous corrector's 

copy, as Van de Vyver supposed,35 or the codex Renati?36 Further, what 

33 Pagallo 78, n. 2. Obertello thinks that the anonymous corrector left annotations 
which were added to with successive generations of copying (Hyp. syll. 169). 34 On Ravenna as a source of transmission to the medieval libraries see Reynolds, 
pracf. xxiii f. 
3S Etapes 443. 36 Obertello, Sev. Boez. 1.352 f. De Rijk says (5) that the "archetype of all the extant 
manuscripts appears to have been written by the calligraphcr Theodore ... and cor- 
rected after the codex Renati by some anonymous copyist." This is to conflate two 
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is the difference between Renatus' 4 'edition,' ' Theodoras' transcrip- 
tion, and the latter once corrected by Renatus? We know nothing of 
Renatus' editorial methods, but it seems reasonable to assume (a) that 
his relegi meum meant little more than insuring that the apograph was 
in accord with its exemplar,37 and (b) that he had at his disposal a 
sound exemplar if not the autograph against which he proofread with 
considerable care. That is, Renatus' corrected text of Div. may have 
had one or two errors of its own, but it was probably still very close 
to the authorized copy that left B.'s hands. 

Minio-Paluello thought to have identified a stage of transmission at 
which certain mechanical errors entered one branch of the tradition, 
thus giving grounds for inferring the presence of two hyparchetypes.38 
As I think it equally possible that the removal rather than the entry 
of those errors marks the split in the tradition (insofar as a clear split 
can be discerned at ail), and as I prefer to maintain a distinction be- 
tween Renatus' " edition" and the medieval archetype39 rather than 
to introduce the potentially confusing notion of hyparchetypes, I shall 
use the word " archetype" in reference to the anonymous corrector's 
codex, from which, as I incline to believe, all of our MSS ultimately 
descend. This involves a certain amount of question-begging but the 
reasons for it will emerge in the course of discussion. 

The Text 

After Cassiodorus and his monks the fate of the Dialéctica adheres 
to that of the Vivarium library, the details of which are not perfectly 
clear.40 The monographs themselves, in any event, recede into a 

books, for the subscription indicates that Theodorus in fact wrote out the codex Renati , while the anonymous corrector checked another book, what I refer to as the "ar- 
chetype," against Theodorus' transcription ( - codex Renati). 37 Cf. Zetzel 228. 38 Minio-Paluello referred to the book which Renatus (wrongly named Martius 
Renatus Nouatus) "wrote" (jic) as the "archetype," and saw a decisive split between 
FN and the MSS with the Top . fragment (. Arist . lat. V, praef. xxxix). He also spoke of the codex from which our MSS derive as the "archetype or sub-archetype" (Nota X 102), and again of the archetype and two hyparchetypes on which the medieval 
tradition depends (ibid. 105; cf. 107). But he was aware that certainty as to the ques- tion of an archetype with or without the Top. fragment (discussed below) could not 
be attained until the text of Div. itself had been investigated. 39 Cf. Pasquali 21; 137, n. 1. 

See Courcelle, Writers ch. 8; Van de Vyver, Oeuvre 283; Mercati 14 ff.; Cappuyns, Cassiodore 1397 ff.; Rand 437; Obertello, Seu. Boez. 1.369 ff. Van de Vyver's Etapes remains the only general account of the transmission of the Dialéctica. 
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period of darkness lasting about three and a half centuries, until the 
first signs of their revival emerge at Reims and Fleury-sur- Loire. 
Isidore evidently got what he did of B. from Cassiodorus, possibly 
from some lost intermediary as well.41 Lupus of Ferrières is known to 
have used or borrowed copies of B.'s Inst, arith. and In Cic. top. but 
he does not mention the monographs. And while there is good 
evidence for the study of the Consolatio and 4 4 Old Logic' 

' 
(particularly 

Porphyry's introduction) in the 9th c., the Dialéctica appear not to 
have been used as school texts at that time.42 Once they reappear, 
however, their diffusion is widespread and rapid, and continues into 
the 12th c., after which all but Diff. top. and Div. relapse into general 
desuetude. The text of Div. that surfaces for the first time towards the 
later part of the 10th c. preserves the signs of an archetype in posses- 
sion of its own errors.43 We begin with these. 

41 See in general, Fontaine 615 ft'.; 1168, ad loc. 828.2. Also, Pagallo 71, n. 1; Van 
de Vy ver, Institutiones 70, n. 2. 
42 Lupus, Epp. 5; 8; 16 Dümmler. Ioannes Scottus does not follow B. s classification 
of divisions in Dio. ( Periph . II. 526a = 6,30 ff. Sheldon-Williams). Ogilvy implied (22) 
that Alcuin used Diff. top., but on this he misunderstood Prantl (11.17). Alcuin knew 
only Cassiodorus' excerpts of it (Van de Vyver, Etapes 431). Neither Herren (132), 
Laistner (262), nor Marendon (pass.) appears to have found evidence of the use of 
the Dialéctica prior to the 10th c. 
43 In what follows I sometimes give the variants only for those words or phrases under 
discussion. Where I record all variants for a passage there is an indication to that ef- 
fect. Readings in Ab , Alb and Po are signalled only where relevant, so that the reader 
should draw no inference from silence about one or more of them. All variants from 
Po reflect the text of the editio princeps , not the corrections adopted by Pozzi from the 
Padua MS. I signify with a c corrections made either by the scribe or by someone 
whose script I do not venture to distinguish from the scribe's. In the cases of A D E 
FI J Mm particular it seemed imprudent to try to introduce precision where hands 
(some MSS have more than one corrector and A may have as many as three) contem- 
poraneous with and similar to those of the respective scribes have been active in the 
MSS and to number them would inevitably result not only in errors but in un- 
necessary confusion. With a 2 I indicate corrections in a hand which I feel confident 
is not the scribe's, and which is probably of a later period. The apparatus is drawn 
positively except where it is obvious to what word(s) a particular variant applies. 
However, when my sole concern is to provide evidence for the relationship between 
certain MSS (as opposed to laying out the evidence for a given passage) and I list 
variants shared by them (e.g., by A Q, B L, E I or F G), the square bracket should 
not be taken as necessarily meaning that there are no other variants for the reading 
in question. It serves rather to specify, in case it is not obvious, the word(s) in the 
text for which those MSS share the noted variant. Orthographical variants are noted 
only rarely and spellings have been normalized (e.g., definitio for diffinitio). Finally, 
there are places where, without discussion, I treat as a variant what appears in the 
text of Mi or as part of the text what does not appear at all in Mi. It has been impossi- 
ble to avoid this inconvenience. 
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877a3 f. 
... ego id quoque sicut pleraque omnia Romanis auribus tradens ... 

id quoque ego scr .: quoquis (quo eius Jc: quoque eius J2) id J : quoque id ceti. 

quoque id is incorrect, since the point of the proemium generally is to 
draw attention to B.'s exceptional status among the Romans. He will 
make available to the West the science of division passed down by An- 
dronicus, Plotinus and Porphyry, even as he has done for other sub- 

jects {sicut pleraque). B. is first among the Romans ( Romanis auribus 
tradens ), not last among the Greeks. The transposition, id quoque , gives 
the right sense (cf. In Cat. 159a2: hos quoque . . . perscribens). De Rijk (48) 
understands quoque as pointing back to Andronicus. But then why not 
to Porphyry, who has just been mentioned ? In any case, quare ... doc- 
trina (2 f.) and sicut pleraque make it clear that quoque is to emphasize 
the subject matter, not the person who expounds it. Littig (11.12) was 

surely right in paraphrasing, 
" Boëthius sagt ... er wolle auch die Lehre vom 

Teilen , wie schon so vieles andere , für römische Leser übertragen . ' ' J obviously 
entails a scribal aberration, but one that presumes the word order 
found in all the other MSS. (In the microfilm of N facillimaque ... quo- 
que is partially illegible, but it is quite clear that quoque id is the word 

order.) 
880d9 ff. (All variants noted.) 
... et harum (10) aliae consequentes, aliae statim relinquentes. (11) Statim relin- 
quentes ... 

9-10 harum aliae] = D c: aliae om. D : sunt add. L P: aliae harum sunt N 10 aliae 
statim coni. Asztalos : statim aliae codd. | | aliae2] =AC Ec : om. E : alia A(vid.) | | 
relinquentes] = Ec' om. E 11 Statim] = Ec: om. E K N ļ ļ relinquentes om. N 

Mi and Po read, et harum aliae sunt consequentes statim , aliae relinquentes 
statim. Relinquentes , etc., and that is the punctuation in the MSS as well 

(including E K' Ec supplies the missing words in the margin). But 

consequentes statim makes no good sense and is inconsistent with B.'s 

usage. At 880dl2 he writes only consequentes , while at 881al0 and, if 
I am correct (see below), 881b7 consequentium (in any case without 
statim ); at 881a9 he writes statim relinquentium , and at 881b4 f. (see 
below) quae statim relinquunt. I therefore gratefully adopt Prof. Asztalos' 

suggestion. 
886a2 ff. 
... porro autem inferiores (3) quae sunt indiuidua [ipsa quoque] specificis (4) dif- 
ferentiis carent, quocirca ipsae quoque a definitione (5) seclusae sunt ... 
3 [ ] ego seel.: ipsa (-ae O) quoque codd. 4 ipsae Ac D(vid.) EJMC O Q. ipse (-sse 
H) F G H' I K: ipsa ABC&LMNP 
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ipsa quoque (3) is erroneous, as it makes no sense to say that individuals 
too lack specific differentiae. The point is that res superiores cannot be 
defined as they have no higher genera; res inferiores or individuals, on 
the other hand (corresponsive autem , with quidem , 885dl4), lack 
specific differentiae, and so they too escape definition. The emphasis is 
needed in 4, which is probably the source of the error in 3: the variant 
ipsa (4) may have prompted the movement of the two words up to in- 
diuidua (notice also how ipsae appears to have influenced 0 at 3). 

There are also passages strongly suggestive of common errors 
underlying all of our earliest witnesses which were later removed or 
adjusted for by conjecture: 

878b8 
Accidentis uero in accidentia diuisio est ... 

Accidentis G : accidentium cett. 

At 877c 1 f. and In Isag. 11.155,5 B. writes accidens in accidentia , and at 
878b 12 f. accidens in alia accidentia. At Diff. top. 1 1 92d5 f. he says, ac- 
cidentis in accidentia , which is the expression retained in the interpolated 
redaction of Cassiodorus' Inst. (1187d8) and in Quom. arg. (no. VI in 
the list discussed above). It also appears in the margin of A (p. 90), 
to mark the third class of incidental division (cf. Ab 163,15 f.; Alb 
26,26; loan. Damasc., PG 94.548bl5). I have no doubt that the gen. 
sing, is correct. B. uses it for the dividendum of each of the three classes 
of incidental division: subiectum in accidentia , accidens in subiecta, accidens 
in accidentia (877bl4-8d2; 891al; cf. 878d8, in accidentis distributione) . 
The plur. may have been caused by the illustration that follows in b9 
(i omnium candidorum ), as, I suspect, was recognized either by the scribe 
of G or by a corrector of his exemplar. 

878d4 
... (his) intellegendum est quae sit (proprietas) ... 

intellegendum Kc AP N: intellegenda K M cett . 

The fem. probably arose by assimilation to the subject of the subor- 
dinate indirect question. The emendation to the neut. is such an ob- 
vious one that nothing can be inferred as to the relationship of KM 
Adhere. A hits on (or follows) another felicitous conjecture at 889al5: 

... (quotiens) sine determinatione dicitur uox ulla, facit intellectu ... 
ulla N: ilia cett. 

(ulla is supported by nulla , b5, and ilia would be very awkward, 
especially given the haec following, even if the punctuation were to be 
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placed after uox , as it is in some MSS). But otherwise TV regularly goes 
astray in its maverick approach to the text.44 

881b4 f. (All variants noted.) 
... ex eorum est genere quae statini relinquunt ... 
eorum Po : eo codd. ļ | est & F* Ab Alb : sunt D P ceti. | | relinquunt] relincunt 
B: relinquut C: reliqunt (-inq- p.c.) E : relinquerunt N(sic) 

sunt cannot stand, as the subject is differentia (ipsa, haec , al5-b2) and B. 
will instance only one difference anyway (ut sedere , b5). The plur. may 
have arisen from the parallel phrase at a9 (ex eo sint genere statim relin- 
quentium) or possibly by assimilation to quae ... relinquunt (G I K 0, it 
may be noted, have the plur. seiunguntur at b4), and my guess is that 
it was in the archetype, i.e. , that the correction in D is really an emen- 
dation. But even with est further emendation proves necessary; either 
we delete quae and write relinquentium for relinquunt (as at a9), or write, 
with Po , eorum for the eo of the MSS. The latter seems preferable as 
being the less extreme. It is probably a humanist conjecture. 

881b7 f. 
... ea sunt consequentium differentiarum ... 

consequentium Po(-seg-): permanentium codd. 

At 880d8 ff. B. divided differentiae into those that are (a) per se and 
those that are (b) per accidens , and (b) into (i) consequentes and (ii) statim 
rehnquentes .45 At 881al0 most MSS have conflated permanere and 
consequi : 

consequentium F G P J1 Q. persequentium A 2^-qunt- a.c.) C D E H I J K L 
M N O PQ?, 

as also previously at 880dl2: 

consequentes D2 E F G P J M2 P Q. persequentes A B C D H I J1 K M N 0 Qf: 
uel sequentes L. 

At 881a9 f. B. mentions the three classes of differentiae in reverse 
order, substituting in substantia permanentes for per se (a).46 At b7, as the 

44 As, e.g., with the omission of non at 889cl2, which I intend to discuss in a commen- 
tary. I suspect that Thierry himself was responsible for some of the unique readings 
in N. 
45 Cf. Porphyry, Isag. 9,10 ff.; B., In Isag. 1.85-7; II. 241-8. 46 Cf. permanet , 881c2, with In Isag. 1.86,4: magis propriae sunt quae in substantia ipsa per- manent. The former speaks of the species that does not remain, but the latter of the 
differentiae that do remain, and it is quite clear that magis propriae- per sey as B. uses 
the same illustrations for each (rationabilitas , mortalitas , 881a7 f.; c5; In Isag. 1.86,6; 
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ensuing illustration proves (being grey-eyed is separable from the sub- 
ject ratione sola), he can only have written consequentium. Note as well 
that B. then treats the three classes of a9 f. in strict order: staiim relin- 
quentes (881bl-6); consequentes (881b6- 1 2); in substantia permanentes 
(881bl2-cl3). Again Po offers what appears to be no more than a 
humanist conjecture - another obvious one. 

881bl0 
... (est animal) luminibus glaucis, ut quilibet homo ... 

homo A2 D2 F H P J2 M2 N O P: om. ABCDEFGIJKLMQ 

homo is unnecessary, but it seems extremely unlikely that B. left it out, 
as (a) there is no justification (certainly not a stylistic one in a treatise 
of this type, in which the Latin is inelegant but always aims at clarity) 
for the possible confusion engendered by its omission, and (b) hominem 
in 11 is left quite unprepared without it. H , as we shall see, regularly 
incorporates the corrections in A , and seems to have done so here; N 
0 P are the three latest MSS and appear to have benefitted from their 
predecessors. The conjecture / emendation was made early on, no 
doubt already by the early 11th c., and it stuck. 

885bll 
... sicut enim circulu m ... 

sicut C ?L O Po: sic Lc(vid.) ceti. 

sicut is prepared by ut (10), which means "even / just as," not "as for 
example" (as ut cl does): "A single genus (can be) divided many 
ways, just as adi bodies (can) .... For (enim) just as we divide the circle 
... so too ( ita quoque , cl , sc. we divide) the genus. 

' ' 
Again, C O are both 

later MSS; and the confusion of sic and sicut is common at least in 
minuscule script,47 although it is unnecessary to assume that the usual 
triliteral compendium sic was the cause of the error (if such it was) in 
our archetype. L now has sic , but there appears to be an erasure above 
the c, so that it is possible that sicut was once indicated. 

886c 12 f. (All variants noted.) 
... uocum significatiuarum ... 

significatiuarum C ZX P Alb Po : om. D I ceti. 

11.243, 1 5 f.). At In Isag. 11.261 ,22 B. explains that inseparable accidents, like substan- 
tial differentiae, do not leave the subject, but they are not the same as substantial dif- 
ferentiae as they do not "inform" the substance (11.261,16 f.). 47 Lindsay, Contractions 46; cf. as well Notae 287. 
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significatiuarum is genuine: B.'s procedure is consistent throughout the 
illustration and clarity is the whole point ( clariorem , bll). Each stage 
in the definition of nomen builds upon the previous one. B. adds the 

appropriate differentia, then proceeds to the successive division and 
selection of the differentia. Thus at 886d9 he gives the complete for- 
mula achieved so far {secundum positionem uocum significatiuarum ), as he 
does again at 887a 10 f. ( uocum significatiuarum secundum positionem sine 

tempore ), each time with the partitive gen. uocum , and he does not 
sacrifice accuracy to brevity. At 886c5 f. he has already applied the dif- 
ferentia significatiua to uox , and that is the very thing he will now divide 

( ipsam uocum significantiam ... diuido , 886c 11 f.). It is both redundant 
and wrong to make a division here of uox alone. I therefore cannot 
believe that B. left significatiuarum out, although, given the frequent oc- 
currence of words with the root signifie- throughout the passage, it is 

easy to understand how it might have fallen out of the archetype, while 
the remedy for the omission is such an obvious one that it would un- 
doubtedly have occurred to more than one corrector. So it is worth 

recalling that C is later than D I : the error was apparently not cor- 
rected until sometime after the arrival of the earliest extant MSS in 
the medieval schools. 

890al3 f. (All variants noted.) 
... multiplicitatem significationis ... 

multiplicitatem P Alb: multiplicitatis A C D Ec F G H P J M N O Q. multiplicatis 
B L : multiplitatis E : multiplicitis I: multiplicatas K | ļ significationis P Alb : 
significations K : significationem cett. 

At 877d9 B. writes, pluralitas significationis , and at 890b3, significationis 
multiplicitatem. The virtually unanimous affirmation of significationem in 
the MSS suggests that our tradition is based upon a source that read 
multiplicitatis as well (-tis at least is the ending in all but K P ), although 
there we find a wider range of variants. P Alb give the correct reading, 
as multiplicitatis significationem is beside the point: an equivocal does 
not necessarily signify a multiplicity but the signification is multiplex 
(cf. 888d9 f.; 889all f.). Again, the conjecture would have been an 
obvious one, and the correct reading was indicated already by other 
passages of Div. itself. 

890b4 ff. (All variants noted.) 
Diuiduntur autem significationes (5) aequiuocarum secundum aequiuocationem 
(6) unius particulae orationum definitione, ut cum dico ... 

(deest M) 
4 significationes] = ZX: significarunes D(v. ad loc. 5) 5 aequiuocarum Po: ae- 
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quiuocorum P : aequiuocorum uel cett. (aeq. sign. u. tr. D) | | secundum ae- 
quiuocationem] aequiuocarum N 6 unius particulae C E P Po: om. I cett. | | 
orationum A2 H L N P Po : uel orationum CEP: orationum aut A B D F G I 
J K O Q. orationum uel Pc | | definitione] = Pc: definitionem B C D K Q. defini- 
tionum 0: orationum add. P 

The argument here turns on the distinction between (a) 
4 
'equivocar' 

( unum nomen multa significam) and (b) 
ť 4 
ambiguous' 

' 
( oratio composita 

multa significans , cf. 878al-12; 888d5-8).48 889dl4-90b4 provide the 
full explanation of (b), and 890a 13 (aliae in partícula ) introduces an ex- 
tension of (a), to be explicated at 890b4 ff. An equivocal statement is 
one in which there is an equivocal term (e.g., homo uiuit ), while in an 
' 
'ambiguous" statement the syntax itself gives rise to the multiplicity 

of significations (e.g., audio Graecos uicisse Troianos). The masc. / neut. 
aequiuocorum (5) is incorrect, as B. is going to discuss equivocal ora- 
tiones , not words; uel (5) may have arisen as part of an explanatory 
gloss or variant, the rest of which has since dropped out. unius particulae 
(6) is required by sense and is further supported by 890a 13 / 15. uel 
(6) was probably added to answer uel (5), but it is entirely out of place: 
again, B.'s sole concern is orationes. aut (6) also must be rejected, and 
on similar grounds. Having just reiterated the 4 'ambiguous" / 
"equivocal" difference, B. will go on {autem resumptive) to explain the 
"hybrid" ( = ipsa oratio secundum aequiuocationem multiplex , 890bl f.). 49 

From amidst the confusion in the MSS one point emerges with clarity: 
the fem. aequiuocarum (5) is necessary but is found only in Po , where 
it may well be no more than a humanist conjecture. The MS tradition 
itself is based on an incorrect masc. or neut. aequiuocorum which has 
stirred up considerable mischief. 

There are finally five doubtful cases: 

876d3 f. 
... per hanc Introductionis laudata in Categorias (4) utilitas. Dicit enim ... 

hanc] = F J: diuisionem add. E I J2: scientiam add. P: scientiam diuidendi add. 
F2: hanc (han a.c. ) notitiam L: haec coni. Moraux 

B. extolls the utilitas of the science of division, following Andronicus, 
Plotinus and Porphyry, hanc is in all the MSS, but difficulties in its 
construal have occasioned glosses (F2 = supralinear) which appear 
to have been prompted by 875dl f. ( scientia diuidendi) and 875d3 ( haec 
... notitia). EIL have actually incorporated glosses into the text. Ab 

48 I observe, however, that at Contr. Eut. et Nest. VII (118,46 rev. Loeb ed.) B. uses 
the two more or less as synonyms. 49 Cf. In Penh. 11.168,25. 
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is in agreement with F 2: Porphyry praises the utilitas of his introduc- 
tion per hanc scientiam diuidendi . Alb loosely paraphrases, per introduc- 
tions, quas scripsit in Aristotelis Cathegorias , while Pozzi translates, ' 'e dal 
medesimo viene lodata l'utilità di introdursi nelle Categorie per mezzo della 
scienza del dividere ," overlooking the fact that by Introductionis B. is 
naming the Isag. (cf. In Isag . 1.15,2 f.; 11.143,11 ff.). At In Isag. 
11.150,5 ff. B. says, nam neque praeter generis uel speciei cognitionem 
praedicamenta discuntur nec definitio genus relinquit et differentiam, et in ceteris 
quam sit utilis iste tractatus, cum de diuisione et demonstratione disputabitur, ap- 
parebit . The exposition of the science of division will shed light on the 
utility of the Isag . At Div. 876d4-7a2, however, he paraphrases Por- 
phyry (Isag. 1,5 f.) to the effect that the Isag . will assist towards a 
mastery of, among other things, the science of division (propter 
utilitatem quae est maxima partiendî). Introductionis is a subjective gen. (J2 
writes uel in introductionibus above the line, while K has id est in isagogis 
in the margin), but with what is it to be construed ? Moraux (120, n. 
1), recognizing that what follows is nearly a quotation of the opening 
of the Isag. and thinking hanc unintelligible, proposed the emendation 
haec : Porphyry praises the utility (sc. of the science of division) " 
through the following (sc. words) of the Introduction to the Categories 

Now B. uses hie 65 times in Div. either to refer back to something 
previously said or as the antecedent to a relative pronoun, and ille 8 
times in anticipation of a statement; hoc modo appears 6 times, mean- 
ing "in the following way." Ilia might have been expected, but haec 
is possible and has at least some transcriptional plausibility. It makes 
laudata (sc. est) a vb. of equal weight with docet (875d3), and introduces 
a strong sense break at et (876d2). Fatal to haec , however, is the fact 
that enim indicates that B. is really paraphrasing, not quoting, Por- 
phyry. Furthermore, as Prof. Asztalos points out to me, the sym- 
metrical sentence structure argues strongly in favor of hanc. The whole 
balances on docet : (a) Quam . . . diuidendi' (b) quamque . . . notitia' (c) docet' 
(b') et ... repetitus; (a') et ... utilitas. Andronicus' book (approved by 
Plotinus and used by Porphyry) teaches of the esteem in which the 
Peripatetic sect held the science of division, and the utility of the Isag., 
which Porphyry 

' 
'acknowledges' 

' 
(laudata) with reference to (per) the 

science of division, teaches of the benefits of that science. So utilitas 
(876d4) completes the sentence structure by harkening back to fructus 
(875dl), and the gen. Introductionis depends upon it. Notice also how 
peripateticam disciplinam (b) is balanced by the references to Andronicus 
and Porphyry (b'). No emendation is required. 
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878all 
... amphibola atque ambigua ... 

amphibola] = D : amphibolia J M: amphibologia D2 F L A/jf-phyb-^) O : am- 
phibologica J1 M2: anphiuologica G 

As B. has given the Grk. equivalent ( amphibolia ) of the Latin ambiguitas 
in 9, so here he gives the adjectival forms, and the subject is oratio. If 
amphibola is a straight transliteration from the Grk., then B. or the 
copyist of the archetype has mistaken it for an adj. of three termina- 
tions, with a false fem. ending in alpha. But his translation of Soph, 
el. 177al3 f. ( una interrogationum amphibola) proves that B. employs a 
Latin equivalent with the usual endings in - us , -a, -urn. Again emenda- 
tion is unnecessary. 

879bl3 
Amplius < quoque > genus omne naturaliter ... 

< > ego suppl. 

Throughout the treatise amplius quoque is the transitional formula with 
continuative force (879a7; cl 2 ; d5 f.; 882cl2 f.), and while quoque is 
not absolutely necessary, I strongly suspect that B. employed it here 
too. 

885b 12 f. (All variants noted.) 
... et in eos quos Graeci torneas uocant (nos diuisiones possumus dicere) 
distribuimus ... 

quos] = A H Q quod Ac Hc Qf ļ | Graeci] geometrici N | | torneas] = E(-'ieac) F: 
torneos D: thomeas F2 N O: TOfxeîç Po ' | diuisiones] = Mc' deuisio M | | 
possu[..]s N 

nos ... dicere appears anacoluthic due to the asyndeton at uocant nos. If 
dicere means "say," then the phrase is an awkward parenthesis, 
perhaps even a gloss; if, on the other hand, it means 4 'call' ' or 

"designate," then some connective after uocant seems desiderated (cf. 
Pozzi's l<e noi possiamo chiamare ") and possumus proves awkward. In 
fact, B. frequently uses dicere in the sense of appellare , uocare or 
nominare ,50 but In Isag. 1.9,24 f. suggests that the asyndeton may in- 
deed be genuine: necessarius ... fructus est artis eius quam Graeci Xoytxrjv, 
nos rationalem possumus dicere , quod (etc.). Here the ellipse (sc. of uocant 
or dicunt , with Graeci) and the position of the main vb. (est) admittedly 
make for a more natural construction generally, but I am unconvinced 

50 In Isag. 1.14,2; 25,10; 42,15; 95,15; 11.168,12; cf. 11.140,4 ( = Cicero). Conversely, 
appellare can mean "to say" (v. Brandt's index, s.v. appellare). 
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that emendation is necessary in the Div. passage above. It is also un- 
necessary to follow Po with xofxeîç (false accentuation on p. 120 but not 
on p. 76), as the MSS (apart from Z), which is an obvious case of 
assimilation) give an acceptable reading (v. LSJ, s.v. xofieúç, II.l). 

889dl4 f. (All variants noted.) 
Sin uero amphibola oratio [id est ambigua] est, euenit ut ... 

si C N I I uero] = P: est add. Pc | | amphibola] = /* ("amf-^: amphibolam B : am- 
fibologia P ļ ļ oratio] = E: est praem. E 2: est add. C G : om. N | | [ ] ego seel. ' ' 
est1] et add. L | ļ est2] =A2' om. A C E G L P Q' oratio add. N ' | ut] = O2: post 
aliquotiens (890a2) tr. O 

B. has already introduced the Grk. terminology at 878a9 / 11 (see 
above), and the fact that at 888d6 he uses only aequiuoca and ambigua 
(i.e., that he does not explain one language with the other) suggests 
that the id est ambigua above is a gloss. I find it hard to believe that B. 
would have countenanced such a needlessly redundant, as well as 
awkward, explanatory phrase. 

With the exception of three out of the last five, then, these passages 
would seem to indicate an archetype containing certain errors some of 
which, if my surmise is correct, were emended only after Div. first ap- 
peared in the medieval schools. There is, however, a complication that 
raises the question of hyparchetypes. At some early point in the tradi- 
tion a fragment of B.'s revised Topics translation was inserted, in two 
parts of equal length, at Div. 888a2 ( + Top. 122al0-36) and 890b351 
( + 122a36-b24). The fragment bears no relation to the surrounding 
passages of Div. and so cannot have been due to marginal glossing. 
Moreover, the intervening text of Div. (888a2-90b3) is twice the length 
of the fragment, meaning that a bifolio of the translation was 
mistakenly inserted before the two central bifolios of a gathering. Of 
our MSS only F G H J N lack the fragment, while A D I P delete it 
by means of correctional signs of one sort or another. Otherwise, the 
fragment survives in Klosterneuburg 671 (s. XII) and 1098 (s. XII- 
XIII, one half only), and in Venice, Marc. lat. VI. 65 (s. XV, one half 
only). 

The first half of the fragment runs from p. 183,4 ( Astruenti ) in 
Minio-Paluello's edition (Arist. lat. V.2) to p. 184,7 (est1), and it was 
inserted between constat and ut (888a2); the second half runs from p. 
184,7 (praedicaretur) to p. 185,5 (genere), inserted between retinet and ut 
(890b3). Efforts were made to adjust the intrusive passages to context. 

51 Not b2, as Minio-Paluello consistently wrote. 
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At the end of the first half, after est, A2 C E2 L add, praedicaretur, totum 
uero quod genus non est non ita. E I K add only the praedicaretur ,52 which 
has crept in from the beginning of the second half of the fragment. 
Similarly, to ease the transition from retinet to the second half of the 

fragment, A2 C E P L add, (et C)53 ambigua est et dicitur Graece amphibola , 
ut cum dico {audio add. I2) Graecos (om. a.c. E) uicisse Troianos (. Romanos 
C L). Nunc ista sufficiant, ad reliqua transeamus (trans, ad rei. tr. I2). Genus 
autem (Gen. aut. om. I2). The corrector of /has placed the phrase, nunc 
... transeamus (with inverted word order), separately in the lower left 

margin, indicating (with a 
" + ") its position as if coming before 

diuiduntur (890b4).54 
Now according to Minio-Paluello, the Top. fragment entered only 

one branch of the tradition of Div. , so that the upper part of the stemma 
codicum should be drawn thus: 

Div . Top. fr. 

a being the hyparchetype from which F N (G H J as well ?) descend. 
In fact there is a means of testing the reliability of Minio-Paluello's 
"hypothetical reconstruction," as one of the MSS lacking the frag- 
ment can be shown to descend from another that has it, but has also 
correction marks indicating that the deletion is necessary. For as Van 
de Vyver (and indeed Minio-Paluello) saw, H is in all probability a 

descriptus of A + A2. This is supported by the text of Div. : 

877dl fund. al. tr. A H 878b6 atque] =AC Hc: et A C F G P Q. atque et H 
878c2 rursus] =A : om. A2 H 879dl3 quae] = A: quia A2 Hc P : quia quae H' 
quia F G J M2: et A2 H P: om. A M cett. (see below, p. 33) 880b6 
respondetur] = A: Quomodo genus diuidatur add. A2 H (see above, p. 11) 
880c9 iunctum] = A H: scilicet generi add. A2 Hc (see below, p. 27) 882al2 
igitur] - A: oppositione add. A2 H 884a6 aequales] aequilaterae A2 H: om. A 
887c8 f. et rurs. rat.] = A2 //(see below, p. 33) 887dl0 continuum] = A: in- 
continuum A2 H 888bl5 continua] =A: incontinua Ac H 889bl homo] =A : 
ambulata^. A2 H 889blOSunt] =A : sic A2 H 890al5 habent] =A H: scilicet 
aequiuocationem add. A2 Hc, 

52 Followed in / by an erasure, beneath which dicimus appears once to have stood. For 
ut (888a2) E I then write, cum autem ( enim I) dicimus. 
53 A corrupted vestige of ut (890b3), or a dittography from the ending of retinet ? 
54 There are several inconsistencies and inaccuracies in Minio-Paluello s transcrip- 
tions of these added phrases {Nota X '01 f.; Arist. lat. V, praef. xl). 
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and we may further compare 889d8: 

artem] = D 2: om. D E H L 0: autem A B M Q: cartem N: scilicet diuisionem uel 
diffmitionem A2: scilicet diuisionem Hc. 

H retains absolutely no trace of the fragment, so that if its exemplar 
had disappeared and there were no other related MS against which to 
compare, it would be impossible to know that it was copied from a MS 
with the fragment rather than from one without it. The fragment, 
then, does not constitute an infallible criterion for the classification of 
MSS and the question of alternative stemmata must remain open, 
e.g.: 

Boethius Boethius 
Renatus ^ r Renatus ^ ^ r 

Vivarium U7*' 
^ fr' r 

Vivarium , 
^ ^ fr' r 

? 9th c 

a ß a ß 
(corrected text) (corrected text) 

That is, the split may have entered when the fragment was recognized 
as spurious and removed from the treatise. We must search therefore 
in the text of Div. itself for evidence of significant differences 
separating the MSS (except H) that do not have it from those that do. 
If there are patterns of significant textual error that cut independent 
trajectories across the division suggested by the presence / absence of 
the Top. fragment, and if there is reason to believe that at least some 
of those errors entered Div. only after the putative split caused by the 
entry of the fragment into one branch of the tradition, then such a split 
may not have occurred at all. Otherwise, the common errors will have 
arisen by a process of contamination. I have chosen to pursue the in- 
vestigation first according to passages rather than by MSS, in order 
to show that we are dealing with an open tradition. I shall then discuss 
the question of F G J N. Finally, after identifying some patterns of 
filiation that emerge from amidst the confusion, it will be necessary to 
return to Minio-Palluello's stemma. 

We begin with the most disturbed passage in the treatise: 

877a8 ff. (All variants noted.) 
Nec putet superuacuam (9) loquacitatem harum rerum inexperiens, rudis, (10) 
insolens noui audientium mentes habere aequum, (11) nec ullus liuor id quod 
et arduum natura est et (12) ignotum nostris ... 
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8 Nec ... nostris (12) a correctore quasi scribae contemporaneo in rasura scripta sunt in 
I, eisdem deinde ab alio mendose repetitis in margine (harum ... noui pro liuor stant); 
simili ratione Nec ... aequum (10) a correctore cod. A in margine repetita sunt ; cf. infra , 
ad aequum (10) | | putet] = AD: om. A2(mg.) B Dc F I P(mg.) J K M O P | 

, 
j 

superuacuam] = P(mg.): superuacueam I(~c a inc.) 9 loquacitatem] =JC: lo- 
quatitatem J | | harum] = P(mg.): harum/[..] / | | inexperiens] = A D G(-esp-) 
P(mg.) K M : inexperientes A2(mg.) D 2 J Kc AP 0 : inexpertes I P Po: inex- 
pert»»* C I ļ rudis] = AD P(mg.) M: rudes A2(mg.) D2 I J Kc M2 O P: rudi B 
K 10 insolens] =A DKM : insolensque C E F G P(mg.): insolentes A2(mg.) D2 
Kc 0 P: insolentesque I J M2' insolertesque Po ' | audientium] =A P(mg.): 
audentium A2(mg .): audien///tium I ļ ļ aequum C D(vid.) E Hc: om. G : aequum 
esse N: esse aequum A2(mg.): aequum est A B D2(vid.) H I P(mg.) J K L M 0 
P Q. est aequum Ab Alb Po: putet M2: aequm (¿íc) est (aeq. e. s.l. , p.c.), aliter: 
nec superuacuam loquacitatem harum rerum inexperientes, rudes, insolentes- 
que noui audientium mentes habere aequum est (es[.]e s.l., p.c.) F cf. supra , ad 
loc. 8 11 nec] = Ec: ec E | | liuor] =A2 I Mc(uid.): labor A M Q. libor G : luor 
L: om. P(mg., v. supra , ad loc. 8) | | et1 om. P ' ' et quod tr. L ' ' arduum ... 
est] = P(mg.): ard. (-du///um I) e. nat. tr. G I L N: nat. e. ard. tr. P 12 ignotum] 
est add. L ' ' nostris] = E: nostri B: est add. E?(nunc erasum) 

It will be convenient to consider first Ab , Alb and Po , who read as 
follows: aequum is complemented by est, putet is omitted, and the plurs. 
inexperientes (-pertes), rudes and insolentes (- rtesque ) are adopted or 
understood. Both Alb (ne anxietas ) and Pozzi ("per non infliggere al lettore 
il fastidio ") interpret ut nec (6) as introducing a final clause. The result 
is that B. is saying that it is wrong for his audience (audientium mentes ), 
who are inexpert and resistant to new ideas, to be subjected to a prolix 
or incomplete exposition. In reply to this several points must be urged: 
(a) on the whole there is good support for putet (the lectio dijficilior ), so 
that to dismiss it out of hand would be the counsel of despair; (b) of 
the early MSS that omit it only J has (before correction) the plur. forms 
(9 f.), which are needed if putet disappears (the original reading in I 
is lost to erasure and F has the duplex lectio after aequum est , 10, probably 
from a marginal correction in its exemplar - O P are later); (c) one 
point at least is certain: if putet stands, est (with aequum) falls and vice 
versa.55 So it should be noted that while (before correction) C D E (N) 
read putet . . . aequum (esse) and B I J K M O P favor est over putet , A F 
G H L Q either cannot be construed or make no sense. The correct 
reading must emerge from context. 5-6 articulate two concerns, the 
competens subtilisque tractatio and moderata breuitas, that will be followed 

55 Cf. Af2, on aequum (10). The question of the vb. has puzzled the correctors of A 
J: A2(mg.) glosses noui with uerbum ( = noscere ), while Jc has written nomen est above 
noui. 
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up later. Div. will be thorough, yet to the point.56 Notice the balance: 
as decisae . . . sententiae (7) answers competenti subtilique tractatione (5 f.), so 
superuacuam loquacitatem answers moderata breuitate (6). B. is anticipating 
the criticisms of a detractor57 whom he characterizes as uncultivated, 
intractable, etc. (cf. 877bl f., and the transposed phrase in the 
marginal correction to /, noted in the apparatus ad loc. 8). Hence 
liuor , obtrectationis (13) and quidquid nouum ... répudiant (bl f.). B. is not 
in the least hostile to his audience. The plurs. inexperientes , etc., then, 
have been wrongly assimilated to mentes. There is a subtle shift in the 
force of the subjunctives, as ingeratur (8) is consecutive while putet , of- 
fuscet and dentque (14) are jussives. putet must stand. I suspect that at 
an early date est (hence esse also) was noted above aequum to explain 
the idiom implicit in the ellipse, and that it subsequently forced putet 
out. B I J K M 0 P are in error, as are A F G H L Qin various ways. 
A F I in particular display symptoms of the confusion that has entered 
through contamination. 

879al f. 
... aequiuocatio uero uniuersalior quidem significata re dicitur tantum uoce ... 

significata (-ta H J) re dicitur (dit- B) Ac B C Ec F* G Hc P J K Mc P2: significata 
res dicitur A D H M 0 Q' significata rem dicitur Jc' significata redicitur P : 
significata reducitur E /: significare dicitur F L : significare dicitur quae N 

The burden of aequiuocatio is words rather than things (cf. In Cat. 
166c 15 ff.). An equivocal is more universal than its significate in 
respect of uox , and canis is thus more universal than, say, latrabilis only 
in respect of signification. Genus, on the other hand, is more universal 
than species in nature. In relation to the species it is the whole, and 
together with the constitutive difference it "produces" the species. 
significata re is an abl. of comparison {Ab* s re significata existente not- 
withstanding); no other reading makes sense here, significare is an ex- 
ample of haplography. The allegiances witnessed in the previous 
example have almost all been broken: C D E N have parted ways; B 
J K are in agreement, but now as against MO, EI now agree in error. 

880c 1 
... cum autem propriis nominibus species appellantur ... 

56 I note an interesting parallel in John of Salisbury ( Polier . VIII. 20 [793c] = 11.373,3 
Webb), who knew Div. (cf. above, p. 3): diligenti tarnen compendio, ut nec de prolixitate taedium nec de breuitate obscuritas generetur. 57 Cf. 882d7 ff.; In Perih. 11.251,4 f.; 421,6 ff.; 453,10 ff.; 464,14 ff.; Cons. phil. 1.3,5 
f.; Trin. exord. (4,12 ff. rev. Loeb ed.). 
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species appellantur D Fc G L N P Q: app. spec. tr. M2: appellantur om . A B I K 
M: species alpellatur F : appellantur in species J : species dicuntur C 0 : species 
non carent A2 H : non carent species (-ces a.c. E) E Ie 

At 885b 11 C O preserved the correct reading ( sicut ). 880c 1 is the only 
passage in which these witnesses agree thus in error. The main points 
of interest are the omission of appellantur in A B I K M , MSS which 
also agree elsewhere but not at all consistently, and more importantly 
the implicit link between A2 and E , which is, I think, unique to this 
passage, non carent (cf. carent , b8) looks like a correction to remedy the 
loss of appellantur. 

880c6 ff. (All variants noted.) 
... quid mihi (7) necesse esset dicere "animal rationale mortale", si (8) animal 
rationale esset nomine proprio nuncupatum, quod (9) cum reliqua differentia, 
id est "mortali", iunctum (10) definitionem hominis uerissima ratione et integra 
(11) conclusione perfîceret ? Nunc autem ... 

7 esset Ac G NP Q: est A Qcett. ' | dicere] = Z>: dicerem D 8 rationale] est add. 
L : mortale add. N ļ ļ nom. ... nunc.] nomine proprio noncupatum O PP: nunc 
cupatum nomine proprion L : pr. nom. nunc. tr. C G N: nom. nunc. pr. tr. E 
I ļ I quod C E P P Ab Po: ut F: et J: om. I celt. 9 cumque M N ' | reliqua] = C 
M: quoque add. A Cc G H L Mc P Q ' | id est] = £(i ): idem PB PM | | mor- 
tali] = A D: mortale Ac ZX H N ' ' iunctum] = A HJ2: iuntum J: uictum L : iunc- 
tam 0: scilicet generi add. A2 Hc 10 definitionem] = M2: defitionem B: 
definitionum M: definitio est TV | | hom. uer.] = O2: uer. hom. tr. O 11 conclu- 
sione] conclusio ne PD: defmitione N ' ' perfîceret] = ZX P Mc: perficere B I K 
M: perficeretur D L II Nunc A2 C Ec F G Hc P J2 L N P: non A B D E P H 
IJ K M OQ 

esset (7) seems required as the quasi-apodosis to st animal , etc. The con- 
ditions are all unfulfilled (cf. appellarentur, jieret, 5), and so B. uses the 
subj. also in 8 and 11. B. in effect argues: 

4 4 But as it is (cf. nunc autem , 
11), not all species do have proper names, and so we divide by differen- 
tiae; otherwise there would be no need to construct definitions ex 
pluribus terminis " 

(3). Some connective is needed before cum (9), given 
esset (8). ut and et (perhaps a corruption of ut , and weaker than it in 
sense) are possible, but quod has slightly stronger attestation. The cum- 
que (9) in M N may lend further clarification: either it is a variation 
on et cum , or quodcumque may once have been in the tradition, which 
would perhaps explain the disappearance of quod (through correction). 
So many MSS are in error at esset (7) that little can be made of their 
agreement. I note only that the uncorrected MSS with esset are later 
than A Q. C G N are linked, as are E /, by inversions of word order; 
and F J may be related by ut / et (often confused). Nunc and non , of 
course, would have been easily confused. 
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880dl3 
... (ut) capilli crispi (si non amissi sint), et ... 

amissi sint A2 D H Q: sint amissi N: amissi (a///m- E) sunt EJK : demissi sint 
M2: demissi sun tj2: dimissi sunt G: admissi sint B F *: admissi sunt P L P: am- 
missi sunt M: sint ammissi C: amisi sint A: amisi sunt /: amissi sint calamistro 
F : admissi sint calamistro D2 H2: demissi sint calamistro F2: amissi calamistro 
plicati sint O 

The correct reading is amissi , as there being no hair loss and no non- 
congenital deformity of the eyes are both necessary presuppositions to 
B. 's point that curly hair and grey eyes are instances of differentiae conse- 
quentes . si has the force here of the Grk. et ye, "assuming that" (cf. 
Denniston lvi), calamistro may have been suggested by extrinsecus (14) 
in combination with the confusion of vbs., but the crimping iron 
(followed by Alb) is a desperate effort to save the situation. It shows 
up first in F , but with an incompatible vb., so that F2 has had to make 
adjustment to accomodate what would seem originally to have been no 
more than a gloss. There appear to be five main types of error here: 
(a) sunt ; (b) adm - or amm-' (c) amisi; (d) de - or di -, although with dif- 
ferent meanings; (e) calamistro . LMP are essentially the same with 
respect to (a) and (b); A I agree as to (c), but not as to (a); (d) suggests 
that an adjustment made for calamistro (sc. demittere , long or draping 
hair - but then why the curling iron ? ) at some point crossed over into 
a text in which it was unnecessary (sc. one lacking calamistro ), so that 
further adjustment was required: hence dimitiere without calamistro , in 
G. dimittere brings us back closer to amitterey but is far weaker than it 
in sense (unless a shaved head is a desideratum; in any case, removing 
one's hair would not affect the natural quality of its curliness). Notice 
that there are almost as many variants as there are MSS. 

881b8 (All variants noted.) 
... ut glaucis oculis esse ... 

glaucis (-is/ I) oculis esse (-se/ D2) A2 C D2 E F G H I P: gl. es. oc. tr. Jc : glaucis 
(cl- L) uero oculis esse B L : glaucis uero esse oculis J K : glaucos oculos esse N 
Qf: glaucos esse oculos Mc : glaucos oculos 0 : glaucos uero {vid. A) oculos esse 
(-se/ D) A D : glaucos uero esse oculos M : glaucos *ii* (vid.) oculos esse Q 

Once again it is practically "every man for himself." The abl. is ob- 
viously correct (cf. luminibus glaucis , 10; In Isag. 1.86,2; 88,23), and the 
acc. would require habere in any case (cf. In Isag. 1.28,10 f.). There ap- 
pear to be four main types of error: (a) acc. = A D M N O Qj, (b) abl. 
+ uero = B J K L' (c) acc. + uero = A(vid. ) D M; (d) esse oculis (-los) 
transposed = J K M. But there has obviously been crossing of lines 
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through correction, and the representatives of (d) are divided as to (b) 
and (c), while (c) combines (a) and (b), so that there must have been 
layers of correction which are now visible only in their intermingled 
effects. The it- (sc. duos) in Q is probably a misreading of the usual 

compendium for uero. 
881c6 (All variants noted.) 
... propter quas species consistit ... 

propter] - Ac: praeter A D H N 0 Q: per P | | quam speties B | | consistit] = Ac 
H : non consistit D H2 N Q¡: subsistit G: non subsistit A 0 Q 

The confusion probably arose originally from misinterpretation of the 
compendium for propter . A O Q agree with D N at praeter but have the 
subsistit of G , only with the non which is necessary to make sense of 
praeter. N agrees with D. 

882d2 f. (All variants noted.) 
... stabile fìxumque mutabili ... 
stabile fìxumque mutabili A B C D E K M 0: stabile fìxumque motabili I J: 
stabile fìxumque instabili et (om. Ie Mc) mutabili (mot- Ie) A2 H Ie J2 Mc N: 
stabile et fixum mutabili Qé stabile et flxum instabili (-le G) et mutabili (-le in 
eadem lectione G) F G: stabile instabili (-le a.c. L) fìxumque mutabili L P 

There appear to be two independent strains here: (a) MSS with fìxum- 
que , and (b) those with et fixum instabili et. This would suggest that A2 
H Ie J2 Mc N offer a contaminated version (note that all but H N are 

corrections), as do LP (which make an unnecessarily redundant pair 
of opposites). (¿too has apparently suffered contamination, for while 
it bears a close affinity to A (so also to H)' 

879a2 totum] quota A(a.c.) Q 879d4 compositio A(a.c.) Q 879d5 genere om. 
A(a.c.) Q 882b8 nomine om. A(a.c.) Q 883d9 Sic] = Ac Q. si A Qf 884b3 
Haec] = A HQ. scilicet oppositio adtf. Ac(nunc deleta) H 2 Qļ 884dl2enim] = Ac : 
ex ea add. A Q 885b 12 quos] = A H Q' quod Ac Hc Qļ (see above, p. 21) 
886al4 suscepi]=i4ť Qļ: suscipe A Q 886bl5 continens] = A Q. constituens 
A2(nunc deletum) (1 886cl quod est uox] = Hc' q. u. e. ir. A2 C : om. A H Q 
888al5 pedes] =A: partes A2 Q 888c7 animal A(a.c.) (1 889b3 raptat]=^4 
Q(vid.): raptae Ac Qf (see below, p. 30) 889bll quando om. A Q (see below, 
p. 31) 890c9 quaeror] uel add. A H Q 891a3 dulcia] = A2 Q: ducia A Qf 
891a9-ll illi ... subiecto] =A2: om. A Q, 

there are also significant differences between the two MSS: 

876dl libris Platonis (¿(libri Piatonis F G) 877b4 desperatio] = E2: disputatio 
C E L Q 877c8 quidem om. F G N Q 877dl f. con. an. tr. F G N Q 878al 
est mod. ir. F G O (¿ 879al3 distributioque] et distributio F ß(ac distributio 
G) 880dl2 uel12 om. F G Q 881b8 (see above, p. 28) 881dl2 lux] et add. 
F G Q 882b 10 uel om. G N Q 882b 12 aliae non rectilineae om. Q 882b 13 
nec1 ... nigři2] medii Q 882c 13 posterior] uero add. F G Q 884c 15 animal] 
et add. F Q 885c2 alii1] uero add. F Q 885dl4 aliae] sunt add. F ß, 
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among them a tendency for Q to agree with F , G , or both, against A. 
Q has the et fixum of F G but not the instabili et. It is difficult to choose 
between A-E K M 0 and F G, the groups separated by both (a) and 
(b), but it is my belief that B. wrote fixumque as a mere appendage to 
stabile , and that early on someone provided instabili et on the supposi- 
tion that stabile and fixumque each needed a stated oppositum (the enclitic 
would then have been dropped in favor of et , for a stronger separation 
from stabile). The reading in L P was adopted probably for simplicity's 
sake: the pairs of opposites were separated out. 

883cl4 f. (All variants noted.) 
... definitionem contendit, sed ... 

defìnitionem contcndit (cumt- F) sed (set H2) C D2( cont. def. s. tr.) E2(uid.) F H2 
P Mc N P : sed om. L: definitionem contendis sed (set A2 puncto praeposito, H) A2 
G HJC Q: definitionem contendisset A2(ras., lect. orig. dubia) B ?E ?I K M: defini- 
tionem contendisset sed Z)(cont. def. s. tr.) J O 

contendit sed apparently prompted contendisset and contendis sed may have 
been an intermediary; with correction the sed was either reinstated or 
else removed altogether, as D J O and L would tend to indicate. B K 
M are in agreement, as they were at 877a8 ff. But as we have seen, 
they do not form a consistently - nor exclusively - coherent group (cf. 
on 880dl3 and 881b8). And whereas F G were in accord at 877al0 (in- 
solensque) and 882d2 f., they are here divided. Finally, while O here 
disagrees with N P (cf. on 889bll, below), at 877a8 ff. OP agreed 
against N (putet omitted, rudes , insolentes , aequum est), while at 881b8 N 
0 (acc. glaucos oculos) agreed against P (abl.). 

889b2 ff. (All variants noted.) 
. . . nulla enim definitione conclusa audientis (3) intellegentiam multis raptat fluc- 
tibus erroribusque (4) traducit. Quid enim quisque auditor intellegat (5) ubi id 
quod dicens loquitur nulla determinatione (6) concluditur ? 

2 enim om. H | | definitione] - A Lc(vid.)' determinatione Ac' definitionem B 
L(uid.) I I audientis] = Q: audiend C(inc.) 3 intellegentiam B D2 F I J K M 0: 
intellegentia A CD EG H J2 L N F Q ' ' multis] multa E: per multa C : ad multa 
E2 I I raptat A B D(- ai/) FI J KM O Qf(vid.): raptatur A2 C E G J2 L N P ?Q;. 
raptetur H : raptae Ac (ļ(s.l.) | | fluctibus] efluctibus Q. erroribus K | | er- 
roribusque] = A 2 : erroribus quae B M: erroribus A D Q. fluctibusque K 4 
traducit {pel trans-) ABDFIJKMOQ : traducitur {vel trans-) A2 CE G H 
L N P j I Quid] = D 2 Ie: quod BCDIJLMPQ. quidem A(vid.) ' | auditur 
B L I I intelleget E 5 dicens] = L 2: omnis homo ambulat add. L(fortasse ex 7, quo 
loco eadem primitus omissa sunt) 6 concluditur A2 C E F G I L P: concludit A B 
D HJ K M N 0 d 

The subject of conclusa (2) is uox Ç sine determinatione , al 5) and the pass, 
voice supports concluditur at 6 (the better reading anyway), raptat (3), 
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traducit (4) and intellegentiam (3) are therefore necessary. MSS may be 
grouped (before correction) thus: 

intellegentiam raptat traducit concluditur 
BJKMO x 
ADQ X X 

CEGLP XXX 
N X X X X 

so that by reading across we see where the groups listed at the left 
cohere in error , and by reading down where they combine to form new 
factions. F I alone come through these four hurdles untouched; H 
wavers as usual between A and A 2 (except with raptetur). About the 
most we can say otherwise is that BJKM and ADQ cohere as they 
sometimes have elsewhere as well, while F G have split once again. 

889bll 
... (si quis) dicat "da mihi", quando uel quid dare debeat ... 

quando uel C E: om. F G H Jc N P: uel A Q' quid dicat (-am a.c. M) da mihi 
uel (u. om. Ac) AcBDIJKLMO 

uel has the support of all (before correction) but F G H N P, and A Q 
cannot be right. Ac B D I etc. commit a dittography {quis ... mihi = 3 
quid . . . mihi). At 889bl3 B. uses uel quando , but at c8 f. he says simply, 
da mihi , quid dare debeat , suggesting either (a) that at bll uel originally 
entered as a means of adjusting the dittography to context, or (b) that 
B. in fact wrote quando uel . (a) is difficult to explain, for there must first 
have been the dittography, then uel added; the dittography then would 
have had to drop out through correction, and quando enter, now to ac- 
count for the lingering uel. (a) suggests a simpler hypothesis: A Q 
preserve a vestige of the original reading. And once quando had disap- 
peared it would have been necessary to remove uel also (as now in F 
G etc.). I adopt the reading of C E , but with some hesitation. 

The tradition was, then, a contaminated one already by the end of 
the 10th c. There are no distinct families of MSS, only tendencies - not 
very consistent ones at that - for certain MSS to gravitate towards one 
another before going their separate ways once again. Are F G J N in 
any sense exceptions to this pattern ? The evidence discussed so far 
would indicate not, but the question requires further consideration. It 
will be convenient to begin with the relationship of F G, which do in 
fact share certain otherwise unattested variants: 
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876dl lib. Pl. tr. (but cf. above, p. 29) 877al3 util. leg. tr. 877c4 f. diu. rat. 
tr. 879d9 id. e. man. tr. 880bl5 quaed. mat. tr. 881 cl 2 in2 om. 883b4 
negationi] consimilis add. 883c5 contraria2] contrariorum 884a4 inaequales] 
sunt add. 885d8 def. poss. tr. 886al0 eius] eiusdem 890dl2 autem om. 

There are as well passages in which the readings in F G appear in other 
pre- 12th c. MSS (excluding H) only in the form of corrections: 

878dl2 f. quasdam / creationes F G PJ 2 M2 N 879b4 totius] - A J M: a praem. 
Ac F G H J2 M2 0 P 880c 13 f. uersetur] = A M: uersatur Ac F G H Mc , 

of which tendency 890c 12 ff. offer a particularly clear example: 
(deest M) 
12 adiectionem] -D H: ut audio (uido H2) Troianos uinci (et add. H2: uel N) 
Graecos uicisse add. D2 F G H2 N P 13 diminutionem] = D Ec H: om. E : ut 
audio Graecos uicisse add. D2 F G H2 N P 14 diuisionem] = D H: ut Graeci 
uicerunt, Troiani (-no inc. H2) uicti sunt add. D2 F G H2 N P. 

- The additional phrases are not authentic, for B. will not instance the 
ambiguous statement upon which they depend until 890dl. - 

Sometimes F G will emerge as the only uncorrected witnesses 
(besides H) preserving the accurate text, as e.g. at 890dll: 

... quare de omnibus secundum se partitionibus ... 

{deest M) 
se (sese A2) partitionibus A2 F G H: separationibus A: se partitione C J2 N: 
separatioe E(sic): separationem BD EcIJKLOQ' se diuisionibus D2 /^duiu- 
a.c.), 

or again as the only uncorrected pre- 12th c. witnesses preserving the 
accurate text (883d6): 

... animal uero rationale per a litteram significatur ... 

significatur J> F G Hc Ie M2 N P: significatur ut est (et J) A B D H(vid.) IJK 
O Q. significat ut est L M: significabatur C E. 

They are joined by M in preserving the accurate text at 882a4: 
... (secundum quas ... harum quattuor) oppositionum diuisio generis sit 
(monstrandum est) ... 
sit F G M: fiat B M2: fit cett. 

- B.'s usual idiom is diuisio + fieri {facere ).58 At 883c4 est appears in- 
stead ( generum multa diuisio est ; cf. 878al3), and although there C has 
fit , the scribe has made the correction to est. sit and fit are frequently 
confused in minuscule script,59 but the corruption of fiat to fit is 

58 Cf. 877bl3; clO; d8; 879b6; 880a5; c2; 883c7 f.; cl2; 884a5; clO; dl4; 885b9; c7; 
888a7; alO; bl 1 ; d4; 889cl3; 890dl3. 
59 There are about 10 occurrences of this confusion in the MSS of Div. 
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relatively unlikely. The scribe of B, I submit, has either made or 
follows an emendation (cf. Aí1). - 

F G are similarly joined by J at 879dl 3 f. (all variants noted): 
... (ut in aeris uirgula) cuius partes, quae sunt continuae quia eiusdem sunt (14) 
aeris, uidentur idem esse quod totum est ... 

13 quae] = A : quia A2 Hc P : quia quae H ' | continuae/ D | | quia F G J M1', et 
A 2 H P : quoniam Po: om. A M ceti. ' ' sunt2] = Qļ' om. Q 13-14 aer. s. tr. P 
14 aeris] = D : et add. | | uidentur A2 F G H Jc L N P: uidetur A B C D 
EI J KM Q. uidetur enim O | | idem] autem L ' | esse D Po : esse partes ZX cett. 
I I est om. E I 0 

- The evidence in this passage is rather complicated. There are two 
main considerations, (a) quae ... quia. The possibilities appear to be: 
(i) quae . . . quia (or quoniam , Po)y as given above, so that the phrase, quae 
... aeris, is epexegetic of partes (13); (ii) quae ... et, which is close to (i), 
but weaker both in sense and in MS support; (iii) quia ...et (so Ab), 
explanatory of uidentur, but with very weak MS support; (iv) omission 
of any word at quia , but then requiring an adjustment at uidentur, as 
only in 0 ( uidetur enim). (b) uidentur idem esse, partes (13) is necessary; 
if uidentur, plur., is correct, then esse partes (14) is not. If, on the other 
hand, the sing, uidetur is correct, then partes (14) is necessary but quae 
(13) proves extremely awkward, and even if quia replace quae, a dif- 
ficult break in sense results at cuius partes and then again at eiusdem 
(13). (i) is clearly the best reading as concerns (a): B. must state first 
the fact, and then the explanation thereof, before going on to draw the 
ostensible conclusion. Notice that y fails at uidentur, while F G fail only 
at esse, where D alone saves the day. partes (14) may well have been 
another error in the archetype. - 

Similarly, at 887c8 f . F G preserve one half of a necessary phrase, 
the other half being supplied by CE: 

... et rursus rationabilium ... 

(deest N) 
et rursus rationalium (-abil- ego scr.)A2 H: et rursus C E: rursus P: rationabilium 
(-nal- F) F G: rationalia rursus P: om. ABDIJKLMOQ. 

But alongside the conjunctive ones mentioned earlier there are 
significant separative errors between F and G: 

877a2 quoniam] quia F 877c2 ita] itaque F 877c3 exempla] diuisionum add. 
F 877cl3 uero om. G 878al2 Eorum] =A: horum Ac E G P 878bl2 f. in 
alia accidentia accidens tr. F 878d6 totiusque] et totius G P 878dl0 enim] 
autem E G I 878dl 1 f. separatur ... significations om. G 879al2 fonasse 
om. G 879al3 distributioque] et distributio F Q. ac distributio G 880dl ipsa 
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om. F 881b5 separatur] segregatur F 883all f. Neque ... disponit] = E 2: om. 
E G : post priuationem (13) tr. L 884dl0 f. et ... posteriores om. G 886dl0 
aliae sine tempore om. G 887dl 1 dicimus] quoque add. G 888b 13 forma] for- 
mam, aliter enim constat statua ex partibus suis, aliter ex materia atque forma G 

In general it may be said that while F G are indeed linked by common 
variants and errors some of which appear elsewhere only as correc- 
tions, it is clear that neither one is a copy of the other (G is in any case 
probably slightly later than F) and that they descend from different yet 
related exemplars. Their hallmark is the preservation of good readings 
that appear in the other early MSS only after correction (given the 
contaminated state of the tradition little importance can be attached 
to the appearance of those same readings in the later MSS), which 
does not prove that the other MSS were corrected against F or G, or 
that F G are necessarily congeners. It only suggests a shared resistance 
to otherwise widespread errors. Do F G descend from a tradition in 
which the Top. fragment never played a part ? The answer to this is 
uncertain, but we can say (a) that they too are carriers of significant 
textual errors that go back to the archetype, and (b) that it is probable 
that the archetype was made at Vivarium, as (i) the anonymous cor- 
rector compiled the tracts and drew up the 4 4 table of contents' ' at a 
time when the scribe Theodorus was still alive, while (ii) it is unlikely 
in any event that the mechanical errors in binding would have escaped 
Renatus' attention, although they might well have escaped the atten- 
tion of a monk who tampered with the collection of monographs at 
least to the extent that he inserted the four rhetorical excerpts.60 
Everything rests on (a), for if the textual errors shared by all MSS go 
back beyond the Vivarían archetype to Renatus, then the possibility 
remains open that F G descend from a tradition which never admitted 
the Top. fragment, as Minio-Paluello believed in the case of F N. It 
is at least as likely, however, that F G too descend from a Vivarian ar- 
chetype in which certain errors from both binding and copying entered 
the treatise for the first time, and this primarily because of the in- 
herent improbability of Renatus' having left so many uncorrected tex- 
tual errors in Div. He was gathering and proofreading the writings of 
his recently murdered compatriot and must be supposed to have given 

60 Cf. above, n. 32. As the rhetorical excerpts did not fall neatly within a single 
gathering, it is impossible that they entered only through a process of rebinding. 
Rather, they were copied in with the Dialéctica. I surmise that the Top. fragment entered when the new book was first bound, although it could have crept in with 
subsequent rebinding. 
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careful attention to that task. The Vivarían scriptorium, on the other 
hand, was an environment in which the chances for error would have 
been relatively high, as the numerous mistakes in the interpolated 
redactions of Cassiodorus' own handbook prove. 

When the suppositional deletion of the Top. fragment first occurred 
cannot be said with certainty but it would have to have been sufficient- 
ly early as to allow for the expunged text to mingle once again with 
the uncorrected one in order to account for the contamination in the 
MSS at the head of the extant tradition, yet not so late that the frag- 
ment would in all cases have been removed. ADI (F), we may recall, 
have only the correctional signs, although Venice Marc. lat. VI. 65 
proves that the fragment, or one half of it, could escape detection by 
as late as the 15th c. This however is the exception rather than the 
rule, for it is pretty clear that the fragment, along with the list of con- 
tents and subscriptions, had virtually vanished by the middle of the 
12th c. 

In all, it seems a strong possibility that the fragment was first 
deleted in the 9th c., when new copies of B.'s writings were being 
made and men like Servatus Lupus were correcting their own MSS 
against others borrowed from neighboring monasteries.61 This would 
suggest something like the situation described by my second stemma 
above (p. 35). The Vivarian archetype survived into the 9th c., when 
copies were made which subsequently travelled in various directions. 
Someone (if it was only one person) recognized that the Top. fragment 
did not belong and so put in deletion marks. New MSS were then 
copied from the corrected one(s) and the fragment gradually began to 
disappear. Meanwhile the exchange of books caused some MSS that 
still retained the fragment to acquire correctional signs at that point 
in the text, but probably along with a number of variants and glosses 
throughout, which in turn generated new copies, now without the 
fragment but with a blend of readings originating from various 
quarters. By the later 10th c. this process would have been fairly well 
advanced, but the Top. fragment would not yet have disappeared 
altogether. Such an hypothesis would account for the state of our 
earliest MSS, although given the absence of any 9th-c. witnesses it is 
impossible to verify. 

61 Cf. Traube 133, and above, n. 42. A papyrus codex of B.'s Cicero commentary 
was still extant in Lupus' day. 
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All this is not to say that the Top. fragment is an insignificant error. 
But until we can be certain that the MSS lacking it descend from a 
tradition that never admitted it rather than from one in which it was 
expunged we must seek some other basis for their classification. After 
all, their agreement on this point is not agreement in error; and if the 
absence of the fragment is not in itself a criterion for determining filia- 
tion, then neither is its presence. Far more significant are the words 
/ phrases that were added in order to adjust the fragment to context. 
Yet here too there is confusion, for only C E I K L incorporate those 
words / phrases before correction, and their affiliations differ even 
from one half of the fragment to the other, while at least one of them 
( L ) can be shown to be related to another that falls outside this group 
(jB, see below). Once again, H proves that the fragment could be 
removed without leaving any trace; only other evidence betrays the ex- 
emplar. F G are more ambiguous, but F at least provides one piece 
of evidence tending to support my hypothesis. At 890b3 f. it omits the 
words, ut supra iam dictum est , which follow directly on the heels of the 
second half of the fragment. Now in D a corrector has similarly placed 
his closing expunction mark after est, so as wrongly to delete the ge- 
nuine phrase, ut ... est , as though it were part of the intrusive frag- 
ment. It seems highly probable that the omission in F arose from just 
such an error in correction; if so, then F is indeed the descendant of 
a branch that originally contained the Top . fragment. In this connec- 
tion it may be recalled that F incorporates into the text what was pro- 
bably only a marginal correction in its exemplar at 8 7 7a 10 (see above, 
p. 25), and we shall see that F shares numerous errors (more than 
G does) with A Q and other related MSS, which suggests that F has 
been influenced by layers of correction no longer visible to us. But be 
that as it may, it is certainly the case that F G have not escaped the 
process of contamination; whether or not their lack of the fragment is 
the result of the contamination cannot be said for certain, of course, 
but it seems highly probable that these two MSS too have come down 
to us by some process like the one described above. 

If this account holds, then neither J nor N stems from a tradition 
originally free of the Top. fragment. At any rate, the evidence from 
Div. itself indicates that J too is highly contaminated, as we have 
already seen and as the following selection of errors shared by it with 
one or more MSS further illustrates: 

( J = ) B (haec, 881cl2), D (libro, 876dl), G (unde] at, 892a7), /(iungunt atque 
om., 877d5), K (quam] cui, 882c5), M (amphibolia, 878all), M2 (sic] dicat, 
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885a2), N (nat. tot. tr ., 888d2),62 0 (definitionem contendisset sed, 883cl4 f., 
see above, p. 30), P (duritiam, 878dl), B K (aequat, 886d5), E I (segregauit, 
885a3), G I (infinitum, 889a2), I 0 (designificatiua, 889dl0), B K L (sit] est, 
881bl3), B I K (suarum] earum, 887dl3), B I K M (has oro., 886d2), A2 B E H 
(non om. , 887dl0), BDGKL (est diet. tr. , 890d9), BEI KL (huiusmodi] huius, 
888cl 1), B I KL M (cum om., 888d8), E I K M2 P (similes] partes habent [hab. 
par. tr. P] add., 879dl2), A2 G I K N (ueniant] ueniat, 889bl3), BD EI KM 
(et2] ac, 881b3), BDI KL M (intellegit, 882c8), A F G ?K M2 Q (destruxit, 
882b5), B C E G I K L M2 P (sumo] ergo add., 886cl), A2 B D E H' I L M O 
Qf (priora] potiora, 882dl), A E H I K M Q (enim] etenim, 888cl0), A B C E 
F G L Q (ut om., 890c6), 

whileT2 shows only a slight preference for F G over, say, B I K, which 
tend to come up in combination with J. But its connections too are 
diverse: 

(J2 = ) F (corpore, 878b4; quare] = J: quoniam F: quoniam add. J 2, 890dll), K 
(latrabilemque, 877dl 1), E /(hanc] diuisionem add . , 876d3; spec. st. tr., 879c5), 
C N (se partitione, 890dll), N 0 (accidenti, 892a5), F G N P (sint, 886b8), F 
G P M1 N (quasdam / creationes, 878d 1 2 f.), Ac F G H M2 0 P(totius] a praem., 
879b4), A2 C F G H M2 N P (ergo] primům add. [er. e. pr. tr. E L], 881al5), 
A'CEHLNPQ (cuius] cum, 879c8). 

In other words, y only provides us further evidence of the contamina- 
tion throughout the tradition. And while there is relatively little poin- 
ting to a close tie to F G , there is quite a bit arguing against it, so that 
the lack of the Top. fragment implies nothing as to the relationship of 
the three MSS as far as the text of Div. itself is concerned, y has only 
one good reading unattested by any of its contemporaries before cor- 
rection ( ducto , 885bl4, cf. below, n. 64), which could well be the reflex 
of what appears as a correction in other MSS rather than vice versa. 

TV is in a similar situation.63 It has connections extending in prac- 
tically all directions, e.g.: 

(N =) B ?L(a.c.) M (inquisitum, 884c5), C (subiectus, 878b2; diff. spec, /r., 
880al3), D (sua om., 879d4), E (haec, 884cl0), F (eorum] modo add. [modo 
praem. G Z2], 890d3), G (paries, 879cll; fit om., 880a6; dimidium, 884b2; ac] et, 
886all; similiter] autem add., 888bl4); H (eodem ... Sic om., 889a9-ll, cf. 
below, n. 66), P (autem] enim, 881 a6), J (nat. tot. tr ., 888d2), K (constat] con- 
sistit, 885dl), L (uero om., 880d9; autem om., 883bl5), M (cumque, 880c9), O 
(et] atque, 878bll; comp, est tr. , 888al 1), P(In eodem] ideo, 882cl), ()(uocit>us 
om., 887b7; pertractum, 890dl2). 

As in the case of J} its uneasy relationship with F G serves as a warning 
against taking the absence of the Top. fragment as a criterion for 

62 Obviously J was not influenced by N O P, but the errors it shares with them may 
have come from a lost earlier witness. 
63There are 11 illegible passages in the microfilm made before the MS perished: 
877a3; 878bl0 f.; 879a6 f.; 881al5 f.; dl 1; 882c8 f.; 884a7; d3 f.; 885c3-5; 886dl3 
f.; 887c8 f. 
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classification. For although N does sometimes agree in error with F G: 
885b2 sub) eodem (edem a.c. F) add. 886a 12 f. esse poss. tr. 886b 12 f. quod 
/ uelimus om., 

with F G Q, (cf. above, p. 29 f.): 
877c8 quidem om. 877dl f. con. an. tr. , 

with A F H Q (Asia] Africa, 888c2), A F H P Q (Africa] Asia, 888c2; 
atque] et, 888cl0), A E F H () (poss. sola ir ., 890al0), and with A E 
F H P ß: 

889b 14 cognoscitur 890a4 Troiani Graecos tr. 890b 10 adiect. (-nem a.c. H) 
quai. tr. 890b 13 fluu. dem. et cal. tr ., 

at other times it will have nothing to do with either F or G, whether 
alone or in combination with other MSS, e.g.: 

(N = ) O (et] atque, 878bll), C E I (in om. , immoderata / magnitudine, 877dl3 
f.), E I L P (diet. s. tr ., 878c6), BD J KL M O (par. con. tr ., 880a4), A B D 
E I(vid.) J K M(vid.) Q (uniuersalior, 878dl4), Ac C E HJ2 L Pc Q (cuius] cum, 
879c8), A D HO (¿(propter] praeter, 881c6), Ec I J M2 O P (désignât] significai, 
887al5), BCDIKLMOQ (disiunguntur] et add., 881d3). 

Other evidence of its tendency away from F, G, or both has been seen 
already in the passages discussed above: 879al f. {significare dicitur quae, 
see above, p. 26); 880c8 (pr . nom. nunc., p. 27); 880dl3 ( sint amissi , 
p. 28); 881b8 ( glaucos oculos esse , p. 28); 882d2 f. {stabile fixumque , p. 
29); 889b6 {concluditi p. 30); 890b6 (< orationum , p. 19). The outstan- 
ding characteristic of N is its extraordinarily high incidence of error, 
for apart from the many shared with other MSS either singly or en bloc 
N adds 302 (ířV) all its own. Once again, it has plausible or correct 
readings in five troubled passages,64 but only once on its own, and that 
probably by conjecture. 

We must conclude, then, that the MSS without the Top. fragment 
do not constitute anything like an independent family of witnesses. 
The tradition is highly contaminated and although F G do cohere in 
showing certain signs of independence, those signs are neither consis- 
tent in themselves nor are they consistently reflected in J N. The latter 
were copied from MSS in which the fragment either no longer ap- 
peared at all or in which it had acquired expunction marks - we can- 
not say for certain which. 

Among the MSS that do have the fragment we have already observed 
a rather close relationship between A and Q. Two further pairs emerge 
64 87 7a 10 ( aequum esse)' 878d4 ( intellegendum ); 881bl0 ( homo ); 889a 15 (ulla)' 885b 14 
(i ducto ), mentioned above in connection with J (the correct reading is reported by 
F2 Ie J N O F). 
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as being worthy of note. E I are linked by common errors: 
877c9 f. gen. diu. in spec. tr. 878c9 in par. sep. tr. 879a2 re dicitur] 
reducitur 879bl4 autem] enim 880a4 part. quid, const, tr. 881a3 apt. e. 
gen. tr. 881d6 quat. opp. tr. 882cl3 est aff. tr. 883bll haec om. 883c3 
generis 883cl5 rat. an. tr. 885al s. sub. tr. 885all habundes 885dl4 
superioris ( a.c .) 886d5 non aeq. mihi tr. 887a4 positionem] placitum 

887c6 est om. 887c 10 rursus] animalis add. 888a3 uegetandi] partes sunt 
animae, non species add., 

although neither MS is a copy of the other: 
878c8 nec] neque E: naec / 879a4 quod om. E 879a5 sub gen. u. tr. I 
879dl0 domus] est add. E 880d5 ita om. I 883c3 autem om. E 884a3 
habentia I 886b6 omnes om. I 887al 1 positionem] placitum I 888b 10 est] 
animo add. E, 

and we have seen instances in which they are divided as to their 
respective affiliations: 877a8 ff. {putet , rudis , aequum , see above, p. 
24 f.), 880c8 (quod, p. 27), 882d2 f. (p. 29), 883d6 (p. 32), 887c8 f. 
(p. 33), 889b2 ff. (p. 30 f.), 889bll (p. 30), 890b6 ( unius ... ora- 
tionum , p. 18 f.), 890dll (p. 32). 

Similarly, there are variants shared only by B L (further examples 
have been observed in the subscriptions, list of contents, and in the 
passages discussed above): 

877d8 propria 878al aut] ut 878dl 1 propria / significatione 879cll inter- 
cipitur 880a2 substantiae 881al5 proposita] posita 881dl duo (-os L2) 
882a9 conueniant 882b 13 alii nigri om. 883al 1 enim om. 883c 15 animalis] 
et add. 885bl4 diametrum 886al0 differentiam 887a7 imperfecta] est add. 
887c3 diuisionis 888dl4 ut est] autem 889cl3 uocibus 890cl5 aliqua, 

and several others highly suggestive of a common ancestry. At 882a6, 
for instance, for et genera , L has ac genera while B has a genere , which 
would appear to be related variants. At 886c 1 1 , for ut, B has sed while 
L has si , but L confuses sed (comp. s>) and si 19 times in Div. At 888b6 
L adds operatione after speculari , while the scribe of B glosses actu with 
operatione . It may also be noted that at 886cl0, at désignant , I adds alia 
quae désignant , while B E add aliaque désignant. L reads désignât (corrected 
to -nt) alie que letitie (sic) désignant , alie que , etc. There evidently has been 
some intermingling behind E I and B L. But neither is B an apograph 
of L nor L an apograph of jB65: 

880d8 autem om. L 880dl2 uigilare] uel add. L (see above, p. 29) 881 bl 
omnibus L 881b6 subiecto] subito L 881c7 definitione] homini add. L 
881cl5 bipes] bibes B 882bl enim1 om. L 882c2 aut1] ut B 882c8 primi] 
quattuor add. L 882d7 si om. B 883al 1 f. Neque ... disponit post priuationem 

65 The scribe of L writes huiusmodo (comp. -m°) for huiusmodi 6 times, but the mistake 
is such an obvious one that nothing concerning V s affiliation can be inferred from it. 
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(13) tr. L 883bl frequenter utamur] frequentamur L 883b2 sicut] sic L' in 
om. B 883bl2 oppositio] opposita B : perppositiones (opp- p.c.) L 883cl4 
hominis] omnem B 883d2 quod] quoniam L 883d 13 nominibus] in omnibus 
L 884b 10 numeri] aut add. L 885a2 f. inanimata alianimata L(sic) 886c2 
f. aliae2 ... significatiua om. B 886c 10 aliae quae animi] aliaque animae B 
887bl0 disiunxi L 887c5 hominem] totius compositiones add. L 887dl3 id 
est] uel L 888b2 litteras] litaras B : litterasque L 888b8 actu] actum etiam 
L 889al dicimus] esse add. L 889a5 f. infinitae ... figurarum om. B 889b7 
certe om. L 890dl f. uicisse ... Troianos om. B, 

and we have seen B L divided in their respective affiliations: 877a8 f. 
(putei, rudis , see above, p. 24 f.), 877all ( natura est , p. 24 f.), 879al f. 
(significata re , p. 26), 879dl4 ( uidentur , p. 33), 880dl3 (p. 28), 
882d2 f. (p. 29), 883cl4 f. (p. 30), 883d6 (p. 32), 889b2 ff. (p. 30 f.), 
890b6 (orationum, definitione , p. 18 f.). Most significantly, B makes 
no effort, as L does, to adjust the Top. fragment to context. L is second 
only to N in the commission of unique errors (282, not taking into ac- 
count cases in which the scribe may have been responsible for correc- 
tions). The scribe has a penchant, as already noted, for confusing sed 
and si and for writing huiusmodo for huiusmodi ; he also writes clauc- for 
glauc - at 880dl4 and 881b8 / 10. There is not a single passage in which 
L provides a good reading where the other MSS fail, nor has it any 
good reading unattested by at least one of its contemporaries prior to 
correction. B has a considerably lower number of unique errors (132) 
but is of virtually no greater assistance where difficulties arise, for as 
I have argued, fiat (882a4) may perhaps be preferrable on the grounds 
of stylistic consistency, but it is almost certainly a conjecture, and is 
not to be adopted over the lectio difficilior (sit, F G M). 

We may now return to Minio-Paluello's stemma, which in its final 
form is as follows (Arist. lat. V, praef. xxxix): 

Div. 
Top . fr. 

/ /, x 

^ x * 
A D L E C. 

H 
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The stemma does not account for G J M 0 Q (I am unsure how to ac- 
comodate P, but it cannot be a descendant of A in the way that Minio- 
Paluello's first stemma suggests it is, Nota X 107). y has already been 
considered, and the contaminated state of MO P will be evident from 
the passages discussed earlier. F N are not related as the stemma in- 
dicates, as they have been variously influenced also by readings found 
in MSS on the other side of the stemma. We may recall, for example, 
how Fand N disagreed at 877a8 / 10 (putet, insolens, see above, p. 24 f.), 
that N split from F to agree with CG at 880c8 {pr . nom. nunc., p. 27) 
or with C J 2 at 890dll (se partitione, p. 32), with D etc. at 881c6 ( non 
consistita p. 29), and with A D etc. at 881c6 ( praeter , p. 29). Further, 
there are cases in which it is quite clear that I is not as closely related 
to B K as the stemma would suggest (e.g., at rudis and natura est , 877a9 
/II), and others indicating that B L are more closely related than it 
suggests (the Renatus subscription, list of contents, and common 
variants mentioned above), while there are allegiances subscribed to 
by A and D that are not at all intimated by the stemma (e.g., at ap- 
pellante 880c 1, reliqua 880c9, consistit 881c6, etc.). 

We have seen that (¿, which is in certain respects very near to A , 
occasionally sides instead with F , G, or both. Conversely, although F 
is indeed related to G, which on Minio-Paluello's reckoning ought to 
fall on the side of F NA2, that relationship is susceptible of rupture. 
For F occasionally veers instead in the direction of A Q etc.: 

(F = )A £ (Sic] si, 889al 1 ),66 4 HQ (enim om. , 880bl3), AHN Q, (alia1 ] sunt 
add., 878cl), A H P Q(d'u. quid, tr., 880a6), A D E H Q (mortalis om.y 890b9), 
A E H N Q (poss. sola tr 890al0), A E H N P Q (un. nom. sign, /r., 888d7), 
A E H I* ß (e. mon. /r., 889d3), A H N P Q (atque] et, 888cl0), A E H N P 
Q (cognoscitur, 889bl4; Troiani Graecos tr. , 890a4; adiect. [-nem a.c. H] quai. 
tr ., 890bl0; fluu. dem. et cal. /r., 890bl3), A H N O P (¿(quid. sep. /r., 888al2), 
A B D H M O Q (uox et] et uox et, 887a4). 

But there are also times when both F G are in agreement with A Qztc. : 

878b6 atque] =AC Hc: et A C F G P Q. atque et H 882b5 destruxi] =AC Bc Ec 
Kc(vid.) Q¡: destruxit A F G J PK Mc Q. dextruxi B E : om. M 887al igitur] = A 2 
ZX: ergo /: om. A D F G K Q, 

and two instances in which it is virtually impossible to determine the 
error as such (ignoring the added sunt and quoddam ): 

66 Here is added proof that H was copied from A , for H omits eodem (9) ... Sic (1 1), 
and the si was erased by the scribe or corrector of A. That is, the omission in H is 
probably due to homoeoteleuton (possit ), as si (for sic) was no longer present in the 
exemplar (>4), though it can now be made out beneath the erasure. Af makes the same 
omission as H (cf. above, p. 37), and at 889al 1 the corrector of F has made si into sic. 
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883c7 f. nigra alia (sunt add. N) alba tr. A F G H N P Q 884c 1 contra habitům 
quiddam (quoddam FN) contrarium A C F G H NPQ: quidd. contra hab. contr. 
tr. B D E I J K M 0: quoddam contrarium contra habitům L, 

but another in which the correct word order is unmistakable: 

886b4 speciem, definitio] def. spec. tr. A C F G H N P Q. 

Among the four MSS, A F G Q, F and £)are the more contaminated, 
for while A F Q frequently agree in error against G and F G Q against 
A , we rarely find A G Q standing together against F or A F G against Q,. 

Minio-Paluello's stemma was based on a limited sampling of 
evidence and drawn up with the Top. fragment in mind. It correctly 
makes H out to be a copy of A but the rest does not accurately reflect 
the complexity of the evidence in Div. In short, any stemma we might 
construct would either distort the true nature of the evidence through 
over-simplification or be so complicated as to defeat its own purpose. 
Finally, the stemma betrays two fundamental misconceptions in 
Minio-Paluello's analysis: (a) Renatus did not transcribe the codex 
Renati but Theodorus did (cf. above, n. 38); (b) the ancient codex 
reconstructed on the supposition of errors in binding (hence the in- 
serted Top. fragment) is not the codex Renati but another one which the 
anonymous reviser corrected against it, one that had the list of con- 
tents and rhetorical excerpts in addition to the authentic Boethian 
tracts. So there is a stage in the history of the Dialéctica that is unac- 
counted for by the stemma, as the codex Renati is in all probability not 
the point at which Div. and the Top. fragment converged, while 
Minio-Paluello gave no indication that Renatus' revision or "edi- 
tion" - that is, the codex Renati - marks a distinct stage of transmission 
after B. and before the anonymous corrector. 
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MSS of De divisione 
Serial numbers of the MSS listed in Lacombe and Minio-Paluello (Arist. lat.) are in- 
dicated in parentheses (« Codd . , Supp . , respectively). * = Codex inspected, or col- 
lated, by autopsy. 

Austria 

1. Lilienfeld, Bibi. des Cistercienserstiftes, 153, ff. 40v-53, s. XIV (Codd. 40) 2. Klosterneuburg-bei-Wien, Stiftsbibl., 671, fí. 98- 107 v, Top . fr., ff. 104v-105, 
106v, s. XII (Codd. , Supp. 43) 

3. Klosterneuburg-bei-Wien, Stiftsbibl., 1098, ff. 68-75v, Top. fr. (dim.), f. 75, s. Xllex.-XIII (Codd., Supp. 51) 
4. Melk, Klosterbibl., 1675 (olim 852 P. 42), ff. 235v-244v, s. XIV (Codd., Supp. 

64) 
5. Melk, Klosterbibl., 1712 (olim 940 R.20), ff. 32-37v, s. XIV (Codd., Supp. 66). 

Incomplete 
6. Sankt Paul im Lavanthal, Stiftsbibl., 883 (olim 25.4.36), ff. 24-32, s. XIV 

(Codd., Supp. 78) 
7. Schlagl, Stiftsbibl., 7. Cpl. [474b] 60, ff. 41v-52v, s. XIII (Codd. 69) 8. Vienna, Nationalbibl., 2269, f. 92-92v, s. Xllin. (Supp. 2024). Incomplete 9. Vienna, Nationalbibl., 2374, ff. 32v-43, s. XIV (Codd. 115) 10. Vienna, Nationalbibl., 2517, ff. 39-52, s. Xlllin. (Codd. 126) 

Belgium 
11. Bruges, Bibi. du Grand Séminaire, 100/113, ff. 47-60, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 162) 12. Brussels, Bibi. Royale de Belgique, 1986-95 (2905), ff. 49v-61v, s. XIII (Codd. 

168) 
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Czechoslovakia 

13. Roudnice, Lobkowiczky Archiv a Bibliothéka, VI. Fd. 8, pp. 172-242, s. XV 
{Codd. 216). Incomplete 

England 

14. Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, 199/105, pp. 69-90, s. XIII {Codd. 
224) 

15. Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, 465/572, ff. 66-81, s. XIII {Codd. 
230) 

16. Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, 466/573, ff. 26-32v, s. XHIex. 
{Codd. , Supp. 231) 

17. Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, 468/575, pp. 92-112, s. XIII-XIV 
{Codd. 232) 

18. Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, 494/263, ff. 29v-39, s. XIII {Codd., 
Supp. 236) 

19. Cambridge, Pembroke College, 193, ff. 39-49, s. XHIex. {Codd. 221) 
20. Cambridge, University Library, Addit. 1867, ff. 43v-46, s. XIV {Codd. 1912) 
21. Canterbury, Chapter Library, D, 5, ff. 43-53v, s. XHIex. {Codd. 264) 
22. Durham, Chapter Library, C.I,16, ff. 36-45v, s. XIV {Codd. 268) 
23. London, British Library, Add. 18342, ff. 75v-82v, s. XHIex. {Supp. 2044). 

Ends at 888a 13 
24. London, British Library, Add. 18374, ff. 189-196, s. XHIex.-XIVin. {Codd. 

291) 
25. London, British Library, Aruntinianus 383, ff. 54-65v, s. XHIex. {Codd., 

Supp. 294) 
26. London, British Library, Aruntinianus 392, ff. 151-158v, s. XIII {Codd., Supp. 

295) 
27. London, British Library, Burneianus 275, ff. 252v-256v, s. XlVin. {Codd. 298) 
28. London, British Library, Harleianus 3272, ff. 52v-64, s. XlVin. {Codd. 300) 
29. London, Lambeth Palace, 339, ff. 55v-68v, Top. fr., ff. 65, 67-67v, s. XII 

{Codd., Supp. 287).* 
30. London, Lambeth Palace, 456, ff. 80v-92, s. XIII {Codd. 289) 
31. Oxford, Balliol College, 253, ff. 80v-92, s. XIII {Codd. 356) 
32. Oxford, Bodleian Library, D'Orville 208 [S.C. 17086], ff. 64-80v, s. XIII 

{Codd. 1915) 
33. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Rawlinsonianus G.49 (14780), ff. 67-78, s. XIII 

{Codd. 339) 
34. Oxford, Magdalen College, 187, ff. 72-85v, s. XIV {Codd. 362). Last folio 

missing 
35. Worcester, Chapter Library, F. 66, ff. 39v-47v, s. XlVin. {Codd. 387) 
36. Worcester, Chapter Library, F.165, ff. 80-96v, s. XlVin. {Codd. 390) 
37. Worcester, Chapter Library, Q.30, ff. 27-33, s. XHIex. {Codd. 392) 

France 

38. Amiens, Bibl. Mun., 404, ff. 245-251v, s. Xlllin. {Codd., Supp. 410) 
39. Arras, Bibl. Mun., 890 (446), ff. 37-46v, s. XIV {Codd. 421) 
40. Auch, Bibl. Mun., 11, ff. 40v-53v, s. XIII {Codd. 438) 
41. Avignon, Bibl. Mun., 1072, ff. 71-78v, s. XIII {Codd. 439) 
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42. Avranches, Bibi. Mun., 228, ff. 54-66, s. XIII ( Codd . 405) 
43. Chambéry, Bibi. Mun., 27, ff. 38-48v, s. XIII-XIV (Codd., Supp. 456) 
44. Charleville, Bibl. Mun., 39, ff. 28v-36, s. XIII (Codd. 465) 
45. Charleville, Bibl. Mun., 187, ff. 78v-89, Top. fr., ff. 86-86v, 88-88v, s. XII 

(Supp. 2056). Minio-Paluello's description incomplete 
46. Charleville, Bibl. Mun., 250, ff. 47v-58v, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 468) 
47. Chartres, Bibl. Mun., 100, ff. 149-160v, s. X-XI (Codd., Supp. 472). 

Destroyed in 1944 
48. Chartres, Bibl. Mun., 498, ff. 73-78, s. Xllmed. (Codd., Supp. 475). Destroyed 

in 1944 
49. Grenoble, Bibl. Mun., 707, ff. 34v-44v, s. XIV (Codd. 481) 
50. Laon, Bibl. Mun., 433, ff. 39-49v, s. XIII (Codd. 484) 
51. Lyon, Bibl. Mun., 244 (176), ff. 34v-46, s. XIII (Codd. 489) 
52. Metz, Bibl. Mun., 508, ff. 37-45v, s. XIII-XIV (Codd. 492) 
53. Montpellier, Bibl. de la Faculté de Médecine, 162, ff. 64-72, s. XIII-XIV 

(Codd. 495) 
54. Orléans, Bibl. Mun., 264, pp. 72-95, s. XIV* 
55. Orléans, Bibl. Mun., 267, pp. 88-99, Top. fr., pp. 96, 99, s. X-XI (Supp. 

2055)* 
56. Paris, Bibl. de l'Arsenal, 727, ff. 41v-52, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 508) 
57. Paris, Bibl. de l'Arsenal, 728, ff. 27v-34, s. XlVin. (Codd. 509) 
58. Paris, Bibl. de l'Arsenal, 811, ff. 39-48, s. XlIIin. (Codd. 512) 
59. Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, 3470, ff. 34-41 v, s. XIII (Codd., Supp. 532) 
60. Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, 3471, ff. 88v-100, s. XIII-XIV (Codd. 533) 
61. Paris, B. N., lat. 6289, ff. 45v-55v, s. XIII-XIV (Codd. 545)* 
62. Paris, B. N., lat. 6291, ff. 65v-74v, s. XlIIin. (Codd., Supp. 547)* 
63. Paris, B. N., lat. 6291 A, ff. 50-63v, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 548)* 
64. Paris, B. N., lat. 6400E, ff. 76v-83, Top. fr., ff. 81-81v, 82v, s. XI-XII (Codd., 

Supp. 581)* 
65. Paris, B. N., lat. 6575, ff. 46-59v, s. XlVin. (Codd. 592)* 
66. Paris, B. N., lat. 6636, ff. 31-43, s. XIV (Codd. 594)* 
67. Paris, B. N., lat. 10202, ff. 17v-21v, s. XIII (Codd. 614)* 
68. Paris, B. N., lat. 11127, ff. 64v-74, Top. fr., ff. 81-81v, 82v, s. X-XI (Codd. 

618). Lacombe's description incomplete* 
69. Paris, B. N., lat. 12956, ff. 21-28, s. XlIIex. (Codd., Supp. 628) 
70. Paris, B. N., lat. 13966, f. 118-118v, s. XIII-XIV. Fragment 
71. Paris, B. N., lat. 14697, ff. 35-44, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 638) 
72. Paris, B. N., lat. 15088, ff. 92v-104v, s. XIII (Codd. 650)* 
73. Paris, B. N., lat. 15089, ff. 55v-74, s. XIII (Codd. 651)* 
74. Paris, B. N., lat. 16092, ff. 36-44v, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 666) 
75. Paris, B. N., lat. 16595, ff. 41-49v, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 695) 
76. Paris, B. N., lat. 16596, ff. 49v-62, s. XIII (Codd. 696)* 
77. Paris, B. N., lat. 16597, ff. 39-49, s. XIII-XIV (Codd. 697) 
78. Paris, B. N., lat. 16611, ff. 96v-108v, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 701) 
79. Paris, B. N., lat. 17806, ff. 24-35v, s. XIII (Codd. 709)* 
80. Paris, B. N., lat. 17903, f. 131, s. XIII. Fragment 
81. Paris, B. N., lat. 18423, ff. 77-88v, s. XIII (Codd. 719)* 
82. Paris, B. N., N.A.L. 1478, ff. 80v-90, Top. fr., ff. 87v, 89-89v, s. XI (Supp. 

2079)* 
83. Reims, Bibl. Mun., 870, ff. 44v-54, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 740) 
84. Toulouse, Bibl. Mun., 735, ff. 31-41, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 754) 
85. Tours, Bibl. Mun., 676, ff. 51-57, s. XIII (Codd., Supp. 765). No longer extant 
86. Tours, Bibl. Mun., 677, ff. 25-31, s. XlVin. (Codd., Supp. 766). No longer 

extant 
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87. Tours, Bibi. Mun., 678, ff. 41v-52, s. XIV ( Codd ., Supp. 767). No longer 
extant 

88. Troyes, Bibl. Mun., 1457, ff. 46v-58, s. XIII-XIV {Codd. 763) 
89. Valenciennes, Bibl. Mun., 406, ff. 80-88v, Top. fr., ff. 86-86v, 87v-88, s. X- 

XI (Supp. 2085)* 
90. Vendôme, Bibl. Mun., 171, ff. 16-23v, s. XlIIex. ( Codd ., Supp. 784) 

Germany 

91. Berlin, Deutsche Staatsbibl., Phill. 1786 (174 Rose), ff. 61-107v, Top. fr., ff. 
94-96, 102v-104v, s. X-XI* 

92. Darmstadt, Hessische Landesbibl., 2282, ff. 18-23, s. Xllex. (Codd. 848) 
93. Erfurt, Stadtbücherei, Ampl., Fol. 39, ff. 43-54, s. XIII (Codd. 873) 
94. Erfurt, Stadtbücherei, Ampl., Qu. 20, ff. 25v-31v, s. XHIex. (Codd. 893) 
95. Erfurt, Stadtbücherei, Ampl., Qu. 267, ff. 30-38, s. XlVin. (Codd. 899) 
96. Erlangen, Universitätsbibl., 191 Fischer (579 Irmischer), ff. 67-77, s. XII 

(Codd. , Supp. 909) 
97. Erlangen, Universitätsbibl., 192 Fischer (514 Irmischer), ff. 71v-92, s. XIII- 

XIV (Codd., Supp. 910) 
98. Erlangen, Universitätsbibl., 193 Fischer (486 Irmischer), ff. 36-44, s. XHIex. 

(Codd., Supp. 911) 
99. Fulda, Landesbibl., C.3, ff. (?), s. XIII (Codd. 924). Location unknown as of 

1929 
100. Halle, Universitätsbibl., Yg. 2°.3, ff. 34v-43v, s. XIII-XIV (Codd. 947) 
101. Karlsruhe, Badische Landesbibl., Lichtenthal 31, ff. 27-37v, s. XIII (Codd. 

831) 
102. Kassel, Landesbibl., Ms. Philos. 2° 28, ff. 59-64v, s. XIV (Codd. 832) 
103. Leipzig, Universitätsbibl., 1352, ff. 72v-93v, s. Xlllex.-XIVin. (Codd. 971) 
104. Leipzig, Universitätsbibl., 1353, ff. 20-24v, s. XIII-XIV (Codd. 972) 
105. Leipzig, Universitätsbibl., 1354, ff. 34v-42v, s. XHIex. (Codd. 973) 
106. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibl., Clm. 401, ff. 51-64v, s. XIII (Codd. 1021) 
107. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibl., Clm. 6372, ff. 30-40v, Top. fr., ff. 37-37v, 

39v, s. X-XI (Supp. 2105)* 
108. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibl., Clm. 6695, ff. 109-131, s. XV (Codd. 1031) 
109. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibl., Clm. 14564, ff. 56-70, s. XIII (Codd. 1059) 
110. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibl., Clm. 14819, ff. 71-96, s. XII 
111. Wolfenbüttel, Herzogliche Bibl., 69. 22. Aug. fol., ff. 210v-222, s. XV (Codd. 

940) 

Italy 

112. Assisi, Bibl. Com., 296, ff. 34-52, s. XIV (Codd. 1263) 
113. Assisi, Bibl. Com., 658, ff. 79-92, s. Xlllin. (Codd., Supp. 1266) 
114. Assisi, Bibl. Com., 664, ff. 64v-77v, s. XIV (Codd. 1268) 
115. Bologna, Bibl. Universitaria, lat. 1155 (2594), ff. 97v-112v, s. XIV (Codd. 

1285) 
116. Cesena, Bibl. Malatestiana, Plut. XXII Dext. 6, ff. 62-72, s. XIV (Codd., 

Supp. 1298) 
117. Fabriano, Convento dei Silvestrini di Montefano, Mf. 15, ff. 40v-49v, s. 

XlIIex. (Supp. 2151) 
118. Florence, Bibl. Med. Laur., Plut. LXXI,14, ff. 32v-43v, s. XIV (Codd. 1316) 
119. Florence, Bibl. Med. Laur., Ashburnham 952, ff. 32-40v, s. XIV (Codd. 1329) 
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120. Florence, Bibi. Med. Laur., Gadd. Plut. LXXXIX Sup. 76, ff. 45-55, s. XIII 
(i Codd ., Supp. 1341) 

121. Florence, Bibl. Med. Laur., S. Crucis Plut. XI Sin. 3, ff. 44v-55v, s. XIII 
{Codd. 1356) 

122. Florence, Bibl. Med. Laur., S. Crucis Plut. XI Sin. 5, ff. 34v-42v, s. XIII 
(Codd. 1358) 

123. Florence, Bibl. Med. Laur., S. Crucis Plut. XI Sin. 9, ff. 14v-20, s. XIII 
(Codd., Supp. 1361) 

124. Florence, Bibl. Med. Laur., S. Marci 101, ff. 64v-73, s. XIV (Codd. 1381) 
125. Florence, Bibl. Med. Laur., S. Marci 166, fī. 32v-40, s. Xllex. (Codd. 1388) 
126. Florence, Bibl. Naz. Cen., Conv. Soppr. B. 10.2856, ff. 125-128v, s. XV 

(Codd. 1398) 
127. Florence, Bibl. Naz. Cen., Conv. Soppr. I.X.12, ff. 65-76, s. XIV (Codd. 

1415) 
128. Florence, Bibl. Riccardiana, 160, ff. 51-64v, s. XIV (Codd. 1421) 
129. Mantua, Bibl. Com., D.III. 16, ff. 36-44v, s. XIII (Codd. 1431) 
130. Mantua, Bibl. Com., H.I.3, ff. 27-34v, s. XlVex. (Codd. 1432) 
131. Milan, Bibl. Ambros., H. 138. Inf., ff. 46-56v, s. Xlllin. (Codd. 1448) 
132. Milan, Bibi. Ambros., H.141.Inf., ff. 48v-56v, s. XHIex. (Codd. 1449) 
133. Milan, Bibi. Ambros., L.60.Sup., ff. 47-59, s. XIV (Codd. 1451) 
134. Milan, Bibi. Ambros., M. 62. Sup., ff. 83v-101, s. XII (Codd. 1452) 
135. Milan, Bibl. Ambros., M. 96. Sup., ff. 242-255v, s. Xlllex. (Codd. 1453) 
136. Milan, Bibi. Ambros., R. 55. Sup., ff. 30-39v, s. XIII (Codd. 1455) 
137. Milan, Bibi. Ambros., Y. 7. Sup., ff. 13M48v, s. XIV (Codd. 1458) 
138. Montecassino, Arch. della Badia, 191, pp. 168-184, Top. fr., pp. 180-181, 183, 

s. XI (Supp. 2145)* 
139. Naples, Bibl. Naz., VIII. E. 6, ff. 20v-25v, s. XIV (Codd. 1473) 
140. Padua, Bibl. Antoniana, Scaff. XXII, 553, ff. 55-68v, s. Xllmed. (Codd. 1511) 
141. Padua, Bibl. Universitaria, 783, ff. 62v-64, s. XII-XIII ( Codd ., Supp. 1519). 

Ends at 880d8 
142. Padua, Bibl. Universitaria, 848, ff. 31v-40v, s. XIV (Codd. 1521) 
143. Padua, Bibl. Universitaria, 1688, fï. 41v-51, s. Xllex. (Codd. 1526) 
144. Poppi, Bibl. Com. Rilliana, 27, ff. 77v-88v, s. XIII (Codd. 1533) 
145. Ravenna, Bibl. Com. Ciassense, 46, ff. 118v-134, s. XIII (Codd. 1535) 
146. Rome (Vatican City), Arch, della Basilica di S. Pietro, Basilicanus H. 5, ff. 

30v-39v (? 40), s. Xlllex. ( Codd., Supp. 1714) 
147. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Borghes. 9, ff. 34v-43, s. XlVin. (Codd., Supp. 

1937a) 
148. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Borghes. 18, ff. 36-44, s. Xlllex. -XlVin. (Codd., 

Supp. 1720) 
149. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Borghes. 56, ff. 42-48, s. XIII (Codd., Supp. 1724)* 
150. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Borghes. 58, ff. 46-57, s. Xlllin. (Codd., Supp. 

1726)* 
151. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Borghes. 131, ff. 1-10, s. XIII (Codd., Supp. 1733)* 
152. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Chis. E.IV.97, ff. 133-136v, s. XIII-XIV (Codd., 

Supp. 1745). Incomplete 
153. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Chis. E.V. 149, ff. 45v-57, s. XIII (Codd., Supp. 

1746)* 
154. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Chis. E.V. 150, ff. 17-22v, s. XII 
155. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Chis. H. VI. 186, ff. 77-90, s. XV 
156. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Ottob. lat. 1406, ff. 163v-176, s. Xlex. (Supp. 2184)* 
157. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Ottob. lat. 2150, ff. 60v-68, s. XIII (Codd., Supp. 

1765)* 
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158. Rome, Bibi. Apost. Vat., Palat. lat. 987, ff. 17-2 lv, s. XlIIex. ( Codd ., Supp. 
1773). Incomplete 

159. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Palat. lat. 988, ff. 62-71v, s. XIII (Codd. 1774)* 
160. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Palat. lat. 989, fï. 47v-61v, s. Xlllin. (Codd. 1775)* 
161. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Palat. lat. 996, ff. 48v-60v, s. XlIIex. (Codd. 1778) 
162. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Regin. lat. 1649, ff. 117v-125v, s. XI. Ends at 890b3 

(= Top. fr., p. 185,4 Minio-Paluello)* 
163. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Vat. lat. 1722, ff. 74v-80, s. XII. Ends at 886b6 
164. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Vat. lat. 2117, ff. 38v-48v, s. XlIIex. (Codd., Supp. 

1858) 
165. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Vat. lat. 2977, ff. 57-66v, s. XIV (Codd., Supp. 1870) 
166. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Vat. lat. 2978, ff. 26-32v, s. XIII (Codd., Supp. 1871) 
167. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Vat. lat. 2979, ff. 66-78, s. XlIIex. (Codd., Supp. 

1872)* 
168. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Vat. lat. 8591, ff. 201-216, s. XI (Codd., Supp. 

1897)* 
169. Rome, Bibl. Apost. Vat., Vat. lat. 10683, ff. 55-69, s. XIII-XIV (Codd., Supp. 

1902)* 
170. Siena, Bibl. Com. degi' Intronati, H. VI. 10, ff. 23-30v, s. XIII (Codd. 1565) 
171. Todi, Bibl. Com., 190, ff. 34-42v, s. XIII (Codd. 1587) 
172. Treviso, Bibl. Com., 548, ff. 44v-55, s. XIV (Codd. 1571) 
173. Venice, Bibl. Naz. Mare., lat. VI.65 (2847), ff. 68-81, Top. fr. (dim.), f. 80, 

s. XV (Supp. 2165) 
174. Venice, Bibl. Naz. Marc., Z.L. 273 (1574), ff. 111-119, s. XII-XIII (Codd., 

Supp. 1645) 

Liechtenstein 

175. Vaduz, Familienbibl. der Grafen von Seilern und Aspang, B. 12. IV. 8 (olim 
207), ff. 31V-38, s. XIII (Supp. 2169) 

176. Vaduz, Familienbibl. der Grafen von Seilern und Aspang, B. 12. IV. 10 (olim 
210), ff. (?), s. XIV (Supp. 2170) 

The Netherlands 

177. Leiden, Bibl. der Rijksuniversiteit, B.P.L. 84, ff. l-7v, Top. fr., ff. 6, 7, s. XI 
(Supp. 2026)* 

178. Leiden, Bibl. der Rijksuniversiteit, B.P.L. 1925, f. 175-175v, s. XII-XIII 
(Codd. 147). Ends at 877d8* 

179. Utrecht, Bibl. der Rijksuniversiteit, 816, f. 175-175v, s. XII-XIII (Supp. 
2028). Beginning only 

Poland 

180. Krakow, Biblijoteka Uniwersytetu Jagielloňskiego, 2177, ff. 50-62, s. XIII 
(Codd. , Supp. 1693) 

Spain 

181. Barcelona, Arch, de la Corona de Aragon, Ripoll 134, ff. 47-57, s. XIV (Codd. 
1173) 
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182. El Escorial, Bibi. del Monasterio de San Lorenzo del Escorial, g. III. 16, ff. 
286v-289v, s. XIV ( Codd . 1222). Beginning only 

183. El Escorial, Bibi. del Monasterio de San Lorenzo del Escorial, g. III. 28, ff. 
67-78, s. XlIIex. {Codd. 1223) 

184. Salamanca, Bibi. Universitaria, 2627 ( olim Madrid, Biblioteca del Palacio Na- 
cional, 306), ff. 34v-42v, s. XlIImed. (Codd., Supp. 1212) 

185. Segovia, Bibi. de la Catedral, 85 (?), ff. 39-48, s. XIII-XIV (Supp. 2137) 
186. Toledo, Bibi. del Cabildo de la Santísima Iglesia Catedral, 94.11, ff. l-12v, 

s. XlIIex. (Codd. 1237) 
187. Tortosa, Bibi. del Cabildo de la Santísima Iglesia Catedral, 107, ff. l-10v, s. 

XIII (Codd. 1177). Incomplete 

Switzerland 

188. Basel, Universitätsbibl., F.I.l, ff. 48-59, s. XlVin. (Codd., Supp. 1122) 
189. Basel, Universitätsbibl., F.L5, ff. 117-146v, s. XV (Codd. 1125) 
190. Basel, Universitätsbibl., F. IV. 16, ff. 35-42, s. Xlllin. (Codd. 1147) 
191. Bern, Burgerbibl., 300, ff. 3-8v, 17, s. XI (Supp. 2120)* 
192. St Gall, Stiftsbibl., 816, pp. 78-96, s. XIII-XIV (Codd. 1160) 
193. St Gall, Stiftsbibl., 830, pp. 353-369, Top. fr., pp. 364-365, 367-368, s. XI 

(Codd. j Supp. 1165)* 
194. Zürich, Zentralbibl., Car. C.100, ff. 18-26v, s. XIV-XVI. Begins at 877b8 
195. Zürich, Zentralbibl., Car. C.170, ff. 62-72v, s. XHIex.-XIVin. (Codd. 1168) 

United States of America 

196. New York, Columbia University Rare Books and Manuscripts Library, 
X88/Ar 512, ff. 46v-57v, s. Xlllex.-XIVin. (Codd. 15)* 

Toronto 
Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies 
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Vivarium XXXII, 1 (1994) ©E.J. Brill, Leiden 

Divisio Scientiarum : Ein bisher unveröffentlichtes Wissenschaftsmodell 
in der Clavis Compendii des Johannes von Garlandia 

THOMAS HAYE 

Als im 12 Jahrhundert durch Vermittlung arabischer Quellen 
neues aristotelisches Gedankengut in den Okzident eindringt, führt 
dies zu einer geistigen Dynamisierung, die man als die zweite große 
Renaissance des Mittelalters bezeichnet hat.1 Nicht unähnlich der 
Karolingischen Renaissance ermöglicht hierbei die Wiederent- 
deckung bzw. erstmals vertiefte Rezeption antik-paganer Literatur 
eine Bereicherung des Wissens, bedeutet jedoch gleichzeitig die Not- 
wendigkeit, das seit der Spätantike relativ stabile, vornehmlich auf 
lateinischer Sprache und Literatur beruhende Weltbild mit den neu 
gewonnenen Erkenntnissen arabischer und griechischer Provenienz 
zu versöhnen. Auf der Ebene der Philosophie unternehmen zeitgenös- 
siche Gelehrte wie Hugo von St. Victor und Dominicus Gundissalinus 
den Versuch, die lange Zeit kanonische, nun jedoch obsolet gewor- 
dene Denkfigur der Septem Artes Liberales in ein erweitertes, organisches 
und in sich widerspruchsfreies wissenschaftstheoretisches Modell zu 
überführen.2 

Innerhalb der relativ kontinuierlichen Weiterentwicklung dieses 
Modells entstehen einzelne die verschiedenen Ansätze bündelnde und 
im Ergebnis normierende Redaktionsstufen, für die etwa Robert Kil- 

1 Eine anregende, insgesamt kritische Auseinandersetzung mit dem Begriff der hoch- 
mittelalterlichen Renaissance bei P. von Moos, Das 12 Jahrhundert - eine ' Renaissance ' 
oder ein 'Aufklärungs Zeitalter'?, in: Mittellateinisches Jahrbuch, 23 (1988), 1-10. 2 Vgl. zu diesem Adaptationsprozeß die Beiträge von M.-Th. d'Alverny, Translations 
and Translators , in: Renaissance and Renewal in the Twelfth Century , edd. R.L. Benson/G. 
Constable, Oxford 1982, 421-62; J. Jolivet, The Arabic Inheritance , in: A History oj 
Twelfth-Century Western Philosophy , ed. P. Dronke, Cambridge 1988, 113-48; J.A. 
Weisheipl, The Nature } Scope and Classification of the Sciences , in: Science in the Middle Ages , 
ed. D.C. Lindberg, Chicago 1978, 461-82; R. McKeon, The Organisation of Sciences and 
the Relations of Cultures in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries , in: The Cultural Context of 
Medieval Learning , edd. J. M. Murdoch/E. D. Sylla, Boston 1975, 151-92; K. Flasch, 
Das philosophische Denken im Mittelalter , Stuttgart 1986, 298-309; ein kurzer ideenge- 
schichtlicher Überblick bei Th. Kobusch, Philosophie , E. Mittelalter , in: Historisches 
Wörterbuch der Philosophie, edd.J. Ritter/K. Gründer, Bd. 7, Darmstadt 1989, 633-56. 
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wardby's De ortu scientiarum symptomatisch ist.3 In dieser ideenge- 
schichtlichen Phase ist die Kanonisierung eines allgemeingültigen 
Systems so weit fort geschriften, daß die Pariser Artisten-Fakultät das 
Thema 'Wissenschaftsmodeir in der Mitte des 13 Jahrhunderts in 
den Katalog des für die Lizentiatsprüfung relevanten Lehrstoffes 
aufnimmt.4 

Es ist wenig überraschend, daß sich in der Folge bei den Studenten 
das Bedürfnis nach didaktisch konzipierten, in Kürze die Grundlagen 
der Scientiae skizzierenden Traktaten regt, dem seitens der Lehrer 
durch die Produktion zahlreicher, zumeist anonym tradierter Introduc- 
tiones entsprochen wird.5 Wissenschaftsmodelle werden jedoch nicht 
nur in monographischen Abhandlungen vermittelt, sondern finden 
offenbar sehr schnell als - dem eigentlichen Sachthema vorgeschal- 
tete - Einführungen Eingang auch in solche Lehrbücher des Univer- 
sitätsbetriebes, die jeweils nur den Stoff einer einzelnen Ars liberālis in 
extenso behandeln.6 

Ein Beispiel für diesen bisher wenig untersuchten Rezeptionsprozeß 
ist das Werk des zeitgenössischen Grammatikers Johannes von Gar- 
landia (ca. 1 195-1260), der als Lehrer an den Universitäten von Tou- 
louse und Paris in seiner Disziplin zu den wirkungsmächtigsten Fach- 
schriftstellern des Spätmittelalters zählt.7 Seine literarische Tätigkeit 
zielt primär darauf ab, die beiden populärsten, aber seiner Ansicht 

3 Robert Kilwardby, De ortu scientiarum , ed. A.G. Judy, Auetores Britanni Medii Aevi 
IV, Toronto 1976. 
4 Vgl. C. Lafleur, Quatre Introductions à la philosophie au XlIIe siècle , Université de 
Montréal, Publications de l'Institut d'Études Médiévales XXIII, Montréal-Paris 
1988, 144-7. 5 Vgl. ebenda, 123-61; die Vulgarisierung wissenschaftstheoretischer Vorstellungen 
wurde zudem durch den zeitgenössischen Enzyklopädisten Vinzenz von Beauvais, 
der in den einleitenden Kapiteln seines Speculum Doctrinale ein Panorama der wichtig- 
sten hochmittelalterlichen Modelle bot (Vincentius Bellovacensis, Speculum Doctrinale , 
Douai 1624 [Nachdruck Graz 19651, 9-20), erheblich gefördert. 6 Aus dem Bereich der Grammatik vgl. z.B. den anonymen Tractatus de grammatica, 
ed. K. Reichl, Veröffentlichungen des Grabmann-Institutes NF 28, München- 
Paderborn- Wien 1976; der grammatische Traktat wird durch ein längeres Kapitel De 
divisione philosophie eröffnet, das integraler Teil des Textes ist. 
7 Die bezüglich Johannes von Garlandia relevante Literatur ist zusammengestellt bei 
F.J. VJ or stbrock, Johannes de Garlandia, in: Die deutsche Literatur des Mittelalters. Verfasser- 
lexikon , ed. K. Ruh, Berlin-New York 1983, Bd. 4, 612-23; noch immer grundle- 
gend: L.J. Paetow, The Morale Scolarium of John of Garland , Memoirs of the University 
of California 4,2, Berkeley 1927, 69-273; die jüngste Studie über Johannes' Bedeu- 
tung für das spätmittelalterliche Schulwesen (inclusive Texteditionen) vorgelegt von 
T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin in Thirteenth-Century England , Cambridge 1991, 
I-III, passim. 
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nach völlig unzureichenden und fehlerhaften Grammatiken, den Gre- 
cismus des Eberhard von Béthune (gest. 1212) sowie das Doctrinale des 
Alexander von Villa Dei (ca. 1170-1250), zu korrigieren bzw. durch 
eigene Schriften zu ersetzen.8 Als Einführung und Ergänzung zu sei- 
nem Hauptwerk, dem Compendium Gramatice , verfaßt er eine bisher 
unveröffentlichte sog. Clavis Compendii , die er mit einigen allgemeinen 
Überlegungen zu seinem dichterischen Selbstverständnis und Kon- 
zept einleitet:9 

Artis gramatice dudum compendia quedam 
Perstrinxi, quorum clavem tenet iste libellus, 
Quem prece, non precio vili, mea dextera tendit. 
Iocundo stabilique nichil prepollet amico: 

5 Elabuntur opes, verus non nutat amicus; 
Etsi pauper erit, comes est sapiencia dives, 
Que non deficiet fortune fulmina spernens. 

Nach diesem topischen Einstieg, der in Thema (philosophia , amicitia ) 
und Formulierung auf Horaz und Boethius anspielt,10 folgt unverzüg- 
lich der Brückenschlag zum Widmungsnehmer: 

Hec tibi collegi, cuius prece metra resumpsi. 
Hec et amore tui tibi dissociata reiunxi. 

10 Nec tamen hec uni, sed pluribus erogo. Plures 
Unius fructu fructum quandoque tulerunt. 

Wenn Johannes vorgibt, sein Werk sei auf Bitten eines amicus ent- 
standen, so legt allein das Fehlen des Eigennamens dieses Freundes 
nahe, daß wir es hier mit einer literarischen Fiktion zu tun haben, die 
ihre Existenz der Gattungstradition verdankt:11 Die Anrede des 

8 Eberhard von Béthune, Graecismus , ed. J. Wrobel, Hildesheim 1987 (Ndr. der Aus- 
gabe Breslau 1887); Alexander von Villa Dei, Doctrinale , ed. D. Reichling, New York 
1974 (Ndr. der Ausgabe Berlin 1893); zur Redaktion des Doctrinale durch Johannes 
vgl. M. C olker, New Evidence that John of Garland revised the Doctrinale of Alexander de 
Villa Dei , in: Scriptorium 28 (1974), 68-71. 9 Eine kommentierte kritische Edition des Compendium Gramatice , in der auch die Cla- 
vis Compendii berücksichtigt wird, ist in Vorbereitung; eine Auflisting und Beschrei- 
bung der Handschriften bei L.K. Born, The Manuscripts of the Major Grammatical Works 
°f J°hn of Garland: Compendium Grammatice, Clavis Compendii, Ars lectoría Ecclesie , in: 
Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological Association , 69 (1938), 259-73; der 
im folgenden zitierte Text ist der Handschrift Cambridge, GC, 385/605, ff. 270r-299v 
entnommen. 
10 Vgl. Boethius, De consolatione Philosophiaei ed. L. Bieler, CC Ser. Lat. XCIV, 
Turnhout 1957, 5, hier die Abschnitte 1,3,4-6; zum Freundschaftstopos vgl. die 
sprachlichen Anklänge an Boethius, c.l, vv. 21-22 und Q. Horatius Flaccus, Opera , 
ed. S. Borzsak, Bibliotheca Scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana, 
Leipzig 1984, 172: Nil ego contulerim iucundo sanus amico (serm. 1,5,44). 11 Vgl. E. Pöhlmann, Charakteristika des römischen Lehrgedichts , in; Aufstieg und Niedergang 
der römischen Welt , ed. H. Temporini, Berlin-New York, 1,3, 836-78, hier passim. 
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Freundes hat lediglich die Funktion, eine Figur zu schaffen, mit der 
sich die Leser ( plures ) als die eigentlichen Adressaten des Textes identi- 
fizieren können: 

Metra iuvant ánimos, comprendunt plurima paucis. 
Pristina commémorant, que sunt tria grata legenti. 
Non hic ornata lege carmina, sed properata. 

15 Utile propono. Fructu, non flore corono. 
Quedam dispersa mea per compendia queris, 
Que reserans aliter nec eidem clausa revelo, 
Ut levius pateant ea, que tibi pendula nutant. 
Hiis simul adieci tibi, que reseranda petisti. 

20 Illorum quedam poterunt prodesse quibusdam, 
Hie quia parva datur reserans compendia clavis. 

Unausgesprochen liegt dem Gedankengang ein Vergleich zweier 
literarischer Genera, Lehrgedicht versus Prosatraktat, zugrunde. Der 
Verfasser entscheidet sich, ebenso wie seine beiden literarischen Kon- 
kurrenten, Alexander von Villa Dei und Eberhard von Béthune, für 
das carmen , dessen Form drei Vorteile habe: Nicht nur beschränke sich 
das Genus 'Lehrgedicht' in alle Kürze auf komprimierte Wissensver- 
mittlung {paucis), sondern biete dieses Wissen in einer - aufgrund des 
gefalligen Metrums ( iuvant ) - mnemotechnisch effektiven Fassung 
( commémorant ) dar.12 Die Methode einer metrischen Einkleidung ist 
daher primär funktional und nicht durch einen poetischen Anspruch 
motiviert; bei Abfassung der Schrift habe der didaktische Nutzen 
(utile, fructu ), nicht der poetische Ornat (ornata, flore ) im Vordergrund 
des Interesses gestanden. Uberhaupt habe das Werk lediglich die 
Funktion, die Lektüre des Compendium Gramatice zu erleichtern. Die 
von Johannes vorgebrachten Erläuterungen und Einschränkungen 
gipfeln in einer gattungstypischen Invocatio der himmlischen 
Patrone,13 mit der er den Prolog beschließt: 

Vis patris eterna, sapiencia nate paterna, 
Spiritus, interna penetrans nos, Sánete, guberna, 
De rosula verna fios, Christe, marisque lucerna. 

25 Que sunt externa, purga virtute superna.14 

12 Die Verse 12-13, wenngleich einer anderen Quelle entnommen, als Exempel für 
die zeitgenössische literarische Mode zitiert von F. Brunhölzl, Die lateinische Literatur , 
in: Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft . Europäisches Spätmittelalter , ed. W. Erzgrä- 
ber, Wiesbaden 1978, 8, 551; Vorlage bzw. Dubletten bei F. Brunhölzl, Florilegium 
Treverense , in: Mittellateinisches Jahrbuch, 3 (1966), 130, Anm. zu vv. 1-2. 
13 Vgl. Pöhlmann, a.a.O., passim. 14 Eine Dublette der vier Verse findet man im Morale Scolariumy ed. Paetow, a.a.O., 
211, w. 249-52. 
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Daß der Vergleich zwischen Johannes einerseits und Eberhard bzw. 
Alexander andererseits auf dem Gebiet des grammatischen Didascali- 
con trotz der relativ geringen zeitlichen Differenz auch ein Vergleich 
zweier unterschiedlicher Lehrbuchtraditionen und -generationen ist, 
zeigt der weitere Verlauf des Gedichts: Während die beiden Gramma- 
tiker der vorigen Generation unmittelbar im Anschluß an vergleich- 
bare Prologe medias in res gehen, stellt Johannes in einem theoretischen 
Exkurs ein Wissenschaftsmodell vor, das den Studenten die Möglich- 
keit geben soll, die grammatische Disziplin in einen universalen wis- 
senschaftstheoretischen Kontext einzuordnen: 

Audi, gramatice que sit rationis ori go: 
65 Alma Noys primo propagat cuneta creata. 

Quelibet ex ente species est philosophie. 
Philosophia notans ens quedam dicitur esse 
Preter opus nostrum. Quedam notât ens velut exit 
A nobis. Sic est eius divisio prima: 

70 Ens preter nostrum factum diversificatur, 
Et quod de facto nostro procedere fertur, 
Tripliciter differt sibi primum: Collige partes! 
Ens ut diversum do partes philosophic. 
Ens preter nostrum factum preit ensque secundo 

75 Provenit ex opere nostro. Sic exere primum: 
Exitus est entis triplex illius in esse: 
Si primum queris, est ille creacio. Post hunc 
Res est conposita. Mutacio deinde supremus. 
Ens iuxta primum species studēt una videre: 

80 Ista methaphisica est, mathematica deinde secunda, 
Phisica suprema. Transcendit prima, secunda 
Abstrahit a motu, rem tercia motibus addit. 
Ens datur ex opere nostro: Diversificatur 
Hoc velud effìciens, racio prius, inde voluntas. 

85 Sermonem racio producit opusque voluntas. 
Hinc partes geminas sacra philosophia requirit, 
A sermone prior, a moribus esto secunda. 
Que triplex primo vult esse politica, iuxta 
Hanc echonomica stat, monostica se regit inde. 

90 Prima docet cives famulosque secunda, suprema 
Quodlibet in se ipso. Tria digerit ista voluntas. 
Ad finem sermo tendit. Triplex tibi finis: 
Perfectum, verum, persuasio; sed tribus istis 
Convenit addicio triplex: Est addita primo 

95 Congruitas aliique probabile subsequiturque 
Ornatus, per quem perfectus sermo probatur. 
Tres petit has species a nobis philosophia: 
Grammaticam, logicam disponens rhetoricamque. 
Est tibi prima parens tria gestans ubera, quorum 

100 Primum lac pueris dat scilicet orthographia, 
Mamma secunda sapit mel, quod prosodia fundit, 
Tercia forte merum reddit, dum synthesis exit. 
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Grammatice potat hodie pars maxima fecem. 
Barbaries prodit, qua garula turba laborat. 

105 Ex hiis gramaticam sic diffinire potestis: 
Ex propriis verbis est scripta sciencia, per quam 
Quelibet ex septem recte congnoscitur, apte 
Profertur, leges discuntur, gesta sciuntur. 
Dictio sensibiles exquirit proprietates, 

110 Terminus in logica racionis calliditates. 
Et sic gramaticus sibi differt a logicante: 
Grammaticam logica sequitur ratione probante, 
Vocum gramatica cum sit quasi fabrica quedam. 
Hanc ius nature, racio preponit et auctor. 

Um die Grammatik zu lokalisieren, nimmt Johannes die Philoso- 
phie als Ausgangs- und Fixpunkt seines sprachlich nüchternen Exkur- 
ses. Er entwirft hierzu ein Stemma logischer Differenzierungen, das 
ein umfassendes Modell aller scientiae bieten soll. Ausgehend von einer 
Differenzierung in die Bereiche ens preter opus nostrum und ens ex opere 
nostro skizziert er ein aristotelisch geprägtes Modell, in dem alle kon- 
ventionellen philosophischen Kategorien wie spekulative Philosophie 
(Metaphysik, Mathematik, Physik) und Moralphilosophie (Politik, 
Ökonomie, Monastik) enthalten sind. 

Vom dem bis in das 12 Jh. gültigen Kanon der Artes Liberales 
(genannt v. 107) wird lediglich das Trivium näher erläutert. Johannes' 
besonderes Augenmerk gilt selbstverständlich der eigenen Disziplin: 
Bei der Behandlung der Themen 'Sprache' und 'Grammatik' neigt er 
nicht nur zu größerer Ausführlichkeit (v.92ff), sondern verwendet 
auch ein metaphernreiches, insgesamt poetischeres Vokabular (vv.99- 
104). 15 En passant richtet er in topischer Zeitklage heftige Vorwürfe 
gegen den aktuellen Lehrbetrieb (vv. 103-104). Nicht genannt, aber 
zweifelsfrei gemeint sind auch hier Grecismus und Doctrinale , die Johan- 
nes in seinen zahlreichen Schriften nicht nur als Zielscheibe sachlicher 
Kritik, sondern auch persönlicher Invektive benutzt.16 Mit scholasti- 
scher Gründlichkeit präsentiert er den Studenten eine knapp formu- 
lierte Definition seiner Disziplin (vv. 105-108) und beschreibt deren 
Verhältnis zu den übrigen Artes Liberales im allgemeinen (v.107) sowie 
zur Logik im besonderen (vv. 109-1 14). Die ars grammatica als eine - 

15 Zur Verwendung von Speisemetaphern im Mittelalter vgl. E.R. Curtius, Europäi- 
sche Literatur und lateinisches Mittelalter , 2. Aufl. Bern 1957, 144-6. 16 Zur Kritik des Johannes vgl. zwei Exempla aus dem Morale Scolarium , ed. Paetow, 
a.a.O, 222-3: 

Doctrinale viam claudens ad philosophiam. . . (v.353) 

Mendax Grecismus est Grecis philosophis mus. (v. 359). 
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im engeren Sinne - propädeutische Wissenschaft stelle das Instru- 
mentarium zur Verfügung, durch dessen Einsatz Logik möglich 
werde ( sequitur , v.112). Daß die Grammatik zu dieser Zeit bereits 
weite Teile der Logik in sich aufgenommen hat und eine strikte Tren- 

nung beider Wissenschaften der didaktischen Wirklichkeit der Zeit 
längst nich mehr entspricht, wird im Modell nicht thematisiert.17 

Wenngleich Johannes das Proömium seiner Clavis hier enden läßt, 
ist das Modell noch nicht vollständig beschrieben: Man findet an 
weniger exponierter Stelle im hinteren Teil des Buches einen zweiten 
theoretischen Exkurs, in dem weitere Details ergänzt werden. 

Principium vite, proles generosa Marie, 
Virginis intacte, sine te nichil ordiar umquam, 

1055 Tu trivialis apex, tu quadrivialis origo. 
A te, trine, peto tria: verum, congrua, pulcrum. 
Triplex sermonis inventa sciencia nostri 
Ad triplicem tendit finem: Dat congruitatem 
Prima, secunda docet verum, bene tercia suadet. 

1060 Traditur ars intra, quando precepta moventur, 
Extra, quando libri preponitur iniciále. 
Hec scribit recte, preponit, construit inde. 
Gramata18 Caldea Iudeaque, Greca, Latina 
Si distant, ars una quidem forme racione. 

1065 Ad finem tendunt eius precepta fìdelem. 
Permittit, prohibet et precipit: Ars datur ergo. 
Artibus hiis tribus est subiectum sermo remotum. 
Non tamen est eadem, quoniam mathematica queque 
Vult pro subiecto19 quantum, sed sunt propriora, 

1070 Per que distantes dicuntur quadriviales. 

Wiederum wird das Thema mit einer Invocatio Christi eröffnet, die 
nicht nur als poetischer Ornat fungiert, sondern durch zahlenmysti- 
sche Anspielungen auf Trivium und Quadrivium zum Wissenschafts- 
modell überleitet. Nach Aufzählung der drei kanonischen Ziele des 
sermo (vv. 1056-1059) geht der Autor in einem das eigene Vorgehen 
reflektierenden Einschub auf den doppelten Charakter der grammati- 
schen Disziplin als ars ein (vv. 1060-1061): Deren Perspektive ist intrin- 
secus bzw. intra , insofern sie konkrete Regeln anbietet, extrinsecus bzw. 
extra , insofern ihre Position, d.h. Qualität und Materie, im Rahmen 
des gesamtwissenschaftlichen Systems definiert wird. Eben diesem 

17 Hierzu die grundlegende Arbeit von J. Pinborg, Die Entwicklung der Sprachtheorie im 
Mittelalter , Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophie und Theologie des Mittelalters 
42,2, Münster 1967, hier insbesondere die historische Einführung 19-30. 
18 Konjektur statt Gramatica. 
19 Konjektur statt subiecta. 
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Charakter der ars grammatica will Johannes mit seinem wissenschafts- 
theoretischen Präfix entsprechen ( libri iniciále , v. 1061). 20 Die einzelnen 
Bereiche der Grammatik , Orthographie, Prosodie sowie Syntax, wer- 
den in aller Kürze paraphrasiert (v. 1062). 21 

Nur angedeutet findet man die von Petrus Helias sowie Dominicus 
Gundissalinus propagierte Lehre der grammatica universalis und deren 
species , die sich in den verschiedenen Sprachen manifestieren 
(vv. 1063- 1064). 22 Das in der Einleitung nicht erwähnte zweite 
Element der Septem Artes Liberales , die quadrivialen Wissenschaften, 
wird vom Trivium gelöst und der Mathematik zugeordnet 
(vv. 1068-1070). 23 

Hier endet die Skizze. Die einzelnen Elemente des Modells und ihr 
Verhältnis zueinander lassen sich in einem Schaubild verdeutlichen: 

Das skizzierte Modell ist organisch aufgebaut und in sich schlüssig, 
jedoch - wie erwartet - keineswegs originell: In ihrer Funktion als 
jeweils letzte Glieder einer Rezeptionskette pflegen Schulbücher stets 
nur 'gesicherte Erkenntnisse', nicht jedoch 

' 
Forschungsbeiträge 

' zu 
enthalten, wenngleich sie als Multiplikatoren eines allseits akzeptier- 
ten Traditionsgutes zweifelsohne eminente Bedeutung besitzen. So 
spiegelt das Modell lediglich einen relativ klaren Konsens wider, der 
in Paris in der Mitte des 13 Jahrhunderts hinsichtlich des genannten 
Themas erzielt worden ist. Offenkundige Parallelen zu Robert Kil- 
wardby's De ortu scientiarum oder den von Lafleur edierten Pariser 
Introductiones dieser Zeit sprechen eine klare Sprache, ohne daß sich 
präzise intertextuelle Abhängigkeiten nachweisen ließen.24 

20 Vgl. R.W. Hunt, The Introductions to the Artes in the Twelfth Century , in: Studia Mediae- 
valia in honorem R.J. Martin , Brugge 1948, 85-112 (erneut abgedruckt in: R. W. Hunt. 
The History of Grammar in the Middle Ages. Collected Papers , ed. G.L. Bursill-Hall, 
Amsterdam 1980, 117-44. 21 Vel. vv. 100-102. 
22 Vgl. K.M. Fredborg, Universal Grammar According to some 12th-Century Grammarians , 
in: Historiographia Linguistica, VII 1/2 (1980), 69-84. 23 Ein knapper Uberblick über die Entwicklung des Quadrivium bei G. Beaujouan, 
The Transformation of the Quadrivium , in: Renaissance and Renewal in the Twelfth Century , 
edd. R.L. Benson/G. Constable, Oxford 1982, 463-87; zur veränderten Position des 
Quadrivium speziell im Paris des 13. Jahrhunderts vgl. P. Kibre, The Quadrivium in 
the Thirteenth Century Universities (with Special Reference to Paris) in: Actes du Quatrième Con- 
grès international de Philosophie médiévale , Montréal-Paris 1969, 175-91. 24 Vgl. insbesondere Kilwardby, a.a.O., 223-5 (cap. 66); ein Schaubild des von Kil- 
wardby entworfenen Wissenschaftssystems bei Weisheipl, a.a.O., 480; einige Abhän- 
gigkeitsverhältnisse stemmatisch dargestellt bei Lafleur, a.a.O., 132-41. 
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philosophia (notât ens) 

ens preter opus nostrum ens ex opere nostro 

triplex exitus en tis: / ' (ens efficiens) 
1. creado / ' / 
2. res conposita/ ' / 
3. mutacio / ' / 

methaphisica: mathematica: phisica: rem / 
transcendit abstrahit a motibus addit / 

motu / 

artes / 
quadriviales ratio: voluntas: 

producit sermonem producit opus 

tendit ad tres fines: /// 
congrua, verum, pulcrum /// 

perfectum, verum, persuasio 1. politica: docet cives 
congruitas, probabile, ornatus 2. echonomica: docet 

fámulos 
/ 3. monostica: docet 

gramatica: logica: rhetorica: quodlibet in se ipso 
dat congrui- docet bene suadet 
tatem verum 

orthographia prosodia synthesis 
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Daß Johannes de Garlandia die Darstellung des akzeptierten Wis- 
senschaftsmodells jedoch nicht nur als eine didaktische Pflichtübung 
ansieht, illustriert eine Parallele, die in einem völlig anderen Kontext 
eine poetisch anspruch vollere Version desselben Modells bietet: Die 
Rede ist von seinem Gedicht De triumphis ecclesiae , in dem er - aus 
streng katholischer Sicht - die Niederschlagung der südfranzösischen 
Albigenserbewegung darstellt. Angeregt durch den Gedanken, daß 
die (theologische) doctrina jede Variante der Häresie unterdrücken 
werde, erläutert Johannes im sechsten Buch das zeitgenössische Bil- 
dungssystem: 

Frondet in eloquium divisa scientia, ramus, 
Qui sapit egreditur eloquiumque regit. 

Tres habet eloquium ramos, quos ordine tendit 
Grammaticam, logicam, rethoricaeque thimum. 

Hinc speculativam gignit sapientia, gignit 
Hunc ramum cujus practica nomen erit. 

Practica dat ramum qui dicitur ethica, cujus 
Corpus divisum triplice fronde viret. 

Providet haec urbi domuique sibique vicissim, 
Debet enim prudens providus esse sibi. 

Dat coeleste logos speculatio, dans ea fisim 
Et mathesim, ducta triplice fronde viret. 

Dinumerat mathesis, mensurat, consonat, astris 
Instudet, et vere singula scire facit.25 

Entkleidet man die Begriffe ihrer poetischen Hülle, so ergibt sich 
ein streng in Triaden gegliedertes Stemma: Johannes strukturiert die 
sapientia in die drei Bereiche Trivium {eloquium), Praktische Philoso- 
phie ( practica scientia ) und Theoretische Philosophie {speculativa scientia). 
Das verbindende Element des Triviums ist die Sprache. Die Prakti- 
sche Philosophie wird mit der Ethik gleichgesetzt, die wiederum die 
drei Klassen 'Politik' {Providet haec urbi ), 

4 Ökonomie' {Providet domux) 
und 'Monastik' {Providet sibi) umfaßt. Als theoretische Wissenschaften 
werden Metaphysik {coeleste logos), Physik (fisis) und Zahlentheorie 
{mathesis) genannt. Letzterer wiederum werden die Fächer des Qua- 
driviums, Arithmetik {Dinumerat), Geometrie {mensurat), Musik {conso- 
nai) und Astronomie {astris instudet), zugewiesen. 

Die beiden skizzierten Modelle, in literarischen Werken sehr unter- 
schiedlichen Charakters präsentiert, unterscheiden sich lediglich in 

25 Zitiert aus: Johannes de Garlandia, De triumphis ecclesiae libri odo , ed. T. Wright, 
London 1856, 100 (ohne Verzählung); eine Neuedition wird vorbereitet von P.G. 
Schmidt, Freiburg i. Br., weitere Literatur bei Paetow, a.a.O. 110-11; Repertorium 
Fontium Historiae Medii Aevi , VI, Rom 1990, 321 (s.v. Johannes de Garlandia). 
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einem einzigen Detail: Während in De triumphis ecclesiae die Philoso- 
phie in drei Bereiche, nämlich Rationale, Theoretische und Praktische 
Philosophie, zerfallt, sieht die C lavis Compendii eine Zweiteilung der 
sapientia in spekulative Wissenschaften einerseits, "praktische" (ens ex 
opere nostro) andererseits vor und ordnet letzterer sowohl die sprach- als 
auch die handlungsorientierten (d.h. die im engeren Sinne 'prakti- 
schen') Wissenschaften unter. Es liegt auf der Hand, daß man die bei- 
den Texte trotz der einen Differenz nicht gegeneinander ausspielen 
darf, indem man etwa dem Lehrgedicht aufgrund seines didaktischen 
Charakters größeres Gewicht beimessen oder Johannes gar eine 
Weiterentwicklung des Modells unterstellen wollte.26 Vielmehr belegt 
der Vergleich zweier Texte, die aus der Feder desselben Autors stam- 
men, daß in der Mitte des 13 Jhs. zwar eine gewisse Vereinheitli- 
chung eingetreten ist, die aber gleichwohl Spielraum für Varianten 
ließ. Das Fehlen einer endgültigen Kanonisierung ist offenbar auch 
von Johannes de Garlandia nicht als Mangel empfunden worden. 

Freiburg im Breisgau 
Albert-Ludwigs- Universität 

26 Laut Paetow, a.a.O, 109 wurde De triumphis ecclesiae 1229-1232 begonnen und 
1245-1252 beendet, die Clavis Compendii vielleicht 1234 verfaßt. 
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Vivarium XXXII, 1 (1994) ©E.J. Brill, Leiden 

The Will as King over the Powers of the Soul: 
Uses and Sources of an Image in the Thirteenth Century 

ROLAND J. TESKE S J. 

In answering the question whether the will is a higher power than 
the intellect, Henry of Ghent employs the image of the soul as a 
kingdom in which the will has supreme power and, therefore, power 
over the intellect.1 Henry does hold that the will is the highest power 
in the soul and can command ( imperare ) all the other powers, but he 
does not develop the image any further, though others earlier in the 
Franciscan tradition had done so. R. Macken notes that Henry here 
uses a familiar image that was developed especially by Walter of 
Bruges.2 Macken refers to a study by E. Städter who has traced the 
images of the soul as microcosm and as kingdom in three thinkers of 
the middle Franciscan school, namely, Walter of Bruges, Peter Olivi, 
and John Peckham.3 

The image of the soul as a kingdom, in which the will rules as king, 
is clearly developed by Walter of Bruges, who wrote his Quaestiones 
disputatae most probably in 1267-1269 and later became bishop of 
Poitiers in 1279 and died in 1307. Walter draws a parallel between the 
kingdom of God, a human kingdom, and the kingdom of the soul. As 
God freely acts in the macrocosm, free from any laws, and as a king 
rules over his kingdom, so the will presides over all the other powers 
in the kingdom of the soul.4 For Walter the soul is a kingdom of 

1 "Absolute ergo dicendum quod voluntas superior vis est in toto regno animae, et 
ita ipso intellectu." Henry of Ghent, Quodlibet I, qu. 14, in Henrici de Gandavo Quodlibet 
/, ed. R. Macken, Leuven, Leiden 1979, p. 89. 2 "Es ist interessant zu beobachten, daß Heinrich hier ein bekanntes Bild benützt, 
das besonders entwickelt wurde vom Franziskaner Walter von Brügge u.a...." Ray- 
mond Macken, Heinrich von Gent im Gespräch mit seinen Zeitgenossen über die menschliche 
Freiheit , in: Franziskanische Studien, 59 (1977), 125-82, here 128, n. 16. Macken 
refers to Walter's Quaestiones Disputatae , IV (Ed. E. Longpré, in: Les Philosophes Belges , 
X, Louvain 1928). 3 Cf. Die Seele als ' Minor Mundus ' und als fRegnum Ein Beitrag zur Psychologie der mittleren 
Franziskanerschule , in: Universalismus und Partikularismus im Mittelalter. Miscellanea 
Mediaevalia 5. Ed. Paul Wilpert (Berlin 1968), 56-72. 4 Walter of Bruges, Quaestiones disputatae , q. 4; ed. Longpré, 39-40. 
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powers ( regnum virium animae) over which the will reigns as king. The 
intellect holds the place of a counselor who can offer advice, but the 
will as king remains completely free to accept or reject the advice as 
it wishes.5 All the other powers of the soul are subject to it.6 The will 
is "a lordly power' 

' 
( quaedam dominativa potestas ) or 

4 'a potency with 
power" (potentia potestativa) ? Indeed, under God, the free will is the 
most powerful potency.8 

Städter suggests that the images of the soul as microcosm and as 
kingdom were developed in the context of the condemnation of 219 
propositions by the bishop of Paris, Etienne Tempier, in 1277. 9 The 
condemnation chiefly touched upon the teaching of the radical 
Aristotelians, such as, Siger of Brabant and Boethius of Dacia, though 
it also included some doctrines of Thomas Aquinas.10 After sketching 
the reaction against the Aristotelians, especially concerning the intel- 
lectual determination of the will by the known good, Städter claims 
that a new image of man and a new psychology was conceived that led 
to the views of the soul as kingdom and as microcosm.11 

As sources of the two images, which -he traces through Walter of 
Bruges, Peter Olivi and John Peckham, Städter points to Plato's view 
of the structure of the soul as analogous to that of the state, to Aristo- 
tle's statement that the soul is in some sense all things, and to the 
biblical view of man as the image of God.12 

Städter is certainly correct in supposing that the image of the soul 
as a kingdom in which the will has supreme power provides a strong 

5 Quaestiones disputatae , q. 6 ad 9; ed. Lonenpré, 63. 
6 Quaestiones disputatae , q. 4 and q. 6; ed. Longpré, 40 and 60-1. 
7 Quaestiones disputataey q. 4 ad 8 and q. 4 ad 14; ed. Longpré, 44 and 45. 
8 Quaestiones disputatae , q. 6 ad 9; ed. Longpré, 63: "Liberum arbitrium est poten- 
tissimum sub Deo." 
9 "Wir müssen uns kurz den geistesgeschichtlichen Hintergrund vergegenwärtigen, 
auf dem diese beiden Vorstellungen sich gebildet haben; denn sonst kann man nicht 
verstehen, warum gerade diese Formulierungen konzipiert wurden. Das Jahr 1277 
stellt einen wichtigen Einschnitt im 13. Jahrhundert dar" (Stadter, 56). On the other 
hand, Stadter acknowledges that Walter's Quaestiones disputatae were probably written 
in 1267-1269 (Städter, 58) so that the images were not developed merely in reaction 
to the condemnation of 1277, but in the anti-Aristotelian movement that led to the 
condemnations of 1271 and 1277. 
10 Cf. R. Hissette, Enquête sur les 219 articles condamnées à Paris le 7 mars 1277 , Louvain- 
Paris 1977, for an examination of the sense of the condemnation. 
11 "Gegen diese Anschauung wird ein neues Menschenbild bzw. eine neue 
Psychologie konzipiert; die diesbezüglichen Bemühungen schlagen sich nieder in der 
Vorstellung der Seele als einem hierarchischen Gefüge, als 'regnum', und als einem 
Mikrocosmos" (Stadter, 57). 12 Stadter, 58. 
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antidote to the Aristotelian views that the will is a passive power 
moved by the known good and that the intellect has the power of com- 
mand {impérium). If the will is king and ruler and its act of willing com- 
mands all the other powers, including the intellect, so that the will can- 
not be prevented from willing or coerced to will, while the intellect 
merely serves as a counselor, then the will enjoys the autonomous rule 
that makes it the absolute monarch of the soul. 

However, Städter is not correct in supposing that this image of the 
will as king and ruler arose in the context of the reaction to 
Aristotelianism consequent upon the condemnation of 1277. The 
image is found in its fully developed state much earlier in the century 
in the writings of William of Auvergne, bishop of Paris from 1228 
until his death in 1249. 13 

William became a master in theology by 1223 at the University of 
Paris. His principal work is the mammoth Magisterium divinale et sapieri- 
tiale , which includes De trinitate , De universo , De anima> De virtutibus , and 
other works which had, prior to this century, been regarded simply as 
independent works.14 

There are at least three passages in which William develops the 
image of the will as king or ruler. In De anima he maintains that the 
will has the power of command ( impérium ) and 4 4 cannot be prevented 
against its will from its proper operation, which is to will."15 The con- 
cupiscible and irascible powers that we share with animals 4 4 are not 
free and are not in their own power ( neque suae potestatis) so that they 
can turn themselves aside or restrain themselves from their proper 
actions, or in any way control themselves," but the will is 4 'most free 
and in its own power in every way" with regard to the act of willing.16 
To explain the nature and nobility of the human soul, William says, 

the human soul bears the likeness of a well-ordered and well-established city, 
because the will is present in it as king and ruler ( rex et imperator ), the intellective 
or reasoning power is its counselor, while the lower powers, namely, the irasci- 
ble, concupiscible, and moving powers, that is to say, those which carry out 

13 For William's life and works, cf. William of Auvergne: The Trinity , or The First Princi- 
ple, translated by R. J. Teske and F. C. Wade, Milwaukee 1989, 1-5. 14 Cf. Josef Kramp, Des Wilhelm von Auvergne ' Magisterium divinale' , in: Gregorianum, 
1 (1920), 538-84 and 2 (1921), 42-78 and 174-87. 
15 De anima , c. II, pt. 14; Opera Omnia II, 85a. Except for De trinitate , references to 
William's works are to Guilelmi Alverni Episcopi Parisiensis Opera Omnia, 2 vols., ed. F. 
Hodot, with Supplementum , ed. Blaise Le Feron (Orléans-Paris 1674; repr. Frankfurt 
am Main 1963). 16 De anima , c. II, pt. 15; Opera Omnia II, 85a and b. 
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movement, are like ministers, whose office it is to carry out the orders of the will 
that reigns over and commands them. The senses are all ministers and runners, 
going hither and yon and reporting whatever they learn in the outer world.17 

This kingdom of the will can be governed well or badly. It is well gov- 
erned and administered, 

when reason counsels correctly and the will commands by its counsel, and the 
lesser ministers merely carry out the commands, not usurping anything for 
themselves against the command of the ruler, but merely executing his com- 
mand, his command, that is, which proceeds from the counsel of reason 
alone....18. 

Since the senses are often deceitful messengers, one must beware of 
their counsel, as well as their rule and command. If the will obeys 
them contrary to the truth, the will surrenders its kingdom into the 
hands of common and wicked servants, and the king himself becomes 
subject to them.19 

William's second use of the image of the will as king is found later 
in De anima . William begins by recalling that he has ascribed to the will 
a power to command ( virtus imperativa) and has said that "it holds in 
the whole human being and in the soul the place of ruler and king."20 
Just as a ruler or king surpasses everyone else in the kingdom "in 
power, dignity, office, and excellence,' 

' so the will holds royal power 
in the kingdom of the soul. The will, then, should "by the right and 
law of nature" {jure. . . et lege naturae) rule all else in its kingdom.21 More- 
over, William insists that the intellective power is subject to the will 
in servitude by the same right and law of nature: 

For this reason [the intellective power] does everything it can at [the will's] com- 
mand. For example, when the will commands it to think, to argue, to inquire, 
to deliberate, it necessarily has to do each of these, just as counselors have to 
assist a king or ruler by the law and right of his empire or kingdom. They cannot 
refuse to carry out all those things at the king's command and order. Otherwise, 
they would act unjustly and wrongfully toward him. Hence, by the right and law 
of nature, mind or reason serves this power and is subject to it as its inferior and 
as its servant.22 

Thus William makes it clear that the will is the highest power in the 
soul by reason of the will's royal power of command. The intellective 
power can and should play an advisory role, and the will should follow 

17 De anima , c. II, pt. 15; Opera Omnia II, 85b and 86a. 
18 De anima , c. II, pt. 15; Opera Omnia II, 86a. 19 Cf. De anima , c. II, pt. 15; Opera Omnia II, 86a. 20 De anima , c. III, pt. 8; Opera Omnia II, 95a. 21 De anima , c. III, pt. 8; Opera Omnia II, 95a and b. 
22 De anima , c. III, pt. 8; Opera Omnia II, 95b. 
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the advice of reason rather than of the senses or lower appetites. But 
the will can command the intellective power; the intellective power 
cannot command the will. 

In De uirtutibus , William uses the image of the will as king over the 
powers of the soul a third time: 

The will is present in the human mind like a ruler to whom all are subject and 
whom all obey. Knowledge ( scientiae ), memories and other things of that sort are 
like counselors which can only suggest and urge advantages and point out 
dangers in actions, but cannot command or carry out anything. The members 
and lower motive powers are like ministers and mere executors of the commands 
or orders of this ruler. The external senses are like messengers or runners that 
report what they see and hear in the external world to the counselors and the 
ruler. It is clear that the good or bad administration of all this lies in the goodness 
or badness of this ruler....23 

William not merely used the image of the kingdom of the soul in 
which the will is king and ruler; he also saw the whole world as a 
kingdom in which God is king and ruler. In attempting to assess the 
originality of William, B. Landry locates it, not in his study of the 
philosophers or in his vast erudition, but in his intellectual tempera- 
ment and extraordinarily rich imagination. His ebullient imagination 
led him, Landry claims, to think of God as a living and abundant 
source from whom all things flow, thus making his own Avicebron's 
image of the source of life (fons vitae).2* William, in turn, thought of 
human souls as sources of life, though sources filled by God until they 
overflow.25 William's rich imagination was also, Landry claims, 
strongly influenced by his contact with the French monarchy. "He 
came to Paris, and he was overwhelmed by the glory of the Capetian 
monarchy. He conceived God in the image of a king of France."26 
Regardless of whether or not William was influenced by the French 
monarchy, he does say: 

Since every good king is an example and likeness of the first and supreme king, 
who is the blessed Creator, every well-organized kingdom will necessarily be an 
example and likeness of that kingdom....27 

23 De virtutibus , c. Ill; Opera Omnia I, 112aH. 
24 B. Landry, ' L'originalité de Guillaume d'Auvergne' , in: Revue d'histoire de la 
philosophie, 3 (1929), 441-63, here 454-5. 
25 "Ipsae animae humanae fontes vitae sunt, et praesentia Creatoris in ipsis implentis 
eas usque ad redundantiam antedictam." De anima, c. V, pt. 24; Opera Omnia II, 152. 26 Landry, 463 (my translation). Louis IX (Saint Louis) was born in 1215 and 
became king under the regency of his mother, Blanche of Castile in 1226 at the death 
of his father, Louis VIII, who reigned from 1223-1226. Hence, William's De anima 
and De virtutibus were probably written during the regency of Blanche, when Louis 
was still in his teens. 
27 De universo II-II, c. cxii; Opera Omnia I, 964bF. 
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Furthermore, he argues against a plurality of worlds by once again 
invoking the image of a kingdom or royal palace: 

It was, then, more fitting that the Creator create one world that contained 
everything than that he create many small worlds which contained the same 
things as parts.... You see too that every rich or powerful man prefers to build 
one dwelling for himself and his family... rather than many small ones. More- 
over, there is more glory for the Creator that his kingdom is whole and con- 
tinuous than scattered....28 

Similarly, to illustrate the governance of the world by divine pro- 
vidence, William uses the image of the royal palace: 

If you want another example of the governance and care of the Creator, consider 
a royal house well-ordered in every respect, and first the elders, i.e., the wise, 
assisting the king; then the judges; thirdly, the treasurers; fourth, the dispensers 
of the royal riches; fifth, the chamberlains....29 

As the king governs and cares for everything in the royal palace, the 
Creator governs the world, ' 'since the whole world is like the house 
of the Creator and his royal palace."30 

Hence, there is in William a triple analogy between God as king 
and ruler of the world, and a human king and his kingdom, and the 
will as king and ruler of the soul. God, the human king, and the will 
each have in their respective kingdoms the royal power of command 
{impérium). The analogy between the will as king and God as king is 
strikingly clear in William's comparison of the power of the will with 
the omnipotence of the Creator. William calls the power of the will 
4 'most like the might of God." The will ' 4 does everything by its com- 
mand, that is, by willing, just as the omnipotent Creator does, whose 
word those things which are as well as those which are not must 
obey....31 In fact, William describes the will's freedom as such that "it 
cannot be prevented from its first, immediate and proper activity, 
which is willing, and it cannot be forced to it against its will...," at 
least if its willing is more than a velleity.32 But that description comes 
remarkably close to William's definition of divine omnipotence in De 
trinitatey where he says: 

The omnipotence of the first powerful one means that he can neither be forced 
to do what he does not will nor be prevented from doing what he wills, and this 
is the liberty of his magnificence.33 

28 De universo I-I, c. xv; Opera Omnia I, 611aD. 
29 De universo III-I, c. xiv; Opera Omnia I, 777bD-778aE. 
30 De universo III-I, c. xiv; Opera Omnia I, 778aE. 31 De anima , c. III, pt. 8; Opera Omnia II, 96a, where he seems to allude to Rom 4:17. 
32 De anima , c. III, pt. 8; Opera Omnia II, 96a. 33 De trinitate , c. IX, 59, in William of Auvergne : De triniiaie: An Edition of the Latin Text 
with an Introduction , Toronto 1976; 101, in the English translation. 
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Stadter pointed to Plato, Aristotle and the Bible as sources for the 
images of the soul as a kingdom and of the will as king. Can one sug- 
gest more proximate sources for the image in William? Landry, of 
course, has pointed to William's fertile imagination and especially his 
contact with Louis IX. But William also offers some other clues, which 
may indicate more proximate literary sources than those that Städter 
has suggested. 

First of all, for the image of the world as the kingdom of God, 
William explicitly refers to Apuleius. In answering the question of 
how the Creator can rule and care for such a multiplicity and diversity 
of things in the world, William attributes to Apuleius a comparison 
between God and a king. He says: 

As a king or leader rules an army of countless warriors, and at the sound of the 
trumpet some rush to arms, others to horses, and still others to machines of 
war... so one signal from the Creator rules the whole multitude of creatures as 
if the individual natures hear or perceive him....34 

Secondly, William mentions in a rare autobiographical note that, 
when he was still a young man, there occurred to him as he pondered 
the functions of the various angelic orders 

the thought of a well-organized and properly arranged earthly kingdom and of 
the royal family. It occurred to me that the relatives and companions of the king 
ought to be made up of three orders of men who must constandy accompany the 
king.35 

William goes on to specify nine classes of men, who correspond to the 
nine choirs of angels, divided into three orders, mentioned by Pseudo- 
Dionysius.36 Hence, in his youth William came to the idea of compar- 
ing the functions of the angels to the functions of various servants in 
the royal court, and he clearly was familiar with the work of Pseudo- 
Dionysius.37 Thirdly, William refers to "one of the wiser and holy 

34 De universo III-I, c. 14; Opera Omnia I, 776aG. William does not quote directly; how- 
ever, the reference seems to be to De mundo XXX. Cf. Apulée : Opuscules Philosophiques 
et Fragments , ed. J. Beaujeu, 1973, 149. There Apuleius compares ilrex omnium et pater " 
to a military leader who directs all the various activities of battle. 
35 De universo II-II, c. cxii; Opera Omnia I, 964aG. 36 Cf. De coelesti hierarchia VI, 2, in: DenysVAréopagite : La Hiérarchie Céleste. Sources chré- 
tiennes 58. Ed. R. Roques, G. Heil, and M. de Gandillac, Paris 1958. The division 
of the nine choirs into three orders is characteristic of Dionysius. 37 William refers to Dionysius in De universo II-II, c. 112; Opera Omnia I, 963aD, as 
the source for the Christian people, first for the Greeks and then for the Latins, of 
the knowledge of the angelic orders; he mentions that this holy man was taught this 
by St. Paul. 
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teachers of the Christians" and to "the previously mentioned wise 
man of the Christian people." In the first case he mentions this wise 
man's comparison between a king about to build a city and God's pro- 
vidential governance of the world.38 In the second case the wise man 
said: 

Nothing comes about in the whole universe of things, as if in the universal 
republic, that does not proceed from the intelligible court of the sovereign ruler 
( imperator ), either by willing or commanding or by allowing or permitting....39 

I have so far been unable to identify either of these references, though 
William clearly refers to some previous Christian author. 

With regard to the image of the will as king over the powers of the 
human soul, William also provides some hints. First, William says 
that the act of willing does not arise from the will "in a natural man- 
ner, that is, in the manner of a servant."40 William knows that 
Avicenna had said that a natural cause "does not act through choice, 
but in the manner of a servant."41 Furthermore, William held that the 
knowledge of the soul in his De anima was not part of natural science, 
since the soul in its higher functions is above nature.42 Hence, by 
implication, the will does not act naturally or as a servant, but as the 
master or ruler, precisely because it is above nature. 

Secondly, William appeals to Aristotle's statement that "the soul 
gives commands, while the body is its minister."43 William himself 
goes on to say that the soul's act of commanding is its willing and that 
it commands its intellective part "to think, investigate, dispute."44 
Though William begins his De anima with the Aristotelian definition 
of the soul, he interprets Aristotle in a very Platonic or, rather, 
Avicennian fashion so that the body is no more a part of the human 
being than the horse he rides or the house he lives in.45 Indeed, he 

38 De universo II-II, c. XIV; Opera Omnia I, 778bH. 
39 De universo II-II, c. XIV; Opera Omnia I, 778aF. 
40 De virtutibus , c. IX; Opera Omnia I, 120aF. 
41 Cf. Avicenna, Metaphysics IX, 2, in Avicenna Latinus: Liber de Philosophia Prima sive 
Scientia Divina II, ed. S. van Riet, Louvain-La-Neuve - Leiden 1983, 448. Cf. also 
William's De trinitate , c. XI: Switalski, 75; translation, 112, where William says that 
the Aristotelians were correct in saying that "nature does not act through choice and 
will, but in the manner of a servant." 
42 De anima , Prologus; Opera Omnia II, 95a. 43 De anima , c. II, pt. 14; Opera Omnia II, 84b-85a. The reference is to the fifth book 
of the Topics 128bl6-17, not to the second book, as Williams says. 44 De anima, c. II, pt. 14; Opera Omnia II, 85a: "imperat autem ei evidenter cogitare, 
investigare, disputare intelligibiliter: et intendo illud non esse nisi velie...." 
45 Cf. De anima , c. III, pt. 11; Opera Omnia II, 101a. 
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appeals to Avicenna's "floating man" hypothesis to show that the 
human being is wholly spiritual.46 

Finally, William says that a certain wise man has said of human 
freedom "nothing is so in our will as the will itself."47 Though not a 
direct quotation, William's words come very close to Augustine's 
statement: "nothing is so in our power as the will itself."48 William 
could also have got from Augustine the image of the senses as 
messengers.49 Hence, given his very Avicennian understanding of the 
body-soul relation, along with Aristotle's statement that the soul com- 
mands the body, and Augustine's views of the senses as messengers 
and of the will as autonomous, William could easily have constructed 
the image of the will as king over the powers of the soul from the 
sources he acknowledges. 

Conclusion 

In this paper I have shown that the image of the will as king and 
ruler over the other powers of the soul did not originate in the anti- 
Aristotelian reaction of the late thirteenth century, but was already 
found in the writings of William of Auvergne in the first third of the 
century. I have elsewhere suggested that William of Auvergne was the 
source for some of the arguments of the Franciscan school against the 
eternity of the world.50 On the basis of the present study it seems likely 
that William was also the source for the image of the will as king and 
ruler in the middle Franciscan school in the final quarter of the cen- 
tury. Since the image of the will as king and ruler implies that the will 
is an active power that has command over the other powers in the soul, 
including the intellect, William's position on human freedom 
anticipates the voluntarism of members of the Franciscan school later 
in the century. If that is correct, then the conservative reaction often 
referred to as Neo-Augustinianism, may not have been so much a 
return to Augustine as a return to the thought of that earlier bishop 
of Paris, William of Auvergne, whose thought was strongly influenced 
not merely by Augustine, but also by Avicenna and Avicebron. 

46 De anima , c. III, pt. 11; Opera Omnia II, 101a, as well as De anima , c. II, pt. 13; 
Opera Omnia II, 82b-83a. 
47 De anima , c. III, pt. 7; Opera omnia II, 94b. 
48 De libero arbitrio III, iii, 7: "nihil tam in nostra potestate quam ipsa voluntas." 
49 De Genesi ad litteram XII, xxiv, 41: "neque enim corpus sentit, sed anima per 
corpus, quo velut nuntio utitur ad formandum in seipsa quod extrinsecus nuntiatur." 
50 Cf. William of Auvergne on the Eternity of the World , in: The Modern Schoolman, 67 
(1990), 187-205. 
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The intellectual atmosphere had certainly changed between the 
1220's and 1230's when William was writing and the 1270's or 1280's 
of Walter of Bruges and Henry of Ghent. The later authors had to 
counter a highly developed Aristotelian doctrine on the relation of the 
intellect and the will that William simply did not face.51 Hence, he did 
not explicitly argue against the idea that the will is a passive power 
determined by the known good. On the other hand, the doctrine of the 
will as an active power of command that is king and ruler over all the 
powers of the soul, including the intellect, was clearly present in 
William, along with the analogy between the soul as kingdom of the 
will and the world as the kingdom of God. 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Marquette University 

51 In fact, William complains that the Aristotelians have said almost nothing about 
the will. Cf. De anima, c. III, pt. 7; Opera Omnia II, 95a. 
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Vivarium XXXII, 1 (1994) ©E.J. Brill, Leiden 

What Am I Thinking About? 
John Duns Scotus and Peter Aureol on Intentional Objects 

DOMINIK PERLER 

1. The problem of intentionality 

My thought that the house needs painting is directed toward the 
house; it is about the house, its object. Likewise, my hope that the sun 
will shine is about the sunshine, and my belief that the chimera is white 
is about the white chimera. Intellective acts such as thinking, hoping, 
and believing have one feature in common: they are intentional, i.e., 
directed toward something. It would be erroneous to say 'I am just 
thinking, but there is nothing I am thinking about' or 'I have a hope, 
but there is nothing I am hoping for.' The object I am thinking about 
may be loosely defined, and the aim of my hope may be vaguely fixed, 
so that I may have some difficulty in giving an exact description of 
what I am thinking about or hoping for. Nevertheless, there is always 
something toward which my thinking or my hoping is directed. Even 
if the object of my intellective act does not exist in reality, I direct my 
act toward something. For instance, although there are no chimeras, 
I can think about a chimera and believe that it is white. So it seems 
that the object of my intellective act cannot simply be identified with 
or reduced to an extramental object. By virtue of its "directedness" 
or "aboutness" my act establishes a relationship with a peculiar kind 
of object. But what kind of object? Is there always such a peculiar kind 
of object, even if I direct my act toward existing things? And how is 
the cognitive relationship with this object established? 

Puzzled by these questions, late medieval philosophers eagerly dis- 
cussed the problem of intentionality. They paid particular attention to 
the ontological and epistemological questions, analyzing (i) the 
ontological status of the object of a directed intellective act and (ii) the 
way this object is produced in the cognitive process. 

Focusing on these two questions, I want to present and discuss the 
positions of two early fourteenth-century authors: John Duns Scotus 
and Peter Aureol. Of course, the medieval debate was not limited to 
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these authors. I confine myself to presenting some facets of a long 
discussion which had its origin in the Arabic commentaries on Aristo- 
tle (mostly in those on De anima ) and was continued throughout the 
entire scholastic period.1 

2. John Duns Scotus 

In his Commentary on the Sentences Scotus raises the problem of what 
provides the basis for a cognitive relationship.2 If I know x and there- 
fore have a cognitive relationship with x, what is x? One might be 
inclined to answer that in every cognition (except self-cognition) x is 
an extramental thing, which has its own existence. Such an answer 
seems to be obvious, for Scotus takes the cognition of a stone as his 
paradigm. This cognition consists, roughly speaking, of two acts: the 
sensitive act of perceiving (seeing, touching, etc.) the extramental 
stone, and the intellective act of representing the extramental stone.3 

But Scotus points out that even something lacking existence can be 
the object of a cognition. He may have in mind the cognition of fictive 
entities. Although a chimera does not exist in reality, I can establish 
a cognitive relationship with a chimera when I imagine an animal 
compounded of a lion, a goat, and a snake, thus directing my intellec- 
tive act toward a chimera. So it is not an extramental thing, but an 
imagined one, which directly provides the basis for a cognitive rela- 
tionship. Scotus may also have in mind the cognition of something 
that does not exist anymore and will never exist again. Let us assume 

1 For an overview, see P. Engelhardt, Intentio , in: Historisches Wörterbuch der Philosophie, 
ed. J. Ritter and K. Gründer, vol. 4, Basel and Stuttgart 1976, 466-74, and C. 
Knudsen, Intentions and Impositions , in: The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philoso- 
phy , ed. by N. Kretzmann, A. Kenny, J. Pinborg, Cambridge 1982, 479-95. On the 
ancient background of the medieval discussions, see R. Sorabji, From Aristotle to Bren- 
tano: The Development oj the Concept of Intentionality , in: Oxford Studies in Ancient 
Philosophy. Supplementary Volume, 9 (1991), 227-59. 2 Ordinatio I, dist. 36, q.u., nn. 26ff. (Vaticana VI, 281 ff. ) and Lectura I, dist. 36, 
q.u., nn. 2 3 ff. (Vaticana XVII, 468ff.). My presentation will be based mostly on the 
Ordinatio , on which Scotus worked between 1300 and 1304. See C. Balie, The Life and 
Works of John Duns Scotus, in: John Duns Scotus 1265-1965 , ed. J. K. Ryan and B. M. 
Bonansea, Washington D.C. 1965, 1-27 (especially 16-21). For the Ordinatio and Lec- 
tura I will use the critical edition prepared by the Commissio Scotistica, Vatican 
1950 ff. ( = Vaticana). For Scotus's other works I will refer to the Wadding edition, 
Paris 1891 ff. (= Wadding). 3 Note that such a cognition has the form 'I have a cognition of x' and not 'I have 
a cognition that x is F.' Cognition in this basic form is directed toward a simple object, 
not toward something expressed by a proposition. 
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that God, by virtue of his absolute power, destroys all the stones 
existing in the world.4 In that case no human cognition of a stone can 
be based on the perception of an existing extramental stone. Never- 
theless, a human being could remember what a stone is and, there- 
fore, direct his or her intellective act toward such a remembered stone. 

It is clear from both examples, imagination and memory, that not 
every cognitive relationship is directly founded on an extramental 
thing. Admittedly, there is an indirect foundation, for one can make 
up an animal compounded of a lion, a goat, and a snake only if one 
knows what each of these three animals is in extramental reality. And 
after God's destruction of all stones, one is able to have a cognition 
of a stone only if one can remember an existing stone perceived 
earlier. But in neither of the two cases is an actually existing extramen- 
tal thing the immediate object toward which the intellective act is 
directed. 

Taking into account cases of this sort, Scotus claims that one does 
not establish a cognitive relationship with an existing thing, but rather 
with something produced by the intellect which, in contrast to a real 
being, is an intelligible being (esse intelligibile ).5 This claim involves a 
host of problems. First, it is not clear what an intelligible being is sup- 
posed to be. Is it a mental entity or some other kind of entity? Second, 
one may ask in what circumstances the intellect produces an intelligi- 
ble being: only when the intellect has a cognitive relationship with 
something non-existing (e.g., a chimera, a destroyed stone), or in 
every cognition? 

Scotus does not provide a detailed answer to these questions but 
only gives some hints - hints, however, that sparked an intense debate 
in the fourteenth century. As regards the ontological problem, he 

4 On God's absolute power (potentia Dei absoluta) which is only bound to the principle 
of non-contradiction, see Ordinatio I, dist. 44, q.u., n. 7 (Vaticana VI, 366). On the 
background of this theological theory and on its impact on philosophy, see E. Randi, 
A Scotist Way of Distinguishing Between God's Absolute and Ordained Powers , in: From 
Ockham to Wyclij , ed. A. Hudson and M. Wilks, Oxford 1987, 43-50; W. J. 
Courtenay, Capacity and Volition. A History of the Distinction of Absolute and Ordained 
Power , Bergamo 1990. 5 Ordinatio I, d. 36, q.u., n. 28 (Vaticana VI, 281-82): "Quia si aliquid non sit, potest 
a nobis intelligi (et hoc sive essentia eius sive exsistentia eius), et tarnen non propter 
intellectionem nostram ponitur quod illud habeat verum esse essentiae vel exsisten- 
tiae; nec est differentia aliqua - ut videtur - inter intellectum divinum et nostrum, 
quoad hoc, nisi quod intellectus divinus producit ilia intelligibilia in esse intelligibili, 
noster non producit primo. Sed si istud esse non est ex se tale quod requirit esse 
simpliciter, 'producere illud in tali esse' non est producere in aliquo esse simpliciter." 
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holds that the intelligible being is indeed a peculiar kind of entity. In 
contrast to an extramental being it has no real existence but only a 
status he calls "diminished existence" ( esse deminutum ).6 So the 
intelligible being seems to lack full-fledged existence. Is it a kind of 
"half-pint-being"? Scotus recognizes that one might be tempted to 
interpret the esse deminutum in this way and hastens to add that 
'diminished* is not to be understood quantitatively, as partigli 
existence. The esse deminutum is rather to be taken as existence in a cer- 
tain respect {esse secundum quid), opposed to existence absolutely (esse 
simpliciter). Referring to a well-known example from Aristotle, he 
explains this opposition as follows: An Ethiopian who has a black skin 
can be called white, but only with respect to his white teeth. In 
limiting the denomination of 'white' in this respect we are not saying 
that we limit the intensity of the whiteness. We may say that he is 
white with the highest degree of whiteness, but only with respect to his 
teeth.7 

Scotus holds that the diminished existence of the intelligible being 
is to be taken in the same way, for it is also existence in a certain 
respect. A stone taken in itself has existence absolutely. A stone con- 
sidered as an intelligible being, however, has existence in a certain 

respect; it exists qua intelligible being only insofar as it is the object 
of an intellective act. That is why it has an objective or intentional 
existence ( esse obiectivum/intentionale).8 Nevertheless, it is the entire 
stone with all its features (color, shape, size, etc.) and not a kind of 

"half-pint-stone" which is the object of an intellective act. 

6 See Ordinatio I, dist. 36, q.u., n. 33 (Vaticana VI, 284) and Lectura I, dist. 36, q.u., 
n. 26 (Vaticana XVII, 468). The expression ' esse deminutum! diminutum* has Arabic 
origins; see A. Maurer, Ens diminutum: A Note on its Origin and Meaning , in: 
Mediaeval Studies, 12 (1950), 216-22. 7 See Ordinatio I, dist. 36, q.u., nn. 33-35 (Vaticana VI, 284-85). Scotus's example 
stems from Soph. el. 5 (167a). On the background of this and similar examples in the 
medieval literature on fallacies, see S. Ebbesen, Commentators and Commentaries on 
Aristotle's Sophistici Elenchi. A Study of Post-Aristotelian Ancient and Medieval Writings on 
Fallacies , 3 vols., Leiden 1981 (especially vol. 1, 59-77). 8 Ordinatio I, dist. 36, q.u., n. 47 (Vaticana VI, 289): "... motio intellectus nostri 'a 
quiditatibus intelligibilibus' reducitur ad ipsum intellectum divinum, per cuius 'esse 
simpliciter' ilia obiecta habent esse secundum quid, scilicet obiectivum ..." The func- 
tion of the divine intellect in the production of the objective existence shall be dis- 
cussed below. Ordinatio I, dist. 3, pars 1, q. 4, n. 260 (Vaticana III, 158): "... obiec- 
tum in quantum habet 'esse' in intellectu, non habet 'esse' reale sed tantum 
intentionale, - igitur non est capax alicuius accidentis realis." (The editors' use of 
inverted commas may be misleading here. Scotus does not simply mention the term 

nor does he use it in a metaphorical way.) See also Lectura I, dist. 3, pars 1, 
q. 3, n. 188 (Vaticana XVI, 300). 
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The distinction between the thing taken in itself and the thing taken 
in its diminished or objective existence can be drawn for every cogni- 
tion, because every intellective act, whether it deals with something 
existing or non-existing, is directed toward a thing insofar as this thing 
is the intellect's object. The difference between cognitions of a real and 
of a fictive thing consists in the fact that in the first case there is a thing 
in itself and a thing as the object of the intellect. In the second case 
there is only a thing taken as the object of the intellect without a direct 
foundation in reality.9 

But how can the intellect have an intelligible being as the object of 
its act? There is obviously a disanalogy between the example of the 
white Ethiopian and intelligible being. In the case of the Ethiopian, 
the being in a certain respect applies to a part of him, and the 
paradigmatic relationship between being in a certain respect and 
being absolutely is to be understood as the relationship which obtains 
between a part and the whole. In the case of the stone, on the other 
hand, the being in a certain respect applies to the whole stone insofar 
as it is the object of an intellective act. In this second case the relation- 
ship between the two existential statuses is to be understood as the 
relationship between dependent and independent existence. 

In light of this disanalogy, the comparison of intelligible being with 
the white Ethiopian appears to be misleading. We cannot explain 
intelligible being simply by referring to a part and a whole. The 
dependent intelligible being is something that exists in addition to an 
independent real being. A part, on the other hand, is not something 
that exists in addition to the whole. Scotus seems to be aware of this 
difficulty, for he acknowledges that the intellect needs to produce the 
intelligible being.10 But to do that it needs a means, the intelligible 
species ( species intelligibilis ), whose function may be explained as 
follows: When someone has a sense perception of a thing, say a stone, 
he or she first receives a sensible species, a kind of visual image of that 
thing, in the sensitive part of the soul. On the basis of this sensible 

9 The crucial difference between these two cases is one of Scotus' s main reasons - 
however, not the only one - for introducing the distinction between intuitive cogni- tion (i.e., cognition of present and existing things) and abstractive cognition (i.e., awareness of things in abstraction from their presence and existence). See A. B. 
Wolter, Duns Scotus on Intuition , Memory , and Our Knowledge of Individuals , in idem: The 
Philosophical Theology of John Duns Scotus, ed. M. McCord Adams, Ithaca and London 
1991, 98-122. 10 See note 5 above. 
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species, he or she is able to produce an intelligible species, a kind of 
cognitive image, in the intellective part of the soul.11 One can fully 
represent a stone only by virtue of this intelligible species. Scotus har- 
shly criticizes some of his contemporaries (e.g., Henry of Ghent) who 
deny the existence of an intelligible species. He adduces two reasons, 
among others, why such a species is necessary. 

(1) By means of the sensible species in the sensitive soul one 
cognizes a thing in the way it is given in a particular situation ( sub 
ratione singularis). For instance, one cognizes a stone present in full 
daylight. Such a cognition is indeed the first cognition, Scotus holds, 
because it is immediately based on sense perception. Yet, it is not the 
only possible cognition. By producing an intelligible species one is able 
to abstract from the particular circumstances in which the perception 
occurs, and to cognize a thing independently of the particular situa- 
tion ( sub ratione universalis). That is, one is able to abstract from the 
specific light in which the stone is seen and to cognize the stone as it 
is independent of the perceptual conditions in a given situation.12 

(2) The existence of an intelligible species is also necessary in order 
to have the immediate presence of the cognized object in the intellect. 
If we only had the sensible species, the object would only be present 
in the sensitive part of the soul, and the intellective part would rely on 
an inferior part for a cognition. Such a dependence on the sensitive 
soul is unacceptable, Scotus claims, because the sensitive soul is only 
contingently active and only contingently connected with the intellect; 
it may produce a sensible species and thus present an object to the 
intellect, or it may not. To preserve the perfect activity of the intellect, 
the intellect must have its own object independently of the activity of 
the sensitive soul. The intelligible species, produced by the intellect 
and existing in the intellect, is such an object.13 

11 Scotus expounds his species theory in Ordinatio I, d. 3, pars 3, q. 1 (Vaticana III, 
209-44) and in Quaestiones super libr. Arist. De anima , qq. 14 and 17 (Wadding III, 549- 
53 and 575-93; the authenticity of these questions is not firmly established). For an 
introduction, see K. H. Tachau, Vision and Certitude in the Age of Ockham. Optics, 
Epistemologa, and the Foundations of Semantics 1250-1345 , Leiden 1988, 62-81, and R. E. 
Dumont, The Role of the Phantasm in the Psychology of Duns Scotus , in: The Monist, 49 
(1965), 617-33. 
12 See Ordinatio I, dist. 3, pars 3, q. 1, nn. 351-53 (Vaticana III, 211-13, especially 
textus interpolate). Note that both species provide a cognition of the individual stone. 
In this context, the expression ' sub ratione universalis ' does not refer to a universal 
feature or nature inhering in the thing. 13 See Ordinatio I, dist. 3, pars 3, q. 1, 366-68 (Vaticana III, 222-24). 
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Scotus's first argument looks more compelling than his second, for 
even if we grant that the intellect needs the intelligible species in order 
to have its own object, we have to admit that the intelligible species 
is based on a sensible species. The intellect cannot just make up an 
intelligible species ex nihilo but abstracts it on the basis of a sensible 
species which in turn is based on perception. Even in the case of the 
cognition of something fictive, say a chimera, the intelligible species 
is based on three sensible species, namely those of a snake, a lion, and 
a goat. The intellect does not purely make up the intelligible species 
of a chimera but compounds it by abstracting from the three sensible 
species. Thus, if the sensitive soul only contingently produces a sensi- 
ble species, the intellective soul also contingently produces an intelligi- 
ble species. There is no reason why the intellect should act with full 
perfection, disregarding the activity of the inferior parts of the soul.14 
The production of the intelligible species in the intellect is rather one 
step in a cognitive process that begins with sense perception and 
culminates in intellection.15 

Whether we consider Scotus's arguments to be convincing or not, 
it is clear that he argues for the existence of intelligible species. Now 
we might ask how such a species is related to intelligible being. When 
introducing the intelligible species, I said that this species is a means 
that the intellect produces in order to have access to the intelligible 
being, which itself needs to be produced. But now intelligible being 
seems to be nothing other than the intelligible species itself that exists 
in the intellect and functions to represent the thing. 

Yet, such an identification overlooks an important point. Con- 
sidered from an ontological point of view, the intelligible species is an 
accident of the intellect.16 It belongs to the category of quality and 

14 Scotus explicitly says that there would be an imperfection if the intellect were 
dependent on the sensitive part of the soul. Ordinatio I, dist. 3, pars 3, q. 1, n. 368 
(Vaticana III, 224): "... virtus autem phantastica contingenter coniungitur intellectui 
in quantum potentia est; ergo intellectus in operatione sua dependet ab alia potentia 
cui contingenter coniungitur, et ita hoc ponit in eo imperfectionem potentiae 
cogniti vae: nulla autem imperfectio ponenda est in aliqua natura nisi necessitas 
appareat in natura tali, - ergo talis imperfectio non est ponenda in intellectu." 15 Of course, sense perception is not required for every instance of an intellection. 
One can have an intellection based on memory. In that case one reactivates some 
stored intelligible species without needing a sense perception. 16 In his discussion of the role of the intelligible species in an act of signification Scotus 
distinguishes between its ontological status and its semantic function. He explicitly holds that the species is an accident of the soul. In primum librum Perihermeneias Quae- 
stiones , q. 2 (Wadding I, 541): "... species intelligibilis immediate significatur per 
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exists in the intellect as in its subject. This is, of course, a form of 
dependent existence, and since the subject is the intellective soul, it is 
clearly a form of dependent mental existence. It is important to note, 
however, that dependent mental existence does not exclude real 
existence. The intelligible species has real existence in the intellect just 
as the color white, an extramental quality, has real existence in a wall. 
The intelligible being, on the other hand, has no real existence. As I 
pointed out above, Scotus states that it has ' 4 diminished existence' ' 

(i.e., existence in a certain respect) in contrast to real existence. 
Despite this difference, the intelligible being seems to share with the 

intelligible species the features of being dependent and mental; it 
exists insofar as it is the object of the intellect's act. The intelligible 
being clearly depends on the intellect's act and is even constituted by 
this act. Therefore, one might conclude, if there is no human intellect 
performing an act and constituting something as its object, there is no 

intelligible being either. 
Although this conclusion seems to be obvious, it is fallacious. In a 

strict sense, the intelligible being does not have objective existence 
because it is the object of a human intellect. Even if no human being 
were performing an intellective act, or even if no human being existed 
at all, the intelligible being would still have its objective existence, 
because it would still be the object of the divine intellect. God primarily 
has each thing as his object by producing the intelligible being. 
Human beings only secondarily have each thing as their object by 
having access to the intelligible being which is located in God's 
intellect.17 

At first sight, this argument seems merely to be a theological thesis 
with no philosophical relevance. But considered closely, it turns out 

vocem, sed illa dupliciter consideratili*, aut inquantum est quid in se accidens, scilicet 
informans animam; aut inquantum repraesentat rem." For an analysis of this 
passage, see D. Perler, Duns Scotus on Signification , in: Medieval Philosophy & 
Theology (forthcoming). 17 See note 5 above and Ordinatio I, dist. 3, pars 1, q. 4, n. 266 (Vaticana III, 162-63): 
"... intellectus divinus producit ista actu suo in 'esse intelligibili,' et actu suo dat huic 
obiecto 'esse' tale et illi tale, et per consequens dat eis talem rationem obiecti - per 
quas rationes post movent intellectum ad cognitionem cērtam. Et quod proprie posset 
dici intellectum nostrum 'videre in luce quia lux est causa obiecti,' apparet per simile, 
quia proprie dicimur intelligere in lumine intellectus agentis, cum tamen illud lumen 
non sit nisi causa activa vel faciens obiectum in actu suo vel virtute cuius obiectum 
movet, vel utrumque." See also Lectura I, dist. 3, pars 1, q. 3, n. 191 (Vaticana XVI, 
302) and Lectura I, dist. 36, q.u., n. 27 (Vaticana XVII, 469). 
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to be an important element of medieval Platonism, which has its 
source in Calcidius's translation of the Timaeus and especially in 
Augustine's Quaestio de ideis. 18 The intelligible beings produced by God 
and existing in God's intellect are nothing other than the eternal forms 
or ideas of the mundane things, for each thing in the world has its 
intelligible counterpart in God's intellect.19 In this context it is partic- 
ularly important that the intelligible being is distinct from extramental 
and human mental entities, reducible to neither of them. Rather, the 
intelligible being constitutes a 4 'third realm" of being located in God's 
intellect. 

To be sure, Scotus never describes this realm explicitly. He does not 
introduce a peculiar category of being for intelligible being, 
presumably because it would infringe on the Aristotelian table of 
categories to which he subscribes.20 But his explanation of intelligible 
being as the object of God's intellect, i.e., as something existing eter- 
nally and independently of the human intellect, clearly betrays a 
Platonic background. 

Summarizing Scotus's position, we can distinguish three entities 
required for cognition: 

(a) some extramental thing , providing the basis for sense-data and for 
the production of species; it is, however, not the immediate object of 
a directed intellective act; 

(b) the intelligible species , produced by and existing in the intellect, 
which functions as a means of representing the thing; it has real, 
though mental and dependent existence; 

(c) the intelligible being , having 
' 'diminished" and ' 

'objective" 
existence; it is primarily produced by God's intellect and exists eter- 
nally in God's intellect. 

The relationship between these entities may be explained as follows: 
When someone sees a stone, the extramental stone provides the basis 

18 See L. M. de Rijk, Quaestio de ideis. Some Notes on an Important Chapter of Platonism , 
in: Kephalaion. Studies in Greek Philosophy and its Continuation Offered to Professor C. J. de 
Vogel , ed. J. Mansfeld and L. M. de Rijk, Assen 1975, 204-13 (on the medieval recep- 
tion especially 208-11); L. M. de Rijk, Un tournant important dans l'usage du mot idea 
chez Henri de Gand, and J. Hamesse, Idea chez les auteurs philosophiques des 12e et 13e 
siècles , both in: Idea. VI Colloquio Internazionale. Roma , 5-7 gennaio 1989 , ed. M. Fattori 
and M. L. Bianchi, Roma 1990, 89-98 and 99-135. 19 See Ordinatio I, dist. 35, q.u., n. 40 (Vaticana VI, 261) where Scotus explicitly calls 
the intelligible being idea and ascribes eternal existence to it. 20 See In librum Praedicamentorum Quaestiones , q. 2 (Wadding I, 439-42). 
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for sense-data and for the production of a sensible species of the stone, 
on the basis of which the agent intellect produces an intelligible 
species. In producing the intelligible species, the human intellect has 
access to the intelligible stone, which eternally 

" shines" in God's 
intellect.21 It is a highly controversial question how this access is to be 

explained in detail - a question which Scotus carefully analyzes 
because he wants to avoid Henry of Ghent's solution that the access 
is made possible only through divine illumination. This extensive 

analysis shall not be discussed here.22 The important point in this con- 
text is that Scotus obviously appeals to a third entity in explaining the 

object of a directed intellective act. 
But one might ask: Why should we distinguish three distinct 

entities? Is it not superfluous to posit the intelligible being as a third 
kind of being - a somehow mysterious being beyond and above 
extramental and mental beings? And doesn't Scotus lose the 
extramental thing as the object of a cognition by saying that it is only 
the basis for cognition, not the immediate object of an intellective act? 
How can I have a cognition of the extramental stone itself, given that 
it is only the intelligible stone that I cognize immediately? Some of 
these questions were raised and discussed by Peter Aureol.23 

3. Peter Aureol 

In his Commentary on the Sentences Peter Aureol extensively discusses 
the question of the nature of the object of a directed intellective act.24 

21 Ordinatio I, dist. 3, pars prima, q. 4, n. 262 (Vaticana III, 160): "... dico quod 
omnia intelligibilia actu intellectus divini habent 'esse intelligibile,' et in eis omneš 
veritates de eis relucent, ita quod intellectus intelligens ea et virtute eorum intelligens 
necessarias veritates de eis, videt in eis sicut in obiectis istas veritates necessarias." 
22 See Ordinatio I, dist. 3, pars prima, q. 4 (Vaticana III, 123-172). 23 Aureol may have heard Scotus, if he studied at the University of Pans in 1304, 
as R. Dreiling {Der Konzeptualismus in der Universalienlehre des Franziskanerbischofs Petrus 
Aureoli (Pierre d'Auriole) nebst biographisch-bibliographischer Einleitung , Münster 1913, II- 
IS) assumed. But E. M. Buytaert (introduction to Peter Aureoli, Scriptum super primům 
Sententiarum , St. Bonaventure N.Y. 1952, vol. I, viii-x) pointed out that there is only 
weak textual evidence for this assumption. Whether or not Aureol worked personally 
with Scotus, he certainly knew Scotus' s Commentary on the Sentences , which he cites fre- 
quently. 24 My analysis is chiefly based on Scriptum I, dist. 9, art. 1, and dist. 27, pars 2, art. 
2. I use the manuscript Vatican, Borgh. 329. Other important discussions can be 
found in dist. 9, art. 1; dist. 23; dist. 35, pars 1, art. 1. On the discussion in dist. 
23, see J. Pinborg, Zum Begriff der intention secunda. Radulphus Brito, Hervaeus Natalis 
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He fully agrees with Scotus that this object cannot be a singular, 
extramental thing. In arguing for this thesis, he adduces a new argu- 
ment, which stems from his Aristotelian theory of science.25 

The intellective act cannot be directed toward an extramental thing, 
not only because of exceptional cases like the cognition of something 
fictive (e.g., a chimera) or of something non-present (e.g., a destroyed 
stone). All knowledge in the strict Aristotelian sense (scientia) would be 
impossible if extramental things were the objects of intellective acts. 
For if these acts were directed toward extramental things, which 
clearly are individual, our knowledge would deed with individual 
things too, because knowledge is what we gain through intellective 
acts. This contradicts Aristotle's basic thesis that knowledge, strictly 
speaking, is about the universal, not about individuals. For instance, 
we could never know that every sum of a triangle's interior angles is 
equal to the sum of two right angles. We would only be able to say 
that the sum of the angles of this particular, extramental triangle here 
or of that triangle there is equal to the sum of two right angles, because 
we could direct our intellective acts only toward this or that triangle. 
So we could never make a universal geometrical statement. Likewise, 
we would never be able to form a predication expressing the subor- 
dination of a species under a genus. For instance, we would not be 
able to say 'I know that a rose is a flower,' but only 'I know that this 
rose here is this flower here,' because the intellective act would be 
directed only toward a particular, extramental rose.26 

To avoid these consequences, Aureol holds that the intellective acts 
must be directed toward something that presents the individual thing 

und Petrus Aureoli in Diskussion , in: Cahiers de l'Institut du Moyen-Age Grec et Latin, 
13 (1974), 45-59. For a concise introduction, see also S. Vanni-Rovighi, L'inten- 
zionalità della conoscenza secondo P. Aureolo, in: L'homme et son destin d'après les penseurs du 
Moyen-Age. Actes du premier congrès international de philosophie médiévale , Louvain and Paris 
1960, 673-80. 25 On this theory in general, see P. V. Spade, The Unity of a Science According to Peter 
Aureol , in: Franciscan Studies, 32 (1972), 203-17. 26 Scriptum I, dist. 27, pars 2, art. 2 (f. 30 Ivb): "Tum, quia scientiae et diffinitiones 
non essent de naturis simpliciter et universalibus sed de particularibus et individuis 
ut particularia et individua sunt, quod est contra Philosophum VII Metaphysicae et 
secundo Posteriorum, qui ait quod scire possum de omni mula quod est sterilis, vel 
de omni triangulo quod habet tres et tarnen ignorare de hac mula particulari. [...] Et 
ita patet quod rosa vel fios vel triangulus simpliciter, quos praesentes mentaliter 
experimur, non sunt particulares flores vel rosae vel trianguli in sua singularitate 
prout existunt extra." 
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to the intellect in a universal way. At first sight, this act of presenting 
seems to be performed by the intelligible species. When I know that 
the sum of a triangle's interior angles is equal to the sum of two right 
angles, the intelligible species presents a triangle in general ( simpliciter ) 
to my intellect, whether I actually perceive a particular triangle or not. 
Likewise, when I know that a rose is a flower, the intelligible species 
presents the rose in general to my intellect. 

Now it seems as if one should identify the object of an intellective 
act with the intelligible species that presents the thing in a universal 
way. But Aureol decidedly denies that this is a correct account of the 
object of an intellective act. If it were so, and if the intellective acts 
did not go beyond the mental entity, we would have no knowledge of 
the things around us and would be blind with respect to them.27 As 
soon as the intelligible species (or some other mental entity) is not only 
taken as the means by which one represents something in an intellec- 
tive act, but as the represented object itself, we fall into the trap of 
epistemic solipsism. For then we have to grant that everyone 
represents his or her own object, because everyone has his or her own 
mental entity; consequently, everyone has cognition only of his or her 
own mental entity. 

Aureol faces a dilemma. On the one hand, he denies that our 
intellective acts are directed toward extramental things; otherwise we 
would never have knowledge of something in a universal way but 
would be confined to knowledge of particulars. On the other hand, he 
also denies that our intellective acts are directed toward mental 
entities; otherwise we would never have direct access to the things but 
would be imprisoned in our own faculty of cognition. So, what is the 
object of our intellective acts? The only way out of this dilemma seems 
to be to posit a 

4 'third being" which is neither extramental nor 
mental - a being with 4 'objective," "diminished," or "intentional" 
existence. 

At first sight, Aureol seems indeed to draw this conclusion, for he 
claims that every intellective act requires an intentional being. But he 
hastens to add that this peculiar being has no real existence, that it 
does not exist in the intellect, and that it is not the thing which the 

27 Scriptum I, dist. 27, pars 2, art. 2 (f. 301 rb): "Si ergo ista [sc. obiecta quae intellec- 
tualiter experimur] fuerint actus vel species, et ibi sistitur, numquam disputamus nec 
habemus scientiam de rebus quae sunt extra et sumus caeci circa ea." 
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intellect contemplates.28 The last claim is particularly important. 
Aureol denies that the intentional being is a thing sui generis toward 
which the intellect is directed. 

So, what is the intentional being supposed to be, if it is not an entity 
of its own? Aureol holds that it is nothing other than "the known thing 
itself in a certain objective existence insofar as it functions to bring the 
intellect's grasping [literally: the gaze] to its proper end."29 This claim 
needs to be spelled out. 

Like Scotus, Aureol speaks about objective existence, but in con- 
trast to Scotus he does not set it apart ontologically from the thing's 
real existence. The objective existence does not apply to the thing eter- 

nally existing in God's intellect, but rather to the real thing itself 
insofar as this thing assumes a certain function, namely to be the 
intellect's object. That is why the objective existence is a mode of 

being ( modus essendi) of the real thing rather than an existence of its 
own.30 It would be erroneous to state that there is, say, a real rose and 
in addition to that a rose with objective existence toward which one 
directs his or her intellective act. The rose with objective existence is 
nothing other than the real rose insofar as it is the object of the intellec- 
tive act; it brings the intellect's activity to its proper end by directing 
the intellect toward something. In assuming this function, the rose 
fixes the directedness or, metaphorically speaking, the "gaze" 
(intuitus) of the intellect. 

But what, ontologically speaking, is this real rose qua object of the 
intellect? It cannot be the particular extramental rose for, as I pointed 
out above, Aureol clearly denies that intellective acts deal with some- 

thing particular. It cannot be the species of a rose either, for Aureol 
also rejects the view that intellective acts deal with something purely 
mental. Rather, he takes it to be the real, extramental thing insofar 
as it is present to the intellect in its universality, not in its particularity. 

28 Scriptum I, dist. 9, art. 1 (f. 168ra): "Nunc vero oportet procedere affirmative sub 
quattuor propositionibus. Prima quidem quod omnis intellectio exigit rem positam in 
esse intentionali, et illa est forma specularis de qua isti loquuntur. Sed deficiunt a 
veritate in tribus. Primo quidem quia putant quod habeat esse reale; secundo quia 
dicunt quod est subiective in intellectu vel phantasmate; tertio quia concedunt quod 
per illam procedat intellectus ad res cum ilia sit vera res quam intellectus speculator." 29 Scriptum I, dist. 27, pars 2, art. 2 (f. 300vb): "... in omni intellectione emanat et 
procedit non aliquid aliud sed ipsamet res cognita in quodam esse obiectivo secundum 
quod habet terminare intuitum intellectus." 
30 Scriptum I, dist. 27, pars 2, art. 2 (f. 302 vb): "Et ita res posita in esse formato non 
est aliquid aliud quam res extra sub alio modo essendi." 
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For instance, the intentional rose is a real, extramental rose insofar as 
it is present to the intellect with all the universal features of a rose. So 
there cannot be an intentional rose without there being an act of the 
intellect. For that reason the intentional being is not an entity of its 
own, but a mentally dependent one.31 But this does not amount to say- 
ing that the intentional being is created by the (human or divine) 
intellect in addition to the real being. It is rather the real being itself 
that appears under a particular modus essendi in the intellective act. 
That is why Aureol calls the intentional being also an esse conspicuum 
et apparens. 32 This being is not something attached or supplemented to 
the thing, but nothing other than the thing insofar as it is related to 
the intellect. Therefore, the real and the apparent being are 
"indistinguishably the same."33 

To be sure, what is an " apparent being" is not something existing 
only in appearance, a kind of mere phenomenal being.34 Admittedly, 
there are some entities, e.g. chimeras, which have only intentional or 
apparent existence without a direct relation to something in extramen- 
tal reality. And there are some other entities which are apparent to the 
intellect in another way than they are in reality. For example, a stick 
partly submerged in water appears to be broken; or a candle perceived 
with one eyeball lifted up appears to be a double candle.35 But the 
incongruence between real and intentional being in these cases has its 
source in an incomplete or false perception. The stick appears to be 
broken because one has a distorted perception of the part submerged 
in the water, and the candle appears to be double because the two 

31 Scriptum I, dist. 9, art. 1 (f. 168rb): "Secunda vero propositio est quod res non 
potest habere tale esse apparens nisi ratione alicuius rcalis existentis in intellectu." 
Note that Aureol does not distinguish between the divine and the human intellect in 
this crucial passage. So the intentional being depends on the activity of the human 
intellect as well as on that of the divine intellect. 
32 See Scriptum I, dist. 9, art. 1 (f. 167 va) "tertia propositio." 33 Scriptum I, dist. 27, pars 2, art. 2 (f. 302rb): "Ubi considerandum est quod res in 
esse formato posita non includit in se aliquid absolutum nisi ipsam realitatem. Unde 
non ponit in numerum rem et suam intentionem quantum ad aliquid absolutum. 
Claudit tamen aliquid respectivum, videlicet apparere, quod non debet intelligi ut 
affixum aut superpositum illi rei sicut ceterae relationes, sed omnino intrinsecum et 
indistinguibiliter adunatum." 
34 A phenomenalistic reading was suggested by F. Prezioso, La teoria dell'essere 
apparente nella gnoseologia di Pietro Aureolo , O.F.M. ( + 1322), in: Studi Francescani, 46 
(1950), 15-43. 35 In Scriptum I, dist. 3, sect. 14 (ed. Buytaert, op. cit., 696-97) Aureol adduces eight 
examples for an incongruence between real and intentional beings. The examples 
mentioned are the third and fourth. 
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eyballs are not parallel. Because of this defective perception, the stick 
and the candle are present to the intellect in a defective way. Conse- 

quently, the intellect directs its acts toward a somehow distorted 

object. But these are exceptional cases which can be explained as 

perceptional errors. If there is a correct perception and if, therefore, 
the object is present to the intellect exactly as it is in reality, there is 
no incongruence between the real and the intentional being. 

4. Conclusions 

In introducing the intentional being as a modus essendi of the real 

thing, Aureol succeeds in avoiding two dangers that every theory of 

intentionality has to face: 
First, he escapes from the danger of epistemic solipsism. When 

someone thinks about an object, one does not think about a kind of 
mental image, but about the extramental object itself insofar as this 

object is present to the intellect. And when different people think 
about an object, they think about one and the same object, although 
each one uses his or her own intelligible species to represent the 
extramental object. That which is represented in the intellective act 

(the real thing under a certain mode of being) is carefully to be distin- 

guished from that by which the object is represented (the intelligible 
species). 

Second, Aureol also escapes from Scotus's multiplication of entities, 
for he clearly states that the intentional being is not an additional 

entity but rather the real thing itself under a certain modus essendi. The 
thrust of his argument goes in the same direction as Husserl's. Focus- 

ing on the intentional being and distinguishing it from the particular 
thing does not amount to introducing a new category of being. Such 
an introduction would lead to an absurd doubling of the world. 
Husserl says: 

"But if we try ... to separate the real object (in the ease of outer perception the 
perceived thing of nature) from the intentional object, placing the latter as 
" immanent' ' to perception within experience as a real factor, we are beset by 
the difficulty that now two realities must confront each other, whereas only one 
of these is present and possible. I perceive the thing, the object of nature, the 
tree there in the garden; that and nothing else is the real object of the perceiving 
"intention." A second immanent tree, or even an "inner image" of the real tree 
that stands out there before me, is nowise given, and to suppose such a thing 
by way of assumption leads only to absurdity."36 

36 Ideen zu einer reinen Phänomenologie und phänomenologischen Philosophie , §90, Husserliana 
III/l, The Hague 1976, 207-8 {Ideas. General Introduction to Pure Phenomenology, transi, 
by W. R. Boyce Gibson, 5th ed., London and New York 1969, 263). 
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Like Husserl, Aureol is aware of this absurdity and refrains from 

identifying the intentional being with an 4 4 inner image" and from 

postulating a new entity. That is, he rejects the object-approach to the 

problem of intentionality.37 The main feature of this approach is that 
it attempts to explain the peculiarities of mental acts' "aboutness" or 
"directedness" as peculiarities in the objects to which such acts are 
related. Intentionality is taken to be unique because intentional 
objects are supposed to be entities of a special kind, different from 

(mental or extramental) entities that enter into non-intentional rela- 
tions. Contrary to this approach, Aureol chooses an act-approach to the 

problem of intentionality. Intentionality is taken to be unique not 
because intentional objects are peculiar entites, but because inten- 
tional acts are of a unique sort. These acts establish a peculiar relation- 

ship between the cognizer and the cognized thing, making it possible 
that the thing is known under a certain aspect. Yet, this aspect (or 
modus esserteli , as Aureol says) is not a "double" of the real thing but 
something in the real thing, grasped through the intellect's acts. 

Although this act-approach looks promising, Aureol hardly suc- 
ceeds in resolving all the problems. I will mention just two difficulties. 

First, it is not clear what should be understood by the modus essendi. 
This mode seems to be a property conferred on the thing by a directed 
intellective act - a property, however, that is not added as a distinct 

entity but is already inherent in the thing. How exactly does this act 
of conferring occur? And what impact does the mode have on the 

thing? Aureol only says that under this mode the thing is "apparent" 
to the intellect, that it brings the intellect's "gaze" to its proper end. 
But we need an explanation of these visual metaphors in order to gain 
an understanding of how the intellect - presumably a kind of "inner 

eye" - can look at the apparent thing. 
Second, Aureol claims that the intentional being is the thing taken 

in its universality. What exactly is this universality: all the essential 
features of a particular thing, or a universal inhering in such a thing? 
And how can the universality be grasped? How, for instance, am I 

supposed to grasp a rose simpliciter and not just this or that rose when 
I direct my intellectual act toward a rose? An abstraction from the par- 
ticular seems to be required here. But this important step in the 

37 I borrow the expression 'object-approach' from D. W. Smith and R. Mclntyre, 
Husserl and Intentionality. A Study of Mind, Meaning, and Language , Dordrecht 1982, 
40-61. 
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cognitive process - a step extensively discussed by Husserl, as is well 
known - remains unexplained in Aureol' s account. 

Perhaps there is such a lack because Aureol' s analysis of inten- 
tionality is closely linked to a theory of predication which remains 
unexplained. Whereas Scotus is mainly concerned with acts directed 
toward simple objects, i.e., acts with the form 'I have a cognition of 
X,' Aureol focuses on acts directed toward propositions that express 
certain predications, i.e., acts with the form 'I know that x is F.' By 
claiming that acts of knowledge are directed toward a thing taken in 
its universality (e.g., 'I know that this thing is a rose') Aureol presup- 
poses that we can predicate a universal of a particular, but he does not 
explain how this predication occurs. And he neglects to spell out how 
the complex acts of knowledge are related to or based on the more sim- 
ple acts of cognition. What kind of simple cognition do I need to have 
of a particular thing in order to be able to direct my act of knowledge 
toward this thing qua rose, so that I may say 'This thing is a rose'? 
Of course, one may answer that this is no problem at all, because in 
cognizing a particular thing we always grasp its essence. That is, we 
do not need to distinguish between simple cognition and predicative 
cognition, for in having a simple cognition of this particular thing we 
abstract its essence rose , thus knowing that this thing is a rose. So the 
simple cognition includes the grasping of the thing's essence and the 
predicative attribution of this essence. 

But even if Aureol implicitly assumes this essentialist theory, we are 
still in trouble. Why should there be an essence, distinguishable from 
the particular existing thing? And how are we supposed to 

4 4 
grasp," 

loosely speaking, this essence? The controversies on the definition of 
essence in the late thirteenth century make clear that the transition 
from the simple cognition ťI have a cognition of this particular x' to 
the predicative cognition 'I know that x is F' is crucial and needs to 
be explained. 

Although Aureol' s explanation of intentional objects looks promis- 
ing, it is not the perfect one. Or it may be perfect only if the problems 
I have sketched are taken into account and resolved.38 But however 
incomplete his explanation may seem, Aureol can certainly be 
credited with giving a clear answer to the question of how a directed 

38 Since my analysis is based only on some distinctions of Aureol' s extensive Commen- 
tary on the Sentences , it may well be that he gives an answer to the problems raised above 
in other distinctions. A comprehensive presentation of Aureol' s position shall only be 
possible when the entire Commentary is available in a critical edition. 
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intellective act is related to a thing and of what this thing qua known 
thing is. He clearly focuses on these epistemological and ontological 
issues, much more than on psychological problems (e.g., the problem 
of abstraction, or the problem of the production of species) which were 
eagerly discussed by thirteenth-century authors. Therefore, as is often 
the case in philosophical debates, he may underestimate the impor- 
tance of one set of problems by focusing on another. Nevertheless, it 
is an achievement to recognize one specific set of problems and to 
elaborate a solution, even if this solution does not tell us the whole 
story about the problem of intentionality.39 

Los Angeles 
University of California 

39 I am grateful to Marilyn McCord Adams and Norman Kretzmann for valuable 
comments on earlier drafts of this paper. 
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Vivarium XXXII, 1 (1994) ©E.J. Brill, Leiden 

Walter Burleigh on the Conclusion that You Are an Ass 

GABRIEL NUCHELMANS 

The sentence Tu es asinus already plays a role in a collection of 
puzzling propositions that were discussed by a certain Ričardus 
Sophista at the beginning of the thirteenth century: namely, under the 
headings Si aliquis dicit te esse asinum, dicit verum , Si dico te esse asinum, 
dico verum , and Tu non potes vere negare te non esse asinum. 1 That it still 
enjoyed the attention of logicians in the seventeenth century is proved 
by the fact that Arnold Geulincx, in the last pages of his Logica of 1662, 
extensively dwelled upon the way in which it is involved in what he 
calls the sophisma splendidum.2 In general, the sentence seems to have 
been popular as a striking example of a proposition that is patently 
false and even impossible and absurd, while at the same time the 
predicate asinus could evoke properties that made the hearer or reader 
even more reluctant to accept the sentence as true. In the present arti- 
cle I shall concentrate on the use made of the sentence in one passage 
of Walter Burleigh's De puritate artis logicae tractatus brevior (composed in 
the third decade of the fourteenth century). More in particular, I shall 
argue that the text of that passage in the edition of Ph. Boehner3 is 
seriously defective and submit a reading that is more fitting to such 
a keen logician as Burleigh undoubtedly was. In order to get properly 
equipped for this critical undertaking, it will be helpful to take a close 
look at the lucid and plausible way in which Geulincx deals with the 
sophisma splendidum. 

1 See L.M. de Rijk, Logica modernorum. A Contribution to the History of Early Terminist 
Logic , II, 1, Assen 1967, 65, 67. 2 Arnoldus Geulincx, Logica jundamentis suis, a quitus hactenus collapsa Juerat, res ti tuta, in: 
Opera philosophica , ed. J.P.N. Land, I, The Hague 1891 (reprinted Stuttgart-Bad 
Cannstatt 1965), 451-3. 3 Walter Burleigh, De puntate artis logicae tractatus longior, with a revised edition of the Trac- 
tatus brevior , ed. Philotheus Boehner, St. Bonaventure, N.Y. 1955, 203, lines 24-36; 
204, lines 1-3; 205, lines 1-24. 
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1. Geulincx ' 
unmasking of the sophisma splendidum 

1.1. The prominent sophism that Geulincx dubs sophisma splendidum 
is exemplified by the following argument: 

Quicunque dicit te esse animal, dicit verum. 
(Whoever says that you are an animal says something that is true). 
Sed qui dicit te esse asinum, dicit te esse animal. 
(But he who says that you are an ass says that you are an animal). 
Ergo qui dicit te esse asinum, dicit verum. 
(Therefore, he who says that you are an ass says something that is true). 

Geulincx rightly observes that the form of this reasoning is quite 
general and may be filled in by sophists in order to derive all manner 
of absurd conclusions: for instance, the conclusion that he who says 
that something white is black says something that is true apparently 
follows from the premisses that whoever says that something white is 
coloured says something that is true, and that he who says that some- 
thing white is black says that something white is coloured.4 In order 
to appreciate Geulincx' way of countering the sophist's argument, we 
have to keep in mind his rules of interpretation and a distinction he 
draws with respect to the verb dicere. 

In connection with his version of the medieval supposition theory 
Geulincx lays down four general rules of interpretation (regulae generales 
acceptionum) .5 Leaving out details and refinements, they may be stated 
as follows: 
(1) The hearer should take the speaker's words according to the sense 
intended by the speaker. 
(2) The hearer should take the speaker's words in the most obvious 
and common sense. 
(3) The hearer should take the speaker's words in a sense that makes 
the utterance true. 
(4) The hearer should be consistent in his interpretation. 

Furthermore, Geulincx notes that the verb dicere has a twofold 
meaning. In one sense it is equivalent to dicere formaliter or expresse , that 

4 La logique ou l'art de penser by A. Arnauld and P. Nicole, which came out in the same 
year as Geulincx' Logica , has the following example (III, 11): 
Celui qui dit que vous êtes animal, dit vrai. 
Celui qui dit que vous êtes un oison , dit que vous êtes animal. 
Donc celui qui dit que vous êtes un oison , dit vrai. 
But there the sophism is handled in an altogether different way, which is not relevant 
to our purpose. 5 Logica , ed. Land, 221-4. See also Dictata ad logic am , in: Opera philosophic a, ed. Land, 
I, 487-8. 
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is, asserting that something is the case that can be expressed by exactly 
those words which occur in the declarative sentence in which the asser- 
tion is phrased. For instance, someone who utters the words 'You are 
an animal' (Tu es animal) thereby formally, or by means of exactly 
those words, says or asserts that you are an animal (te esse animal). By 
contrast, dicere may also be used in the sense of dicere consequenter or 
implicite , that is, saying or asserting by implication. For example, 
when someone says 'I am standing' (Sto), he says by implication that 
he is able to stand (se stare posse), although he does not say formally or 
explicitly that he is able to stand, through the very words 'I am able 
to stand' (Stare possum).6 Taken by itself, the verb dicere may be held 
to have the generic meaning of committing oneself to the truth of a 
proposition. This generic meaning, however, can be specified in two 
ways: either as committing oneself only to the truth of the proposition 
expressed by the words actually employed, or committing oneself to 
the truth of each and every proposition that is entailed by the original 
one and is thus a necessary condition of its truth. Evidently, in the first 
sense a speaker is committed only to the truth of the one proposition 
that is expressed by his actual words, whereas in the second sense the 
speaker is committed to the truth of infinitely many propositions. 

There can be little doubt that Geulincx' distinction between dicere 
formaliter and dicere consequenter has its roots in the distinction between 
significare primarie and significare secundarie that was developed especially 
in the course of the fourteenth century. Roughly speaking, the notion 
of significare primarie (or significare primo y praecise, adaequate} principaliter, 
Maliter) applies to cases where that which is signified is expressed by 
the same word as the signifying term, as in ' Homo ' significai hominem , 
or, as in (Deus est ' significai Deum esse , by the accusative plus infinitive 
phrase that corresponds to the proposition.7 The primary significate 
of a proposition was held to be decisive in establishing its truth- value. 
A proposition is true when it primarily signifies in such a way as is the 
case and it is false when it primarily signifies in such a way as is not 
the case. In particular, it figures in the verification of such so-called 
officiabiles propositions as Possibile est te esse : that proposition is true 

6 Logica , ed. Land, 452; also 237-8, 245. 7 For details see for instance Paulus Venetus, Logica magna , I, 1, De terminis (edited 
with an English translation and notes by N. Kretzmann, Oxford 1979, 108-21); II, 
11, De significato propositionis (edited with notes on the sources by Fr. Del Punta, 
translated into English with explanatory notes by Marilyn McCord Adams, Oxford 
1978, 190-9). 
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when it is based on the truth of I sta propositio (Tu es 3 est possibilis ; quae 
praecise significat te esse.0 Ways of signifying that are not primary were 

commonly called secondary. One subspecies of that kind of significa- 
tion consists of cases where a proposition is held to signify a state of 
affairs that is not formally and explicitly conveyed by it but merely 
implied. William Heytesbury, for instance, who is about a generation 
younger than Burleigh, states somewhere that the proposition 

4 A man 
is running' signifies the proposition 'An animal is running' not 

primarily but only secondarily ( haec propositio 
' Homo currit 3 non significat 

hanc propositionem 
' Animal currit 3 

primarie sed solum secundarie ).9 And 

according to Paul of Venice it was a common saying that any proposi- 
tion (secondarily) signifies whatever follows from it ( Quaelibet propositio 
significat quidquid sequitur ad earn).10 Followers of Paul of Venice com- 

monly use a special name for this variety of secondary signification: 
significare assertive. According to Paul of Pérgula the significatum asser- 
tivum is that which formally follows from some proposition. He also 
notes that even a false proposition can have many true significata asser- 
tiva. For example, the proposition Homo est asinus signifies assertively 
(that is, by implication) that a man exists and that a man is an animal, 
and so on. As is made clear by the rules of inference, that a truth 
follows from a falsehood in a formally valid inference is not abnormal 

( non inconvenit ex falso sequi verum in consequentia bona et J ormali). 11 

8 See Some 14th Century Tracts on the Probationes terminorum, ed. L.M. de Rijk, 
Nijmegen 1982, 231, and passim. 9 Quoted from De veritate et /abitate propositionis (Venice 1494, fol. 187 V) by A. 
Maierù, Il problema della verità nelle opere di Guglielmo Heytesbury , in: Studi medievali, 7 
(1966), 61. See also the quotations from Ralph Strode in A. Maierù, Terminologia 
logica della tarda scolastica , Rome 1972, 489-90. 10 Paulus Venetus, Logica magna , II, 10, De veritate et falsitate propositionum (edited by 
Fr. Del Punta, translated by Marilyn McCord Adams, Oxford 1978, 74). See also 
p. 209, n. 10, for the opposite view defended by Peter of Mantua, on the ground that, 
though such a necessarily true statement as Deus est follows from Tu curris, the latter 
proposition does not signify that God exists, and that, though from such a necessarily 
false proposition as Tu differs a te it follows that you are running, that proposition does 
not signify that you are running. 11 Paul of Pérgula, Logica and Tractatus de sensu composito et diviso , ed. Sister Mary 
Anthony Brown, St. Bonaventure, N.Y. 1961, 140. See also p. 10: " 'Homo est 
asinus' significai primarie et adacquate hominem esse asinum. Secundarie significat 
multa ut: hominem esse substantiam, et hominem esse corpus." The expression 
significare assertive is used and explained in a similar way by Gaetanus of Thiene 
(quoted by A. Maierù, Il problema della verità nelle opere di Guglielmo Heytesbury , in: Studi 
medievali, 7 (1966), 61-2); and by Faventinus Blanchellus Menghus, in: Pauli Veneti 
Logica et Menghi Faventini ... super ea commentum , Venice 1498 (11476), biiR. 
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As Geulincx, who studied and taught for a while at the university 
of Louvain, was thoroughly familiar with the scholastic tradition, we 
may assume that his distinction between dicere formaliter or expresse and 
dicere consequenter or implicite was borrowed from one or more of those 
authors who for practically the same purpose used such phrases as 
significare primarie and significare secundarie , or more specifically significare 
assertive. 

1.2. We are now sufficiently prepared to follow the moves in 
Geulincx' struggle with the sophist. As far as the first premiss of the 
sophisma splendidum is concerned ( Quicunque dicit me esse animal} dicit 
verum), Geulincx feels compelled to concede it, both in virtue of the 
second rule of interpretation and in virtue of the third rule, which 
requires that he take it in such a way that it becomes true. Now the 
truth of that first premiss is guaranteed only if it is interpreted as 
Quicunque formaliter dicit me esse animal, dicit verum. For someone who 
says only by implication that I am an animal does not necessarily say 
something that is true, since he may explicitly assert some 
falsehood - for instance that I am an ass - that is an antecedent from 
which the truth that I am an animal follows as a consequent. On the 
other hand, the second premiss ( Atqui qui dicit me esse asinum , dicit me 
esse animal) is rejected by Geulincx, in compliance with the rule about 
consistency of interpretation. If the first dicit in the first premiss is 
taken as formaliter dicit , the second dicit in the second premiss has to be 
understood in the same sense. But then the second premiss is false. For 
he who says that I am an ass does not formally say that I am an 
animal, but says so only by implication. Therefore, on a correct inter- 
pretation the premisses are not both true. 

The sophist, however, does not give up and claims that the second 
dicit in the second premiss should be understood as sive formaliter sive 
consequenter dicit. Then the second premiss can be accepted as true. All 
right, but the result is that the whole argument is no longer a valid 
syllogism in Barbara, because there are four terms: in the slot for the 
middle term in the first premiss the term formaliter dicens me esse animal 
occurs and the same place in the second premiss contains the different 
term sive formaliter sive consequenter dicens me esse animal. 

If then the sophist goes on to amend the argument by stipulating 
that in the first premiss too the first dicit should be interpreted as sive 
formaliter sive consequenter dicit , it can be pointed out that, though in vir- 
tue of the first rule of interpretation he has a right to do so, in the 
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amended form the first premiss may fail to be true. The already 
familiar reason is that on this interpretation someone who says either 
formally or by implication that I am an animal does not necessarily 
say something that is true; he may, for instance, confine himself to 
asserting the proposition that I am an ass, which is false. 

Finally, Geulincx maximizes his concessions and grants the sophist 
the following form of the argument: 

Quicunque formaliter vel consequenter dicit me esse animal, is formaliter vel 
consequenter dicit verum. 
Atqui, qui me asinum esse dicit, is formaliter vel consequenter dicit mc esse 
animal. 
Ergo qui me asinum esse dicit, is formaliter vel consequenter dicit verum. 

However, triumphant feelings on the part of the sophist are nipped in 
the bud by making him realize that someone who duly accepts the 
truth of the conclusion thereby does not necessarily concede that he is 
an ass. For someone who says that I am an ass commits himself by 
implication to such truths as that I am an animal, and so says either 
formally or by implication something that is true and yet is not the 
statement that I am an ass. It is this possibility that takes the sting out 
of the final version of the sophist's argument. 

As we saw in 1.1. , Paul of Pérgula stressed that not seldom a truth 
correctly follows from a falsehood and that therefore a false proposi- 
tion may signify by implication an indefinite number of true 
statements. This point is also of crucial importance in Geulincx' 
attempts to curb the sophist's intentions. It is not the case that some- 
one who says by implication something that is true, for instance, that 
I am an animal, must always say formally something that is true. He 
may formally say something that is false but from which nevertheless 
a truth logically follows. 

2. Burleigh's problem 

Burleigh's De puritate artis logicae tractatus brevior opens with a chapter 
on the general rules of consequences. In that context he finds himself 
faced with the problem of dealing with an objection against the 
validity of the rule that whatever follows from the consequent of a con- 
ditional statement or inference also follows from the antecedent ( Quid- 
quid sequitur ad consequens , sequitur ad antecedens). The objection is first 
presented in the form of a counter-example. 'I say that you are an ass; 
therefore, I say that you are an animal' is a sound inference. Never- 
theless there is something that follows from the consequent but does 
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not follow from the antecedent. For from 'I say that you are an 
animal' it follows that I say something that is true and yet from 'I say 
that you are an ass' it does not follow that I say something that is true. 

Next, the objection is strengthened by pointing out that, if the rule 
is correct, it will be possible to prove with its help the conclusion that 
you are an ass. The reasoning that leads to this absurdity is quite 
straightforward. Let us assume that both 'If I say that you are an ass, 
then I say that you are an animal' and 'If I say that you are an animal, 
then I say something that is true' are true conditionals. Then, if the 
rule is considered to be valid, it may be concluded that 'If I say that 
you are an ass, then I say something that is true' is equally true. But 
if the inference 'I say that you are an ass; therefore, I say something 
that is true' is correct, it is true that you are an ass: and, consequently, 
you are an ass. It is easy enough to trace the pattern of this reductio ad 
absurdum in Boehner's text, except for p. 203, line 36-p. 204, line 1. 
As Boehner says in the Introduction, his text of the Tractatus brevior is 
based on two manuscripts: L (in the Hoose Library of the University 
of Southern California, Los Angeles) and Y (in the Vatican Library). 
He also states that in his edition he has given preference to L unless 
he thought there was a good reason to deviate from it (p. XVI). At 
these lines, however, he seems to have mixed up readings from both 
manuscripts, with the result that the text as it stands is rather messy. 
I confine myself here to remarking that from a logical angle the follow- 
ing text would be perfectly to the point: igitur dicendo te esse asinum, dico 
verum (according to the rule of inference); igitur consequens (namely, Tu 
es asinus ) est verum. 

3. Burleigh's reply to the objection 

3.1. At p. 205, lines 1-15, Burleigh makes some preliminary obser- 
vations that in his eyes will enable him to give a satisfactory answer 
to the objection mentioned. He points out that the proposition Dico te 
esse animal is ambiguous in that the accusative plus infinitive phrase te 
esse animal can stand either for words or for a part of the world of things 
{potest supponere pro voce vel pro re). In the first sense the proposition con- 
veys that I say or utter the words Tu es animal , while in the second 
sense it conveys that I say or assert that which is signified by those 
words. In general, this distinction applies to ¿ill sentences in which it 
is indicated that an act pertaining to a mode is related to an accusative 
plus infinitive phrase (leaving out the non at line 8 of Boehner's text, 
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I read: Et eodem modo est quaelibet oratio distinguendo., in qua actus pertinens 
ad modum [non] denotatur in dictum transiré). For the act can be related to 
the accusative plus infinitive phrase in respect of the words uttered or 
in respect of the world of things ( ratione dicti vel ratione rei). 

Burleigh further illustrates the ambiguity he has in mind by the 
example Ille seit te esse hominem. As far as the elaboration of this exam- 
ple is concerned, there are some differences between the text offered 
by manuscript L and Boehner's text. Boehner has: 

... potest esse duplex intellectus, unus quod ille sciat illam vocem: 'Tu es homo', 
et hoc non potest nisi sciat litteras. Alius sensus est quod sciat rem significatam 
per illam vocem: 'Tu es homo', et istud seit laicus ignorans Latinum. 

According to this reading, in one sense of Ille seit te esse hominem the per- 
son in question recognizes the words Tu es homo ; and he can recognize 
them only if he is literate. In another sense he knows that which is 
signified by the words Tu es homo ; and this even a layman who has no 
Latin can know. On this interpretation a contrast is pointed out 
between a literate person who is able to recognize certain words and 
a layman who, without knowing Latin, may still know that you are 
a human being. What one would expect, however, is rather a contrast 
as it is expressed - according to the apparatus criticus - by the text given 
in manuscript L: 

... potest esse duplex intellectus bonus: quod ille sciat illam vocem: 'Tu es homo' 
et istud seit laicus ignorans Latinum; et quod iste sciat, quod realiter importatur 
per hanc propositionem: 'Tu es homo', et hoc nescit nisi clericus. 

According to this L-text the sentence Ille seit te esse hominem can 
plausibly be taken in a twofold sense: that he is aware of the sounds 
Tu es homo ; which is possible even for a layman who has no command 
of Latin. Or that he knows that to which the proposition Tu es homo 
refers in reality; and that is known only by someone who understands 
Latin. At any rate, I cannot see a good reason to deviate from L. 

As the phrase supponere pro voce vel pro re suggests, Burleigh is think- 
ing of the difference between material supposition and, especially, per- 
sonal supposition. At the beginning of the De puntate artis logicae trac - 
tatus longior (p. 4) he states that in material supposition or pro voce the 
phrase hominem esse animal may stand either for the words hominem esse 
animal or for the words Homo est animal , that is, either for an infinitive 
phrase or for a declarative sentence. On the other hand, if the terms 
of such phrases as hominem esse animal or te esse animal are used 
significatively in personal supposition or pro re , they refer to a certain 
state of affairs in the world. It is quite natural, then, that to the dif- 
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ference in supposition there should correspond a difference of meaning 
in such a verb as dicere' when it is combined with an accusative plus 
infinitive phrase used according to material supposition, it takes on 
the meaning of uttering certain words, whereas combined with such 
a phrase used according to personal supposition it takes on the mean- 
ing of asserting that something is the case.12 

It should be noted that in spite of a clear similarity of function this 
distinction between dicere as uttering and dicere as asserting does not 
coincide with the distinction between dicere formaliter and dicere conse- 
quenter made by Geulincx. The latter distinction has regard to saying 
in the sense of asserting that something is the case. Within that sense 
Geulincx differentiates between an act of asserting that is tied to the 
very words by which the asserted state of affairs is expressed and an 
act of asserting that pertains to everything that logically follows from 
the initial statement. What he has in mind, then, is a distinction 
within the realm of signification, parallel to the difference which others 
marked by the phrases significare primarie and significare secundarie or 
assertive. Burleigh, on the other hand, draws the line between dicere in 
the sense of uttering sounds, in abstraction from their signification, 
and dicere in the sense of asserting, either explicitly or by implication. 
This latter difference between two kinds of dicere as asserting is not 
stressed in the present text by means of a special terminology, but 
there can be little doubt that Burleigh makes use of it in his reply to 
the argument adduced against the rule Quidquid sequitur ad consequens, 
sequitur ad antecedens . 

3.2. As we saw in section 2., Burleigh's opponents called attention 
to the following triad: 
(1) Dico te esse asinum, igitur dico te esse animal. 
(2) Dico te esse animal , ergo dico verum. 
(3) Dico te esse asinum , igitur dico verum. 
If the rule is correct, and (1) and (2) are conceded, it follows that (3) 
too has to be admitted. But (3), or what can be derived from (3), is 
patently false; therefore, given that it is difficult to doubt (1) and (2), 
it is the rule that should be rejected. So someone who wants to save 
the rule and at the same time agrees that (3) is false, finds himself 

12 Compare what Gregory of Rimini, towards the middle of the fourteenth century, 
remarks about the twofold meaning of dicere : "Nam uno modo idem est quod dictum 
proferre vel formare. Alio modo idem est quod per dictum aliquid significare" {Super 
primo et secundo Sententiarum , I, Dist. 42-44, q. 2, art. 1). 
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faced with the task of showing that there is no compelling reason to 
consider (1) and (2) as being incontrovertible. That is exactly the 

strategy Burleigh chooses in order to defend the rule. 
Let us first look at lines 16-19 of Boehner's text: 

Per hoc ad propositum dico, quod si actus dicendi in ilia: 'Dico te esse asinum', 
transeat in dictum ratione vocis, sic haec consequentia non tenet: 'Dico te esse 
asinum, igitur dico te esse animal'. 

The only difference between this text and L is that at line 17 instead 
of the first asinum L has animal. Already a good reason to prefer the 
reading animal is the fact that in the foregoing section about the 
ambiguity of dicere the proposition on which Burleigh concentrates is 
Dico te esse animal. Thus, let us assume that animal is preferable to the 
first asinum. Then Burleigh's first step in defence of the rule consists 
in pointing out that, if the act of saying in the proposition Dico te esse 
animal is related to the accusative plus infinitive phrase in respect of 
the words uttered, then (1), the consequence Dico te esse asinum, igitur 
dico te esse animal , no longer holds. For it is not true that, if I say that 
you are an ass, I utter the words Tu es animal . 13 

The case for reading animal instead of asinum is considerably 
strengthened and even decided by the second step in Burleigh's reply. 
In Boehner's text, lines 19-20, this step is rendered as follows: 

Si autem transeat in dictum ratione rei, sic haec consequentia non valet: 'Dico 
te esse asinum, igitur dico verum'. 

It is evident that here the reading asinum cannot possibly be correct. 
That the consequence Dico te esse asinum , igitur dico verum is not valid 
is precisely the point which is made by Burleigh's opponents and is 

altogether in confesso. What Burleigh needs of course is the contention 
that, if the act of saying in Dico te esse animal is related to the accusative 
plus infinitive phrase in respect of the world of things, then (2), the 
consequence Dico te esse animal , igitur dico verum , is no longer valid and 
therefore need not be conceded. And again here, at line 20, L has 
indeed animal instead of asinum. 

What is most interesting is Burleigh's justification of his verdict on 

(2). According to L this justification has the form: 

quia antecedens potest esse verum sine consequente. Quia si dico te esse asinum, 
non dico verum et tarnen dicendo te esse asinum dico te esse animai. 

13 Compare Geulincx, Logica , ed. Land, 452-3: "ille enim qui dicit me esse asinum, 
non dicit formaliter, me esse animai, sed tantum consequenter. " 
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There is, Burleigh explains, a fatal possibility, namely, that the 
antecedent (Dico te esse animal) is true without the consequent (Dico 
verum) being true. As long as dico in the antecedent is taken as asserting 
a state of affairs that is expressed by the accusative plus infinitive 
phrase - that is, in the sense of Geulincx' dicere formaliter - there is no 
problem; for on that interpretation the consequent is true. But if the 
undifferentiated dico in the antecedent is understood as asserting a 
state of affairs only by implication - that is, in the sense of Geulincx' 
dicere consequenter - the consequent need not be true. For when I say 
that you are an ass, it is not the case that I say something that is true; 
and yet by saying that you are an ass I say (by implication) that you 
are an animal.14 Precisely the fact that dicere in the sense of asserting 
is left undifferentiated as to the subspecies of formally asserting and 
asserting by implication gives Burleigh the opportunity to repudiate 
the claim that (2) ought to be conceded. 

As far as the justification of this repudiation is concerned, the text 
given by Boehner at lines 21-24 is different in form, but practically 
identical in import: 

quia antecedens potest esse verum sine consequente. Quia si dico te esse asinum, 
dico te esse animal, secundum quod actus dicendi transit in dictum ratione rei, 
et tarnen dicendo te esse asinum non dico verum. 

The trouble is, however, that these lines completely lose their rele- 
vance if at line 17 and line 20 asinum is read instead of animal. 

3.3. In the Introduction (p. XVI) Boehner declares that it has been 
his policy to give preference to L unless there was a good reason not 
to do so. However, in the passage which we have examined in some 
detail it is perfectly clear that only L offers a text that makes sense 
from a logical point of view and that the text given by Boehner is 
downright unintelligible. In order to show that (1) and (2) of his 
opponents' triad are not beyond dispute and thus need not be con- 
ceded, Burleigh first calls attention to the distinction between dicere in 
the sense of uttering words and dicere in the sense of asserting that 
something is the case, either explicitly or by implication. Next, he 
proves that, if dicere is taken in the first sense, inference (1) has to be 
rejected; and that, if dicere is taken in the second sense, inference (2) 

14 Compare Geulincx, Logica , ed. Land, 452: "Licet enim verum sit, me esse animal, 
potest tarnen verum ex falso sequi, adeoque qui consequenter dicit, me esse animal 
(id est, antecedens aliquod dicit, ex quo sequatur me esse animal), nullatenus 
necessum est ut is verum dicat." 
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leaves room for counter-examples. In justifying this latter claim, he 
must have been aware that in the sentence Dico te esse animal the verb 
dico could be taken to cover both asserting explicitly and asserting by 
implication. Although he does not mark this difference by such a 
special terminology as significare primarie! secundarie, assertive or dicere for- 
maliter! cons equenter , his procedure proves that he was sufficiently alert 
to it to make it a crucial factor in the refutation of his opponents' 
argument. 

Wassenaar, The Netherlands 
Van Polanenpark 180 
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Review Article 

Rudolph Agricola' s De inventione dialéctica libri tres 

MARC VAN DER POEL 

Notes to the critical edition of Rudolf Agricola. De inventione dialéctica libri tres. Drei Bücher 
über die Inventio dialéctica. Auf der Grundlage der Edition von Alardus von Amsterdam 
(1539) kritisch herausgegeben, übersetzt und kommentiert von Lothar Mündt, 
Tübingen: (Max Niemeyer Verlag), 1992.* 

Lothar Mundťs critical edition of De inventione dialéctica , the influen- 
tial writing on dialectic and rhetoric by the Frisian humanist Rudolph 
Agricola (1444-1485), is a landmark in the study of Neo-Latin 
literature. It is the first modern edition of Agricola's work, and the 
first full translation into a modern language.1 The book contains a 
brief introduction (XIII-XXVII), the Latin text with facing German 
translation (9-563), a commentary (565-654), an account of the 
editorial principles ('Editionsbericht', 655-720) containing a survey of 
the history of Agricola' s text (655-91), two lists of textual emendations 
and variants (692-720), a bibliography (721-41), and finally three 
indexes, one of proper names and textual sources, one of subjects, and 
one of Greek words (743-64). The Latin text is accurate, the transla- 
tion offers adequate support for the comprehension of the Latin text, 
and the notes constitute a substantial basis for future research. 
Mündt' s edition is thus a reliable tool that will be used by Agricola 
scholars and all those interested in the history of humanistic logic for 
many years to come, although of course a text edition of this size will 
give rise to some questions. Some remarks will be made to elaborate 
this view. In addition, I aim to provide some incentives for further 
research on Agricola' s text and its influence. 

Mundt's introduction offers a short biography of Agricola and a 

survey of his writings, some cursory remarks about the influence of De 

* The research for this review article has been made possible by a grant from the 
Royal Netherlands Academy of Sciences. 
1 Earlier translations of fragments are published, in English, by J.R. McNally 
( Rudolph Agricola 's De Inventione Dialéctica Libri Tres: A Translation of Selected Chapters , in: 
Speech Monographs 34 (1967), 393-422) and, in German, by S. Otto, Geschichte der 
Philosophie in Text und Darstellung. Band 3. Renaissance und frühe Neuzeit, Stuttgart 1984, 
126-49. See Mündt, 717. McNally's translation is not completely reliable. 
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inventione dialéctica and the renown of Agricola' s name among 
sixteenth-century humanists, and finally a note on the older literature 
and on the present state of affairs in the Agricola- Forschung. All the 
information provided is accurate, but in the brief list of modern edi- 
tions of Agricola's other writings (XXV) one should add the edition 
of De formando studio in: J. Hauser, Quintilian und Rudolf Agricola. Eine 
pädagogische Studie , Programm zum Jahresbericht des K. humanistischen Gym- 
nasiums zu Günzburg 1910, 48-59 (a mediocre text based on the collation 
of the Editio princeps (Antwerp 1511), the Alardus edition of Cologne 
1539 and a Paris edition printed by P. Calvarin, 1550). It is to be 
regretted that the editor has not provided some background informa- 
tion on scholastic and humanistic logic necessary to appreciate the 
purport of Agricola' s book. Indeed, before embarking on the 
examination of such a massive book, the reader will want to have an 
idea not only of the content of the book, but also of Agricola's motives 
for writing it and the reasons which make De inventione dialéctica such 
an important writing. This desire is surely justified because Agricola's 
book is, after all, one of the first humanistic theories of discourse, and 
possibly the best, and the value of the humanists' attempt to reform 
scholastic logic is still very much contested, as is clear, for instance, 
from the appraisal of Agricola' s book given only recently in the 1988 
edition of Kindlers Literaturlexikon , s.n. Agricola: 

' 4 
Agrícolas Werk ist 

ein charakteristisches Zeugnis für den Hang des Humanismus, ins 
Rhetorische und damit schliesslich in die reine Pedanterie abzugleiten 
und so die Logik am Ende auf die blosse Kunst des richtigen 
Ausdrucks zu reduzieren." It would therefore have seemed 
appropriate for the editor to include in the introduction a brief orienta- 
tion in the innovative aspects of the humanistic theory of discourse 
such as it is described by Agricola. Additionally, it is only in the con- 
text of its originality that we can understand properly the true scale 
of the influence of De inventione dialéctica , as attested by the wealth of 
editions, epitomes and commentaries it inspired. 

If the judgement formulated in Kindlers Literaturlexikon is a travesty, 
in what terms are we then to define Agricola' s endeavor to reform 
scholastic logic? It is true that Agricola, like all humanists, was 
opposed to the exclusive training in formal logic in the artes course at 
the universities, because it failed to train the students in eloquence. 
Agricola specifically saw this as a problem for students in theology, 
who had to be well-spoken in view of their pastoral task. (See De inven- 
tione dialéctica , Book II, chapter 1, 198, lines 54-62. Compare Book III, 
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chapter 14, 536, lines 24-31). This does not mean however, that 
Agricola supplants the objectivity of logic by the subjectivity of 
rhetoric. As its title shows, De inventione dialéctica focuses on dialectic, 
not rhetoric. The notion ťin ven tio' in the title has a polemical 
purport2: Agricola criticizes scholastic dialectic because it focuses on 
the study of propositions to the detriment of argumentation, as he 
clearly explains in book II, chapter 1 (196-206). In that chapter, 
Agricola criticizes the use of the loci in the theory of consequentiae , 
because according to him the loci are used in that theory not in order 
to find arguments, but in order to verify whether or not a given 
argumentation is logically correct (196-8, lines 25-40). In Book I, 
chapter 1 , Agricola explains that it is his aim to give back to the loci 
the role which they originally had according to him, namely the role 
of instrument in the organization of scientific knowledge and the role 
of aid in discourses on human affairs (10, lines 45-57). Thus, 
Agricola' s theory of so-called rhetorical dialectic integrates the system 
of dialectical and of rhetorical loci and provides a comprehensive 
theory of methodical thinking and reasoning applicable in all fields of 
knowledge.3 His work offers a brilliant synthesis of the entire 
preceding logical tradition. As such, it cleared the ground for other 
innovative logicians such as Petrus Ramus (1515-1572). 

As a practical alternative to scholastic logic, Agricola presents a 
comprehensive theory of discourse. At the basis of his theory lies the 
close coherence among the artes sermocinales. 4 His critical review of all 

2 L. Jardine has pointed to the propagandist and controversial nature of Agricola' s 
title (' Humanistic logic ' in: C. Schmitt - Ç). Skinner - E. Kessler -J. Kraye, eds., The 
Cambridge History of Renaissance Philosophy , Cambridge 1988, 182). 3 E. Meu then provided a good description of De inventione dialéctica when he wrote: 
"Die Intentionen seiner italienischen Vorgänger weiterführend, systematisierte er die 
Topik zu einem allgemein anwendbaren Gliederungsinstrument, das nicht mehr bloss 
ein Hilfsmittel der Rhetorik war, sondern die wissenschaftlichen Probleme in der 
Identität von Rhetorik und Logik zu erschliessen gedachte.' ' {Köln und die 
humanistisch-rhetorische Dialektik , in: Geschichte in Köln, gegr. als studentische 
Zeitschrift am historischen Seminar, 23 (1988), 103-17. Citation at 108). 4 Agricola expresses this principle succinctly in the following passage: "Orationem 
omnem initio diximus in id paratam esse, ut animi sui participem quisque faceret 
alium. Tria ergo constat in omni oratione esse oportere: eum, qui dicit, eum, qui 
audit, et rem, de qua habetur oratio, tresque proinde in dicendo observationes: ut 
percipi possit, quid sibi velit, qui dicit, ut cupide audiat, cui dicitur, ut probabile sit 
habeaturque fides ei, quod dicitur. Primum grammatice docet, quae emendate et 
aperte loquendi viam tradit; proximum rhetorice, quae ornatum orationis cultumque 
et omnes capiendarum aurium illecebras invenit. Quod reliquum igitur est, videbitur 
sibi dialectice vendicare: probabiliter dicere de qualibet re, quae deducitur in ora- 
tionem." (Book II, chapter 2, 208-10, lines 51-62.) 
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the relevant sources, both ancient and modern, results in a theory of 
discourse which virtually abolishes the traditional distinction between 
dialectic and rhetoric. Thus, Agricola explains in the first sentences of 
his work that the main task of discourse is 'docere'. Yet simulta- 
neously he stresses that the function of 'movere' and 'delectare' can- 
not be separated from that main task.5 When Agricola deals with the 
various forms of argumentation, he denies the validity of the conven- 
tional division which prescribed that dialectic belongs to the field of 
theoretical discourse in the form of dialogues and that rhetoric belongs 
to the field of practical discourse in the form of orations. Instead, 
Agricola observes, both forms of discourse can be used for either pur- 
pose. As an alternative to the traditional distinction, Agricola 
distinguishes between argumentation and exposition. Argumentation 
is addressed to an audience which resists or which must be forced into 
assent, while exposition sets matters out for an audience which follows 
willingly. The basic pattern of ratiocination is in all cases syllogism 
and induction, but according to Agricola these patterns must usually 
be varied by the application of rhetorical strategies in order to assure 
effective communication. This principle is valid a fortiori when it is 
necessary not only to persuade the reader or listener intellectually, but 
to influence his emotional attitudes and his philosophy of life as well. 
Thus, when Agricola gives a survey of his entire theory by means of 
a dialogue between an Academic and an Epicurean concerning the 
highest good, it appears that he himself has been profoundly influ- 
enced by the Platonic doctrine of the winning of men's souls 
(psychagogia) (book III, chapter 15). 

Another innovative aspect which should have been touched upon in 
the introduction concerns the elaboration of Agricola's ideas. De inven- 
tione dialéctica is a scholarly manual, and its scientific Latin is not as 
fluent as Agricola's literary Latin of the speeches6 and the colloquial 
Latin of his letters.7 Yet Agricola does stress that he has done his best 
to treat the difficult subject in as plain a style as possible in order to 
be intelligible for a general audience: 4 'crassa crassis conveniunt" is 
the proverbial expression by which he characterizes the style of his 

5 Book I, chapter 1, 8, lines 1-21. 'Movere' is treated in detail in Book II, chapter 
4 and Book III, chapters 1-3 (on the afjectus). 'Delectare' is treated in detail in Book 
II, chapter 5 and Book III, chapters 4-7. 
6 Eight orations survive. See the list in the Agrícola -Proceedings (see note 46), 316-7. 7 Fifty letters survive. See the list in Agricola -Proceedings (see note 46), 321-5. 
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book.8 Hence Agricola uses various kinds of literary techniques to 
clarify his theoretical expositions. Thus, he uses comparisons (e.g., he 
describes the technique of chiaroscuro in painting to explain the 
manipulation of the audience by the writer of comedy; book II, 
chapter 23, 356-8, lines 61-76) and illustrative stories from ancient 
literature (e.g. he tells the story of the shadow of the donkey to 
illustrate the function of laughter to neutralize sudden powerful emo- 
tions; book III, chapter 3, 452-4, lines 145-62), and he enlivens his 
style by the frequent use of proverbs and colloquial expressions. More 
importantly, Agricola illustrates his theoretical observations by 
quoting many examples from ancient literature (especially the ora- 
tions of Cicero, the major Declamationes of (pseudo-) Quintilian, 
Vergil's Aeneid and Lucan's Bellum civile). These illustrative quotations 
are sometimes elaborated into compelling analyses of literary texts 
(such as the analysis of the narrative structure of the story of the Greek 
spy Sinon in Aeneid , 2, 57-194; book II, chapter 17, 308-14, lines 25- 
92). No writer on dialectic before Agricola had used these illustrations 
from ancient literature to such a large extent.9 In sum, Agricola's 
Dialectic is not an easy book, but if the reader is patient it will reveal 
itself to be what it truly is, namely not only a comprehensive manual 
of logic, but also a fascinating book on speech and literature made for 
specialists and lovers of literature alike. It is for these reasons that it 
became one of the most successful books in the period of Renaissance 
Humanism. 

As the subtitle of the book indicates, Mündt' s edition is based on 
the 1539 edition of Alardus of Amsterdam (A), of which two copies 
were perused.10 This edition has been compared with the Editio 
princeps of 1515 (Ep), and the only two manuscripts of De inventione 
dialéctica known to exist today, namely the Stuttgart manuscript (a 
copy which belonged to the two brothers Von Plieningen; S) and the 
Uppsala manuscript (origin unknown; U). Since Ep, based on a 
manuscript which is today lost (or at least hidden), contains many 
printing errors and both manuscripts are equally of poor quality,11 the 
text offered by Mündt is basically a corrected version of Alardus' 

8 Book I, chapter 1, 12, lines 63-4. Compare the epilogue, 562, lines 139-57. 9 See for this important aspect of Agricola's work P. Mack, Rudolph Agricoles Reading 
of Literature, in: Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 48 (1985), 23-41. 10 Namely the reprint-edition published by De Graaf, Nieuwkoop, 1967 and the copy of the Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel. Mündt, 680. 11 Mündt, 659-65 (the two manuscripts); 673-7 (the editio princeps). 
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text.12 As such, it is very trustworthy. I noticed two places where a 
printing error in Alardus' text seems to have been overlooked.13 New 
printing errors hardly occur.14 The critical apparatus has also been 
composed with great care. It falls into two parts, namely the 
'Eingriffe', listing the textual emendations to Alardus' text (692-5) 
and the 'Varianten', listing the variant readings occurring in other 
sources (695-716). In the list of 'Eingriffe' I noted that A's printing 
error at p. 270, line 24 ('velut velut' instead of 'velut'; book II, 11) 
has not been recorded.15 At p. 332, line 92 (book II, 19) the 'Eingriffe' 
erroneously state that the mistake in A is 'solum'; A has 'solus' (cor- 
rect form 'solam').16 In the list of 'Varianten' two variant readings are 
recorded without quoting the respective source.17 

In sum, it appears that the text has been successfully edited. How- 
ever, Mündt' s editorial principles warrant a few remarks. There exist 
no standard rules for editing Neo-Latin texts. Some editors observe all 
the idiosyncrasies in spelling and punctuation which occur in written 
and printed texts of the period. Others choose to standardize spelling 
and punctuation, thus conforming to the principles of classical Latin 
texts. Mündt has not made a clear choice between these two options. 
While expressing a desire to leave Alardus' text as intact as possible18 
(e.g., he often leaves spelling unstandardized), he nevertheless adopts 
the modern conventions of capitalization, usage of u/v, printing of j 
as i, expanded abbreviations and separated ligatures (691). Serving 
his modern audience well, Mündt has appropriately adapted Alardus' 
punctuation throughout, even though he asserts that he has left it 
unchanged as far as possible.19 In short, Mündt has neither preserved 

12 Although Mündt says that the Alardus edition was carefully made (691; see note 
18), it contains a fair number of mistakes, many (but not all!) of which are corrected 
in a list of errata; see Mundt's 'Eingriffe', 692-5. 
13 232, line 69, 7tpc*)ßXTj[xa instead of 7cp0ßXrjjia; 388, line 42 ,facilime instead of facillime. 14 I noticed the following ones: 160, line 123: contaria , read contraria ; 272, line 44: 
pihlòsophus , read philosophus' 480, line 26; untrunque , read utrunque' 562, line 138: 
mebrorum , read membrorum. 
15 'Eingriffe', 694. 
16 'Eingriffe', 694. 
17 'Varianten', 698 (at book I, 12, line 76) and 704 (at book II, 8, lines 95-6). 18 "Es war mein Bestreben, den von Alardus im allgemeinen gut redigierten und von 
seinem Drucker sorgfaltig hergestellten Text nach Möglichkeit in seiner historischen 
Gestalt zu bewahren." (691) 19 "Die Interpunktion wurde geringfügig modifiziert. (...) Nirgendwo wurde das Ziel 
verfolgt, dem Text systematisch ein modernes Interpunktionssystem aufzuzwingen." 
(692) 
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all the details of Alardus' text, nor provided uniform modern stand- 
ardization. It is desirable that Agricola' s text is available in a 
thoroughly modernized shape, because it is not only important for 
students of Neo-Latin who are used to the typographical idiosyncrasies 
of 16th-century editions, but also for all students of intellectual history 
in the sixteenth century. 

On top of that, one can wonder if the unique value attached to 
Alardus' edition is fully justified.20 If one accepts Alardus' claim that 
he possessed the autograph of De inventione dialéctica ,21 one must still 
take into account that the autograph did not present a perfect and 
uninterpolated text, because Alardus had to consult other manuscripts 
as well as the edition of Phrissemius (1523) in order to constitute the 
text of his edition. The edition, incidentally, had to be prepared in 
great hurry, a circumstance which has resulted in the occurrence of 
mistakes in the commentary.22 For that matter, the text itself contains 
errors, even if we do not count the errors which were corrected in 
Alardus' list of errata.23 The fact that Alardus has been able to consult 
Agricola' s autograph does not mean that there were no editors before 
Alardus who contributed to the transmission of Agricola's text. I am 
thinking specifically about the above-mentioned edition with com- 
mentary published by Phrissemius. Phrissemius consulted the 
manuscript which formed the basis of Ep, and this enabled him to cor- 
rect many of the printing mistakes occurring in Ep. He also corrected, 
either in the text or by way of marginal notes, all the inaccurate quota- 
tions of classiceli sources in Ep. On the whole, Phrissemius's text con- 
tains about 50 percent of the ca. 1200 improvements with regard to 

20 Mündt formulates this principle of sacrosanctity at p. 657-8, where he points out that 
it was unimportant as far as the constitution of a critical text was concerned, whether 
or not the mediocre text of Ep had been improved in the many editions of Agricola's 
text which were published before that of Alardus, because it is fairly certain that no 
editor before Alardus could have consulted the autograph or any other reliable 
manuscript. 21 Alardus wrote in detail about his efforts to locate the autograph in a letter to 
Clenardus and in his commentary to De formando studio (R. Agricola, Lucubrationes ali- 
quot (...), Cologne 1539 (reprint edition Nieuwkoop 1967), * 3-verso ff. and 203-4). 
See Mündt, 666-73. P. Mack, to whom I am grateful for reading through this review, 
communicated to me that he is not certain that Alardus had the real autograph, 
because S and U both have necessary passages which A lacks (e.g. in Book II, chapter 
29, 416, line 54). 22 See Mundt's remarks on A, 678-86. 23 See 'Eingriffe', 692-5. Mündt, however, says: 4 'Mit wie vielen formalen Mängeln 
der Kommentar auch behaftet sein mag: auf die Redaktion des Textes wurde aber 
allem Anschein nach grosse Mühe und Sorgfalt verwendet." (686) 
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Ep offered by Alardus.24 Additionally, Phrissemius offers in about 70 
places a correction of Ep which is different from that of Alardus and 
from the reading of any of the other sources recorded in the critical 
apparatus. Thus one gets the impression that the modern edition 
could have benefited not only from the critical ingenuity of Alardus, 
but also from that of Phrissemius. Within the limit of this review it is 
not possible to examine carefully these 70 cases. But even if the 
analysis of Phrissemius' variant readings were to prove that his work 
is of no value or at least inferior to that of Alardus, it still would seem 
a matter of historic justice to have recorded Phrissemius' serious 
attempt to improve Agricola' s text at a time when the autograph was 
not available. 

Yet Phrissemius' edition is important on another account as well. 
He was an artes- teacher at the university of Cologne and was teaching 
De inventione dialéctica in the paedagogia of the Cologne arts faculty in the 

early twenties of the sixteenth century. His aim was unquestionably 
to provide an edition which would be useful for teachers and advanced 
students. In this respect, his edition was extremely well made, and, in 
my view, superior to that of Alardus. The major reason for this 
superiority is the fact that Phrissemius has presented Agricola' s text 
in a more clearly structured way than Alardus by placing catchwords 
or brief surveys of content in the margins of the text. His notes, which 
are far superior to those of Alardus,25 are made easily accessible by the 
same method. Next, Phrissemius' commentary offers more com- 
prehensive surveys of the ̂material covered by Agricola. Alardus has 
a survey of the 24 loci after book I, chapter 4, 26 and a synopsis of the 
system and the terminology of the loci according to Agricola, Cicero 
and Themistius, after book I, chapter 28. This last survey occurs also 
in the manuscript versions.27 Phrissemius offers on top of these 
surveys a clear synopsis of the various kinds of quaestio distinguished 
by Agricola,28 a survey of the terminology of the parts of the syllogism 
24 These and the following figures are based on the comparison of Mundt's critical 
apparatus with Phrissemius' text. I have not been able to consult Ep. 25 Mündt has made extensive use of Phrissemius' notes in the elaboration of his own 
commentary (see his remark on 719). 26 Reproduced photographically by Mündt, 566. 27 Mündt, 192-4; 681-2. Alardus points out that his survey is substantially improved 
in comparison to its previous versions. Still, Mündt has detected 14 mistakes in 
Alardus' survey. The comparison between Mundt's corrected survey and 
Phrissemius' survey shows that Phrissemius' survey has 12 mistakes. 
28 Phrissemius, 228. References are to the edition of Cologne 1528, reprinted with 
an introduction by W. Risse, Hildesheim-New York 1976. 
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according to Aristotle, Cicero, Boethius, Quintilian and Agricola29 
and a survey of the two methods to counter arguments.30 Finally, 
Phrissemius' edition concludes with an index of technical terms. 
Thus, Phrissemius' edition seems more functional than that of 
Alardus. This judgement is confirmed by the printing history of De 
inventione dialéctica. After 1539, Alardus' text was reprinted as part of 
the combined edition with various commentaries, but among these the 
commentary of Phrissemius figures prominently.31 In short, Alardus 
of Amsterdam was not the only sixteenth-century scholar who con- 
tributed substantially to the textual transmission and interpretation of 
De inventione dialéctica. It is to be hoped that modern students do not 
infer from Mundťs edition that Phrissemius' edition may be 
overlooked in the examination of De inventione dialéctica. The edition is 
still available in a reprint edition published in 1976 by The Olms 
Verlag. 

It is appropriate to end these notes with a few suggestions for further 
research, to which this new edition forms an effective invitation. 
Research will mainly have to focus on two issues, firstly the examina- 
tion of Agricola' s text and secondly the study of its influence in the six- 
teenth century. 

Mundťs commentary provides a wealth of source references, 
mainly to the ancient sources, and incidentally also to medieval 
sources. Of course the classical background is important, if not essen- 
tial, for understanding Agricola's Dialectic , but the medieval 
background should be looked at carefully as well. Agricola wrote for 
an audience versed in medieval dialectic, and, however much he 
wished to change scholastic dialectic, he had to use current ter- 
minology in order to exert influence among this audience. Thus, his 
definition of the argument seems purposefully cast in terms very 

29 Phrissemius, 257. 
30 Phrissemius, 271. 
31 Detailed information on the printing history of Agricola's works in G. Huisman, 
Rudolph Agricola. A Bibliography of Printed Works and Translations, Nieuwkoop 1985 and 
P. Mack, in: Die deutsche Literatur. Biographisches und bibliographisches Lexikon. Reihe II 
(Die Deutsche Literatur zwischen 1450 und 1620), ed. H.-G. Roloff, Abteilung A: 
Autorenlexikon, Lieferung 7 bis 9, 10 bis 12, Bern-Frankfurt am Main-New York 
(1990), 591 ff. One observes additionally that the edition of Johannes Noviomagus, 
Cologne 1540, has reprinted large sections of Phrissemius' commentary, augmented 
only incidentally with some data from the notes of Alardus and of another commen- 
tator (Reinhardt Lorichius). This fact may be interpreted as a testimony to the value 
of Phrissemius' commentary, not as a proof of Noviomagus' uncritical attitude, as 
Mündt (719) seems to suggest. 
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similar to those used by Petrus Hispanus.32 Naturally Agricola's ideas 
on the use of loci were opposed to contemporary theories. Thus, 
Phrissemius pointed out, as we saw above, that it was the theory of 
consequentiae in book II, chapter 1 which Agricola was attacking. One 
may assume that Agricola is referring to medieval dialecticians in 
some other passages as well, for instance when he remarks that many 
authors believe that it is impossible to know the real differentia of 
things, but only the differentia which we accept by convention to be real 
(as, e.g., the notion 'rational' to define man),33 or when he says that 
some authors discern 'individuum' on top of 'genus', 'species' and 
'differentia',34 or that some authors effectuated the 'divisio' by means 
of the locus 'nomen rei',35 or that some authors have restricted the 
proper 'divisio' to those elements which belong to the 'substantia' of 
a thing,36 or that there exists little consensus concerning the definition 
of 'propria passio'.37 Agricola not only used or commented on 
medieval theories of dialectic, but he also introduced theories belong- 
ing to the field of the grammar course in his new dialectic. Thus, he 
used medieval sources on the arrangement of poetic and historical 
discourse, as Mündt observes.38 More generally, Agricola's division 
of arrangement in the natural, arbitrary and artificial order may have 

32 Agricola: 4 'Id tertium tum medium argumentationis dicitur, quoniam proposita 
velut extrema duo coniungit, tum, quia probabiliter propositis iungitur, instrumen- 
tumque est faciendae de illis fldei, vocatur argumentum." (Book I, chapter 2, 16, 
lines 58-61). Petrus Hispanus: "Argumentum est ratio rei dubiae faciens fidem, id 
est medium ostendens conclusionem quae debet confirman per argumentum." ( Trac - 
tatus 5,2; ed. De Rijk, Assen 1972, 55, line 17) 33 "...adeoque putant nonnulli, non cognosci ullius a nobis rei propriam veramque 
differentiam, habere autem nos (quod fere in reliquis rebus facere solemus) pro vera, 
quae próxima verae videtur accedere. Ea est in homine 'rationale'. Est enim 
'rationale' propria hominis nota, nulli quippe animali nisi homini inest, convenitque 
homini, quatenus talis est, hoc est, homo eo maxime videtur homo esse, quod sit 
capax rationis." (Book I, chapter 5, 38, lines 18-24) 34 "Illud, quod ad nomen generis et speciei pertinet, non ab re fuerit annotasse, eos, 
qui exactius ista distinguunt, addere istis individuum." (Book I, chapter 6, 44, lines 
35 2"42 35 "Nomen rei praeterii, quoniam parum accommodatum credidi divisioni. Quan- 
quam fuerunt, qui facerent divisionem eius in res significatas. Ut 'taurum' dividerent 
in domesticum animal et sidus et montem." (Book I, chapter 7, 52, lines 76-78. See 
Petrus Hispanus, V, 40; ed. De Rijk, 77, line 13) 36 "Nonnulli arctis admodum finibus clauserunt totam hanc radonem dividendi, ut 
omnem divisionem, quae non fit per ea, quae in substantia sunt, dicerent, aut subiecti 
esse in accidentia, aut accidentis in subiecta, aut accidentis in accidentia." (Book I, 
chapter 7, 54, lines 99-102. See Petrus Hispanus, V, 40; ed. De Rijk, 77, lines 14 ff.) 37 Book I, chapter 8, 56, lines 15-7. 
38 Book III, chapter 9, 490-500, with the bibliographical references at 646. 
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been influenced by the distinction between natural and artificial order 
made in medieval poetic and rhetoric.39 Likewise, the discussion in 
book III, chapter 3, of amplificatio and abbreviatio as a cohesive doctrine 
may have been influenced by medieval poetic. Also, descriptio as 
topical invention, which forms an essential part of the use of the loci 
in Agricola's theory (book II, chapters 28 and 29), originally occurs 
in the medieval arts of prose and poetry.40 

Another problem regards the structure of Agricola's book. Agricola 
sets forth clearly in the opening chapters that he will deal solely with 
'inventio' and he suggests in a few places that he will deal with the 
Judicium' separately.41 Thus, the story was spread after Agricola's 
death that he had written six books on dialectic.42 Accordingly, 
modern scholars have suggested that Agricola had planned to write a 
second part devoted to traditional formal logic, especially the 
syllogism and its various forms.43 Thus, the suggestion arises that De 
inventione dialéctica is not more than a torso. On the other hand, there 
are passages where Agricola clearly infers that 'inventio' cannot be 
treated separately from 'iudicium'. For instance, in Book II, chapter 
3, where he defines the task of dialectic as the finding of arguments 
on the one hand and the proper arrangement of arguments in a 
discourse on the other hand, he writes: "Iudicandi enim partem hoc 
ipso, quod faciendae fidei apta in venire debere praescribo, com- 
prehensam in praesentia velim. Nanque perinde videtur, non invenire 
et invenire eiusmodi, quae iudicentur instituto nostro apta non 
esse."44 Agricola's discussion of the use of the loci in argumentations 

39 Book III, chapter 8, 484-90. This distinction is an elaboration of Horace's 
remarks on artificial order in Ars poetica , 42-4. See D. Kelly, The Arts of Poetry and 
Prose , Turnhout 1991 (Typologie des sources du moyen âge occidental, fase. 59), 
68-71. 
40 Kelly (see note 39), 72-4. 41 In Book I, chapter 20, the "modi argumentando are said to belong to the field 
of Judicium' (124, lines 107-11). In book II, 9 and 10 Agricola says that the distinc- 
tion between true and false statements will be dealt with in the section on the 
'iudicium' (260, lines 134-7; 268-70, lines 141-5). 42 In De formando studio Agricola mentions his three books on dialectic. The editto 
princeps of this text (Antwerp 1511) has the number 'six' instead of 'three'; this 
reading has been corrected by Alardus in his 1539 edition of the text. In a note he 
gives a brief account of the 'rumor sex librorum' (R. Agricola, Lucubrationes aliquot 
(see note 21), 199 and 203-4). 43 Mündt, XV, with a reference to Book I, chapter 2, lines 86-8. See also P. Mack, 
Valla's Dialectic in the North 2 (see note 47), 260, who suggests that the second part 
would have dealt with the categories, the proposition and the forms of argumentation. 44 214-6, lines 54-7. Compare 286, lines 25-6. 
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also illustrates that he saw the two parts of dialectic as indissoluble.45 
Finally, Agricola discusses in detail the various ways in which the 
arguments must be used in the actual discourse, stressing the necessity 
to diversify the method of using strict syllogisms, in the section on 
'dispositio' (Book III, chapters 8-15). This section clearly deals, at 
least in part, with the designated topics of 'iudicium'. After the 
'dispositio', Agricola discusses in one chapter the exercise ('usus'), in 
which he recapitulates his entire theory and stresses, after humanistic 
fashion, that the constant perusal of classical sources and regular prac- 
tice in composition are essential requirements for those who wish to 
learn the art of discourse. These last sections of De inventione dialéctica 
seem to suggest that Agricola did, after all, write a complete theory 
on humanistic discourse. The question can thus be raised whether 
Agricola did really intend to write on formal logic after completing De 
inventione dialéctica. 

Besides these problems concerning De inventione dialéctica itself, much 
work still needs to be done with regard to the influence of the book in 
the Renaissance. A renewed interest for Agricola and his contribution 
to humanistic dialectic is detectable in the last decade or so. The Pro- 
ceedings of the Agricola Congress held at Groningen in 1985 illustrate 
this development.46 These Proceedings, containing besides the lec- 
tures held at the conference a comprehensive bibliography of 
Agricola' s published and unpublished works as well as of the scholarly 
literature on Agricola, remain an indispensable tool for future work 
on Agricola. Recent studies, not included in the bibliographies of the 
Proceedings and of Mundt's edition, deal with the influence of Agricola 
in humanistic text-books on dialectic and on 16th-century language 

45 See, e.g., his remarks in Book II, chapter 26, 386-94. In lines 28-34 of the same 
chapter he brings the arrangement of arguments in connection with the elocutio. The 
basic form of the arrangement of arguments is, of course, the syllogism; therefore, 
the parts of the syllogism are briefly defined in Book II, chapter 18, in spite of the 
fact, Agricola says, that this really belongs to the Judicium ' (318, lines 47-51). 46 F. Akkerman - A. Vanderjagt, eds., Rodolphus Agricola Phrisius (1444-1485). Pro- 
ceedings of the International Conference at the University of Groningen 28-30 October 1985 , 
Leiden 1988. The most detailed review of the Proceedings was written by L. Mündt 
in: Daphnis. Zeitschrift für Mittlere Deutsche Literatur, 19 (1990), 318-37. The Pro- 
ceedings contain 4 articles dealing specifically with De inventione dialéctica : P. Mack, 
Rudolph Agricola' s Topics', C.G. Meerhoff, Agricola et Ramus - dialectique et rhétorique ; F. 
Muller, Le De inventione dialéctica d'Agricola dans la tradition rhétorique d'Aristote à Port- 
Royal , and L. Jardine, Distinctive discipline: Rudolph Agricola' s influence on methodical think- 
ing in the humanities. The bibliography is virtually exhaustive. A few missing titles are 
included in Mundt's bibliography. 
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instruction in general.47 But, as Mündt has pointed out rightfully in 
his review of the Groningen Proceedings, the bulk of empirical studies 
on Agricola' s influence, especially in Germany, still needs to be car- 
ried out.48 During the seventeenth century, topical dialectic gradually 
lost its importance, but contrary men like the scholar Giambattista 
Vico (1668-1744) and the minister Christian August Lebrecht Kästner 
(1776-1832) promoted its use.49 The pertinent writings of these 
authors show that Agricola' s methodology is not solely a Renaissance 
phenomenon. 

It has been the purpose of these observations to stimulate further 
examination of Agricola' s hitherto somewhat neglected writing on 
humanistic discourse, and to make clear that a proper answer to all the 
questions raised by this text and its history in the humanistic period 
calls for interdisciplinary research involving medievalists, neolatinists, 
and historians of logic and literature. It is owing to Dr. Mündt and 
his commendable edition of De inventione dialéctica that this study can 
be continued on a more solid basis than was possible to this time. 

Nijmegen 
Katholieke Universiteit 

47 P. Mack, Valla's Dialectic in the North 2: Further Commentaries , in: Vivarium 30 
(1992), 256-75. P. Mack, Renaissance Argument. Valla and Agricola in the Traditions of 
Rhetoric and Dialectic , Leiden 1993. P. Mack, Theory and Practice in Rudolph Agricola (lec- 
ture held at the Colloquium "Rhétorique, Rhetoric -Rhétoriqueurs - Rederijkers", 
Amsterdam 10-13 November 1993; proceedings are forthcoming). K. Meerhoff, 
Mélanchthon lecteur d'Agricola: rhétorique et analyse textuelle , Réforme Humanisme Renais- 
sance, n. 30, 5-17; Rhétorique néo-latine et culture vernaculaire. Les Analyses textuelles de Bar- 
thélémy Aneau, in: Etudes Littéraires, 24 (1991-1992) (no. 3; La rhétorique) (Université 
Laval, Canada), 63-80. 48 Mündt (see above, note 46), 322-3. 49 Vico discusses the system of topics in De nostri temporis studiorum ratione (1708; with 
German translation by W. Otto, Godesberg 1947) and Institutiones oratoriae (17 1 1 ; with 
Italian translation and commentary by G. Crifo, Naples 1989). Kästner' s Topik oder 
Erfindungswissenschaft aufs Neue erläutert in ihrer vielfachen Anwendung auf die Bildung des 
menschlichen Geistes und auf den mündlichen Vortrag gezeigt (Leipzig 1816) may be con- 
sidered as a modern version of Agricola's work. 
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Vivarium XXXII, 1 (1994) ©E.J. Brill, Leiden 

Reviews 

John Marenbon, Early Medieval Philosophy (480-1150): An Introduction. 2nd., rev. ed., 
London UK and New York USA (Routledge & Kegan Paul) 1988, 197 pp. ISBN 
0 415 0070 X 

Amongst the great periods in the history of philosophy none is more in need of fur- 
ther study as the Middle Ages. This is especially true of the philosophy after 
Augustine but prior to the resurfacing of Aristotle's greatest texts and the entry of 
works by Islamic and Jewish authors. John Marenbon has made a very welcome con- 
tribution to this poorly studied period in his Early Medieval Philosophy (480-1150): An 
Introduction. 

Marenbon is at pains in this book to examine only the philosophical, as opposed 
to theological, rhetorical and indeed, literary, writings of the thinkers of this period. 
For Marenbon, the topics which fall under the rubric of philosophy include: proofs 
for the existence of God; universais; future contingents; meaning and various other 
logical issues centered around the Aristotelian categories. After a short review of the 
Platonism and Aristotelianism that came down to the period, Marenbon completes 
Part One of his book by eliciting these philosophical topics from the works of Boethius. 
The pages on Boethius, and his presence throughout the book, ensure that his thought 
receives a very thorough treatment. 

Part Two is the most stimulating and most needed section of the book. In it, Maren- 
bon details the thoughts of as yet lesser known figures such as Candidus, Fredegisus, 
Ratramnus of Corbie, Notker Labeo, Bernard Silvestris and others. What is probably 
the finest feature of this book, however, is not its treatment of such thinkers alongside 
the famous of the period, like John Scottus Eriugena and Anselm of Canterbury, but 
that it also introduces us to some of the many glosses and anonymous manuscripts 
of the period. Marenbon shows quite nicely how useful such texts are when consider- 
ing the intellectual development of the period. Through a number of ninth century 
glosses, for example, Marenbon can illustrate the extent of the influence of Eriugena 
and that some readers developed Eriugenian doctrines which went beyond those of 
the master (76-7). It is at such points that Marenbon is at his best: he lends the reader 
the benefits of his colossal reading, shows how inventive research can be done and 
suggests many ideas for student term papers and even professional articles. In this 
regard, the excellent list of sources at the back of the book could be used to great effect 
by a teacher who wished to assign independent research projects. 

Part Three deals with schools of thought, like that of Chartres, that are better known, 
though again, Marenbon provides good summaries of the wealth of texts in cosmology 
that were written in the twelfth century. The latter pages of the book include extensive 
treatments of Abelard and Gilbert of Poitiers. The treatments of Gilbert, Boethius 
and John Scottus Eriugena are the best in the book. 

Marenbon is a clear and economical writer and this, quite apart from its other good 
features, does much to recommend his book as an accessible introduction for both 
scholars and students. But a word of caution is necessary: Marenbon' s book is an out- 
standing history of philosophical logic and only a reasonable history of early medieval 
metaphysics or ethical theory. This may suit some readers, but it is certainly a failure 
for others. Marenbon' s history of the philosophy of the early Middle Ages is 
predicated on the idea of philosophy accepted in the Anglo-American tradition. For 
those teaching and learning within the European or Non-Western traditions this idea 
of philosophy is too narrow and limits the book's usefulness. Moreover, it also leads 
to some serious oversights and misrepresentations. For example, Marenbon con- 
cludes that "Anselm' s work plays a significant, but secondary part in the story of 
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early medieval philosophy" because Anselm did not investigate the "nature of logic 
itself" (104). Anselm is, very probably, the giant of the entire period. Another 
misrepresentation, and oddly, one that many scholars have been trying to correct for 
years now, issues from the author's constant reference to the problem of universais. 
As the index shows, the topic of universais has the largest subject entry, slightly 
greater even than the number of entries on God. An example of an oversight having 
the same source is the absence of any discussion of the relationship between affectivity 
and reason. This issue has been a topic for debate in European scholarship on Anselm 
in particular, though the issue is present in Abelard as well, for a good number of 
years now. 

Despite these reservations, Early Medieval Philosophy (480-1150): An Introduction 
remains a very much needed and useful book. Many scholars and students of 
Medieval philosophy will be able to make good use of it and be thankful to its author. 

Leuven J. Decorte 

Tony Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin in 13th-century England , vol. I. Texts, vol. II. 
Glosses, vol. III. Indexes, Cambridge (Brewer) 1991, ix & 453 pp., 175 pp., 365 
pp. ISBN 085991 299X. 

The title of this important publication is perhaps not the one I would have chosen. 
It hardly indicates the first aim of the book: to show that in the English schoolrooms 
French and English were used to teach the Latin texts. The subtitles of the three 
volumes are not very explicit either: 'Texts' does not mean that this is the edition of 
a number of schoolbooks (though some are edited), but the volume contains a study 
of the various manuals with special attention to the vernacular glosses they received 
from English masters. Volume II. 'Glosses' contains the edition of interlinear glosses 
of some manuals treated in vol. I. Vol. Ill 'Indexes' contains an index of glosses, 
Latin- Vernacular and Vernacular-Latin, meant to guide the reader to the place where 
it receives fuller discussion, while vol. I contains also an "Index of Manuscripts 
Used" and an "Index" tout court of proper names and some subjects. 

To continue for a moment with external considerations - without speaking of some 
very concise chapter titles (like "III. Grammar, 4. The Grammars") - vol. I is not 
an easy book to read. The treatment of the various manuals is very diverse. Some- 
times, after a short introduction, we find the transcription of an English manuscript 
of a Latin text, sometimes a list of vernacular glosses found in the manuscripts, some- 
times the edition of a glossed text, sometimes nothing of these. The complex and 
diverse material is not presented in a clearly recognizable form. Pages are very com- 
pact and transitions from one subject to the next not easy to find. However, an 
interested reader will find his way and will discover a very rich material. 

Let us come to the subject of this important book. The three aims that the author 
had before his eyes have largely been accomplished. First of all, he has clearly demon- 
strated that teaching in the schools was not an exclusively Latin business. Manuals 
were in Latin, the master's commentary often used Anglo-Norman (the insular 
French) and English. The frontiers between these three languages were not closed, 
but, as the author says: "In the medieval schoolroom, as in medieval English 
throughout the thirteenth century, Latin, French and English were complementary, 
supplementing deficiencies of vocabulary in each other according to the nature and 
origin of the subject' (435). 

The second aim was to provide a corpus of school texts, used in 13th-century 
England. It is indeed a very useful collection, which shows all the variety of the texts 
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read in the schools, apart from the auctores whom everybody knows to have been at 
the basis. The school books range from grammars and treatises about terms to com- 
mentaries and 'exotica' concerning Hebrew and Greek. One could wonder if some 
of the books treated here were in fact used for teaching. The presence of glosses, even 
of lexical glosses in the vernacular, does not seem to prove automatically the practical 
use of the text in the schoolroom. For instance, it is hard to believe that a bulky dic- 
tionary like that of Hugucio was actually used like that. It contains a number of ver- 
nacular items, of which some can be attributed to the author himself, others have been 
added later. Hunt has examined eight insular manuscripts and comes to the conclu- 
sion that there is "a certain stability in the vernacular entries" (387). However, he 
does not tell us how many vernacular glosses he has found in these manuscripts and 
if there are clear indications that they were real schoolbooks. Hugucio' s Derivations 
was a very popular and influential dictionary, which was certainly used by numerous 
scholars (and teachers), but for use in the schoolroom it would have been about as 
unpractical as the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae. 

That leads us to another question. Emphasis has been laid on vernacular glosses 
and this is, of course, understandable and useful, since very little attention had been 
paid to them before. The problem is that we now have an idea about the presence 
and importance of vernacular glosses, but not about the relationship and distribution 
of vernacular and Latin glosses. For instance, when the author tells us that "In the 
thirteenth century the works of John of Garland [...] were heavily glossed, sometimes 
in the vernacular", we would like to have an idea of how many vernacular glosses 
are found in comparison to the Latin, and if they are of a different character. But 
mostly, we find a discussion of the vernacular glosses only (see also e.g. p. 85, on 
Alexander of Villa Dei' s Doctrinale : "Many sets of glosses, both Latin and vernacular, 
were produced", but in the following pages, apart from one Latin gloss quoted for 
the information it contains, and the Latin accessus , the author gives a list of the ver- 
nacular glosses found in some English manuscripts). Sometimes all of the glosses are 
given, as it is the case for Serlo of Wilton's Versus de differenciis (125-35), and it seems 
to me that this is the way in which glossed texts should be treated. Of course, this 
would have been an impossible task for the collection of manuals discussed here. But 
it would be a very useful thing to do for editors of Latin texts. 

Finally, the third aim of the study was to make a contribution to lexicology. There 
is no doubt that it is an important contribution, and not only for the vernacular 
languages. I am sure that my colleagues of the Dictionary oj Medieval Latin will find 
much precious material in this very rich and original publication. 

's-Gravenhage Olga Weijers 

The Eternity of the World in the Thought of Thomas Aquinas and his Contemporaries , ed. 
J.B. M. Wissink, Leiden (E.J. Brill) 1990 (= Studien und Texte zur 
Geistesgeschichte des Mittelalters Bd. 27). 

This small book is the result of a symposium held in December 1986 on the recep- 
tion of Thomas Aquinas' views in the thinking about the eternity of the world at the 
end of the thirteenth and the beginning of the fourteenth century. The meeting was 
organized by the Thomas Aquinas Workgroup in Utrecht, one of the purposes of 
which is to evaluate the thesis that Aquinas has to be understood first of all as a 
theologian. Of the papers in this volume, only the first, "The Theological Character 
of Aquinas' s De aeternitate mundi " by F. J. A. de Grijs, devotes itself single-mindedly 
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to demonstrating that Aquinas' interests were predominantly theological, arguing 
that Aquinas' principal motive in De aeternitate was to show that even if the world were 
limitless in duration, it would never be God. But however reasonable Professor De 
Grijs' portrait of Thomas Aquinas might be in general, the evidence of De aeternitate 
mundi does not support it: in the second paper of the volume, J. A. Aertsen, who was 
invited to comment on the papers of the volume, quite thoroughly demonstrates the 
implausibility of Professor De Grijs' view. Given that both papers are printed in the 
volume, I can only assume that Professor De Grijs rejected Professor Aertsen's 
arguments, but there is no indication what his response to Aertsen was. 

This contradiction between the first two papers is indicative of a more general pro- 
blem concerning the publication of conference papers: should the papers be published 
more or less as they were given or should the results of the conference discussions be 
used to edit and improve the papers? In this case, since the conference was focussed 
so narrowly on a single topic and since much was to be learned by each author from 
the others, it appears that either the editor in his introduction or the authors in revis- 
ing their papers should have done more to show the new insights that the juxtaposition 
of the papers could bring about. A small example of this is the following. In his paper, 
J.M.M.H. Thijssen (note 30) quotes the Correctorium of William de la Mare in the ver- 
sion found in the 1954 edition of the Correctorium Corruptorii " Quaestione ," ascribed to 
William of Macclesfield. Earlier M.F.J.M. Hoenen had discussed the same passage 
according to the version found in the 1927 edition of the Correctorium Corruptorii " Quare " of Richard Knapwell (see note 66), where the text differs in significant ways. 
According to Thijssen (87), William de la Mare "only casually mentions that Aquinas 
did not succeed in solving the argument that an eternal world entails the traversal of 
an infinity," while in the version cited by Hoenen (48), "Mare swears to God that 
Thomas did not give a viable solution, neither real nor apparent, neither 
philosophically nor theologically." Now the authors of the correctoria "Quare" and " Quaestione " clearly thought that William de la Mare's strategy in this case was to 
swear to God, because they object (Hoenen, 52) that an oath is an extremely weak 
argument and has no place in an enquiry into truth that proceeds by way of a disputa- 
tion (notes 91, 92). Thus Thijssen might well have revised his paper to take Hoenen's 
evidence into account. 

Most of the papers in the volume are of a somewhat preliminary nature, but a 
number of important points are brought to light. In William de la Mare's Correctorium 
Fratris Thomae , Thomas is criticized for saying that the non-eternity of the world is 
solely a matter of faith and cannot be proved and that a cause need not always precede 
its effect in time, but William de la Mare never mentions Aquinas' De aeternitate mundi , 
which, moreover, is mentioned in only one of the correctoria corruptorii (namely the 44 Circa ") with regard to the eternity of the world. Although de la Mare also does not 
criticize theses taken from Aquinas' purely philosophical works, from the third part 
of the Summa Theologiae (which Hoenen believes to have been unknown to de la Mare 
at this time), nor from Books II-IV of Thomas' Commentary on the Sentences (which 
was available to him), more use should have been made of the correctorial silence on 
De aeternitate mundi to understand the historical significance (or lack of significance) of 
this particular work in relation to Thomas' other works. Related to this is the evidence 
that Henry of Harclay responded to Aquinas' arguments on the relation of infinity 
to the possible eternity of the world in the version found in the Summa contra gentiles 
(Thijssen, note 20) or to similar arguments as found in the Summa Theologiae 1.46.2 
and in the Scriptum super libros Sententiarum II, d. 1 , q. 1 , a. 5, while Thomas Wylton and 
William of Alnwick depend on Henry of Harclay, not going back to any of the texts 
in Aquinas on this question. It would appear, then, that historians have overem- 
phasized the De aeternitate mundi , if the true historical nexus of arguments is to be 
understood. 
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As the articles in this volume show, more work also has to be done to understand 
correctly the historical relation of Aquinas' arguments on the eternity of the world to 
those of Bonaventure. To what extent was Aquinas responding to Bonaventure? And 
were later authors responding to Aquinas or to Bonaventure? According to Bonaven- 
ture, an eternal created world is impossible, whereas according to Aquinas it is possi- 
ble, although not, in fact and according to faith, the case. For Bonaventure, creation 
requires a beginning in time, whereas according to Aquinas (because a cause need 
not precede its effect in time) it does not. I infer from the two articles by P. van Veld- 
huijsen in this volume that Aquinas' view is that eternal creation is possible if it is 
understood in the sense that God eternally creates the world as, by analogy, a light 
source might be understood continuously to produce an illumination - the effect will 
not continue to exist unless the cause continues to act (80, note 23, quoting Aquinas 
In II Sent., dist. 1 , art. 2 sol.: ita quod res creata si sibi relinquatur , consequatur non esse, cum 
esse non habeat, nisi ex influentia cause superioris). Like William de la Mare, who later 
swore that Aquinas did not prove such a situation possible, Bonaventure seems only 
to say that such a view, that the world is eternally produced by God ex nihilo , is entirely 
against truth and reason, and so against reason that, "I have believed ( crediderim ) that 
none of the philosophers, of however small an intellect, had posited (posuisse ) this, for 
this implies in itself a manifest contradiction" (Cf. 36, n. 45; and 94, n. 17, for the 
Latin text, and 28 and 85 for differing interpretations of its meaning). If a philosopher 
of great intellect such as Thomas Aquinas does make this claim, where does that leave 
Bonaventure? Is it plausible to believe that "philosopher" in the thirteenth century, 
as De Grijs claims (3), only refers to pagan thinkers of antiquity? 

In support of Bonaventure's views, Richard of Middleton adds the argument (Sent. 
II, dist. 1 , art. 3, q. 4) that if God had created the world ab eterno , he would necessarily 
have created it, but he did not necessarily create it, therefore it is impossible that he 
created it ab eterno (72). Here Richard seems to take, in effect, a temporal interpreta- 
tion of necessity - what is, when it is, is necessarily. This strong argument, according 
to Van Veldhuijsen (79, n. 15), had been made first by Henry of Ghent. Richard also 
rejects Thomas' interpretation of how eternal creation might be possible by claiming 
that on this interpretation creation would not differ from conservation (but he has 
argued that it does differ). Finally, the world has been made (factum est), it is not con- 
tinuously becoming (in fieri), so the sense in which Aquinas claimed that creation ab 
aeterno is possible is, as it were by definition of creation, ruled out: Sed haec cavillatio 
magis facit pro mea opinione , quam pro contraria. Omne enim quod factum est et non est in con- 
tinuo fieri , in aliquo instanti incepit fieri vel factum est. Cum ergo mundus f actus sit, et non sit 
in continuo fieri , nec ista duo simul esse possent, ut etiam ponentes praedictam cavillationem conce- 
dunt, sequitur quod mundus incepit fieri in aliquo instanti, aut f actus est, nec aliter produci potuit 
(81, n. 31, quoting Middleton, In II Sent. dist. 1, art. 3, qu. 4 sol. sequel). Van 
Veldhuijsen claims here (78) to show that Middleton is responding to Aquinas In II 
Sent. 1, 1, 2, a text never before used in this context, but since Van Veldhuijsen seems 
to misinterpret the arguments of both Aquinas and Middleton, the accuracy of this 
identification ought to be checked further. A relevant piece of evidence would be 
whether in fact Aquinas concedes that to be made (factum esse) and to be in fieri cannot 
both be the case at the same time - as Middleton claims to be true for the author of 
the cavillatio. Indeed, creation ab aeterno would seem from this study to have been a 
likely motivation for later discussions de primo et ultimo instanti. 

Finally, of great interest are the arguments about infinites used by Bonaventure 
and others to prove that creation ab aeterno is impossible, but rejected by Henry of 
Harclay, as discussed in the article of Thijssen. Thijssen confines himself in the end 
to showing the dependency of Wylton and Alnwick on Harclay, rather than probing 
more deeply into the arguments and issues involved. I would have liked to be told 
how Wylton replied to his question, ilAn ista simul stent, quod motus sit aeternaliter a Deo 
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productus et cum hoc quod Deus sic producit mundum libere, quod potuit ipsum non produ- 
xisse - in Medieval Discussions of the Eternity of the World , published by Brill in 1990, 
after this conference took place, Richard Dales explains the subtle answer that Wylton 
gave: that as far as he can see the two propositions cannot be simultaneously true, 
that motion was eternally produced by God and that God freely produced the world 
in such a way that he might not have produced it, but nevertheless according to the 
light of natural reason it may be more probable that the world is eternal. In a footnote 
(n. 71) Thijssen indicates that in his 1984 edition of Henry of Harclay's question, 
Richard Dales says that Henry of Harclay agrees with Aquinas that the existence of 
an eternal world is possible, but according to Thijssen, "From the careful study of 
Wippel (1981). . .it is clear that Aquinas in no text prior to his De aeternitate mundi main- 
tains positively and without qualification that an eternal world is possible." If the ar- 
ticles in this volume show anything, it is that without replying on De aeternitate mundi , 
Thomas' successors (William de la Mare, the authors of the correctoria corruptorium , 
Richard of Middleton, Henry of Harclay, et al.) took him to have argued throughout 
his theological works that creation ab aeterno is philosophically possible. Now that 
Dales' study and edition of a corpus of texts De aeternitate mundi is available from Brill, 
it is to be hoped that historians will pursue further the very fascinating issues that were 
opened, but not settled, by this 1986 symposium. 

North Carolina State University Edith Sylla 

Guillaume d'Ockham, Somme de logique. Première partie. Traduction, introduction et 
notes de Joël Biard, Mauvezin (Trans-Europ-Repress) 1988, XXIV & 242 p. 

Grâce à l'édition critique des œuvres philosophiques et théologiques de Guillaume 
d'Ockham parue entre 1967 et 1988 (St. Bonaventure University, N.Y.), l'examen 
des théories d'Ockham a été fortement stimulé. Pendant la même période, des parties 
des traités du maître franciscain ont été traduites. Dans le livre recensé ici Joël Biard 
a traduit en français la première partie (chapitres 1-77) de la Summa logicae ('Somme 
de logique'). D'autres traductions des parties de cette Somme on été citées par Biard: 
les traductions en anglais par M. Loux (première partie) de 19741, et par A.J. Fred- 
doso et H. Schurman (seconde partie) en 19802; en allemand (une anthologie) par R. 
Kunze, 19843. On peut ajouter à cette liste la traduction (une anthologie) en allemand 
par R. Imbach de 19844 et celle d'une petite partie de la Somme (II-3, 10-16) sur les 
conséquences modales en anglais par Norman Kretzmann et Eleonore Stump, en 
19885. 

En égard à l'importance de la philosophie d'Ockham, qui constitue un tournant 
dans l'histoire de la philosophie, ces diverses traductions contribuent à en faciliter 
l'interprétation et l'accessibilité. 

Biard nous présente une édition bilingue. L'ouvrage concernant la première partie 
de la Somme de logique, il n'est pas clair si la reste suivra. Le texte latin a été photogra- 
phié de l'édition de 1974, mais les notes de référence et les chiffres des références ont 
été éliminés. Il en résulte des vides, qui ne sont pas très agréables à l'œil. 

Pour un lecteur non speciāliste d'Ockham l'introduction très sommaire fournie par 
Biard ne facilite pas la lecture sans commentaire d'un expert de la philosophie médié- 
vale. Par exemple, les termes importants de supposition, signification, verification, être 
n'ont pas été expliqués systématiquement. Une table des matières et un index 
auraient aussi contribué à rendre le texte plus accessible. 

Dans son chapitre Repères biographiques (p. II) Biard ne fait pas mention de l'année 
de la mort d'Ockham suggérée en 1986 par G. Gài: 1347 au lieu de 13496. Cette sug- 
gestion a pourtant été reçue favorablement7. 
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La traduction elle-même, bonne et précise, est supérieure à d'autres parues récem- 
ment. Cependant, il va sans dire que dans les 242 pages de la traduction on peut noter 
certaines fautes et contester interprétations. 

Voici les fautes que je note ici et les suggestions que je propose8. 
I. Des mots et passages qui n'ont pas été traduits: 
- p. 43 (voir le texte latin, ch. 12, r. 21): ex intellectibus' p. 49 (ch. 14, r. 5): singulari 
(singulier); p. 93 (ch. 27, r. 6): dicitur ; p. 51 (ch. 14, r. 45-7): est causa ... sol' p. 55 
(ch. 15, r. 105): huiusmodi ... particulares a été omis par haplographie; p. 93 (ch. 27, 
r. 16): subiecti; p. 103 (ch. 34, r. 48): de substantia) p. 114 (ch. 38, r. 60-1): albedo est 
ens' p. 115 (ch. 39, r. 42): omnia n'a pas été traduit. Une exception est le soleil, qui 
est un selon l'espèce et aussi un selon le nombre; p. 1 16 (ch. 39, r. 40): omnia' p. 1 16 
(ch. 49, r. 7): a re absoluta ; p. 168 (ch. 72, r. 168-70): et non denotatur ... quod erit vera ; 
p. 217 (ch. 70, r. 74) immo. 
II. Je propose les corrections suivantes: 
- p. 54 (ch. 15, r. 84): in propositionibus mentalibus. La traduction ne donne pas le plu- 
riel, mais le singulier; p. 93 (ch. 27, r. 15): et est traduit par 'or' au lieu de 'et'; p. 
94 (ch. 28, r. 5 et 10): la traduction de sermo n'est pas systématique ('formules', 
'énoncé'); p. 99 (ch. 33, r. 5): je propose de traduire ' album ' par 'ce qui est blanc' 
au lieu de 'blanc' parce que la double signification doit être exprimée (voir aussi pour 
des cas semblables: p. 101, ch. 33, r. 54: 'ce qui est rationel' au lieu de 'rationel'; 
p. 113, ch. 38, r. 43 ' musicum * par 'ce qui est musical' au lieu de 'le musicien'); p. 
104 (ch. 34, r. 5): vel doit être traduit par 'ou', pas par 'toutefois'; p. 217 (ch. 70, 
r. 82): cum parte extra capta. Je préfère: 'accompagné de la partie <de la proposition > 
qui a été prise séparément' au lieu de: 'accompagné de son object propre', parce que 
cette traduction-ci se réfère au niveau des choses, et pas au niveau de la langue; p. 
218 (ch. 71, r. 28-35): Je préfère: 'Il est donc correct d'inférer: 'celui qui voit tout 
homme est un animal, donc celui qui voit tout homme est cet animal-ci [haplographie 
chez Biard], ou celui qui voit tout homme est cet animal-là ou cet animal-là [omis par 
Biard] et ainsi de suite pour chaque proposition [plus logique qu"animal', je crois] 
singulière. Mais dans la phrase 'tout [je préfère omne au lieu de omnemy voir aussi 
l'apparatus criticus de l'édition moderne; cf. p. 232, ch. 73, r. 65-6] ce qui voit un 
homme est un animal' [Biard ne traduit pas cette phrase], puisque le signe 
< universel > distribue la totalité de l'expression 'qui voit un homme', le prédicat ne 
suppose pas de matière déterminée. Il va de même pour la proposition 'de n'importe 
quel homme un [Biard: 1'] âne court', où le prédicat suppose de manière seulement 
confuse. Mais dans 'l'âne de n'importe quel homme court', le prédicat suppose de 
manière déterminée'; p. 224 (ch. 72, r. 151): aequivalenter , je préfère: 'avec lesquelles 
ils sont équivalents' au lieu d"implicitcment' (de même par exemple p. 231, ch. 73, 
r. 19); p. 225 (ch. 72, r. 168-70): et non denotatur ... quod erit vera n'a pas éCé traduit. 

Pour finir je veux insister, en dépit des observations ci-dessus, sur le fait que la tra- 
duction de cette première partie de la Somme de logique est bonne et intelligente. 

Leiden E. P. Bos 

1 Ockham' s Theorie of Terms , Part I of the Summa Logicae , translated and introduced by 
M.J. Loux, Notre-Dame-London 1974. 
2 Ockham' s Theory oj Propositions , Part II of the Summa Logicae , translated by A.J. Fred- 
doso and H. Schurman, introduced by A.J. Freddoso, Notre-Dame-London 1980. 
3 Wilhelm von Ockham, Summe der Logik , Aus Teil I: Uber die Termini. Ausgewählt, 
übersetzt und mit Einführung und Anmerkungen herausgegeben von P. Kunze, 
Lateinisch-Deutsch, Hamburg 1985. 
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4 Wilhelm von Ockham, Texte zur Theorie der Erkenntnis und der Wissenschaft. Lateinisch- 
Deutsch, herausgegeben, übersetzt und kommentiert von R. Imbach, Stuttgart 1984. 
5 in The Cambridge Translations oj Medieval Philosophical Texts. Vol. One. Logic and the 
Philosophy of Language , edited by N. Kretzmann and E. Stump, Cambridge 1988, 
314-36. 
6 G. Gài, William of Ockham Died Impenitent in April 1347 , in: Franciscan Studies, 42 
(1982: paru en 1986), 90-5. 7 Voir par exemple M. McCord Adams, William Ockham , Notre Dame 1987, XVI. 
8 Les numéros des pages du texte latin sont les mêmes que les numéros des pages de 
la traduction. 

J.-Fr. Genest, Prédétermination et liberté créée à Oxford au XI Ve siècle: Buckingham contre 
Bradwardine, Paris (Vrin) 1992, 327 pp. ISBN 2 7116 1114 0. 

This is the first detailed study of the disputes between Thomas Bradwardine and 
his opponents, whom he called the 'Modern Pelagians', over the problem of future 
contingents. It was among the most important issues at Oxford in the 1330s and 
1340s, from where the debates spread to Paris. Although they continued into the fif- 
teenth century and were revived in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, they 
never again had quite the same importance which they had in the first part of the four- 
teenth century. Unlike the accompanying controversy over the need for a super- 
natural habit of grace in meritorious acts, the denial of which, and the concomitant 
elevation of the powers of free will, was the other part of Bradwardine's charge against 
the Modern Pelagians, the problem of future contingents did not play a comparable 
part in Reformation theology; and it has been largely neglected in the discussions of 
later medieval theology. Even in the first full-length studies of Bradwardine, made in 
the 1950s, only a few pages were devoted to his treatment of future contingents. Yet, 
as the third and final part of his magnum opus, De Causa Dei , it crystallises, as Genest 
says, some of the most important questions of fourteenth century speculation, 
philosophical and theological; and its was to his doctrines concerning future con- 
tingents that Bradwardine owed much of his celebrity, both then and in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. 

Genesťs book is the first proper study of this crucial facet of Bradwardine's 
outlook; in addition to De Causa Dei , he draws upon Bradwardine's earlier and shorter 
treatise on future contingents, previously edited by Genest in 1979, and sets them 
against Thomas Buckingham's Question on future contingents, edited for the first 
time here, delivered in reply. Buckingham was a former pupil of Bradwardine, at 
Merton college, Oxford. His question was part of his inaugural determination as a 
master of theology, according to Genest, given shortly after the appearance of De 
Causa Dei , in 1344. Not the least of the merits of Genesťs book is to have identified 
the nature and circumstances of Buckingham's Theological Questions, in which his 
question on future contingents appears, rescuing them from a fog of largely fanciful 
speculation. Buckingham's question on future contingents was framed as a direct 
riposte to Bradwardine's positions, to the point of taking five of the propositions, 
drawn up and condemned by Bradwardine as erroneous, and defending them against 
Bradwardine's charge. Buckingham's is so far the only known detailed and systematic 
reply to Bradwardine. Genest treats him here as the representative of the common 
opinion, as it had become known, which was his primary target. Although Genesťs 
book is almost wholly concerned with the issues which these disputes raised, to the 
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exclusion of the rest of Bradwardine' s outlook, it marks a new phase in the study of 
Bradwardine, and makes a more informed judgement about him almost for the first 
time possible. 

The problem of future contingents, which received its classic formulation from 
Boethius, in his Consolation of Philosophy , book five, arose, within a Christian context, 
over how to reconcile God's foreknowledge, as part of his omniscience, with the con- 
tingency of future events, and more especially the free acts of human free will. It was 
complicated by Aristotle's famous statement, in De Interpretation , chapter nine, that 
while propositions about past and present events are necessarily true or false, propos- 
tions about future events, which are still to happen, remain open and so contingent. 
That seemed either to preclude certainty, and so foreknowledge of what had yet to 
come, or, if there was such knowledge, the future appeared to be already determined 
and human freedom destroyed. Discussion of the issues, and proffered solutions, 
became a regular feature among twelfth and thirteenth century theologians, begin- 
ning with St. Anselm. As encountered by Bradwardine, in the 1320s, they included, 
amont others, the common opinion. Genest follows Calvin Normore in identifying 
Ockham with its author. Its main contention was that, whereas God necessarily had 
determinate knowledge of past and present events, as already having come into being, 
his knowledge of the future was as contingent as the events which had yet to be. 
Nevertheless, his knowledge of the future remainded equally infallible, because he 
knew future events no less immutably than he did those of the past and present. The 
distinction lay in the different status of what he knew, not in the quality of his 
knowledge. If he were to know as existing what did not yet exist, and might not exist, 
the future would be determined and contingency destroyed. Ockham was able to 
reconcile such contingent knowledge with God's omniscience by distinguishing 
between knowledge of what is true and knowledge taken in the broad sense of 
anything knowable, the false as well as the true, and the impossible as well as the 
possible. Hence, over what is true God can know what he previously did not know 
as true before it became true. The change was not in God but the objects - or, as 
Ockham termed it, the propositions about objects - which can change in the created 
world of mutable things. Ockham did not attempt to explain how God was able to 
know everything unchangeably and yet as it changed. That was a matter of faith 
which every believer must affirm. Genest shows less than complete rapport with 
Ockham, appearing to dismiss this distinction between these two different connota- 
tions of knowledge as simply the received distinction between God's knowledge of 
vision and his knowledge of simple understanding. Even if that is what it was, it was 
nevertheless, in Ockham' s hands, put to a new and sophisticated application. Nor is 
there any sign of the embarassment which Genest discerns in Ockham' s statement of 
ignorance over how God knows everything future evidently and contingently. The 
inability of a viator to know a multiplicity of theological truths is a regular refrain in 
his writings and one of the main instruments in his criticism of previous theological 
and metaphysical arguments, such as the hitherto accepted proofs for God's existence. 

Where Ockham did leave faith vulnerable was in his admission that divine pro- 
phecies directed to the future could have never been revealed. That was extended by 
his immediate successors, among them Buckingham, to mean, among other things, 
that revelation could be false and that God and Christ could mislead and, in Christ's 
case, also be misled. They were for the most part careful to dissociate God from lying; 
but the boundary was a fine one. Richard FitzRalph wrestled with the problem for 
twenty years, without reaching a solution. Perhaps that led him to his later renuncia- 
tion of scholastic philosophy. As both Normore and Genest say, revelation was the 
Achilles' heel of the common opinion. It was one of main grounds on which Bradwar- 
dine opposed it, as the accompaniment of the other principal offence, of making God 
mutable, with his will and knowledge changing in accordance with changes in the 
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world. From that standpoint Bradwardine was on much stronger ground than his 
adversaries; and Genest notes the impact of his arguments upon them, in the 1330s, 
as they devised increasingly complex counter-arguments. If Ockham had provided 
the framework for the common opinion, its development went far beyond anything 
that he had said; and he had the prudence to stop at the point from which his suc- 
cessors proceeded, by questioning the certainty of revelation. 

In fact Bradwardine and his adversaries began from entirely different standpoints, 
as Genest clearly shows. For Ockham and the followers of the common opinion, con- 
tingency meant mutability and could only occur in time. Hence it could only apply 
to the future, which brought change. Once anything had come to be, in either the 
present or the past, it was necessary. The only necessity which they recognized in rela- 
tion to the future was a conditional statement about the future, which followed 
logically from a necessary antecedent proposition, to the effect that, if God willed 
some future event, it would occur; but it remained conditional until it did so. For 
Bradwardine, on the other hand, everything was governed by a combination of 
antecedent and consequent necessity as realities. The first described God in his pure 
omnipotence as first cause of all existence, at once supremely necessary in himself and 
supremely free in his volitions towards all that was outside him. The second, conse- 
quent necessity, followed from the existence of everything that God has willed by his 
antecedent will, namely the whole of creation, including human free will. As 
employed by Bradwardine, God's antecedent necessity is not simply the first 
immediate cause of everything else; he is at once concause and more immediate cause 
in every created second cause. Without the causation of the first cause the second 
cause could not exist or act. Bradwardine thus presented the apparent paradox that 
free will and contingency no less than necessity resulted from the antecedent necessity 
of God, not because he willed to necessitate anything, but because he was the univer- 
sally efficacious cause of everything, so that, having once freely willed something, 
including the free willing of human free will, it must be. That is where he diverged 
from his opponents, like Buckingham, who rejected such a relation between God's 
antecedent necessity and consequent necessity, positing instead a mutual concourse 
between the divine and human wills, to which each contributed. In that sense, as 
Genest says, their opposition over their different conceptions of antecedent necessity 
derived from their different ways of conceiving consequent necessity. They went with 
different conceptions of contingency. First, contingency, for Bradwardine, was not 
confined to the future but applied to everything as freely willed by God. Correlatively, 
necessity was not the property of past and present things, but applied equally to the 
future, as equally the necessary consequent of God's antecedent will. Second, con- 
tingency, in opposition to Buckingham, and also Ockham, did not consist in suc- 
cessive change in time from one state to another, but existed both in God's will and 
free will as a simultaneous capacity to choose between contraries, so that even when 
a choice of one rather than the other has been made and actualised, the power to 
choose the other remained. That, as Genest says, represented a different conception 
of freedom, as located in volition, which Bradwardine owed to Grosseteste and above 
all Duns Scotus, in contrast to his opponents, who identified it with change, which, 
outside God, could only occur successively, in time. 

That can be seen in their different interpretations of the distinction between God's 
absolute and ordained power. The interplay between these two aspect of God's power 
was one of the features of speculation in the first half of the fourteenth century. It has 
frequently been taken as the hallmark of 'Ockhamism' and 'Nominalist' theology. As 
both of these categories have come to be, increasingly, unreal, so has the identification 
with them of the use of the distinction between God's two kinds of power. Among 
Genest' s most striking findings is the extensive employment of the distinction by 
Bradwardine, the arch-opponent of so-called Ockhamism, to assert God's absolute 
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freedom, by his pure absolute antecedent power, not to have willed what has become 
past by his ordained or consequent necessity. The contingency of the past, together 
with that of the present, lies in never needing to have been willed by God 
antecedently. But, having been willed, it was necessary for them to be. Like his 
opponents, Bradwardine recognized no limitation upon God's absolute power, as the 
pure and simple power of his omnipotent antecedent will, save contradiction, so that 
whatever is not contradictory he could will. Unlike his opponents, however, Bradwar- 
dine did not apply God's absolute power to positing alternatives to the present order 
decreed by God's ordained power, governed by consequent necessity. Hence, while 
it is untenable to assert, as the present reviewer did, that Bradwardine countered his 
opponents' use of God's absolute power by his use of God's ordained power, where 
future contingents were concerned, it can be maintained that Bradwardine adhered 
to the order which God had decreed for this world by his ordained power, where the 
economy of grace and predestination was concerned, as governing the relation 
between God's will and human will. Just as, by consequent necessity, human free will 
owed its liberty to God's antecedent necessity, in virtue of which it was alone able to 
will freely, so it was constrained from being able to achieve alone what was not freely 
necessitated by God. It represented the part of the equation which is missing from 
Genest' s book, because it is outside its subject. If that makes for less than a complete 
view of Bradwardine, Genest' s book is nevertheless a major contribution towards 
achieving a better founded view. It has largely transformed the received interpretation 
of Bradwardine and placed him firmly in his context, not as an archaism and a return 
to a more immediate, less sophisticated theology of Augustine, but as very much of 
his age, upon which he had a direct impact, and which continued to be felt into the 
seventeenth century. 

York Gordon Leff 

Kenneth Lloyd-Jones et Marc Van der Poel, Les Oraiiones duae in Tholosam d'Etienne 
Dolet (1534), Introduction - Fac-similé de l'Edition originale - Traduction - 
Notes, Genève (Droz) 1992, 254 pp. (Travaux d'Humanisme et Renaissance, 
N° CCLVII). 

En juin 1531 à la suite de nombreux incidents, bagarres, rixes, qui se répétaient 
chaque année, un arrêt du Parlement de Toulouse met fin à l'existence des "nations 
ou congrégations particulières" entre lesquelles se répartissaient les étudiants de 
l'Université. Cela n'empêcha pas la "nation française" de poursuivre ses activités, 
puisqu'en mai 1533 elle élisait comme ' 'orateur" Etienne Dolet âgé de 24 ans; en 
octobre1 devant l'assemblée générale des étudiants "de France et d'Aquitaine" il pro- 
nonça un violent discours contre les auteurs de l'arrêt vieux plus de deux ans, accusés 
d'être les destructeurs de toute vie sociale et donc des fondements même de l'huma- 
nité. Un "grammaticus" nommé Pinache, appartenant à la nation aquitaine, lui 
répliqua, sans doute le 29 novembre, jour de la saint Sernin, patron de la ville; de 
cette réplique on connaît seulement ce qu'en dit Dolet qui, élu "prieur" de la nation 
française (doyen), prononça au début de janvier contre Pinache, contre la "nation 
aquitaine" et la ville de Toulouse, un nouveau discours plus injurieux encore que le 
premier. Arrêté le 23 mars 1534 Dolet est libéré le 28 sur intervention de son protec- 
teur Jean de Pins, évêque de Rieux.2 Dolet remercie Minut, premier président au 
Parlement, mais n'en prépare pas moins une édition de ses Oeuvres complètes incluant 
avec des lettres et des poèmes les deux discours qu'il enrichit et polit; sa lettre à Boys- 
soné du 8 juin déborde d'une haine encore accrue contre Toulouse (Longeon, Corres- 
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pondance de Dolet n° 42, p. 48 et 138); cela s'est-il su? le 22 juin Dolet est banni de 
la ville; il se dirige vers Lyon, mais, ralenti par une maladie, n'y arrive qu'en août; 
ses Oeuvres y sont publiées, chez Gryphe, dit-on d'ordinaire, mais les présents éditeurs 
proposent une autre hypothèse fort plausible (p. 217-220); les œuvres de Dolet y sont 
précédées d'une sorte de Préface, une lettre à Cottereau d'un nommé Symon Finetius 
qui prétend avoir volé à Dolet le texte de ses œuvres pour les faire paraître; on est 
étonné que certains érudits modernes prennent au sérieux cet artifice: était-il besoin 
d'un vol puisque Dolet lui-même avait proclamé son intention? Pour ma part j'irais 
plus loin que MM. Lloyd-Jones et Van der Poel: ce Finetius n'a sans doute jamais 
existé, c'est un masque de Dolet, une invention qui lui donne plus de liberté; l'orateur 
n'a-t-il pas le droit de mentir et de transfigurer la vérité à sa guise, comme il le pro- 
clame naïvement dans le 2e Discours : "multa interdum uel fingere, uel officiose non- 
nunquam mentiri, simulare, dissimulare, arcem ex cloaca facere, sublimia depri- 
mere, abiecta attollere, summo iure aliquando agere, de iure quandoque decedere, 
omnia denique uariare, peruertere, transferreque concessum oratori atque solutum" 
(p. 64, 1. 11-16)3 et dans son Erasmianus , lui, le cicéronien, rejette la définition de 
l'orateur comme "uir bonus dicendi peritus": passer pour "bonus" aide à persuader, 
mais il n'est pas nécessaire de l'être4. 

On remercie vivement MM. L. et V. (qu'ils m'excusent d'abréger ainsi leurs 
noms) de nous permettre de lire ces discours, éclairés par leur traduction et leur anno- 
tation détaillée. Le premier problème était celui du texte; l'édition de 1534 comporte 
une liste d'errata qui sont ici répartis dans les notes; MM. L. et V. en ont relevé 
d'autres dont le plus amusant est "animalium monimentis" (21,3) au lieu de "anna- 
lium", mais la traduction "annales des vivants " semble avoir précédé la correction. 
On se permet d'en suggérer deux autres: dans "rerum inopia pressi sociis, pecunia 
destitutis, calamitate aut casu aliquo afflictis, diligenter adsumus" (14, 16) "pressis" 
offrirait un sens plus satisfaisant5; au milieu des "Gothos, Danos, Sclavos, - , Boru- 
sios" (10, 1-2) "Pomesanos" est une coquille ou une erreur pour "Pomeranos". 
Inversement certaines corrections paraissent discutables; dans "Audite, quaeso, quod 
ueluti accepta in uisis a Deo opt. Max. antiqui illius mandati formula, uideret scilicet, 
ne quid detrimenti Respub. Christiana acciperet, insignem suae calumniae potius 
quam in Christi re procuranda diligentiae significationem dédit." (59, 27-60, 3) faut- 
il corriger "in uisis" en "inuisis" et comprendre: "... comme si cette glorieuse et 
ancienne mission - à savoir, que nous devions veiller à ce que la république chré- 
tienne ne subisse aucun dommage - avait été entreprise par des gens haïs du grand 
Dieu suprême" (17 5)6 ou conserver "in uisis" et traduire: "... comme si dans des 
visions elle avait reçu de Dieu très bon et très grand la formule qui chargeait de l'anti- 
que mission: veiller à ce que la République chrétienne ne subisse aucun dommage, 
elle a manifesté de façon éclatante son amour pour les accusations fausses plutôt que 
son zèle pour s'occuper de l'intérêt du Christ." Il ne s'agit pas de broutille; L. et V. 
commentent: "... l'importance d'un tel parallélisme (entre sénatusconsulte procla- 
mant l'état d'urgence et besoins de l'Eglise) mérite d'être soulignée car il laisse enten- 
dre l'urgence des convictions de Dolet sur cette question" (209); en réalité le 
texte critique la prétention de Toulouse à vouloir "sauver" l'Eglise par des procès, 
ce qui est symétrique en fait de la démarche révolutionnaire opposée, celle de Luther 
que Dolet critique avec véhémence (54); lui-même proclame son attachement à la tra- 
dition, au "mos maiorum" (55, 10) pour des raisons qui n'ont apparemment rien de 
religieux, car, lorsqu'il évoque certaines traditions c'est avec une rude ironie, il y voit 
des superstitions dignes des Turcs: chaque année pour la saint Georges on introduit 
dans l'église des chevaux qui en font neuf fois le tour; on forme des vœux solennels 
pour la santé des chevaux; à date fixe on plonge une croix dans la Garonne, on con- 
clut un pacte avec le fleuve pour que son cours soit régulier et sans crue; pendant les 
sécheresses, l'été, des enfants promènent à travers la ville de vieilles statues de saints 
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et sous la direction de prêtres on fait des prières pour la pluie (57). Ce passage vibrant 
de colère7 pourrait être mis au compte d'une piété vraiment chrétienne si Dolet com- 
plétait la satire des rites superstitieux par une apologie de la piété réelle, intérieure; 
mais alors on serait chez Erasme et non plus chez Dolet. La correction de "in uisis" 
en "inuisis" s'explique peut-être par la présence obsédante dans les discours des mots 
"inuideo", "inuisus", "inuidia" et de leurs synonymes (soit que Dolet proclame sa 
propre haine, soit qu'il dénonce celle dont il est l'objet), mais elle n'est pas justifiée. 

Après le texte, la traduction. Dolet, surtout dans ses exordes, s'exprime en longues 
périodes compliquées; il aime placer les relatives avant leurs "antécédents", les inter- 
rogatives ou exclamatives indirectes avant les verbes dont elles dépendent, scinder les 
ensembles grammaticaux par l'inclusion d'un autre groupe de mots. "(•••) in officio 
esse me putabo, (...) si quam, nisi sensus expers ac sana mente carens, nemo quidem 
improbat, coniunctionem nostram non modo non damnandam iudiciis, sed omni reti- 
nendam atque seruandam cura, planum diligenter faciam" (3, 18-24); à première lec- 
ture on est dans le brouillard, puis on comprend que "quam" est un relatif dont 
l'antécédent (si l'on ose dire!) est "coniunctionem nostram" et qu'il est complément 
de "improbat"; il y a une autre inversion de l'ordre normal, placer "nisi ... carens" 
avant "nemo"; finalement on peut traduire: "(...) je penserai queje suis dans mon 
devoir si je m'applique à démontrer que notre association, critiquée seulement par 
des gens sans jugement et dépourvus de bon sens, doit être non point condamnée par 
les tribunaux, mais au contraire maintenue et préservée avec le plus grand soin". On 
saura gré à MM. L. et V. du secours qu'ils apportent au lecteur embarrassé par le 
texte latin, il faut saluer le courage de leur entreprise et le plus souvent sa réussite. 
Voici cependant quelques points douteux. "Argumento" (*2, 8) est "le sujet, le 
thème" plutôt que "les arguments"; même page, 1. 15-18, le sens est plus satisfaisant 
si l'on voit dans "scriptorum" le génitif de "scripta" et non de "scriptores": on ne 
pourra pas dire que Finetius se déshonore en publiant les œuvres de Dolet, ce ne sont 
pas des écrits "dépourvus de savoir et de style". "Quod cum communi uitae societate 
faciat" (3, 17-18): "ce qui favorise la vie commune en société", non "ce qui est com- 
patible avec les normes de la vie en société". Quel entrelacement dans: "(...) dum, 
quod uestrae dignitati ... labem ... allaturum est et antiquam nostram sodalitatem 
dissoluturum, uias omneis diligenter persequor, id aduersariis ne ex sententia cadat 
et nostra oratione accurate probetur, quam uos ad hanc ipsam rem una mecum 
omneis pro uirili honestum sit incumbere." (4, 4-9)! la relative "quod ... dissolutu- 
rum" a pour "antécédent" "id", lui-même sujet de "cadat" dans la subordonnée 
de but "ne ... cadat" qui dépend de "omnes uias persequor", ainsi que, de façon 
hardie, "(ut) probetur"; ce dernier verbe a pour sujet la proposition exclamative indi- 
recte "quam ... honestum sit"8; enfin "alicui ex sententia cadere" signifie "arriver 
pour quelqu'un selon ses voeux", "se produire selon les vœux de quelqu'un"; d'où 
finalement: "(...) tandis que j'explore toutes les voies pour empêcher que soit prise 
selon le vœu de nos adversaires une décision qui entacherait votre honneur et mettrait 
fin à notre antique association, et pour démontrer avec soin dans mon discours com- 
bien il serait honorable que chacun de vous, selon ses capacités, s'unisse à moi pour 
atteindre ce but." "Aegritudo" (7, 27) n'est pas "la maladie mentale", mais "le cha- 
grin"; "diuum tutelarem" (14, 15) est "le saint qui protège", "le saint patron". 
Dans "mihi fidem nullus statim faciat, qua isti disceptant parte, tumultus ullius occa- 
sionem proficisci" (16, 18-19) "qua parte" équivaut à "ea parte qua": "nul ne me 
ferait croire facilement que l'occasion d'un seul désordre provienne du côté d'où ces 
gens le prétendent". Entre "Latine ... dicentem" (25, 28) et "parler grammaticale- 
ment" il y a, non pas équivalence, mais opposition, comme le dit Quintilien I, 6, 27 
et comme le répètent Valla, puis Erasme.9 "Candido animo" paraît être non pas la 
"clarté d'esprit", mais la sincérité, la franchise, la loyauté, et s'oppose à "falsa" (26, 
2). Nouvelle énigme: Dolet chante la gloire militaire de la France, mais n'a-t-elle pas 
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été effacée par la défaite de Pavie, la captivité du roi? "Quam impudentiam maledic- 
tumque qui uerisimile aut ratum haberi debere sustinet, num hoc simul et impuden- 
ter, et falso asserere uideatur? Martis euentum non esse communem? ducemque 
non comitem consiliorum? aut idcirco Romanorum Graecorumque gloriam, non glo- 
riam esse, (...) quod plagas multas saepe acceperint?" (45, 26-46, 6); une première 
difficulté (une fois effacés les points d'interrogation, sauf le dernier) tient à ce que 
Dolet, au moins dans ces Discours , emploie "num" au sens de "n'est-il pas vrai que 
...?" (réponse: oui) et "nonne" dans l'acception "est-ce que par hasard ...?" 
(réponse: non); l'adage "Mars communis" signifie: "Mars est commun (aux deux 
adversaires)", "les chances sont partagées", "l'issue du combat dépend du 
hasard"10; la formule "(euentum) ducem (esse), non comitem consiliorum" s'éclaire 
par le rapprochement avec: "... vt ex euentu homines de tuo Consilio existimaturos 
videremus" ( Fam . I, 7, 5) et "hoc plerumque facimus ut Consilia euentis pondere- 
mus" (Rab. Post. 1); bref: "Celui qui prétend que cette impudence, cette injure doit 
être tenue pour vraisemblable ou vérifiée, ne semblerait-il pas du même coup affirmer 
impudemment et faussement que l'issue des combats n'est pas aléatoire, qu'elle 
décide des plans au lieu d'en dépendre, ou que la gloire des Romains et des Grecs 
n'est pas une vraie gloire pour la raison qu'ils ont subi de nombreux et fréquents 
échecs." Bref un échec ne remet pas en question la valeur d'un plan, d'un monarque 
ou d'un peuple. 

On appréciera particulièrement les notes qui signalent les passages de Cicéron aux- 
quels Dolet doit une expression, une figure, un mouvement; son cicéronianisme pour- 
tant n'est pas pur, on l'a vu pour "num" et "nonne". Aux exemples relevés par L. 
et V. ("digladatio" 17, 10) ajoutons: "crimen" au sens de "crime" (12, 7), "nemo 
ullus" (31, 12), "in numero esse" (29, 12) sans "aliquo" {De Or. 3, 33); Cicéron 
aurait-il écrit: "sentiant contemptui habitas latas a se aduersus nos sententias" (18, 
22)? Dolet emprunte à Sénèquc11 ( Poly . 37, 5) "emota eos mente" (14, 9), aux Géorgi- 
ques (II, 43-44) "uoces ccntum, guttura centum, eaque ferrea" (43, 19), etc. Plus 
encore qu'aux périodes majestueuses, un peu artificiellement compliquées, il se plaît 
aux anaphores, aux apostrophes ou interrogations répétées comme des litanies: "Gai- 
lis nulla ..., Gailis nullum ..., Gailis ... nulla ..." (48, 7-8), "Num si qui ..., num 
si qui ... num si qui ...?" (48, 21-22), "Quis Lutetiae ...? Quis ... dicitur? Vasco. 
Quis Lutetiae ...? quis ...? quis ... fertur? Vasco." (48, 23-29) ou: "Tholosae barba- 
riem, Tholosae in doctos odium, Tholosae in plerosque crudelitatem, Tholosae dolos, 
Tholosae calumnias" (67, 17 sq), "Tu solus ... tu solus ... tu solus ... tu solus ..." 
(65, 20), etc. et il faudrait étudier les clausules. Par moments ce sont de vrais déluges 
d'insultes; il y a quelque chose de juvénile dans cette griserie par le mouvement ver- 
bal, dans cette outrance monotone. L'argumentation est faible et tient peu de place; 
dans le 1er Discours une page suffit pour affirmer que les "nations" sont des sortes 
de sociétés de secours mutuel, qui loin de provoquer des querelles, les apaisent; pas 
un seul fait précis; Dolet préfère développer le thème du De Inuentione sur l'éloquence 
fondatrice de la vie sociale; la disproportion entre cette idée grandiose et le problème 
des bagarres d'étudiants est proche du ridicule. Quand il parle de "nation" il y a par- 
fois équivoque: groupement d'étudiants ou tout un peuple? Dans la prosopopèe de 
"Gallia" n'oublie-t-il pas que l'Aquitaine était une partie du royaume de France? Et 
comment ne pas sourire quand il se permet d'écrire: "me minime omnium cupidum 
conuitiandi" (24, 3) ou "... non ullo ... odio me suffusum, non ulla maleuolentia, 
non ullo detrahendi studio" (65, 13-15). Il y a chez lui une part évidente de jeu - 
mais jeu dangereux: provoquer, se faire des ennemis, puis feindre l'ingénuité. 

Son cicéronisme n'est pas seulement dans le style. Comme d'autres imitent le 
Christ, il imite Cicéron, il s'identifie à lui; l'expression d'"homo nouus", mal com- 
prise, lui fait croire que l'Arpinate est né, comme lui, dans un milieu humble et pau- 
vre. Mais s'imaginer qu'au XVIe siècle l'éloquence conduit au pouvoir est un anach- 
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ronisme: le bon plaisir du monarque n'est pas la république des "optimates"; le seul 
moyen de s'élever serait l'Eglise! A Lyon Dolet ne renonce pas au besoin de polémi- 
quer, mais il s'en tient au domaine littéraire (et religieux): assaillir le vieil Erasme, 
c'est un peu faire comme ces jeunes patriciens qui attaquaient un auguste consulaire 
pour se mettre en vedette, et le tort du Rotterdamois n'est pas seulement littéraire: 
il arrive bien à Dolet lui aussi de recommander l'imitation d'autres auteurs que Cicé- 
ron; mais Erasme a beau être nourri d'antiquité païenne, il est chrétien. En se procla- 
mant cicéronien, Dolet pouvait-il oublier la lettre fameuse où saint Jérôme affirme 
qu'il faut choisir entre Bélial et le Christ: on ne peut être à la fois cicéronien et chré- 
tien,12 La seule immortalité à laquelle aspire l'auteur des Commentarii linguae latinae 
c'est la gloire que lui vaudra cette grande œuvre dans les générations futures. A Tou- 
louse quand il rêvait d'être un homme d'Etat comme son modèle, Dolet a-t-il médité 
sur la fin tragique de l'auteur des Philippiques ? La sienne ne le sera pas moins, mais 
la politique n'y sera pour rien. Le passage le plus émouvant de ces Discours est celui 
où il évoque le supplice de Jean de Caturce: "Dixisset multa audacter, pleraque 
esset non moderate loquutus, omni scelere coopertus esset, haereticorum supplicio 
plectenda admisisset, quem viuum comburi in hac urbe uidistis (nomen mortui prae- 
tereo, igne quidem consumpti, sed hic adhuc inuidiae fiamma flagrantis) an tamen 
poenitenti uia ad sanitatem salutemque praecise intercludi debuit?" (55, 20-26): ' 4 Aurait-il tenu maints propos audacieux, aurait-il le plus souvent oublié la mesure 
en parlant, aurait-il été couvert de toutes sortes de crimes, aurait-il commis des actes 
méritant d'être punis du supplice des hérétiques, celui que vous avez vu consumer 
vivant dans cette ville (je tais le nom du mort, car, s'il a été détruit par le feu, il brûle 
encore ici dans la flamme de la haine), fallait-il pour autant, alors qu'il se repentait, 
lui refuser catégoriquement le chemin de la guérison et du salut?" Comme ce dis- 
cours, après coup, paraît prémonitoire de sa propre destinée! 

Maisons-Alfort Jacques Chomarat 

1 Le 9 selon les présents éditeurs qui emboîtent le pas à Longeon ( Correspondance , n° 
19, p. 29 et 151) lequel suit sans doute Christie (p. 100); celui-ci s'appuie sur l'indica- 
tion donnée dans le 2e Discours p. 28: "ante diem septimum Idus Octobres" ; pourtant 
dans une lettre à Eustache Prévôt (Longeon n° 19) datée "prid. Idus Octob." Dolet 
écrit: "In istos heri cum incidissem, etc." soit le 13 octobre. De ces deux dates four- 
nies par Dolet laquelle a le plus de chances d'être exacte: celle qu'il donne le lende- 
main même de l'événement ou celle qu'il indique près de 3 mois plus tard? il me sem- 
ble qu'il faut substituer 13 à 9. Christie ne fait pas mention de la lettre à Prévôt; 
Longeon corrige en note: (Hier) "Exactement le 9 octobre."; ô Longeon! 
2 II lui avait donné à lire d'avance pour la corriger la le Oratio ( Corr . n° 17), mais 
on ne peut savoir ce qu'en avait pensé l'évêque, et bien sûr le texte que nous possé- 
dons n'est pas celui qu'il avait pu lire, ni celui du discours réellement prononcé. 
3 On est plus qu'étonné de lire qu'il s'agit là ď "un aspect fondamental de la rhétori- 
que humaniste" (211): le mensonge et le respect du decorum sont deux choses dis- 
tinctes! 
4 Dialogus , De imitatione Ciceroniana, aduersus Desiderium Erasmum Roterodamum, pro Chris- 
tophoro Longolio , Lyon, Gryphe, 1535, fac-similé publié par Emile V. Telle, Genève, 
Droz, 1974, 106-9. C'est le personnage de Villeneuve, porte-parole de Dolet, qui 
s'exprime. 5 M.L.-J. me signale qu'en 14, 25 "Pictauiis" est préférable à Pictauii". 
6 Plusieurs raisons grammaticales s'opposent à la correction "inuisis". 
7 Un peu plus loin il dénonce l'espèce de culte dont font l'objet les autorités ecclésias- 
tiques locales: "quos caligine et tenebris obductos superstitiose secum uiuere uidet 
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(seil, urbs Tholosa), sacrorum flaminum loco habere et obseruare, uel secundum 
Deum reuereri": "... elle les considère et les honore comme des flamines sacrés ou 
les place juste après Dieu dans sa vénération." Les flamines semblent exempts d'obs- 
curantisme et de superstition. 8 Autre exemple: "... non facile conijcitur, contentiones quam exotiosas acerbasque 
excitet, certamina quam crebra prouocet" (16, 10-11 le sujet des deux verbes subor- 
donnés est placé en tête de la phrase: "Quae spes atque expectatio"; mais "conijci- 
tur" a pour sujet les deux subordonnées: "Il est difficile d'évaluer combien funestes 
et cruelles sont les luttes que font naître cet espoir et cette attente, combien fréquents 
les combats qu'ils provoquent." 9 Chomarat, Grammaire et rhétorique chez Erasme , 259-64 et 779. 10 Dans Y Adage 3649 "Mars communis" (LB II 1 108 B) Erasme cite Tite-Live et la 
lie Philippique' "Sed ut concedam incertos exitus esse belli, Martern communem, 
tarnen, etc.". Pour l'emploi de "num" et "nonne" je me propose d'y consacrer une 
brève étude séparée; voici deux exemples qui me semblent décisifs: (il s'agit des 
secours et de l'assistance apportés par la "nation") "num id sanctum? num id religio- 
sum? num pietāti ac Christianae persuasioni consentaneum?", "cela n'est-il pas 
saint? n'est ce pas pieux? n'est-ce pas conforme à la dévotion et à la foi chrétienne?" 
(14, 20 sq); "Haec si tecum Gallia loquatur, nonne (...) repente in illam inuolabis? 
nonne (...) insurges? nonne (...) instabis? nonne (...) opprimes? Simile nihil ages: at 
(...) uictus et (...) terri tus silebis." (42, 17 sq): "est-ce que par hasard ...? non, mais 
tu ..." 
11 Tantôt il le permet, tantôt il exige qu'on imite Cicéron seul; voir Chomarat, Dolet 
et Erasme , Présences du latin , 175. 12 Nulle part il n'a entrepris de montrer qu'on peut être l'un et l'autre, que l'alterna- 
tive est fausse, Jamais il ne le dit, jamais il ne le suggère. 
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Vivarium XXXII, 2 (1994) ©E.J. Brill, Leiden 

Titles and Subtitles of the Policraticus 
A Proposal 

JAN VAN LAARHOVEN 

quot capita 
tot obstacula 
{Metal. 4, 6) 

Titles are like traffic signs: they inform us where we will end up if 
we take this or that road. Publishers are aware of the importance of 
a telling title and authors know that the same applies to chapter titles. 
The first selection for a hasty reader to make is brought about by his 
glimpsing at the table of contents. 

Yet, it is interesting to note that medieval theorists of literature in 
their Accessus ad auctores didn't pay much attention to these expedients. 
Even though Bernard of Utrecht (fl. 1090) among the classic seven 
questions 

' 'in libris explanandis' 
' not only lists the general title of a work 

but also the " numerus librorum " and the " ordo qui et dispositio vocatur' 
he appears to regard the quantity of books as useful only 

4 4 to com- 
mend the strength of the author", and, with respect to that order, to 
point only at the question "whether the author tells his story in the 
natural [i.e. chronological] order of events" . His plagiarist, Konrad 
von Hirsau (d. 1150) is even briefer in this respect.1 Introductions to 
scientific, medical books seem to display a greater interest in structure 
and subdivisions: Bartholomew of Salerno (fl. 1 150) asked in his com- 
mentary on the Ysagoge ad artem Galeni : " 

quae divisio oper is" 
' 
, and 

Maurus of Salerno (d. 1214) pointed at the " modus et ordo tractandi ".2 
This relative negligence can be noticed in medieval books proper. 

Not so often in general titles, though these were not always estab- 
lished,3 but more frequently in subdivisions and (lack of) chapter 

1 Cf. R. B. C. Huygens, Accessus ad auctores. Bernard d'Utrecht. Conrad d 'Hirsau, 
Dialogus super auctores , Leiden 19702, 59, 64, 77. 2 See D. Jacquart, Aristotelian thought in Salerno , in: P. Dronke (ed.), A history of twelfth- 
century philosophy, Cambridge 1988 (reprint 1992), 407-28, p. 414 n. 29. And cf. the 
divisio in an Articella commentary, quoted by Ch. Burnett, Scientific manuscripts at Char- 
tres..., in: M. Wilks (ed.), The world of John of Salisbury , Oxford 1984 (Studies in 
Church Hist. Subsidia 3), 127-60, p. 149. 3 Many examples in the rich article of E. Schröder, Aus den Anfängen des deutschen 
Buchtitels , in: Nachrichten v.d. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Göttingen. Philol.-hist. Klasse. 
Nachr. aus 1937, Göttingen 1939, 1-48. See for latin titles the classic article of P. 
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titles. Whereas for us the easiest instrument to gain insight in the 
structure of a book is the table of contents with specific titles of parts, 
units, and chapters, this helpful device is lacking in a great part of 

antique and medieval literature. And if present, it was, more often 
than not, added by a scriptor or sedulous lector later on. Classic 
authors - and writers of the earlier middle ages following in their 
tracks - looked upon their works as if each book was a continuing 
story, demanding its readers to go through its entire contents from 

beginning to end. If they did divide there work into books and 

chapters, mostly for practical reasons - remember Hugues of St 
Victor4 - , they felt no need to entitle them. Augustine named the 22 
books and 662 chapters of his huge work with only one title: De civitate 
Dei. The modern editor of Bede's Historia had to warn us for the vari- 
ous readings of its headings.5 The care with which Peter the 
Lombard - afterwards! - made his list of chaptertitles is a rather 

exceptional fact and a sign of the new requirements for practical fin- 

ding devices experienced in the twelfth century.6 The subdivision into 

chapters, each marked by a coloured capital, ought to be enough for 
an interested reader who, if required, could make himself some signs, 
terms or 'titles', so to say in the margin of the manuscript, in order 
to recover important passages. When a second or third scribe copied 

Lehmann, Mittelalterliche Büchertitel , in: Sitz. -Ber. d. Bayer. Akad. d. Wiss., Philos. - 
hist. Klasse 1948/4 and 1953/3, now in: Id., Erforschung des Mittelalters , V, Stuttgart 
1962, 1-93. Remember that Adelard of Bath would have preferred another title for 
his Questiones naturales (Ch. Burnett, Scientific speculations , in: A history of twelfth-century 
philosophy , [above n. 2], 151-76, p. 169 n. 71), and that Thierry's Tractatus desexdierum 
operibus received various titles in the manuscripts (P. Dronke, Thierry of Chartres , in: 
I.e., 358-85, p. 360 n. 11). 4 See his laconic and practical argument for the division of his magnum opus De 
sacramentis'. "hoc opus in duos libros distinxi; quatenus . . incisio narrationis legentibus 
taedium tolleret, et simul utrumque scribere non valentibus aut divisim habere volen- 
tibus commodiorem formam exhiberet" (Praefatiuncula, PL 176, 173-4). John 
himself argued out the structure of his Metalogicon : 4 'quem quattuor voluminibus ad 
recreationem lectoris [!] distinguere curavi" (Prol., ed. Hall/Keats-Rohan 
10.62-3/824d. 17-18). 5 C. Plummer, Venerabilis Baedae Hist, eccles. gentis Anglorum. .. , Oxford 1896 (reprint 
19756), p. CLXXI n. 2. 
6 òententiae , rrol.: Ut autem quod quaeritur tacilius occurrat, titulos quibus 
singulorum librorum capitula distinguuntur praemisimus": see [I. Brady], Pro- 
legomena , Grottaferrata 1971 (Spicilegium Bonaventurianum IV: 1/1), 137*-8* (also 
for the reticent attitude of Robert de Melun). The best survey of the newly introduced 
practices in R. & M. Rouse, 'Statim invenire Schools, preachers , and new attitudes to the 
page , in: R. Benson & G. Constable & C. Lanham (eds.), Renaissance and renewal in the 
twelfth century , Oxford 1982 (reprint 1985), 201-25. 
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such a manuscript literally read to pieces, he could collect these items 
and place them at the beginning of the book. Thus, a table of contents 
was born, but even at its best the product was still a bastard of its 

original author. Therefore, if we nowadays consult such tables, we can 

only hope that the scribe or one of the first readers was a good and 

competent reader who did understand the text, but we have no 

guarantee at all that his notes correspond with the author's main 
intentions. And even if those rubricae are in themselves correct, more 
often than not they don't satisfy our modern demands. We want short 
and clear indications about the contents of what is to come, that is, 
genuine headings, summarizing in a few words substance and not 
accidents, however interesting they may be. Moreover, we are 
accustomed to the use of such an index of contents as a medium for 
selection and, for that purpose, a mere collection of marginal rubricae 
can seriously mislead us. 

These general statements7 may serve as a preliminary defence of the 

following attempt to make more clear the contents of an important 
'medieval work, the Policraticus , written by that famous polyhistor and 

Canterbury secretary John of Salisbury (1115/20-80), which was 
dedicated in 1159 to the chancellor of Henry II, Thomas Becket (d. 
1 170). It is indeed an attempt, for one glance in the literature so abun- 

dantly available8 is enough to convince everybody of the problems 
connected with the summarizing of the work's eight books, each with 
its own prologue and varied parts, and of the 166 chapters they com- 
prise. However, reading and rereading Johns's masterpiece, I badly 
wanted a better index of contents than the lists supplied to us in the 
medieval manuscripts. The experience gained from the difficulties 
with the so-called rubricae in John's Entheticus de dogmate philosophorum 
were a stimulant to set up a similar experiment as performed in the 
edition of that great poem, i.e. to create modern titles and subtitles, 

7 Cf. more in general: M. Parkes, The influence of the concepts of ' ordinatio ' and 'com- 
pilatio' on the development of the book , in: J. Alexander & M. Gibson (eds.), Medieval learn- 
ing and literature. Essays presented to Richard William Hunt , Oxford 1976, 115-41. 8 The best survey in the papers of the ¡Salisbury-symposium 1980: lhe world (above, 
n. 2). For the Policraticus particularly: H. Liebeschütz, Medieval humanism in the life and 
writings of John of Salisbury , Nendeln 19682 (Studies of the Warburg Institute 17) 
(reprint I.e. 1980), esp. 23-33 ("Structure and tendency of the Policraticus"); M. 
Kerner .Johannes von Salisbury und die logische Struktur seines Policraticus , Wiesbaden 1977; 
and P. von Moos, Geschichte als Topik. Das rhetorische Exemplum von der Antike zur Neuzeit 
und die ' historiae ' im Policraticus Johanns von Salisbury , Hildesheim 1988 (Ordo 2). 
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in order to clarify the maior and minor subdivisions of the work. Even 
more than that enigmatic poem the 793 pages of the Policraticus , in 
Webb's edition9, required such a survey of its contents, and that for 
two reasons. 

First of all, there is a negative one. In spite of its bipartite subtitle, 
the Policraticus consists of three parts which did not receive a separate 
title each; the same applies to the eight books and to the main parts 
of each of them. Thus, the overall structure in itself remains unan- 
nounced. Secondly, the superscriptions of the chapters are not real 
headings in the modern sense of the word, but collections of more or 
less interesting rubrics at their very best. Apart from the fact that the 
telegraphese of several of these superscriptions can pose a problem to 
the reader (as well as to the translator10), many of them are too long 
or too short, they can be arbitrary or far-fetched, they pick up details 
and omit substantial matters, they enlarge or reduce statements of the 
author, they are too suggestive or not to the point, often not com- 
pletely correct and sometimes incorrect altogether. 

A few examples may corroborate this judgment: 
- The shortest chapter of the Policraticus (II 8, only 5 lines) has two lines for its 
title, just as the largest chapter (II 27 = 558 lines). - The longest title of the entire work (above VII 23) 'summarizes' in seven lines 
a text of 165 lines, whereas a chapter of 164 lines (I 6) has to content itself with 
a heading of two lines. 
- The term "studiis" in the title of I 2 does not occur in the text of the chapter; 
on top of this it seems to be a restriction of all the "offices" meant by John here. 
- One sentence borrowed from the text of II 28 (line 43-44/473a. 25-27) is 
literally quoted in its long title (lines 2-3/472b. 10-12), but John's condemnation 
of seers, going back to the experience in his youth and based on biblical defense 
is not mentioned at all. 
- The term "salus publica" in the title of III 1 indeed quotes the first words 
of the chapter (which, infact, are borrowed from the penultimate sentence of the 
foregoing prologue), but the chapter itself describes the "salus" of every man 
and certainly not the "salus universalis" or the general welfare. 
- The famous title of IV 1 "on the difference between prince and tyrant" is 
misleading in that the chapter speaks only of the true sovereign (Note again that 

9 CI. Webb, Ioannis Saresberienses episcopi carnotensis Policratici sive De nugis curialium et 
vestigiis philosophorum libri VIII , London-Oxford 1909 (reprint Frankfurt/M. 1965). 
There is a new, but still not complete edition by K. Keats-Rohan, Policraticus I-IV, 
Turnhout 1993 (CChr. Cont. med. 118). 10 Cf. some mistakes in the partial translation by C. Nederman, John of Salisbury. 
Policraticus , Cambridge 1990 (reprint 1992) (Cambr. texts in the hist, of political 
thought): title of IV 2 (p. 30), 4 (35), 7 (46), V 2 (66), 15 (95), VI 19 (122). The 
Italian and Spanish translations by L. Bianchi & P. Feltrin (Milano 1985, Bibi. di 
cult, med.) resp. M. Ladero e. a. (Madrid 1984, Clásicos para una bibl. contemp., 
Pensamiento 28) are more littéral and, in this respect, more correct. 
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the first words of the chapter are linked up literally with the last words of the 
prologue and, moreover, with the end of III 15). - Anyone reading the title of IV 3 on "the sovereign as the priest's servant" 
will expect a medieval treatise on the two powers but after ten lines and some 
examples he will find a hundred lines (lines 44-128/516d-518c) describing the 
function of the true sovereign for the community, scarcely indicated by the 
meagre halfline of the title. 
- The long title of V 16 needs three lines (578a. 10-13) in quoting a literal 
sentence from the end of the chapter (582b. 23-26), but does not mention the rele- 
vant model example presented in the two great biblical passages on Samuel as 
an irreproachable judge. - The sentence above VI 8: "just as the title of soldier is one of honour, so it 
is one of labour" sounds verv precise, but John's statement in the text of the 
chapter says exactly the opposite (600b. 2-3): his account is on honour. 
- The title of VII 8 suggests a difference between three "gradus" and three 
"sectae", but both terms refer to the three "ordinēs" John is speaking of 
(652b. 29-30). - The heading of VII 13 does not say that Bernard of Chartres had six keys 
for study, but alludes to the first one ("humilis"), quotes an exegetical, though 
very interesting, detail (668a-b.3-19) regarding the second one ("studium 
quaerendi"), and mentions explicitly the last key ("terra aliena"). - At the superscription of VIII 18 both Caligula's and Nero's death are 
announced; it should be noted, however, that the death of the latter is not men- 
tioned in the text of this chapter, but will be dealt with amply in the next chapter 
VIII 19 (789d-790a), whose title however does not mention him. 
- Finally, a question, although it is not an argument, has to be posed: is it by 
accident that Webb who, knowing his classics better than editorial techniques, 
overlooked several data in the consulted manuscripts11, nevertheless had to 
record 122 variants in the titles of 73 out of the 166 chapters? At least 23 of these 
variants are really more than spelling-mistakes. 

It is easier, as John himself said12, to find more examples than to 
count all them, because anyone comparing accurately superscriptions 
and text would put in the margin quite a lot of question- or exclama- 
tionmarks if these superscriptions were supposed to have the function 
of real titles. Despite their description by von Moos13 as 4 'nicht 
unbedingt vom Autor selbst stammenden, aber meist sinngerechten 
Kapitelüberschriften,,, if one applies to these chapters his own defini- 
tion of a booktitle as 4 'eine zentrale Idee", then the conclusion is 
inevitable: the actual 'titles' used in the manuscripts and the editions 
of the Policraticus are sometimes misleading or at least not entirely 
trustworthy in this respect. 

11 Cf. K. Keats-Rohan, in: Studi Medievali , 29/1 (1988), 219-29, p. 224-5: "among 
the world's worst editors"! What, then, about other 'editors' of John such as J. A. 
Giles? or Th. Wright ("of inaccurate and blessed memory", as said H. Waddell in: 
Medieval Latin Lyrics , London 19485 , 3 36)? 12 Pol. Ill 3: "facilius est invenire quam dinumerare" (467481b. 14-15). 13 P. von Moos, Geschichte [above n. 8], 287. 
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Who, then, made these 'titles'? We don't know and, probably, we will 
never know. It would be tempting to think of the presumably first 
reader of the Policraticus , Brito of Christchurch, "fur ille'' according 
to Epist. Ill, 

" de cuius manu [my manuscript of the Poi] avelli non 

potuit, antequam totus depingeretur" .14 Kerner interpreted this 4 depingere 
' 

as "mit kreuzförmigen Notae versehen", but his reference to line 192 
of the Entheticus in Policraticum : ' ' accipiatque Brito, te veniente , crucera ", 
rather contradicts than corroborates his in itself interesting interpreta- 
tion.15 Better it is, to acquiesce to the fact that our title-maker will 
remain - in the terminology of Bernard of Utrecht - "inauctorabilis" .16 

Or was it, perhaps, John himself? He is not always careful or cor- 
rect and in some respects rather negligent;17 certainly, he should not 
be hired as a reliable corrector of proof-sheets! Theoretically, it might 
be possible that he scribbled in the margin of his own rough-copy, 
perhaps in haste and without much reflection, some points of interest. 
Such a suggestion was made by Rodney Thomson in order to explain 
the curious state of the so-called rubricae of John's Entheticus maior. Yet, 
as said in my introduction to that poem, it seems quite certain that 
those marginal additions - to call them 'headings' would already sug- 
gest too much - are not the work of the poet himself.18 Reading and 

comparing the 166 'titles' of John's Policraticus I would repeat that 
statement with regard to this prose work. As noted above, it was a nor- 
mad custom of copiers or readers to place 'traffic- signs' for reading or 

retrieving special passages, similar to our pencilling of arrows in the 

margins of a book in order to pinpoint something of interest. Collect- 

ing these items in a list facilitated the listatim invenire "19, but to call 
such a list an Index of contents goes one step too far. 

14 Epist. 111/81 (ed. Brooke 182c/69a). 15 Kerner, Struktur [above n. 8], 113: Ist dies nicht eme deutliche Anspielung auf 
das 'depingere' der Ep. 111?". My answer more amply in: John of Salisbury ' s Entheticus 
maior and minor , Leiden 1987 (Studien und Texte zur Geistesgesch. des MA. 17), II 
439 n. 192b. 
16 Huygens, Accessus [above n. 1], 59 1. 41. 17 As well in his quotations (see J. Martin - besides her dissertation of 1968 - ,John 
of Salisbury as classical scholar , in: World [above n. 2], 179-201) as in his mention of 
names (already noted by C. Schaarschmidt, Johannes Sares beriensis nach Leben und Stu- 
dien, Schriften und Philosophie, Leipzig 1862, 91 n. 2); cf. statements like Pol. 5, 7: "An 
Timocares fuerit ..., an Nicias medicus, non multum euro" (556d.2-4), or Pol. VII 
prol.: "Nec moveat, si qua eorum, que hiç scribuntur, aliter inveniantur alibi" 
(637a. 27-28)! 18 Entheticus maior and minor [above n. 15], I 52-4 ("The rubricae"). 19 Rouse, Statim invenire [above n. 6], esp. about chapter headings p. 206-7. 
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A typical textual indication may underline the suggestion of a 'title- 
less' book. Many transitions from one chapter to another seem to have 
been made without any thought of an intervening title: often the end 
of a chapter alludes to the theme of the next one. See for instance the 
transitions from Pol. I 9 to 10, from II 25 to 26, III prol. to III 1 (as 
noted above), III 15 to IV 1 (thus, from one book to another!), from 
IV 10 to 11, V 17 to VI 1 (again), VI 30 to VII prol., VII 23 to 24, 
VIII 18 to 19. John just as so many other medieval authors argued on 
the assumption of a lectio continua , not of a pick and choose reading. 
Very typical is the opening of II 14 where " Hie vero " doesn't refer to 
this chapter but to the contents of the previous one. And the sudden 
" oleum peccatoris 

" at the beginning of the famous chapter III 15 on 
tirannicide can not be understood without reading first the end of 
chapter III 14 on flattery. In this manner too ' ' connectantur ergo inferiora 
superioribus' 

' ' 20 

The problematic authorship of those marginal notes is not without 
interest entirely, for in the interaction between author, text, and 
reader, the last one too brings in his own contribution. But it is a dif- 
ferent matter if this contribution becomes part of the text itself. If the 
actual superscriptions above the chapters are to be considered as 
readers' notes, then the author himself runs the risk of fading away 
being overshadowed by the suggestive hand of one of the first scribes 
or readers; not without consequences, of course, for later readers. 
Take for instance the famous 'title' of VIII 20, quoted everywhere in 
plenty galore. Reading "that it is lawful and glorious to kill public 
tyrants" (793b. 21-22), many have saluted John of Salisbury as the 
first medieval man who against the great powers of his time dared to 
re-assume and develop a statement by Cicero. However, on con- 

sulting his own text, five impressive general conditions of not- 
allowance can be found together with a clear conclusion about the best 
means to remove tyrants, i.e. prayer! And our growing distrust 

against the title-maker will even increase more, on detecting that the 
terms " licitum et gloriosum 

" don't occur at all in the text itself. Some 
modern authors quoting only this 'title' could at least be suspected of 
perhaps not having read attentively enough the complete chapter, not 
to mention the complete treatise on tyrannology in the Policraticus .21 

20 Pol. II prol. (13-1 4/41 5b. 15); not for nothing the same "oil" of Ps. 140/141, 5 
returns at the end of book VI 30 (635a. 17). 21 Cf. my art. Thou shall NOT slay a tyrant! The so-called theory of John of Salisbury , in: 
World [above n. 2], 319-41. 
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Was it not John himself who warned medieval (ànd modern) readers 
that an author was not responsible for the mistakes made by scribes?22 

This should be enough to justify our modest but not unpractical pro- 
posal. What do we want when consulting a whopper of a book? First 
of all, apart from a general title, clear indications of its main structure, 
of its principal subdivisions, and of the chief contents of its chapters 
are needed. Secondly, all this should be in a short, survey able form, 
so as to gain immediate insight in what we will read or omit. If, 
thirdly, it is possible to give on top of this a summary of arguments 
or important details, so much the better, but the first two desiderata 
are of the highest importance for the hasty reader. 

That is, in short, what I have tried to do, meant only as a helpful 
assistance for those who try to grasp the rich contents of John's 
masterpiece.23 Needless to say that the construction of such an instru- 
ment is at the same time a venture. Condensing five or ten pages into 
one short title is in fact giving a judgment on their contents. And 
grouping three or five chapters under one head has to give away a 
vision on the structure of John's overall argument. Tracing and 
retracing his trains of thought I more than once called to mind the 
warning of Montaigne: 

4 'Tout abrégé sur un bon livre est un sot 
abrégé".24 Of course, I have consulted competent authors on the 
Policraticus like Liebeschütz, Kerner, von Moos, Nederman, Keats- 
Rohan, e. a., but above all I have read and reread John himself and 
asked him how he would have managed writing a modern book. 
Actually, of course, no definite answers to these question came for- 
ward because we are dealing with a medieval writer who, moreover, 
according to Brooke, despite his many qualities, missed the capacity 
to write a book.25 Especially in the chronologically first books of the 

22 Metal. IV 6: ' 'liber [i.e. Arist., Anal, post.] .. ceteris longe turbatior est .. 
desuetudine exemplorum .. et postremo quod non contingit auctorem, adeo scrip- 
torum depravatus est vitio, ut fere quot capita tot obstacula habeať' (ed. Hall/Keats- 
Rohan, CChr.Cont.-med. 98, Turnhout 1991, 1 45 . 1 2- 1 7/9 1 9d-20a. 10-15). 23 There seems to be less need to try the same for John's Metalogicon : generally spoken 
its titles are shorter and more to the point; and the manuscript tradition is not waver- 
ing: in the 97 chapters the editors of the new edition (above n. 22) noted only one 
little variant (I 15: 35.2) and one missing title (IV 41: 181.1). 24 Essais III 8, ed. Pléiade, 1962, 918. 25 C. Brooke, Introduction to The letters of John of Salisbury. I, London 1955 (Medieval 
texts), XLV: "John's works are a museum of matter ancient and modern; full of 
charming portraits and landscapes, rich in ideas, but cluttered with junk and only 
slightly organized. It has all the literary artistry of which a medieval humanist was 
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Policraticus , VII-VIII, it is clear that John had various models in mind 
for the structure of that part : the five strivings combatted by Boethius 
and defended by Epicurus, the five sense-organs and their correspond- 
ing vices, and all that combined with the seven capital sins according 
to Augustine and Gregory's ramification of vices from pride.26 How- 
ever, the separation in two books suggests that John already during 
writing saw his plans blurred by the overwhelming material he tried 
to get a hold on; certainly from the actual text itself no artifical con- 
struction of these underlying structures as the main division of book 
VII and VIII can be derived at, as did for instance the division of the 
members of the body for book V and VI (though here too less well- 
balanced than a modern author would allow). 

Of course, we lack the right of rewriting the Policraticus and John's 
mindful warning about the handling of the " littera " is valid for his 
books as well: "Words should be gently handled; not tortured like 
captive slaves, to make them give up what they never had".27 But we 
may ask for a simple modern instrument facilitating our lecture of a 
difficult and complex book. 

Finally, the whole venture remains subjective indeed, for each sum- 
mary is a commentary. If, however, the following survey could help 
a modern reader while consulting the 166 chapters of John's 
monumental work, the undersigned reader would be content. The 
second editor who printed the Policraticus , Constant Fradin in Lyons 
1513, had already made, next to an alphabetical index of subjects, his 
own titles for the eight books.28 It is therefore not against tradition 
modestly to try and improve a tradition. 

In order to avoid misunderstandings five arrangements may clarify 
the method of my proposal: 

capable - a rich and elegant Latin style, pungent thought and lucid illustration, a 
fund of interesting stories and exempla. One thing he lacked: the capacity to write 
a book." Yet, there seems to be more 'corn-position' than can be observed at the first 
glance, if only the prefix 'con' may be underscored: combinations, connections, cor- 
relations, and so on. Nevertheless, Helen Waddell's statement remains true: "He 
reads best in paragraphs' (John of Salisbury , in: Essays and studies by members of the 
English Association, 13 (Oxford 1928), 28-51, p. 38. 26 Lucidly analysed for the first time by Liebeschütz, Medieval humanism [above, n. 8], 
28-33. 
27 Metal III 1 : "Littera enim suaviter excutienda est, et non more captivorum acerbe 
torquenda donee restituât quod non accepit" (ed. Hall/Keats-Rohan 41 -3/89 Id. 23- 
5); translation by Waddell, I.e. [above n. 24], 38. 28 Quoted by Kerner, Struktur [above n. 8], 108. 
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1) All parts, books, sub-divisions of books, and chapters have got a 
new title of their own, and that in a radically modern way, i.e. a short, 
clear one, substantially referring to their main contents. 
2) Each of the new chapter titles is accompanied by a number, 
indicating the quantity of lines - except, of course, the lines of the old 
'titles'. So, one can see immediately the different amounts of text John 
spent on each of them. For a collation of the whole work the lines of 
the Webb edition had to be counted. 
3) Notwithstanding the decision of John's last editor "that the 
attempt [of introducing sections of the paragraphs] cannot be 
justified"29 each chapter is summarized - in smaller print - by short 
headings or truncated clauses in order to catch the varied contents of 
its sections. 
4) In parentheses the beginnings of these short summaries receive two 
or three references: 

- the line of the Keats-Rohan edition (only for Books I-IV), 
- column and letter of the Migne edition (PL 199, repeated in 

black in the margins of the Webb edition), 
- the line within this letter according to Webb (thus, without his 

pages). 
5) A general summary gives a quantitative survey of the greater units 
of the work in order to compare them at a glance. 

Needless to say, this proposal doesn't offer itself for a critical edition 
of the text of the Polier aticus , but perhaps it can serve as a kind of 
reader's guide and thus as a tool for someone who indeed strives to 
'kratein ta polla', i.e. to master the multitude present in that rich 
store-house.30 

Nijmegen 
Katholieke Universiteit 

29 K. Keats-Rohan, in the Introduction (above n. 9): "I have found no way of suc- 
cessfully introducing sections. . . Thus was the work written, thus has it been read since 
it was written" (p. XLIX). But are we really obliged to saddle the modern reader with 
the same problem as must have burdened our medieval colleagues...? 30 See for the meaning of the title the suggestion by Kerner, Struktur [above n. 8], 101- 
7, and the rather convincing excursus in von Moos, Topik [above n. 8], 556-82; reser- 
vations by Keats-Rohan, Introduction (above n. 9), VIII-IX. 
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THE MULTIMASTER 
or 

Curial Follies and Philosophical Tracks 

[number of lines 
in ed. Webb:] 

Introd. Indicator to The Multimaster 306 
To the chancellor and back (l/379a.l). 
Canterbury people (155/382b.9). 

Prologue The triumph of writing. Purpose and method 184 
Joy and profit of literature (3/385a.2). Unfit for the court 
(47/386b.31). Contents of this book (70/387a.25). 
Use of authors (94/387c.20) and choice for the Academics 
(134/388b.7). 
Recommendation to Thomas and readers (148/388d.23). 

PART I. OFFICIALS AND THEIR ADO 

Book I. Curial Occupations of Courtiers 

A. Starting-point 
1. Fortune alienates 34 

Truth becomes obscured (2/389a.l6) and people get 
bestialized (17/389b.9). 

2. Other people's business 14 
The exigencies of nature and of everybody's task 
(2/389d.28) 

3. Every one his own task 22 
Stick to your last (2/390a.l3). Hunting is a peasant's job 
(13/390b.25). 

B. Games 
4. Hunting: history and criticism 423 

The obscure origin (3/390c.7). Without reason a ridiculous 
show (31/391b.8). 
Falconry and Ulysses (90/392c. 14); classical stories 
(131 /393c. 1 ). 
Biblical examples: Nimrod and Esau (159/394a.5); but 
neither Maccabeus nor other great or saint men 
(200/395a.22). 
It is a disgrace to our time (232/395d.27), it is inhuman, 
and a burden to the subjects (255/396a.25). 
Five reasonable circumstances (281/396d.24). 
But never in high ranks (352/398b.5): no confusion of func- 
tions in society (372/398c.27). 

5. Games of chance 106 
Playing dice and chess (2/398d.l0). Conditions of allowance 
(56/400a. 13). 
Tender age learns from old age (80/400c.9). 
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6. Good and bad music 164 
Praise of music (2/401a.3). Music and the soul (21/401b.3). 
The voice (43/401d.27). Abuse (67/402b.22) and profit, if 
in moderation (91/402d. 16). 
The current practice, especially at banquets (1 16/403c. 13). 

7. A bad musician 37 
That shameful Nero (2/404b.23). 

8. Theatre and cabaret 90 
In classical times and nowadays (2/405a.2). Attitude 
towards players (74/406c.26). 

C . Varieties of magic 
9. Conjuring 14 

Refusal of that invention by Mercury (2/406d.8). 
10. Sorcerers 14 

Description of magicians (2/407a.23). 
1 1 . Magic 6 

Four species according to Varro (2/407b.l4). 
1 2 . Soothsayers 95 

Thirteen categories (4/407c.23). 
13. Predictions from nature 290 

In pigeons, bees, and ants (2/409b.l2). In great or small 
birds (28/409d.l4). 
By meeting with animals (1 22/41 2a.8). In people 
(1 59/41 2d.22). 
In weather (189/413c.25) and earthquake (245/41 4d. 1 ). 
Conclusion (257/415a. 15). 

Book II. The Truth of Signs 

Prol.: Even more fuss 15 
Candidly ahead about other follies (3/41 5a. 3) 

A. True and false signs 
1. Faith and superstition 59 

Natural phenomenons (2/41 5c. 20). The faith of the observer 
(1 7/41 5d. 1 4). 

2. Natural omens 60 
In birds and large animals (3/414d.3). 
At the sky, in the air, and at sea (40/41 7d. 15). 

3. Their origin and appreciation 23 
Sun doubling (3/41 8a. 9). General and specific signs 
(1 1/41 8b. 1 7). 

B. Excursion: Jerusalem A.D. 70 
4. Signs before the fall of Jerusalem 100 

Presages according to Josephus (3/418c.7). The warning by 
Jesus son of Ananias (65/419d.20). An oracle on Christ 
(82/420b.5). 
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5. Josephus' story 169 
Desaster over Judaea (3/420c.20). Book V: the famine in 
Jerusalem (33/42 lb. 23); the terrible situation in the city 
(93/422C.22). Book VI: fighting for food (1377423c. 1). 

6. A horrible example 59 
Mary eating her baby son (2/423d.24). 

7. The outcome: the Jews 35 
Number of victims (2/425a.21); the prediction by Tesus 
(15/425C.3). 

8. The outcome: the Christians 5 
The exodus to Pella (3/425d.25). 

9. Josephus on Christ 17 
His testimony on Christ and the Christians (2/426a.2). 

C. Sequel: signs 
10. Miracles by Vespasian 14 

Healing of a paralytic and a blind man (2/426b.21). 
11. Unnatural signs 39 

Sense of the sun eclipse at the death of Jesus (2/426c.6). 
12. Never against God's wil 37 

Nature, the will of God; cf. the operation of the plant juice 
(3/427b. 17). 

13. Signs as divine warnings 15 
Historical and biblical examples (2/428a.3). 

14. Unsensorial signs 22 
True or false signals, for instance in dreams (2/428c.l9). 

D. Dreams 
15. Five species of 'views' 164 

Division (3/429a.l5): confusions (6/429a.l9); phantasies 
(17/429b.3); common dreams (30/429c.20); visions 
(70/430b.3); and oracles (97/431a.9). 
Conclusion (145/432a.29). 

16. Signification 86 
Mostly via likenesses (3/432a.6); but concretely depending 
on the observer (28/432c.3); or via opposition (40/432d. 18). 
The five species [of ch. 15] are not actually exclusive 
(56/433b.6). Some people see more clearly (63/433b. 13). 

17. Possibility of interpretation of dreams 136 
Dreams are idle, but still (2/433d.2). The so-called Coniec- 
torium Danielis (22/434b.24). The dreams of Daniel and 
Joseph (27/434b.3). An example in Augustine (73/435b.23). 
The dream of Jerome (87/435c.6). Faith in witches derives 
from evil spirits (99/435d. 19). 

E. A problem 
18. A basic theory of knowledge 179 

From máthesis to mathésis (4/436c.21). Knowledge via the 
senses (21/436d. 10), by imagination (34/437a.25), and by 
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ratio and intelligence (50/43 7c. 9). Knowledge of the univer- 
salia (96/438c.29). The quadrivium (142/439c. 12). 
Astrologers and astronomers (156/439d.28). 

19. Astronomy and astrology 197 
Astronomy (3/440a.ll). Astrology (26/440c.6): by medium 
of planets (37/440d.20), their position, zodiac, and moon 
and sun (93/441 d. 17). 
One doesn't abide by the rules of the art (1 18/442b. 10) and 
even takes the risk of creating a homunculus (139/442d. 1). 
Academic and Plotinian astrologers (150/443a.l3). 

20. Providence and free will 51 
Fatality contradicts Gods maiesty and deprives men of hope 
and fear (4/443d.21). 
Providence, the Fall, and grace (20/444a.7). 

21. The problem of God's foreknowledge 186 
Does God become changeable (6/444d.l2)? 
God's knowledge is simple, human knowledge multiple 
(41/445c 23); God's knowledge is all-enfolding (74/446b.27). 
Stoics and Epicureans don't acknowledge Providence 
(1 17/447a.9). 
Foreknowledge, necessity, and causality (138/447c. 1). 
God is immutable (167/448b.32). 

22. Human possibility & divine immutability 353 
The relationship between possibility/impossibility is a 
serious problem (4/448c.ll). Academic doubt (28/449a.6). 
But I don't confine God (52/449c.32). 
Man is moved by foreseeing (61/449c.l 1), God is not 
moved (75/450a.26). 
Past, future, and predestination (97/450c.l8). Aristotle does 
not help (122/45 la. 15). God's strength and maiesty ought 
not to be curtailed (163/45 Id. 27). At this point language 
and reason fail us (215/453a. 18). 
What is probable according to the Gospel and the 
philosophers (238/453b. 11). 
The problem remains (293/454c.l2). 

23. Louis' catch question 19 
No conclusions from a bogus question (2/455b.l3). 

24. The when and whither of certainty 69 
From the stars (3/455c.6)? 
However, we don't know the will of God and the 'natural' 
cause is uncertain (17/456a.22). It is God who determines 
the times (41/456c.22). 

25. God transcends the signs 102 
The signified does not always come true (4/457a.23). 
Three biblical examples and Pļautus (21/457c. 13). 
One thing is certain, the authority of the Creator 
(66/458C.1). 

26. The dispensation of God above my ignorance 116 
God determines like a sovereign applying the law 
(4/459a.7). 
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Astrology is the devil's territory (34/459d. 1 1). 
I cannot solve these problems (49/460a.28). 
But the church and the church-fathers forbid astrology 
(92/461 a. 1 3). 

F. Prognostications 
27. Soothsayers. Saul's tragedy 558 

Four methods of divining the future (3/461 b. 8). 
Saul according to 1 Sam. 15: his disobedience owing to 
greed (70/462d.28), his worthless confession (1 12/463d.l0), 
his rejection by Samuel (161/464d. 1). 
Saul according to 1 Sam. 28: his way to Endor 
(203/465d. 14), the meeting with the pythoness 
(241 /466c. 25), his conversation with Samuel's appearance 
(327/468b.30); his suicide and death (405/470a.22). 
Oracles and exorcisms (456/47 la. 19). 

28. Judgement of seers 162 
No pardon for those so-called seers (6/472b.l5). 
There is a possibility to foresee, but it has been forbidden 
(36/473a. 19). 
The experience from my own youth (85/474a. 12). 
The condemnation in the Scriptures is clear (1 14/474c. 12). 

29. Physicians in theory and practice 70 
Three kinds of advice for the future (2/475c.26). 
The statements of theoretical physicians (10/475d.7). 
I don't judge of the practical physicians (36/476b. 3)! 

Book III. The Falsehood of Flattery 

Prol.: The stimulus 27 
Humanly against the enemies of public welfare (2/477a.3). 

A. Introduction 
1 . Integrity of life 95 

Well-being of soul and body (2/477c.6). God pervades the 
soul (20/478a.26). 
Knowledge and virtue lead to everyone's integrity 
(59/478d.4). 

2. Self-knowledge 48 
Apply the ten categories to thyself (3/479c.8). 
Fruits of self-knowledge (36/480b. 13). 

3. Love for one-self 51 
Pride and self-seeking (3/480c.28). Concupiscence 
(16/480d. 13). 
Flatterers are enemies of the common welfare (40/48 lb. 8). 

B. Flattery 
4. Flatterers and soothers 92 

The flatterer is dishonest (3/481c.20), he is acting 
(24/482a.l4). The cajoler (45/482c.7). 
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5. The surreptitious flatterer 120 
Flattery in disguise (3/483b.25). Benevolence is a good 
thing, if it is honest (45/484a.7). The flatterer and the flat- 
tered (74/484d. 14). 

6. Flatterers and the speakers of truth 88 
Flattery, the opposite of sympathy (3/485c.24) and of bitter 
truth (28/486b.21). Honey-poisoned words expel the 
truthful speakers (42/486c.6), in Rome and elsewhere 
(60/486d.27). 

7. Flattering presents 73 
The warning in Prov. 5, 3-8 (3/487b.26). The craving for 
presents (1 7/487c. 12). Friendship like that is selfindulging 
(40/488b.l 1). 

C. The theatre of life 
8. A comedy becomes a tragedy 169 

The comparison with militia in Job 7,1 (2/488d.l3). 
The world a comedy (23/489b.6). The tragical end 
(45/489d.8). 
Fortune, chance, and God according to pagan philosophers 
and Job (63/490a.27). 
The theatre of the world and the finale (1 1 1/49 la. 17). 

9. The real spectators 97 
The splendour of virtue (4/492a.ll). Classical and biblical 
stars (42/493a.25). 
The truly virtuous on the heavenly gallery (78/493d.5). 

D. Applications 
10. The Romans and flattery 177 

Cleopatra lost her part (4/494a.25). Scipio continued to be 
modest (46/495a. 1 1). The Romans are excellent flatterers 
(73/495d. 10). At the cost of liberty and truth (1 16/496d.29). 
Flatterers ought to be resisted (130/497a. 14). 

11. Promise and deceit 113 
A 'competent' flatterer doesn't accept anything, but makes 
promises (3/497d.23). Value and worthlessness of promises 
(18/498a.7). Promises can not always be kept (66/499a.5). 

12. Thrift, 'friendship', and knowledge of secrets 175 
A more 'competent' flatterer is a thrifty servant 
(5/500a.29), pretends to be on familiar terms and is 
acquainted with secrets (32/500c.29). Can there be friend- 
ship between bad (39/500d.8) and between rich men 
(52/501a.23)? 
Knowledge of secrets is dangerous (83/50 Id. 28), and turns 
one into an accomplice (107/502b.26); so, it is unsafe 
(146/503a.9). 

13. The corruption of fake affection 168 
A 'competent' flatterer shows affection (4/503c.5). 
All flatterers stink (33/504a.6). I cannot hold my tongue 
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about their immorality (53/504c.29). They even sacrifice 
daughters and sons (68/504d. 16). 
Such a corruption will be punished (105/505d.26). 

14. Criticism better than flattery 270 
Cecil Balbus to Augustus (4/506d.23). Criticisms not 
tolerated nowadays, unlike in former times (29/507b. 16): 
nine Greek examples, particularly Alexander (37/507c.23), 
nineteen Roman examples, particularly Caesar 
(81 /508c. 21), and thirteen examples of six Roman emperors 
(156/510a.l9). 
Conclusion: friends criticise, flatterers praise (219/51 lc. 31). 

15. Who may be flattered indeed 27 
A doomed man may be soothed (3/5 12b. 9). 
Tiranny the worst evil for the public welfare (20/5 12c. 27). 

PART II. PUBLIC FUNCTIONS 

Book IV. The True Sovereign 

Prol.: The philosophers way of freedom 22 
Fidelity to truth affords liberty of Spirit (2/5 13a. 3). 

A. Royal ethics 
1. The true sovereign 54 

Ruler and law (2/51 3b. 3). He is like the head of the body 
(1 1/51 3c. 13). His power is a divine thing ( 1 9/5 1 3d.22). 

2. A man of law 66 
Law and equity (4/514c.l0). Should he not be bound by 
laws (22/5 1 5a.2)? ! 
To uphold the law through the sword (34/5 15b. 15). 

3. A man of community 136 
The sword of blood is inferior to the spiritual sword 
(3/516a.20): three historical ( 1 2/5 16b. 30) and two biblical 
testimonies (34/516d.24). 
The sovereign personifies society (44/5 16d. 8); cf. 
Melchizedek (53/51 7a. 18) and the classics (72/5 17c. 8), Jesus 
(94/51 7d. 32) and Julius Caesar (1 19/518c.27). 

B. A royal mirror from the Old Testament 
4. Deut. 17,16: his wealth 93 

The sovereign is committed to the royal law of Deut. 
17,14-20 (3/5 18d. 1 3). 
The property of the ruler (32/5 1 9b. 11). His function as a 
model (62/520a. 15). 

5. Deut. 17,17: his wives and his money 104 
Women in the Old Testament (2/520c.l7). 
The sovereign has to be munificent to others (26/52 1 a. 1 1). 
Value of money and prices (59/52 1 d. 1 7). 

6. Deut. 17, 18- 19a: his knowledge of the law 196 
Legal knowledge through priests (3/522c.30); biblical 
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examples (44/523c.l2) and examples of Christian emperors 
(59/523d.28), esp. Theodose (77/524b. 17). 
Knowledge of literature with the help of priests (90/524c.7); 
cf. the role of Aristotle and Socrates (130/525b.22). Prov. 
8,14-21 (156/525d.23). 

7. Deut. 17,19b-20a: his respect for God's law 117 
To be God-fearing (4/526c.28). Tied by everlasting laws 
(30/527a.27). 
The sovereign has to be modest, but not despicably so 
(53/527C.24). 
The example of Taurus and the father of the governor 
(81/528b.31). 

8. His association with his subjects 135 
His action must be healing (3/529a.4). Example: Trajan 
(38/529d. 11). 
Mercy and truth harmonize (67/530b. 12). Plutarch and his 
slave (94/530d.8). 

9. Deut. 17,20b: his moderation 21 
No excessive virtue nor sudden vice (3/53 lc. 17). 

10. Deut. 17,20c: the duration of his government 51 
He is continued in his childern (2/532a. 1 2); 
and above all in heaven (21 /532c. 2). 

11. Deut. 17,20c: his succession 209 
He will be succeeded by his childern (2/533a.2), unless they 
misbehave (28/533c.2). Alexander and the Bragmans 
(47/534a.22). 
Common welfare before childern (7 1 /534c. 1 9): three 
classical (78/534d.27) and three biblical examples 
(129/535d.21). 
The statement of my host at Piacenza (154/536b. 19). 
Government by merits not by birth ( 1 74/536d. 13). 

C. Conclusion 
12. Justice and virtuousness for the common welfare 91 

Succession of kingdoms (2/537a.9). What is justice/injustice 
(21/537c.30)? The four cardinal virtues (37/538a. 18). 
Head and members (71/538c.26). 

Book V. The Body According to Plutarch (1) 

Prol.: Now more extensively with Plutarch 21 
Important things demand space (539a. 3). 

A. The comparison with the body 
1. Plutarch's instruction 21 

His letter to Trajan (539b. 9). 
2. The body of the commonwealth 53 

The society as a body from soul to feet (540a. 5). 
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B. The soul of the body 
3. First of all: respect for God 147 

Four things Plutarch wants to inculcate on the sovereign 
(541b. 8), first of all reverence for God (541c. 24). 
This is always mediated (541d.l5); cf. the working of the 
fire (542d.l). 
The sense of cult (543c. 2). 

4. Respect for persons, fivefold 171 
A person can be worthy of respect: by nature (544a. 29), by 
his function (544b. 15), his moral conduct (544d.7), social 
position (545b. 25), or his fortune (545b. 4). 
Special respect is required for God's ministers and friends 
(546b. 4). 

5. Respect for matters, twofold 71 
For religious buildings and ecclesiastical rights (547b. 5). 
According to imperial decrees (547d.21). Absolution of 
offences is reserved (548b. 14). 

C. The head of the body 
6. Job as royal model 270 

Appointment as head according to the bible in three ways 
(548d.l9). No breath about blood succession (549b. 17). 
The desaster of bad counselors (549d.l4). 
Job 29 (550a. 25) and commentary (550c. 18). 
Job 31 (553a. 1) and 35 (553d.5). 

7. Bad and good influence of a sovereign 238 
A bad king according to Eccli. 10 and Plato (554b. 23). 
True love is needed (554d.2): seven classical examples 
(555b. 25). 
Control is needed: sixteen classical examples (557b. 1). 
Perseverance is ̂needed: the Romans as example (558c. 30). 

8. Trajan as example 76 
Praise of Trajan (558d.l8). According to Gregory (559d.l). 

D. Heart and bowels 
9. The senate of wise men; financial officials 126 

The Senate (560b. 15). Wisdom (560d.ll) and fear of the 
Lord (561b. 5). 
Counselors (562a. 22). Tax officials and treasures (562c. 9). 

E. The flanks of the body 
10. Officials of the Curia and lust for money 218 

Officials and the long and narrow expense route (563a. 3): 
for everything and everywhere (564a. 25). Reasonable pay- 
ment (564d.27) opposed by examples of financial extortion 
(565a. 14). 
At a curia like that a philosopher becomes hermaphrodite 
(566c. 1)! 

F. Eyes , ears , and tongue 
11. Governors and judges 123 

The praesides (567c. 17). The judges (567d.30). 
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Justice is at stake, not money (568c. 8): biblical and classical 
testimonies (568d.l8). 

12. Doubtful lawsuits , 153 
The judge is committed to the law and should not be afraid 
(570a. 13): a case of the rich Alexander - cf. his father 
(570d.20) - was given against him (570c. 10) and the suit of 
even a famous man like Pythagoras vs. Evallus has been 
adjourned (571c. 30). Doubtful cases (572c. 17). 

13. The litigants 81 
The oath of both parties (573a. 27). 
The barristers (573c. 20). The accusers (574b. 26). 

14. The witnesses 48 
The witnesses (574d.l7). The judgment on witnesses 
(575a. 2). 

15. Fair jurisdiction and gifts 120 
Task of the governor (575d.8). A judge controlling himself 
(576a. 27). 
Itinerant justices (576c. 24). Roman interdiction of bribes 
(576d.3). 
Contemporary examples worth imitating (577c. 12). 

16. Extortion and ecclesiastical functionaries 237 
Roman decrees against extortion (578a. 13). 
Samuel's self-defence according to 1 Reg. 12 (579a. 7). 
Cf. our magistrates and ecclesiastical functionaries: their 
money-grubbing conduct (579d.l3). 
I protest (581b. 24)! Samuel as an example (581d.5). 

17. Lust for money and philosophy 275 
Contempt of riches according to Greek philosophers, esp. 
Diogenes (582d.20). 
But his suicide is not allowed and moreover unnecessary 
(583d. 20); cf. Andronicus and the lion (584b. 21); it remains 
forbidden (585c. 19). 
Everybody searches for money (585d.4). The philosophical 
attitude towards money (586c. 14). 
The example of Samuel (588a. 24). 

Book VI. The Body of Plutarch (2) 

Prol.: Plutarch continued 35 
The target: exhortation to virtue (587d.3). 

A. The hands of the body 
1. Sheriffs and their practices 179 

There is a militia jurist next to the armed militia (589a. 15); 
both are hands of the sovereign (589c. 9). Public servants 
gathering in the harvest (589d.l9). 
Opposition against it is called lese-majesty (591 a. 4). 
That is harmful, especially for the sovereign (592b. 4). 
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2. Wanted, skilful soldiers 86 
Special knowledge required (592d.29). 
Training required (593b. 27). 

3. Useless soldiers 40 
Flaunting soldiers such as Traso (594b. 28) boast of their 
exploits (594d.22). 

4. Training required 76 
Imperial sons too had to train (595b. 16). Military technique 
must be learned beforehand (595c. 7). Even imperial 
daughters had to learn (596b. 6). Praise of Cato (596b. 17). 

5. Selection needed 54 
Military service is a good job (596d.3). 
Priests as well as soldiers should be selected (597a. 12). 

6. Omission of selection harmful 65 
Neglect of selection appears to work out badly (597d.28). 
Remember the fight against Wales (598a. 6) and Harold's 
behaviour (598c. 6). 

7. The military oath 41 
It is a religious oath, according to classical testimonies 
(599b. 8). 

8. Comparison with priests 52 
Without selection and oath neither priests nor soldiers 
(600a. 27). 
The two swords (600c. 16). The office of the armed militia 
(600d.3). 

9. Military loyalty 28 
Fidelity to the sovereign (601 a. 24), but first of all to God 
(601b. 8). 

10. The pledge of the sword 46 
Everybody is bound to the Church by an 'oath' (60 1 d . 27). 
Cf. John the Baptist speaking to the soldiers (602a. 22). 

11. Discipline needed 83 
Abuse of power requires a harsher punishment (602c. 14). 
Luxury and immoderateness slacken the soldier (603a. 8); 
the classics already did know that (603b. 26). 

12. Disobedience severely punished 155 
Various punishments for disobedience; four testimonies 
from Frontinus (604b. 12) and two from Gellius (604d.6). 
Obedience without comment, unless (605c. 21). 
Severity of punishment: eight examples from Frontinus 
(606b. 1). 

13. Abuse of the sword 84 
Loss of the military belt: three classical and one biblical 
example (607b. 17). 
Abuse of power, amongst others against the Church 
(608a. 7). The sovereign has to deal with it (608c.31). 

14. Discipline opposed to luxury 93 
Discipline is needed; five classical testimonies (609a. 16). 
Luxury is to be avoided: sex classical examples (609d.27). 
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15. Discipline and command 26 
Roman discipline (61 Od. 23). Importance of a competent 
commander (61 la. 7). 

16. Laxness nowadays 65 
Our slack times (61 lb. 23). See the Walesman (611c. 8). 
And cf. the Median mothers (61 2c. 3). 

17. Historical examples from Britain 54 
Our Brennus in Italy (612d.l8) and Greece (613b. 5). 

18. Contemporary examples from Britain 134 
Cnut (613d. 4). William Rufus, Henry I, and Robert ['Cur- 
those'] (614a. 4). 
Henry II, the best (6 14c. 8): against Stephen (61 4d. 1 ), 
Eustace (61 5c. 2), and at sieges (61 6a. 6). 

19. No rich machinery but training 121 
Actually, we can handle it very well (61 6c. 9), but then 
without glittering apparatus (616d.21). But with discipline 
(61 7b. 19), pay (61 7c. 9), and training and schooling 
(617d.l6) like in all the arts (618b. 9). 

B. The feet of the body 
20. Farmers, artisans, valets 36 

Countless occupations (618d.21). 
Mutual relationship between higher and lower classes 
(619b. 9). 

C. The commonwealth 
21. Vergil's bees-state 82 

The society according to nature (61 9c. 30). 
Vergil, Georg. 4 (619d.5). 

22. Needed, a prudent, careful sovereign 61 
Prudence and care always needed (620d.8). 
Cf. Dido (621c. 19). 

23. Consequences of frivolity 38 
It leads to lust, and regret follows (622a. 12). 
Cf. Demosthenes on Lais (622b. 23). 

24. Judgments on the sovereign; the parable of the stomachi 75 
The sovereign must be tolerated (622d.5). 
Conversation with pope Hadrian IV about Rome: the com- 
mon gossip (623c. 6), my opinion (624b. 23), his parable of 
the stomach (625b. 14). 

D. About lese-majesty 
25. Due reverence 129 

Coherence of head and members (626b. 11). Rules and laws 
on lese-majesty (626c. 24). The six ( + two) exigencies of 
fealty (627d.25). 
Penalties of the Codex in cases of lese-majesty (628a. 8). 

26. Respect for the correcting task of the sovereign 83 
In a wedlock defects are to be tolerated or removed, the 
same in the body of the commonwealth (629a. 24). 
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In this, a special task for the sovereign (629c. 1). 
Reverence for that image of God (630b. 27). 

27. To tell the truth is not lese-majesty 47 
A plea for the 'poor' (630d.24). Gnatho is like Marsias 
(631b. 3). 

28. The true eulogy according to Apuleius 113 
Praise only what is really power (63 Id. 18). 
Apuleius, De deo Socratis 21-24: people don't nurture their 
mind (632a. 4). 

E. General conclusion 
29. Head and members 23 

The right relationship (633d. 12). 
Because of religion peace everywhere (634b. 25). 

30. The adversaries 52 
Those Gnatho-people keep on brewing mischief (634b. 11). 
Triflers (635a. 13)! 

PART III. PHILOSOPHICAL REFLECTIONS 

Book VII. Philosophy and Ethics 

Prol.: Your proposal. Aim and sources of this book 105 
Actually, your suggestion is impossible (635b. 3), unless I 
should pity myself (636c. 8). Yet here with some small 
presents (636d.l3). 
My authors and my philosophers (637a. 27). 
And my aim: against vices (637c. 18). 

A. Which philosophy? 
1. The antique philosophers 53 

Smart and famous but also proud like the builders of the 
tower of Babel (637d.29). Stoics, Epicureans, Academics 
(638b. 22). 

2. The doubt of the Academics 109 
The Academic doubt (638d.25). Difference between man 
and animal (639a. 12). 
Uselessness of an ever doubting philosopher (639c. 10). 
Twenty-eight questions doubtful to a man of wisdom 
(640b. 17). 
Decision for Academic moderation (640d.ll). 

3. The frightened Stoic 65 
The Academia was a frightful place (641a. 25). 
The philosopher in the tempest (641b. 7). 
Fear causes modesty (642a. 21). 

4. Pythagoras 65 
Life and work of Pythagoras (642b. 4). 
Philosopher, that is: lover of wisdom (643b. 1). 

5. Plato 191 
Six Ionian philosophers (643d. 19). Socrates (644a. 12). Plato 
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(644b. 23): his conformity with the Old (645c. 4) and the 
New Testament (646c8); his death (647a. 1). 

6. Aristotle 74 
His doctrine and fame (647c. 23), and his thirst for glory 
(648b. 13). 
The Academics are his disciples (648c. 24). 

7. A small theory of cognition 98 
There are first principles (649a. 24). Everybody has his own 
comprehension (650a. 14). The principles of religion 
(650b. 27). Consequences from these principles are not to be 
called in question (650c. 5). 

8. The only target of felicity through philosophy 131 
Many schools, one aim: felicity, and that via virtue by phi- 
losophy (65 la. 4). 
Three kinds of men: wise men, philosophers, and aspirants 
(652a. 18). 
Through various virtues of philosophy to felicity (653b.21). 

B. How to attain a good philosophy? 
9. The so-called philosopher. What to read? 220 

Curious 'philosophers' (653d. 20). Modern teachers of phi- 
losophy (654b. 15). 
To read about everything or about one theme only 
(655a. 23)? 
Advices by Cicero (655d.7) and Horace (656d.7). 
No study without grace: Augustine on Varro (657a. 25). 

10. All reading is useful 149 
All things do benefit men (658a. 4). 
The historical and mystical sense of Noach's benediction 
(658b. 16). 
In the same way books are of different use (659d.28). 
So, reading with discretion (660c. 9). 

1 1 . Through philosophy to love 45 
Philosophy = love for the divinity (661a. 3). 
All philosophy for the furtherance of love (661c. 25). 

12. The stupid debater 231 
Those conceited men are insupportable (662a. 24). Just try 
to argue with them (662c. 20). There are quite a lot of them 
nowadays (663b. 9). 
Yet, disputing is very useful (664a. 17). But o dear, that 
problem of the universalia (664c. 5)! And those inquirers of 
poses (665c. 3). 
Difference between Holy Scripture and scientific reading- 
matter (666a. 5). 

13. Six keys for study 201 
The little stanza of Bernard of Chartres (666c. 7): 
humility and simplicity (666d.l5); 
searching according to six biblical (667b. 4) and three 
classical examples (668c. 3); 
a life of quiet (668d.26); enquiry (669b. 12); poverty 
(669b. 16); and foreign land (669d.l3). 
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14. A seventh key 35 
Love for the teachers (670c. 17). 
Ticonius mentions seven other keys, but there is only One 
key (671a. 12). 

15. Not Epicurus but Boëthius 98 
All have one aim, Epicurus too (671b. 26); but you cannot 
reach it through the five strivings (67 Id. 25). Read 
Boëthius' De consolatione about these (672b. 2 1 ). 
Who really is yearning for philosophy (672c. 5)! 

C . Money and craving for power 
16. Greed and stinginess 89 

Various ways to riches (673a. 5). 
Avarice is horrible and cannot be satiated (674b. 10). 

17. Power and glory, even in the Church 175 
Greediness together with foolishness (674d.ll). 
Ambition and tyranny (675c. 16). 
Ecclesiastical abuses (676b. 20). Everything for sale 
(677b. 16). Striving for the episcopacy (677d. 1 6). 

18. Those who pretend not to aspire to anything 82 
Fallacies for rejecting the office of bishop (678c. 3). 
The failure of an ambitious monk (679c. 28). 
Non-volition is nothing but appearance (679d.9). 

19. Those who openly aspire; obiections don't avail 305 
Other people are openly ambitious (680a. 31), basing on 
privileges (680c. 1). Three methods (681b. 1). 
Exposure of three candidates for an episcopacy in Apulia 
(682a. 18). Thirty-nine counter-arguments refuted (682d.7). 
Study of philosophy is totally lacking (684c. 1). 
Manifold practice no argument (685c. 18). Balach and the 
donkey (685d.2). 

20. Imperial interdictions; protests don't avail 242 
Prohibitions of Justinian (686b. 5), Leo (687b. 26), and 
Justinian (687d.22). 
But Datanite people say, the sovereign is not bound by 
laws (688c. 1). 
Fourteen stories about a tyrant [Stephen] (689b. 11). 
Appeal on divine justice is rejected (689c. 6). David acted 
otherwise (690b. 17). 

D. Hypocrisy 
21. Sanctimoniousness among the religious 274 

Putting up airs and graces (691a. 26). 
Praise of good monastic orders (69 Id. 7). There are, how- 
ever, Pharisees among them (692b. 9): they appeal to 
Rome, rejecting protests (693a. 3), and claiming tenths 
(694b. 5). Templars (694d.l0)! 
The truly religious are the opposite (695c. 25). 
Hypocrites are Epicureans (696b. 27). 
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22. Deceiving appearances lead to death 71 
Isaiah's reproach on Ezechia (696c. 20); its signification 
(697c. 31). 

23. Good religious men 165 
Carthusians and Grandimontes are good ones (698a. 11). 
And other truly religious (699c. 2). The religion of the so- 
called seculars (700b. 7), according to Jerome (700c. 23). 
The true rule and hypocrisy (701a. 15). 

E. Jealousy 
24. Jealousy and disparagement 217 

There are many vices (70 lb. 4). 
What is jealousy (702a. 13): cf. Ovid and Joseph's brothers 
(702c. 8). 
It is unbecoming for a philosopher (703b. 19). 
The disparagement of others (704b. 12): the confession of 
Gilbert of Hereford (704d.l2); other examples and conclu- 
sion (705a. 5). 

25. Liberty and criticism 227 
Striving for liberty a good thing (705c. 26): three historical 
examples (706a. 18). 
Freedom of speech: seventeen classical examples (706b. 5). 
Difference between offences and gibes (708d.l0). 
The applying of liberty (7 10b. 31). 

Book VIII. Ethics, Tiranny, Felicity 

Prol.: For the public welfare 46 
I am warning against dangers (709c. 3). 
Cried down now I will be thanked later on (7 10c. 7). 

A. Thirst for glory 
1. Pride and its ramifications according to Gregory 94 

Gnathos always in Thrasos' service (71 la. 28). 
The tree of the seven vices according to Gregory, Mor. 39 
(71 le. 12). 
Pride takes roots into virtue (71 2d. 13). 

2. Praise and prodigality 148 
Three motives for praise (7 13a. 5). 
Circumstances of praise: where and by whom (71 3d. 7). 
Liberality (7 14a. 30), even for buffoons (7 14c. 21)? 
Prodigality according to Cicero, De off. (715a. 19). 

3. Types in Terence 152 
Hear Gnatho and Thraso (7 16a. 5), Thaïs (71 7a. 18), and 
Cherea (718b. 21). 
Conclusion: no confidence in friendship which is bought 
(718c. 8). 

4. Praise from liberality 75 
No stinginess, but give to the worthy (719a. 5). 
Two examples from Valerius (719d.8). 
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5. Thirst for glory from self-interest 150 
Striving for justice and self-interest, and the consequences 
of both (720c. 29). 
Thirst for glory of the ancient Romans according to 
Augustine, Civ. Dei 5 (721a. 26). Glory is smoke (722b. 18), 
that alleged divine origin too (722c. 6). 
Still worse is fame through crimes (723a. 2). 

B. The five sense-organs 
6. The lusts. Insobriety 368 

Libido through the five senses, according to Jerome 
(723c. 9). 
Relation between gluttony and impurity (725a. 21). 
So-called hospitality (725b. 8). Three kinds of banquets 
(726a. 13). Jerome on immoderateness (727a. 17). 
Dido's banquet according to Vergil, Aen. 1 (728b. 16). 
Five historical examples (729c. 1). 
The banquet for Aeneas by Evandrus according to Vergil, 
Aen. 8 (730b. 13). 

7. Luxury at table 265 
Five sumptuary laws of the Romans (731a. 15). 
A decree against luxury, and that by Antony (732a. 6). 
Estimation of pike and sturgeon (733a. 30). Adoption of 
foreign luxury (733d. 11). 
Caesar's sumptuary laws (734c. 14). 
My dinner in Apulia (735d.22). Luxurious eating past and 
present (735d.ll). 

8. Three kinds of banquets 201 
Popular banquets (736b. 10). Civic banquets (737a. 19). 
Philosophical banquets (737c. 19) and the food 'laws' of 
Jerome (737d.7), Macrobius and Valerius (738d.l8). 
The solemn banquet according to Valerius (739a. 6). 
Plato's opinion, my opinion, and Paul's opinion (739c. 7). 

9. Table-manners 125 
The best rule in the gospel (740b. 18); compare the heathen 
(741b. 9). 
On thanksgiving and table-talk (741c. 23). 
Always honesty and respect in all things (742c. 14). 

10. Table-talk according to Macrobius 293 
Macrobius (743a. 9): on good guests (743a. 22), useful con- 
versation (744a. 4), inviting questions (744d.l8), and on the 
difference between gibes (745d.5) and offences (746d.30). 
The judgment of Plato about drinking (747b. 14). Other 
rules (748b. 6). 

11. Marriage and women 368 
Voluptuousness (748d.4). The nuptial tie (749b. 2). 
From Jerome's Liber Theophrasti (750a. 11). 
No second marriage (75 Id. 2). 
Female shamelessness (752a. 18): six classical testimonies 
(752d.26). 
Petronius' story of the widow of Ephesus (753b. 26). 
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Statements from Jerome's Adversus Iovinianum (755a. 23). 
Praise of the chaste woman (755d.5). 

12. Music, theatre, and fashion 301 
Human dignity (756b. 26), also of servants (756c. 10) accord- 
ing to Seneca/Macrobius (756d.21). 
The tickling of the ears by music (757d.l6), of the eyes by 
dance (758c. 23), and caress by clothes for men and women 
(760a. 10). 
Human behaviour (76 la. 5) and always moderation and 
decorum (761b. 20). 

13. Sobriety together with hospitality 304 
Judgment on sobriety (762b. 6). 
I agree with Seneca, despite the judgment of Quintilian 
(763a. 20). 
Sobriety and hospitality can tally (764c. 6); examples: 
from the Old Testament (765c. 9) and from the history of 
the church (766b.21). 
Conclusion: they do tally (767c. 20). 

C. True glory 
14. Glory by whom and why? 216 

Praise has to come from an expert, particularly from 
authors (768b. 5). 
Nine examples of praise from the classics (770a. 14). 
Value of 'strategical' sayings (77 Id. 13). 

15. Motifs for glory 165 
Primarily because of honesty (772c. 24). 
For health (772d.5), noble blood (772d.lO), or material 
possessions (773d. 31) don't count unless as instruments for 
virtue (774a. 15). 
But surely, avarice has to be avoided (774b. 2). 

16. The Epicurean flood 87 
Four streams, unlike those of the paradise, flow from volup- 
tuousness (775d.20). 
To pride oneself on force doesn't afford glory, but causes 
tyranny (776d.22). 

D. Tyrannology 
17. The tyrant, the shepherd, and the mercenary 376 

The true sovereign as contrasted with the tyrant (777c. 4). 
Tyranny also among priests (778b. 11). 
God will judge all of them: the story of St Basil (779a. 18). 
Ezechiel 34 on the shepherd (779d.4); and on the 
mercenary (782b. 7). 
Oh no, I don't talk about papal delegates (783a. 14)! 
Finally, the thief of the sheep (784b. 29). 

18. Roman tyrants 190 
All power, of tyrants too, derives from God (785a. 7) and is 
good (785d.l3). 
Bad examples: Caligula (786b. 6) and Nero (787c. 5). 
Conclusion about resistance against the tyrant (788d.5). 
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19. Downfall of Roman tyrants 221 
Julius Caesar (789a. 19). From Augustus to Nero (789c. 2). 
Domitianus (790c. 21). From Nerva to Commodus (791c. 6). 
Conclusion (792c. 5). 
Extra on 'our' Severus (792c. 14). 

20. Downfall of biblical tyrants 184 
Biblical examples (793b. 25): Nemroth, Saul, Eglon 
(793c. 12). 
Jahel (794d.l3) and Judith (795b. 7) killed, yet they were 
praised. 
Conclusion: how, yea and nay, to expel tyrants (796b.31). 

21. Downfall of Julian and others 508 
Five examples of downfall from the Old Testament 
(797a. 10). 
Julian the Apostate: introduction (798b. 14), his education 
(799a. 27), first action as emperor (800b. 21), the book(s) of 
Apollinaris (802a. 10), attempt of rebuilding the temple in 
Jerusalem (802c. 2), adaptation to Christianity (803b. 1), his 
letter to Arsacius (803c. 19), his death (805a. 21). 
Our own martyr-king Eadmund (806c. 29). 
Eustache and all British tyrants disappeared (806d.22). 

22. Gedeon as opposed to Antiochus 77 
Gedeon (807b. 12). Antiochus and Ozias (808a. 8). 
Our times (808c. 28). 

23. Tyranny and schism 302 
It is unchristian to fight for ecclesiastical chairs (809a. 21). 
Schism, nothing more desastrous (810b. 10), especially 
regarding the mother-church (81 lb. 21). Recent examples 
(812b. 12). 
Tyrants of that kind will perish (812c. 14). 
The burden of the papacy (8 13c. 29): complaint of Adrian 
IV (814b. 11). 

E. Conclusion 
24. The Epicurean way doesn't lead to paradise 175 

No paradise for Epicureans (814d.2). They are like moles 
and other animals (816a. 3). Human nature inclined to evil 
(816c. 25). 
The sex ages according to Vergil (8 16c. 10). 
The broad road of the Epicureans (8 18a. 24). 

25. The road to felicity 213 
Epicureans and the way to felicity (818c. 6). 
The tree of knowledge (819a. 16) and the bough of Proser- 
pine (820a. 28). 
Approach the tree of grace (820d.6). 
Do you like to be happy (82 lb. 8)? Exhortation to Thomas 
(821d.27). 
This book (822b. 17). 
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SUMMARY: 
Introduction and Prologue 489 lines 

Part I. Officials and their ado. total: 6.214 lines 
Bk. 1. Curial occupations: 1.309 lines 

a) starting-point ģ.l ch.: 70 1. 
b) games 5 ch.: 820 1. 
c) varieties of magic 5 ch.: 419 1. 

Bk. 2. The truth of signs: prol.: 14 1. 3.116 lines 
a) true and false signs 3 ch.: 142 1. 
b) exc.: Jerusalem A.D. 70 6 ch.: 385 1. 
c) sequel: signs 5 ch.: 127 1. 
d) dreams 3 ch.: 386 1. 
e) a problem 9 ch.: 1.272 1. 
I) prognostications 3 ch.: 790 1. 

Bk. 3. The falsehood of flattery: prol.: 26 1. 1.789 lines 
a) introduction 3 ch.: 194 1. 
b) flattery 4 ch.: 373 I. 
c) the theatre of life 2 ch.: 266 1. 
d) applications 6 ch.: 930 1. 

Part II. Public Junctions. total: 6.099 lines 
Bk. 4. The true sovereign: prol.: 21 1. 1.296 lines 

a) royal ethics 3 ch.: 258 1. 
b) a royal mirror from the O.T. 8 ch.: 926 1. 
c) conclusion 1 ch.: 91 1. 

Bk. 5. The body according to Plutarch (1): prol.: 20 1. 2.448 lines 
a) the comparison with the body 2 ch.: 74 1. 
b) the soul of the body 3 ch.: 389 1. 
c) the head of the body 3 ch.: 584 1. 
d) heart and bowels 1 ch.: 126 1. 
e) the flanks of the body 1 ch.: 218 1. 
f) eyes, ears and tongue 7 ch.: 1.037 1. 

Bk. 6. The body according to Plutarch (2): prol.: 34 1. 2.355 lines 
a) the hands of the body 19 ch.: 1.482 1. 
b) the feet of the body 1 ch.: 36 1. 
c) the commonwealth 4 ch.: 356 1. 
d) about lese-majesty 4 ch.: 372 1. 
e) general conclusion 2 ch.: 75 1. 

Part III. Philosophical reflections. total: 9.319 lines 
Bk. 7. Philosophy and ethics: prol.: 104 I. 3.716 lines 

a) which philosophy? 8 ch.: 786 1. 
b) how to attain a good philosophy? 7 ch.: 979 1. 
c) money and craving for power 5 ch.: 893 1. 
d) hypocrisy 3 ch.: 510 1. 
e) jealousy 2 ch.: 444 1. 

Bk. 8. Ethics, tyranny, and felicity: prol.: 45 1. 5.603 lines 
a) thirst for glory 5 ch.: 619 1. 
b) the five sense-organs 8 ch.: 2.225 1. 
c) true glory 3 ch.: 468 1. 
d) tyrannology 7 ch.: 1.858 1. 
e) conclusion 2 ch.: 388 1. 

Total: 166 chapters 22. 121 lines 
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Vivarium XXXII, 2 (1994) ©E.J. Brill, Leiden 

From Eternal to Perpetual Truths: 
A Note on the Mediaeval History of Aristotle, 

De interpretai ione, Ch. 1, 16al8 

C.H. KNEEPKENS 

Just as some thoughts in the soul are neither true nor false while some are 
necessarily one or the other, so also with spoken sounds. For falsity and truth 
have to do with combination and separation. Thus names and verbs by them- 
selves - for instance 'man' or 'white' when nothing further is added - are like 
the thoughts that are without combination and separation; for so far they are 
neither true nor false. A sign of this is that even 'goat-stag' signifies something 
but not, as yet, any thing true or false - unless 'is' or 'is not' is added (either 
simply or with reference to time) (Arist., De interpr. 1, 16a9-18). 

This is the last section of the first chapter of Aristotle's De interpr eta- 
tione in Ackrill's translation.1 The last words of this passage, which are 
put between brackets, have been a subject of discussion ever since 
scholars have occupied themselves with the interpretation of Aristo- 
tle's De interpretatione . The purpose of the present article is to investiga- 
te the several ways in which this phrase was interpreted in the twelfth 
and early thirteenth centuries. As is well-known, this period 
experienced a "turn" of the intellectual paradigm, caused by the 
inflow of Aristotle's psychological, physical and metaphysical works, 
their Arab commentaries and interpretations, and the new educational 
institution, the university. It is, however, far from clear when and to 
what degree the new theoretical tenets became active in remoulding 
the concepts that had built up the respective disciplines, and in having 
an effect on the expositions of the authoritative texts. In her introduc- 
tion to Master Jordan's Notulae super Priscianum minorem , a text that can 
be dated to the 1240s,2 Mary Sirridge argues that the general 
framework within which these Notulae have to be placed, had changed 
fundamentally, but that on the level of doctrinal details the change of 
paradigm was not felt so clearly.3 We can put on a level with this Louis 

1 Ackrill 1983, 43. - Thanks are due to Prof. dr. L. M. de Rijk for his useful com- 
ments and criticisms on an earlier draft of this article. 
2 Cf. Gauthier 1982, esp. 367-73. 3 Notulae super Priscianum minorem Magistři Jordáni. Partial edition and introduction by 
M. Sirridge, Copenhague 1980 (CIMAGL, 36), 13. 
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Kelly's observations on the influence of the theoretical frame- work 
that was based on Aristotle's Physics. Kelly shows that the modistic 
grammarians, who were not active until the third quarter of the thir- 
teenth century, "cherchent une explication par comparaison en 
reliant la science du langage à un concept central de science 
naturelle".4 It is the ultimate objective of this study to contribute to 
our insight into the way in which this change of the theoretical 
foundations became operative on the level of the individual 
disciplines. 

The Greek words "ê haploos ê kata chronon", which at a first 

glance seem easy to translate, have caused a lot of worries to the 
learned translators and commentators from Antiquity up to the 

present.5 
In his annotations to these words Ackrill rejects the suggestion that 

"simply" alludes to the use of a verb in the present tense in a timeless 
or omnitemporal present proposition. Basing himself on Aristotle's 
distinction between a verb in the present tense and verbs in one of the 
other tenses {De interpr . , ch. 3), he defends the view that "simply" 
refers to 'present time', whereas "with reference to time" indicates 
the 'past and future times'.6 

Ackrill follows Edghill who in the Oxford translation renders 
Aristotle's words by "either in the present or in some other tense".7 
The same view is held by Weidemann in his recent book on De inter- 

pretatione : "sei es schlechthin, sei es in einer temporal abgewandelten 
Form".8 This line of interpretation is explicitly rejected by others. For 
instance, Cooke, in the Loeb edition, translates "whether generally" 
- a word which in the text itself Cooke expounds with the phrase 
"that is to say, without definite time connotation - or in a particular 
tense", to which, in a footnote, Cooke adds the observation: "some 

4 Kelly 1977, 123-4. 5 ror a survey ot the most important Ancient and modern proposals tor interpretation 
of these words, see Montanari 1988, 76-8. 6 Cf. Ackrill 1963, 115; for the difference between a "timeless" proposition and an 
"omnitemporal" proposition, see Lyons 1977, 680. 7 The Works of Aristotle. Translated into English under the Editorship of W.D. Ross, 
Vol. I: Categoriae and De interpretation, translated by E.M. Edghill, Oxford 1928 
[phot.repr. 1937]: "It has significance, but there is no truth or falsity about it, unless 
'is' or 'is not' is added, either in the present or in some other tense." 
8 Aristoteles, Peri Hermeneias . Ubersetzt und erläutert von H. Weidemann, Berlin 1994, 
4. In his comment on these words Weidemann comprehensively defends his transla- 
tion (cf. 157). 
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would render these words 'in the present or some other tense.' ".9 The 
same line of thought we find in the translation by Apostle, who 
renders: " either without qualification or with a temporal qualifica- 
tion", to which he adds the following comment: 4 4 To qualify some- 
thing is to restrict it in some way, and so what is unqualified has no 
restrictions. That which exists without qualification, then, would be 
that which is not limited by time but exists always, whether eternally 
or hypothetically. For example, the universe exists always and eter- 
nally (according to Aristotle), and 'all men are mortal' is true for every 
man regardless of the time or place of his existence, even if any given 
individual does not exist eternally. In science, all statements of the 
form 'every A is B' or 'no A is B' signify things with unqualified 
existence, as in the case of 'all vertical angles are equal'. But that 
which has temporal qualification is limited to a definite interval of 
time, whether present, past or future."10 

The uncertainty attaching to the meaning of these words of Aristotle 
may also be noticed in the early Arabic school tradition. In Al- 
Farabi's commentary on De interpretations, which was, incidentally, not 
available to mediaeval Western scholarship, we find the view also 
voiced which is held by Cooke and Apostle. Al-Farabi assumes 
'haploos' to mean "in all time" and 'kata chronon' "in a specific 
time".11 According to a scholion to the Arabic version of De interpreta- 
tione that is preserved in the MS Paris, BN, ar. 2346, Al-Farabi 
appears to follow in this respect one of the two interpretations that 
were traditional in the Arabic schools. The other Arabic view is 
similar to the one held by inter alios Ackrill, Edghill and Weidemann: 
'haploos' means "the present time" and 'kata chronon' "the two 
times surrounding the present".12 

9 Cooke 1938, 116-7. 10 Aristotle's Categories and Propositions (De interpretatione). Translated with Commen- 
taries and Glossary by H.G. Apostle, Grinnell, Iowa 1980, 99-100. 11 Al-Farabi's Commentary and Short Treatise on Aristotle's De interpretatione. Translated 
with an Introduction and Notes by F.W. Zimmermann, London 1981, 15: "But this 
expression and what we understand from it is neither true nor false unless we stipulate 
with it that it does or does not exist, in all time or in a specific time. Think of the 
many animals, such as the hadil (?), that are said to have existed in old times, and 
of the many tales that tell of animals that will exist in the future, no having existed 
before." 
12 Al-Farabi's Commentary, 14, note 3: " School Note : 4 'Abu Bishir < Matta > says 
that according to some commentators, Aristotle means by simply the present time, and 
by time the two times surrounding the present; according to others, what he means 
by simply is permanent time, and by time specific time, i.e. present, future and past." 
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Even in late Greek Antiquity a uniform interpretation was lacking. 
Unfortunately, only two - late - Greek commentators on De inter- 
pretatione have appeared in print. In only one of them we find an inter- 
pretation which was also defended by Arabic and modern Western 
scholarship. Ammonius of Alexandria, who was active near the end of 
the fifth century, considered 'haploos' as "aoristoos", which he inter- 
preted as 

' 'without a temporal adverb". So the addition of the verb 
'to be' "haploos" leads to sentences such as "the goat-stag was" or 
"the goat-stag is" or "the goat-stag will be"; "with an addition 
according to time" means according to Ammonius "the addition of 
a temporal adverb": "the goat-stag was yesterday or last year", "the 
goat-stag will be tomorrow or next year".13 It is striking that in 
Ammonius' discussion of the verb when taken "kata chronon", the 
present tense is not considered. It is possible that our text is defective, 
so as to make it uncertain whether or not Ammonius meant to say that 
the phrase "kata chronon" does not concern the present time. As we 
will see below,14 we find some support in Boethius' works for the thesis 
that the text is defective in this respect. The other Greek commenta- 
tor, Stephanus of Alexandria, who lived in the seventh century, took 
'haploos' to stand for "the present time" (ton enestoota chronon), 
and 'kata chronon' for "the past and future times"; Stephanus men- 
tions present time in this context without any further modification.15 

Boethius 

Boethius provided mediaeval scholarship with a reliable translation 
of Aristotle's De interpretatione. He also composed two commentaries on 
this work, which (especially the more extensive version) were widely 
used in the Middle Ages. So Boethius had a great influence on the way 
in which the early mediaeval students of logic used to read Aristotle's 
booklet, which was so concise that even Cassiodorus said that while 
writing this work the Stagirite dipped his reed-pen in his mind instead 
of in ink.16 

13 Ammonii In Aristotelis De interpretatione Commentantes, ed. A. Busse, Berolini 1897, c. 
2, 29, 22-7 (Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, Vol. 4, pt 4-6). 14 Cf. 167. 
15 Stephani In Librum Aristotelis De interpretatione Commentarium , ed. M. Hayduck, 
Berolini 1885, 6, 30-2 (Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, Vol. 18, pars III). 16 Cassiodorus, Institutions, ed. R.A.B. Mynors, 114, 21-2: [II, iii, 11] "Aristoteles 
quando Peri hermeneias scriptitabat, calamum in mente tingebat"; cf. Isaac 1953, 
12. 
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In his more elementary first editio , Boethius gives his readership 
only one explanation of Aristotle's "simpliciter" or 

" secundum tempus1 
' . 

He takes " simpliciter 
" to mean "with present time indication' ' and 

"secundum tempus 
" "with indication of the past or the future time". As 

we have seen above,17 this is the same interpretation as that by 
Stephanus of Alexandria and modern scholars as Edghill and Ackrill. 
Boethius defends his interpretation by arguing that in fact the present 
time is not a genuine time, but the confinium or the borderline 
between times, namely the past and the future times, since it is the 
beginning of the future time and the end of the past time.18 

We meet the views of Ammonius and Stephanus in Boethius' 
second and far more comprehensive commentary.19 In this work, 
Boethius gives three ways of interpreting Aristotle's words. 

17 Above, 162, 164. 18 Boethius, In De interpr., prima editio, ed. C. Meiser, Lipsiae 1877, 45, 15-27: 
"ergo id quod ait vet simpliciter vel secundum tempus , huiusmodi est: simpliciter enim 
facta enuntiatio secundum praesens est. Etenim quod praesens dicimus, tempus non 
est, sed confinium temporum, tempus autem est futurum vel praeteritum. Ergo non 
potest in eo quod est hircocervus , Veritas aut falsitas inveniri, nisi ei aut esse aut non 
esse addatur. Vel praesens significans, quod est simpliciter, vel tempus, quod est 
praeteritum aut futurum. Si quis enim sic dicat ' hircocervus esť , simpliciter id est 
secundum praesens, si quis autem ' hircocervus eriť vel lfuiť , secundum tempus 
futurum scilicet et praeteritum." 19 Boethius, In De interpr . , secunda editio, ed. C. Meiser, Lipsiae 1880, 51, 2-52,9: 
"vel simpliciter vel secundum tempus. Hoc vero idcirco addidit, quod in quibusdam ita 
enuntiationes fiunt, ut quod de ipsis dicitur secundum substantiam proponatur, in 
quibusdam vero hoc ipsum 'esse' quod additur, non substantiam, sed praesentiam 
quandam significet. Cum enim dicimus 4 deus est* t non eum dicimus nunc esse, sed 
tantum in substantia esse, ut hoc ad immutabilitatem potius substantiae quam ad 
tempus aliquod referatur. Si autem dicamus 'dies est' , ad nullam diei substantiam per- 
tinet nisi tantum ad temporis constitutionem. Hoc est enim quod significat est , tam- 
quam si dicamus ' nunc esť . Quare cum ita dicimus esse ut substantiam designemus, 
simpliciter est addimus; cum vero ita ut aliquid praesens signifìcetur, secundum 
tempus. Haec una quam diximus expositio. 

Alia vero huiusmodi est: 'esse aliquiď duobus modis dicitur: aut simpliciter aut 
secundum tempus. Simpliciter quidem secundum praesens tempus, ut si quis sic dicat ' hircocervus esť . Praesens autem quod dicitur, tempus non est, sed confinium tem- 
porum: finis namque est praeteriti futurique principium. Quocirca quisquís secun- 
dum praesens hoc sermone quod est esse , utitur, <eo> simpliciter utitur. Qui vero 
aut praeteritum iungit aut futurum, ille non simpliciter, scd iam in ipsum tempus 
incurrit. Tempora namque (ut dictum est) duo ponuntur: praeteritum atque 
futurum. Quod si quis cum praesens nominat, simpliciter dicit. Cum utrumlibet 
praeteritum vel futurum dixerit, secundum tempus utitur enuntiatione. 

Est quoque tertia huiusmodi expositio, quod aliquotiens ita tempore utimur, ut 
indefinite dicamus: ut si quis dicat (est hircocervus, fuit hircocervus , erit hircocervus' hoc 
indefinite et simpliciter dictum est. Sin vero aliquis addat * nunc esť vel ' heri fuiť vel ' eras eriť , ad hoc ipsum esse quod simpliciter dicitur addit tempus. Quare secundum 
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Boethius' first interpretation calls our special attention. He is of the 
opinion that when we say: "God is" (Deus esi), we do not intend to 
say with such a proposition that God is existing now, but rather that 
God is in substance only. This implies that the present tense of the 
verb 4 to be' applied to God refers to the immutability of God's 
substance rather than to some time-aspect which, incidentally, 
includes mutability. Boethius attributes the determination 'simply' 
(simpliciter) to this use of the verb 4 to be' When, however, we say "it 
is daytime" or "day" (dies est), we do not intend to refer to the day's 
substance, but we only want to say that it is day now; so we have used 
the verb 'to be' secundum tempus. In his article on Boethius' notion of 
being L.M. de Rijk points to the distinction Boethius makes between 
the two senses of the verb 'to be', viz. to signify substance and "some 
kind of presence". De Rijk emphasizes that Boethius' acceptation of 
the verb 'to be' as signifying substance stands in the tradition of 
Platonic metaphysics, and that in this context Boethius was highly 
influenced by a theological speculation which we also find in the 
writings of St. Augustine.20 De Rijk's observations are completely 
right. Boethius seems to attempt to keep the discussion within the phil- 
osopher's domain. He speaks of an opposition between a proposition 
secundum substantiam and a proposition secundum praesentiam. Although 
he does not place any restriction on the range of the use of the term 
'substance', is it obvious from his using the example 

" Deus esť ' and 
the explanation he added that he does not take 'substance' in the sense 
Aristotle has in his Categories (c. 5, 2all-27). Boethius here presents an 
interpretation which is based on a blend of Neoplatonic metaphysical 
and Christian theological considerations. St. Augustine, inter alia in his 
Enarrationes in Psalmum 89 (n. 3), had already used words which show 
a striking resemblance to Boethius' text: "It is entirely correct that he, 
the poet of the Psalm, did not say: 'from all eternity you have been 
and you will be to all eternity'; but he used a verb with present time 
indication, thus introducing God's substance as incommutable in 
every respect, in which there exists no Was nor Will be, but only 
Is".21 

unam trium harum expositionum intellegendum est quod ait: si non vel esse vel non esse 
addatur , vel simpliciter vel secundum tempus 20 See De Rijk 1988, 13-5. 21 August. Enarr. in Ps . , 89 (n.3): "Optime autcm non ait, A saeculo tu fuisti, et 
usque in saeculum tu eris; sed praesentis significationis verbum posuit insinuans Dei 
substantiam omnimodo incommutabilem, ubi non est Fuit et Erit, sed tantum Est". 
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For Boethius the notion of 'timelessness' in this context was a 

theological one. Its appearance in this discussion was only a side-effect 
caused by the introduction of the christianized Neoplatonic 4 substance' -concept into his comments on the phrase 

' 4 
simpliciter vel 

secundum tempus" . However, it will become an important ingredient in 
the mediaeval discussions. 

In the second interpretation, which is similar to Stephanus', 
Boethius explicitly argues that he who uses the verb 'to be' in the pres- 
ent tense {secundum praesens) , uses it simpliciter , for the present is not "a 
time", but "a confinium of times"; in the other cases, the past and 
future tenses, one enters time. 

Boethius' third interpretation corresponds to Ammonius' view: We 
often use the several tenses of the verb 4 to be' without any further tem- 

poral indication. In that case we use it indefinitely ( indefinite ), by which 
adverb Boethius renders Ammonius' aoristoos ,22 for instance in "the 

goat-stag is", "the goat-stag was", "the goat-stag will be". When we 
add a further determination of time, by saying for example, "is now", 
"was yesterday" or "will be tomorrow", we use the verb 'to be' secun- 
dum tempus. It should be noted that in this passage Boethius not only 
gives the finite verb in the past and future tenses with examples of 
them, but also in the present tense, which, as we have noticed above,23 
is lacking in Ammonius' text. 

Twelfth- Century Commentaries 

One of the earliest mediaeval commentaries on De interpretatione has 
come down to us in MS Oxford, Corpus Christi College 233. John 
Marenbon dates it to the early twelfth century, "after c. 11 10". 24 It 
is a remarkable text, for its comments on Aristotle's " simpliciter vel 
secundum tempus 

" deviate from Boethius' interpretations and from 
most of the other twelfth-century commentaries which we will meet. 
The anonymous master says that according to Aristotle either a word 
with time consignification or one without time consignification is 
added. The author adds that in a special situation a verb may drop 

22 For the difficulties which stand in the way of establishing the influence of 
Ammonius on Boethius, see Courcelle 1948, 269. 
23 See above, 164. 24 Marenbon 1993, 117 (H7). 
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its time consignification, namely as a result of the addition of a tem- 
poral adverb, such as 'now' or 'sometimes' : 25 

uel simpliciter uel secundum tempus. Hoc est ita quod illud addit ibi: siue sit 
tempus consignificat[iu]um, ut ' curriť aut * currens ', seu minime, ut 4 album ' 
Verba quoque nonnumquam temporis omnino significationem deponunt ex ali- 
quo adiuncto, ut si dicam ' curre modo ' uel 4 currit aliquando' 

It is notable that the first sentence of this explanation shows, albeit in 
a more concise form, a great resemblance with the first part of 
Abaelard's discussion in the glosses on De interpretatione in his Logica ' ' 
Ingredientibus 

' 26 

Vel simpliciter vel secundum tempus, hoc est vel quae non designet tempus, 
ut cum dicitur: 'hircocervus non album ' vel quae tempus designet, ut ' hircocervus cur- 
rens vel non' ' hircocervus currit vel non1 . 

In the manuscripts Orléans 266 and Assisi 573 an early twelfth- 
century commentary on Aristotle's De interpretatione has been handed 
down which is of great relevance to our inquiry. Up to the present, 
this text has been commonly referred to with the qualification of being 
composed by an anonymous master.27 To my mind there is serious 
evidence that it was composed by Master V. to whom Abaelard refers 
in the chapter of his Dialéctica in which he deals with the words called 
by him definitae dictiones. Abaelard asks the question why Aristotle does 
not mention the infinite phrases, for instance " non-albus-homo" , 
alongside the infinite nouns and verbs, since it is Abaelard's own opin- 
ion that phrases, too, can be made infinite. "However, this view is 
absolutely rejected by others," Abaelard continues, "and Master V. 
agreed with them, as I remember well." This scholar rejected the 
possibility of making phrases infinite, "not on semantic grounds, but 
on account of syntactic considerations", Abaelard emphasizes. In 
order to substantiate this statement, Abaelard refers his readers to the 
Glosulae super De interpretatione by this master, "in which you can find 
this utter nonsense".28 In the commentary at issue we find a passage 
which almost litterally corresponds to the opinion which was 

25 MS Oxford, Corpus Christi College 233, f. 129ra. 26 Peter Abaelards Philosophische Schriften , hrgg. von B. Geyer, 3. Heft: Die Glossen zu 
Peri hermêneias, Münster i. W. 1927 (Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophie und 
Theologie des Mittelalters. Texte und Untersuchungen, XXI), 333, 14-7. 27 For this commentary, see Marenbon 1993, 118 (H9). 28 Abaelard, Dialéctica , ed. De Rijk (Assen2 1970), 141, 26sqq.: "alii vero nullomodo 
orationem infinitan concedunt, quibus, memini, magister V. assentiebat; nec quidem 
id tam secundum sententiam negabat quam secundum constructionis naturam; cuius 
quidem invalidam de coniunctione dictionum calumniam in Glossulis eius super 
Periermenias invenies." 
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denounced by Abaelard. In the beginning of the second book we read 
4 'an oratio cannot be made infinite, since although sometimes it might 
give a sound meaning, the construction of the words does not allow 
it: oratio autem non debet infinitan, quia etsi sānus sensus inde quandoque conci- 

peretur , iunctura tamen dictionum non pateretur 
" 

(MS Orléans, p. 23b). 
This correspondence allows us to conclude that this commentary 

was composed by the master V., mentioned by Abaelard. He might 
be Ulger of Angers, but not William of Champeaux,29 at least as far 
as I can see now, since the semantics of the infinite nouns maintained 

by William of Champeaux do not correspond with those proposed in 
this commentary.30 

So far for the authorship of this important commentary. Turning 
now to our author's discussion on the interpretation of Aristotle's 

phrase simpliciter vel secundum tempus , we find that this text appears to 
have seriously influenced the opinion of the young Abaelard. In this 

commentary we meet the three Boethian interpretations. Abaelard's 
master observes that in Boethius' first interpretation, in which the 

opposition between the timeless present and the three times plays a 
role, only the verb 4 to be' is at stake, whereas the two other interpreta- 
tions may also apply to other verbs. As we have seen above,31 Boethius 
himself is not that explicit on this account. Another point of difference 
is that while Boethius underlines the opposition between the substantia- 
and the praesentia- signification, this master more openly speaks of a 
timeless against a time-bound opposition while using the phrases "sine 
ratione temporis" , which he applies to the proper and immutable being, 
and " cum ratione temporis" , which obviously does not pertain to any 
immutability:32 

uel simpliciter uel secundum tempus, quod secundum Boetium sic exponitur: 
Est aliquando predicatur sine ratione temporis, ut ' Deus esť . Hec ad proprium 
et immutabile esse dicitur et ad tempus nequaquam refertur. Aliquando cum 
ratione temporis ponitur, ut 'dies esť . Hec ad nullam [add. MS Assisi, Conv. 573] 
immutabilitatem diei pertinet, sed subintelligitur ' dies est nunc' . Quare cum [add. 
MS simplex esse désignât, dicitur simpliciter addi; cum uero etiam 
tempus, secundum tempus predicatur. Et hoc est quod dicit Aristotiles: "Si non 
addatur uel esse uel non esse uel simpliciter, idest non habita ibi ratione tem- 
poris, uel secundum tempus, idest secundum aliquam rationem temporis." 
Vel sic exponitur: Presens uerbum simplex uerbum dicitur. Quare siquis presens 
ponat, ut 'homo esť , presens uerbum simpliciter predicatur. Qui uero preteritum 

29 Cf. De Rijk's introduction to the edition of Abaelard's Dialéctica , XIX-XX. 
30 For William of Champeaux' theory of the infinite noun, see Kneepkens 1993. 31 See above, 166. 32 MS Orléans, B.m., 266, 8a. 
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uel futurum ponit, ut 4 homo fuit1 uel 'eriť , non simplex uerbum, sed tempus uerbi 
incurrit. Preteritum enim et futurum uerbi tempora sunt. 
Item. Alia expositio. Aliquotiens utimur uerbo sine determinatione temporis. Et 
hoc est quod ait simpliciter, ut ' homo est ' uel keriC uel 'fuit'. Si uero addatur nunc 
ucl eri uel eras , determinatur tempus. Et ideo dicit uerbum secundum tempus 
predican. 

In prima sententia accepit Boetius per esse et non esse est hoc uerbum tantum, 
sed in aliis possunt accipi et est et quelibet uerba. 

In addition to the three Boethian interpretations, this commentary 
also provides us with a fourth one. Unfortunately, the text of this 
passage as it has been handed down in our two manuscripts, is not 
clear in every respect, but nevertheless it is possible to grasp its tenor. 
Both the codices give as the first part of this interpretation that it could 
have been Aristotle's intention to refer, with the adverb simpliciter , to 
the use of the verb 'to be' as principal predicate only, as for instance 
in a proposition as 

4 homo esť . The Assisi manuscript says that Aristo- 
tle's secundum tempus pointed to the use of the verb 4 to be' as tertium 
adiacens. In all probability the Assisi wording is a gloss which has 
replaced the original text, of which the remnants have been preserved 
in the Orléans manuscript: "according to time, that means so that 
time is predicated as second" (p. 8a: ita ut tempus secundum sit 
predicatum ): 

Vel aliter secundum magistrům Rodbertum: uel simpliciter, idest ita ut per 
uerbum principaliter predicatur, uel secundum tempus, idest ita ut tempus 
secundum sit predicatum [ut... -atum MS Orléans quod sit tercium adiacens MS 

Two points must be noticed here. First, this view is explicitly ascribed 
to a master Rodbertus, who is the only master mentioned by name in 
this commentary, namely here and in a discussion on the conse- 
quences of the conversion of an indefinite proposition into a universal 
proposition.33 Unfortunately, it is not possible to identify him with 

33 MS Orléans, B.m., 15b / Assisi, 573, f. 54vb: "Quocirca quia Aristotiles dixerat 
indefinitas [infinitas MS propositiones non esse contrarias, ne inde [idem MS 

uideretur ipsas uniuersales, que per eas significantur, non esse contrarias, sub- 
dit: Que autem significantur ab indefinitis propositionibus, idest uniuersales, est [ om . 
MS Assisi], idest contingit, esse contrarias." [De interpr . c. 7, 17b8-9]. Porphirius sic 
exponit: Cum dico 4 homo est sanus ' homo non est sanus1 , in his indefinitis sanitas et 
egritudo significantur, que sunt contraria [cf. Boethius, In De interpr. ed. sec., U.c. 7, 
159,7 sqq. (ed. Meiser)]. Remotio enim unius immediati signifícat positionem sui 
immediati circa sua subiecta. Herminius sic: Indefinitarum [infinitarum MS 
una aliquando signifícat uerum uel falsum, ut in naturali et in rem,ota. Verum autem 
et falsum sunt contraria. Quare contraria aliquando ab in <de> finitis significantur 
[cf. Boethius, In De interpr. ed. sec., U.c. 7, 1 57 ,30- 1 58, 1 4 (ed. Meiser)]. Robertus sic: 
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any certainty with any of the other Roberti of the late eleventh and 
early twelfth centuries, as, for instance, with Robertus Parisiacus who 
is said to have been one of the pupils of master John, the vocalist 
dialectician, and who - I mean Robertus - would have been a col- 
league and contemporary of Roscelin;34 or with the Robertus whose 
opinion on the significative function of the substantive verb is listed 
in the Opiniones diversorum in the now lost Chartres manuscript of the 
Priscian Glosulae ,35 

Be this as it may, the view he brought to the fore must have been 
considered an important one by his contemporaries, for we also find 
this particular view in Abaelard' s comments on De interpretatione in his 
literal glosses, called in modern literature his Introductiones parvulorum. 
In this gloss, Abaelard discusses only two ways of interpreting Aristo- 
tle's words at issue: In the first interpretation Abaelard accepts 
simpliciter as indicating that est or non est is predicated principally, for 
instance "homo est", whereas secundum tempus indicates that "that 
time" - perhaps rendered better anachronistically by that "time- 
marker" - est or non est is the second, that means the adiacent 
predicate, as in sentences of the type 

" homo animal est". 36 We find 
nearly the same text in the literal glosses on De interpretatione in the MS 
München, BS, CLM 14779. These glosses are written by an 
anonymous master, whose exact doctrinal affiliation has not been esta- 
blished yet, but who might have been a pupil of Abaelard, if these 
glosses are not a product of Abaelard himself.37 The other interpreta- 
tion is the well-known way of taking simpliciter to stand for the addition 
of a verb of the present tense, and secundum tempus for the addition of 

Que significantur, idest uoces que enunciantur, in indefinitis, contingit esse con- 
trarias propositiones, quando uniuersales efficiuntur, addito sibi signo uniuersali." 
34 See the texts quoted by C. Mews (1992), 4-33, esp. 5, n. 7. 
35 Hunt 1943, 206 and 224. For that matter, the possibility that these two Roberti 
are one and the same person should not be ruled out, I think. 
36 Abaelard, Glossae super Aristotelis De interpretatione, ed. Dal Pra, 76: "vel simpliciter, 
id est quod est vel non est principaliter praedicatur, ut homo est, homo non est , vel 
< secundum tempus, id est> ita quod istud tempus, scilicet est vel non est sit secun- 
dum, id est adiacens, praedicatum, ut homo animal est , homo animal non est. Aliter: si 
non addatur aliquid vel simpliciter vel secundum praesens tempus, vel secundum 
aliud tempus, id est praeteritum et futurum." 
37 Cf. Marenbon 1993, 117 (H5). The text reads: "[f. 45v] uel simpliciter, idest 
quod illud uerbum est principaliter predicetur sicut 'homo est', uel secundum 
tempus, idest quod secundario predicetur, ut 'homo est animal'. Vel aliter... uel 
simpliciter, idest quod addatur presens tempus tantum, uel secundum tempus, idest 
preteritum uel futurum." For this text, see also Iwakuma 1992, 57-9. 
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a verb of the past and future tenses, that is the interpretation also 
given by Boethius in his editio prima. 

According to Marenbon, the commentary on De interpretatione , 
which has come down to us in MS Città del Vaticano, Vat. Reg. lat. 
230 (f. 80r-7r) shows a close affinity to the commentary of the Orléans 
MS 266. 38 We find, indeed, the same expression, sc. ratio temporis, in 
the comment on Boethius' first interpretation in both texts. The 

emphasis is on the opposition between ' esse ' as the verb expressing 
God's full being and 'esse9 as the marker of actual presence:39 

Simpliciter uel secundum tempus, quod sic exponitur secundum Boethium: 
Duobus modis enuntiationes fiunt, ita scilicet quod aliquando de quibus esse 
dicitur, secundum substantiam, non secundum temporis rationem, ponitur, ut 
cum dicimus 4 Deus esť > non eum [cum MS Vat.] dicimus secundum rationem 
temporis esse, sed substantialiter esse dicitur, ut hoc ad immutabilitatem potius 
substantie quam ad tempus aliquod referatur. Aliquando uero de quibus esse 
dicitur, secundum rationem temporis ponitur, ut cum dicimus 'dies esť , ad 
nullam immutabilitatem substantie diei pertinet, sed tantum ad temporis 
rationem. Tantum enim ualet 'dies esť quantum si dicamus 4 dies nunc esť . Quare 
cum ita dicimus [f. 82rb] esse ut substantie immutabilitatem designemus, 
simpliciter 4 esse ' addimus. Cum uero ita ut aliquod tempus significemus, secun- 
dum tempus 4 esť addimus. Et hoc est quod dicit Aristotiles: Si non addatur ei 
uel esse uel non esse, uel simpliciter, idest non habita ratione temporis, uel 
secundum tempus, idest secundum aliquam rationem temporis. 

The two other interpretations do not show a remarkable deviation 
from the traditional line. It should be noticed, however, that the 
fourth interpretation, sc. that of master Robertus, is missing in this 

commentary: 
Est quoque alia teste Boethio huius littere expositio, que est huiusmodi: Esse ali- 
quid duobus modis dicitur: aut simpliciter aut secundum tempus. Simpliciter 
quidem presens uerbum, non tempus uerbi proponitur, ut siquis dicat 4 homo esť . 
Presens enim non tempus uerbi, sed simplex uerbum dicitur. Quare quisquís 
secundum presens hoc sermone qui est esse , utitur, eo simpliciter utitur. Qui 
uero preteritum uerbum iungit aut futurum, <ut> dicat 4 homo eriť uel 4 homo 
Juiť , ille non simpliciter uerbo utitur, sed in idipsum tempus uerbi incurrit. 
Preteritum namque et futurum uerbi tempora sunt. 

Est quoque huiusmodi tercia expositio quod aliquotiens ita uerbo utimur ut 
aliquid indefinite et sine determinatione temporis dicamus, ut siquis dicat 'hirco- 
ceruus ' uel 'Juiť uel 'eriť , hoc simpliciter et indefinite et sine determinatione dic- 
tum est temporis. Si uero addit 'nunc esť uel 'eri Juiť uel 'erit eras' , ad hoc ipsum 
esse quod simpliciter dicebatur, addit tempus. Vnde uidetur dixisse Aristotiles: 
Si non addatur uel esse uel non esse uel simpliciter, idest sine determinatione 
temporis, uel secundum tempus, idest cum determinatione temporis, ut 'nunc 
esť uel 'eri Juiť uel 'eras eriť . 

38 Marenbon 1993, 118-9 (Hll). 39 MS Città del Vaticano, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Reg. lat. 230, f. 82ra*b. 
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In his glosses on De interpretatione as found in the Logica 
" 
Ingredien - 

tibus" Abaelard also deals with the phrases simpliciter vel secundum 
tempus. First, he offers an explanation which we have already seen 
above.40 In this interpretation the phrase simpliciter vel secundum tempus 
is not restricted to the addition of a verb. The phrase simpliciter is 
meant for the addition of words which do not have a time-consignifi- 
cation in their semantic structure such as the noun, whereas the phrase 
secundum tempus covers the addition of those words which have time- 
consignification such as the verb and the participle. But Boethius, 
Abaelard continues, restricted the whole phrase simpliciter vel secundum 
tempus to the verb. Next, Boethius' threefold interpretation is listed 
and commented on. The fourth explanation, viz. that of master 
Robertus, which we have met in the Introductiones of the young Abae- 
lard,41 has been left out. Abaelard deals in a rather comprehensive 
way with Boethius' first, that is the simpliciter! substance interpreta- 
tion. His contribution to the discussion is of paramount importance. 
He moves away from the Neoplatonic interpretation of the verb 4 to 
be', as indicating God's immutable substance, to the timeless proposi- 
tions on the theological truths. Abaelard explicitly argues that not only 
the verb 'to be' when said of God in the present tense is added 'sim- 
ply', but also when it is added in the past tense. When saying "God 
is by necessity" or "God was before all times", we do not take these 
verbs in any temporal consignification. If we do so, these propositions 
would be false, Abaelard argues, at least if we would say that God was 
in a temporal way before time, or if we would say that God is by 
necessity in the present time, or else it would happen that the present 
time exists of necessity. So when we say 'to be' of God, we use this 
verb always without any implication of time. However, as soon as we 
use it speaking about Socrates or any other of the created beings which 
are conceived of as subject to time, we take the verb 'to be' according 
to time.42 

40 Cf. 168. 
41 See above, 171. 42 Peter A baelards Philosophische Schriften, hrgg. von B. Geyer, 3. Heft: Die Glossen zu 
Peri hermêneias, Münster i. W. 1927 (Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophie und 
Theologie des Mittelalters. Texte und Untersuchungen, XXI), 333-4: "Vel 
simpliciter vel secundum tempus, hoc est vel quae non designet tempus, ut cum 
dicitur: 4 hircocervus non albuirì vel quae tempus designet, ut ' hircocervus currens vel non , 
hircocervus currit vel non' . Boethius vero 'esse et non esse' de verbo tantum accipit, et 
tripliciter exponit, primum sic: quod verba posita in enuntiationibus aliquando 
simpliciter accipiuntur, sine ulla scilicet discretione temporis, aliquando cum discre- 
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The commentary on De interpretation > which has been preserved 
anonymously in the manuscript Arsenal 910, shows some affinity with 
Abaelarďs glosses. According to Marenbon it dates from the period 
after 1 1 20. 43 This text also supplies us with the three Boethian inter- 
pretations. In the first one, the simpliciter / substance interpretation, 
we are confronted with a view that resembles Abaelard's, for the 
emphasis is explicitly put on timeless = eternal: not governed by time, 
because of its eternity. Thus the example is no longer "God is", but 
"God is from eternity", whereas the addition secundum tempus is 
instantiated by a proposition on a created being, viz. "Socrates 
runs":44 

Vel simpliciter, idest uel sic quod in oratione ilia uerbum non sit temporis con- 
significatiuum, ut in hac 4 Deus est ab eterno* . Verbum enim in hac propositione 
temporis non est significatiuum. Vel secundum tempus, hocest uel nisi sic 
addatur uerbum quod in additione ilia temporis sit consignificatiuum, ut fit in 
hac 4 Socrates curriť . [f. 166va] 

Legitur etiam aliter sic scilicet: Si non addatur 'esse' uel 'non esse', hocest 
uerbum affirmatum uel negatum. Vel simpliciter, hocest uel <per> presens 
tempus, quod proprie etiam simpliciter uerbum dicitur, quoniam [temporis] 
presentís temporis est consignificatiuum, quod Aristotiles uerbum appellat, alia 
uero negat esse uerba. Per uerbum etiam presens, cum uerbum sit presens 
copulatio eius quod inest. Vel secundum tempus, hocest uel si non addatur tale 
uerbum quod solummodo uerbum appellatur, quoniam temporis est 
consignificatiuum. Et hec huius litterc lectio reperitur in commento. 

Restât etiam alia que talis est. Si non addatur uerbum affirmatum uel 
negatum, uel simpliciter, hocest sine temporali adicctione, ut in hac 'Socrates 

tione temporis. Cum enim dicimus: 4 Deum necesse est esse ' vel 4 Deus fuit ante tempora* y 
nullum tempus in verbis accipimus, quia falsae essent enuntiationes, si diceremus 
Deum fuisse temporaliter ante tempora vel si diceremus quod Deus est ex necessitate 
praesenti tempore exsistente, alioquin ipsum praesens tempus ex necessitate esse con- 
tingeret. Cum itaque esse de Deo praedicamus, non ad discretionem temporis ipso 
utimur, sed potius id secundum proprium et incommutabile esse eius dicimus. Cum 
vero Socratem esse < dicimus > vel ceteras creaturas quas sub tempore concludimus, 
secundum tempus, id est secundum significationem temporis verbum accipimus, et 
ita modo secundum tempus accipitur verbum, modo simpliciter, id est sine significa- 
tone temporis. 

Secundo autem sic exponit: praesens tempus quod continuât praeteritum et 
futurum, terminus et confinium temporum dicitur, non tempus appellatur. Tune 
autem verbum simpliciter accipitur et quasi sine tempore, quando praesentis temporis 
designativum, quod scilicet praesens hic, ut dictum est, non vocatur tempus. Tunc 
vero secundum tempus ponitur, quando désignât praeteritum vel futurm. 

Tertio vero secundum tempus verbum ponitur, quod verbum aliquando ponitur 
simpliciter, id est sine determinatione temporali, veluti cum dicitur: 4 Socrates legit vel 
leget' , aliquando cum determinatione temporali hoc modo: 4 Socrates legit nunc vel leget 
eras' . ' ' 
43 Marenbon 1993, 118 (HlO). 44 MS Paris, Arsenal 910, f. 166rb. 
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legiť, uel secundum tempus, idest uel secundum temporalem adiectionem ut 
hic * Socrates legit nunc . 

In this commentary we also meet a fourth interpretation. The 
anonymous master assigns the simpliciter use to the substantive verb 
used in a sentence but not being tertium adiacens , as in sentences like 
"homo est". So far, it is the same as the proposal made by master 
Robertus. Next, however, he claims a use of the verb 'to be' which 
he calls " non- simpliciter' '. This is not the same as secundum tempus , and 
does not occur in Aristotle's text, but has to be supplied 

4 'in thought". 
It covers the use of the substantive verb as tertium adiacens. Secundum 
tempus is taken to indicate the use of all the other verbs, which are 
called "second" with respect to the substantive verb: 

Restât quarta lectio, hec scilicet si non addatur esse, idest hoc uerbum est affir- 
matum, uel non esse, hoc est: uel sic quod negatum, uel simpliciter, idest uel 
sic quod in propositione non sit tercium adiacens, uel non simpliciter, idest uel 
sic quod ibi sit tercium adiacens; non simpliciter enim subintelligendum est. Vel 
secundum tempus, hoccst uel aliud uerbum quam substantiuum, quod secun- 
dum appellatur respectu substantiui, quod primum dicitur et dignius aliis uerbis 
eoquod per uim uerbi substantiui alia uerba habent copulari et per ipsum habent 
résolu i." 

The same line of interpretation of the first Boethian exposition of ' 
simpliciter is found in the commentary which has been preserved in 
the MS Berlin, Lat. fol. 624. This work is supposed to have been part 
of the instruction of logic during the 1 130s.45 In all probability, it was 
composed by a pupil of Alberic of Paris or Abaelard46, and was a 
product of the school activities at Mont Ste Geneviève. This commen- 
tary gives the three Boethian interpretations very concisely, but in a 
reversed order. It may be observed that in this text, as well as in 
Abaelard' s Logica "Ingredientibus" we come across the phrase 

" discretio 
temporis 

" instead oí" ratio temporis" , which was the usual one. Further- 
more, we find the timeless interpretation of the addition 'simpliciter' , 
which in the commentary by Abaelard' s master was said to pertain to 
the substantive verb only, extended to the verbs of all propositions 
which deal explicitly or implicitly with God's eternity: so not only in 
a proposition such as "God is" but also in propositions of the kind 
"God governs all":47 

45 Cf. Marenbon 1993, 120-1. 46 Cf. De Rijk 1966, 39 and 46, and Marenbon 1993, 120 (H 17). 47 MS Berlin, SBPK, Lat. fol. 624, f. 89vb. 
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Simpliciter uel secundum tempus. Simpliciter, idest sine adiectione, secun- 
dum tempus, idest cum adiectione temporali, ut 4 Socrates est nunc'. Vel 
simpliciter, idest in presenti, ut 4 Socrates esť , secundum tempus, idest secun- 
dum reliqua tempora in preterito uel futuro. Vel simpliciter, idest sine discre- 
tione temporis, ut 4 Deus esť , 4 Deus gubernat omnia'. Hic non notât hoc uerbum 4 esť 
et 4 gubernať tempus. Secundum tempus, idest cum discretione temporis, ut 4 Socrates esť . Hic notát presens tempus. 

We also meet the phrase 
" discretio temporis" in the commentary on 

De interpretatione which has been preserved in the MS Paris, BN, lat. 
1501 5. 48 De Rijk assigned this work to the intellectual area of the 
Mont S te Geneviève.49 First the anonymous glossator gives the second 
Boethian interpretation:50 

uel simpliciter: cum uerbo presentís temporis ponitur, uel secundum tempus: 
quando uerbum preteriti temporis uel futuri adiungitur. Presens erlim quod con- 
tinet preteritum tempus et futurum et complectitur, proprie dicitur tempus 
simplex, alia non dicuntur tempora, sed secundum tempus. Vnde uerbum [f. 
183rb] presens simplex uerbum dicitur, preteritum uero et futurum uerbi 
tempora. 

Boethius' first interpretation underwent the same modification as we 
have already seen in the Arsenal 910 commentary and in Abaelard's 
Logica "Ingredientibus". The emphasis is not on God's immutability, 
but on God's eternity and the connected eternal truths of theology. 
The verb 1 esť does not signify the present time in contradistinction to 
the past or future times in the proposition "Deus est ante sécula" , since 
it signifies 

ť 'without any discrimination of time": 

uel simpliciter, idest sine temporis discretione, ut 4 Deus est ante secula' uel 
< secundum tempus, idest > cum temporis discretione, ut 4 Socrates legiť . 

The third interpretation corresponds to Boethius' last one, but in this 
commentary it is assigned to a Master P. We do not find it literally 
in Abaelard's Logica "Ingredientibus" . The wording is rather closer to 
the commentary preserved in Arsenal 910. However, it is notable that 
in this commentary, the commentary in Arsenal 910, as well as in 
Abaelard's,51 we meet the adjective noun ' temporalis 

' used in this 
context: 

48 Cf. Marenbon 1993, 120 (H 15). 49 See De Rijk 1966, 46-52. 50 MS Paris, BN, lat. 15015, f. 183ra b. 
51 Ed. Geyer, 333, 38 - 334, 2: Tertio vero sic exponit, quod verbum aliquando 
ponitur simpliciter, id est sine determinatione temporali, veluti cum dicitur: 'Sócrates 
legit vel leget', aliquando cum determinatione temporali hoc modo: 'Socrates legit 
nunc vel leget eras'." 
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Magister P. glosât simpliciter, idest sine adiectione temporali, secundum 
tempus, idest cum adiectione, ut cum additur ad uerbum temporale aduerbium 
ut modo uel semper uel aliquid huiusmodi, ut ' Socrates legit nunc' ' Plato leget eras1 . 

Before turning away from the commentaries of the first half of the 
twelfth century to their successors of the thirteenth century, some 
observations have to be made about the related discussions in the 
writings of the contemporary grammarians. 

First, it is striking that in the discussions of the dialecticians about 
the present time indication of the present tense verb no reference is 
made to contemporary discussions as found in grammatical texts, 
where, provoked by Priscian (/G, VIII, 51), grammarians as William 
of Conches52 and Peter Helias53 distinguished between the simplex 
presens , namely that ever moving point of time between past and 
future, which was consignified by the substantive verb only, and the 
presens compositum , the present time which is usually consignified by the 
other verbs of the present tense, which necessarily covers a part of the 
past and a part of the future. Incidentally, this distinction already 
occurred in older texts such as the Glosule super Priscianum (MS Köln 
201), but was not referred to in these older texts with the qualifications 
of simplex and compositum. 

Secondly, in this context the dialecticians completely left out of con- 
sideration the time consignification of the verb in propositions of the 
type "rosa est flos 

" when uttered in wintertime. This is the more 
remarkable since even the grammarian William of Conches in his 
gloss commentary on Priscian touched upon this question: 

4 'When I 
say 

4 1 am', I say that I exist in the simple present. Furthermore, it 
should be noted that the substantive verb sometimes signifies the 
inherence of the predicate in the subject and not the existence in pres- 
ent time, for instance when I say in wintertime 'a rose is a flower' For 

52 William of Conches, In Priscianum maiorem Glose , ad IG , VIII, 51 (MS Paris, BN, 
lat. 15130, f. 63ra): "Excepto. Dixerat quod presens tempus cuius pars est preterita, 
pars futura. Modo excipit tarnen illud presens quod significatur a uerbo substantiuo. 
Sum enim sinplex presens consignificat de quo nichil preteritum nichil futurum. Et 
merito hoc uerbum sinplex presens dicitur significare, quia significat existencia que 
in minimo pu<n>cto habent. Non enim est tam breue momentum in qua (!?) res 
non existât. Sed cetera uerba que auctores significant, compositum presens consignifi- 
cant, quia in sinplici nichil agi potest. 

Et notandum quod quanuis sum tale presens naturaliter significet, tamen iunctum 
participio compositum presens significai ex adiuncto, ut ' sum legens' Et quid mirum 
si ex adiuncto participii compositum presens significat, cum ex adiuncto eiusdem 
significet preteritum ut ' sum lectus ', uel futurum ' sum lecturus uel legendus' " 
53 Petrus Helias, Summa super Priscianum) ed. L. Reilly, vol. 1, Toronto, 489,77 sqq. 
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I do not say that a rose exists, but that such a genus inheres in such 
a species. So while speaking about such propositions, Aristotle says: 
It connotes a certain composition which cannot be understood without 
its components {De interpr . , ch. 3, 16b25)".54 

Thirdly, Robert of Paris points to the phenomenon that sometimes 
compelled by the context, a verb discards the consignification of time. 
His examples are taken from the domain of the theological proposi- 
tions as ' fuit quando non fuit tempus* , in which the first fuit is said to have 
discarded the consignification of time. According to Robertus, the 
same holds good for the substantive verb erat in the first words of the 
Gospel according to St. John lin principio erat Verbum' . 55 It is notable 
that in the commentaries on Aristotle's De interpretatione we do not find 

any reference to the peculiar use of the substantive verb in those 
statements that are part of the theological discourse. 

The Early Thirteenth Century 

In the latter half of the twelfth century and the first decades of the 
thirteenth century commentaries on De interpretatione are almost absent 
in the manuscripts. It is not until the third or fourth decade of the thir- 
teenth century that we see them reappear in larger numbers. Already 
a first examination of some of them shows a salient modification of the 
first Boethian interpretation in particular. 

In the manuscript Munich, BS, CLM 14460 a commentary on De 
interpretatione has been preserved, which is listed by Charles Lohr as 

54 William of Conches, In Priscianum maiorem Glose , ad IG , VIII, 51 (MS Paris, BN, 
lat. 15130, f. 63ra-b): "Nos vero substantivum possumus nominare. Et notandum 
quod hoc uerbum dicitur substantiuum a principali significatione. Significai [-et MS 
Paris] enim principaliter substantiam, non rem per se existentem, sed existenciam: 
proprietatem que inest alicui rei existenti. Sed cum substantiam principaliter signi- 
ficai, secundaric sinplex presens significat. Cum enim dico ' sum ', me in sinplici pre- 
senti [f. 63rb] subsistere dico. 

Item. Notandum quod aliquando significai inherenciam predicati in subiecto [et 
subiecti MS Paris ] et non presentem existenciam, ut si in hieme dicam 4 rosa est flos' 
Non enim dico rosam existere, sed tale genus tali speciei inherere. Vnde Aristotiles 
loquens de huiusmodi ait: Consignificat quandam compositionem quam sine com- 
positis non est intelligere [De interpr. 16b24-51." 
55 Robertus of Paris, Summa "Breue sit" , ed. C.H. Kneepkens, Nijmegen 1987, 73-4: 
"... 4 fuit quando non fuit tempus'.. Item. Queritur utrum fuit ibi consignificet tempus. 
Dicimus quod non  Similiter 'in principio erat uerbum1 . Ibi erat non consignificat 
tempus. Vel fuit , cum dicitur 'fuit quando non fuit tempus' . Si fuit ibi consignificaret tem- 
poris quantitatem uel tempus, quando significaret temporis quantitatem; ergo aliquod 
tempus fuit quando non fuit tempus." 
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being among the spurious writings of Nicholas of Paris.56 The 

anonymous master offers two of the three Boethian interpretations. 
Only a few words are devoted to the second of Boethius' interpreta- 
tions, namely, that simpliciter indicates a verb of the present tense, 
secundum tempus a verb of the past or future tenses. The other inter- 

pretation mentioned is more interesting. First, the author 
distinguishes between propositions which concern the contingent mat- 
ter of the topicus, and those which are about the necessary matter of 
the demonstrator. Well, since necessity stands apart from any time,57 
the verb simply used couples time in propositions of necessary matter, 
in propositions of contingent matter the verb couples determinate 
time:58 

Dubitatur etiam ad expositionem littere quid appellet uerbum simpliciter et quid 
uerbum secundum tempus. 

Ad ultimum dicunt aliqui quod appellat simpliciter uerbum uerbum presentís 
temporis, uerbum secundum tempus appellat casus uerbi, scilicet uerbum 
preteriti et futuri. 

Aliter potest dici. Nam, sicut dictum est, in hoc libro intendit de enuntiatione, 
que pertinet indifferenter ad materiam topici et demonstratoris. Materia topici 
contingens est uel ut contingens, materia autem demonstratoris necessaria est. 
Necessitas autem abstrahit ab omni tempore et ideo in materia necessaria uer- 
bum copulai tempus simpliciter, in materia contingenti copulat tempus 
determinatum. Et ideo cum enuntiatio possit descendere in hanc et nullam 
materiam quantum ad materiam demonstratoris, dicit uel simpliciter, quantum 
ad materiam topici dicit uel secundum tempus. 

The occurrence of the notion of determinate time is important in this 
context. It shows an unmistakable affinity with the set of notions of 
4 
presens confusum or indeterminatum and 1 pre s ens determinatum1 . These 
concepts were developed in the new logic of the second half of the 
twelfth century, initially as part of the doctrine of the fallacies.59 It is 
not my intention to argue that the notions i tempus simpliciter copulatum 

' 

and 4 tempus determinatum ' should equate the set ' presens confusum 
' and 

4 
presens confusum / indeterminatum' , for there are essential differences to 
be noted. The notion of timelessness is a basic ingredient for the tempus 

56 Lohr 1972, 299. 57 Traditionally the materia propositions was divided into naturalis , contingens and remota 
(cf. Peter of Spain, Tractatus , ed. De Rijk, Assen 1972, 7; Lambert of Auxerre, 
Summa , ed. F. Alessio, Firenze 1971, 19), but Roger Bacon introducing a different 
scope calls the materia naturalis " necessaria "Preterea sciendum quod triplex est 
materia proposicionis categorice, scilicet 'necessaria', 'remota', 'contingens' ( Sumule 
Dialectices , ed. R. Steele, Oxford 1940, 244)." 58 MS München, CLM 14460, f. 64rb. 
59 Cf. De Rijk 1962, 534,5-7 ( Fallacie Vindobonenses ); 615,15-21 ( Frustula logicalia ); 
618,2-4 (ibid.). 
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simpliciter copulatum , whereas the notion of ' presens confusum1 is used to 
explain that often a verb of the present tense does not indicate a state 
of affairs as actually occurring in the present.60 They meet each other, 
however, in the fact that both the presens confusum and the tempus con- 
fusimi indicate, in a confused way, the time which they signify. Fur- 
thermore, the tempus confusum is always signified by a verb of the pres- 
ent tense. The notions of 1 tempus confusum 

' and ' tempus determinatum* do 
not occur in the commentaries on Aristotle's De interpretatione only. 
They are already present in treatises on the theories of supposition and 
appellation dating from the early thirteenth century.61 The 

anonymous author of the Logica 
" Cum sit nostra" holds that the verb 

'to be' is predicated 
4 4 
confuse 

" in those propositions in which the 
predicate necessarily follows the subject: the propositiones de necessitate , 
but when the predicate does not follow the subject, the verb 'to be ' 

is predicated 
" ut nunc ", i.e. in the presential way.62 

A comparable position is found in the commentary that is ascribed 
in Lohr's survey to Nicholas of Paris himself. In this commentary, 
which has been preserved in only one manuscript, Vatican latin 
301 1, 63 Nicholas brings forward two interpretations. Unfortunately, 
the text does not appear to be completely reliable. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to grasp the master's views. Nicholas concisely states that 
with the adverb simpliciter Aristotle had propositions of necessary mat- 
ter in mind - I take the manuscript reading remota here to be a scribal 
error for necessaria - , and with secundum tempus to propositions of con- 
tingent matter. Nicholas' other interpretation is quite peculiar, at 
least, if the manuscript reading in indicatiuo modo is not also a scribal 
error. Simpliciter , we read in the manuscript, means "in the indicative 

60 For the discussion of the notion of ' presens confusum ' in modern linguistics, cf. Lyons 
1977, 678. 61 Cf. Maierù 1972, 209-10. 62 Logica Cum sit nostra , ed. L.M. de Rijk (19Ò7), vol. 1 , 450: Lhcendum quod 
in propositionibus in quibus predicatum de necessitate sequitur subiectum, 
predicatur esse confuse, hocest quod non magis referát unum tempus quam aliud. In 
propositionibus vero in quibus predicatum numquam sequitur subiectum, predicatur 
esse determinate, hocest esse ut nunc. Sed quando predicatur esse confuse, indifferenter 
supponit terminus communis pro hiis que sunt et que non sunt. Dico quod est vera 
de necessitate: 'homo est animal', quamvis nullus homo sit in mundo. Et hec 
similiter: ' tonitrus est sonus terribilis' Et non sequitur: ' ergo tonitrus est' , quia in prima 
li 'est' significat tempus confusum, in conclusione determinate. Et sic est fallacia 
figure dictionis." 
63 Cf. Lohr 1972, 299. 
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mood", secundum tempus in some other time, either in the present, or 
in the past or in the future:64 

Si uel esse uel non esse addatur uel simpliciter uel secundum tempus. Hoc 
legitur dupliciter. Simpliciter, hocest in indicatiuo modo, uel secundum 
tempus, idest secundum aliquod aliud tempus uel in presenti uel in preterito uel 
futuro. Vel sic. Simpliciter uel secundum tempus, idest uel in materia 
necessaria [remota MS' uel contingenti. 

It should be observed that in this commentary, which is said to be 

composed by Nicholas, no mention is made of Boethius' third inter- 

pretation, although Nicholas of Paris in his Syncategoreumata explicitly 
refers to the interpretation of simpliciter without, and secundum tempus 
with a temporal adverb added.65 

We meet the same line of thought in Kilwardby's commentary on 
De interpretation, which was one of the products of his teaching 
activities at Paris in the third and fourth decades of the thirteenth cen- 
tury.66 Kilwardby maintains the second and third positions of 
Boethius without further comment, but he modifies Boethius' first 
interpretation to a considerable extent. He speaks of esse as being 
simply appositum , when something 

' 
'perpetual" is predicated, as for 

instance lhomo est animal1 , whereas Aristotle meant by secundum tempus 
the apposition of the verb 'to be' when something temporal and varia- 
ble is stated, as, for instance, ' homo est albus1 . Kilwardby leaves the 
notions of the tempus confusum and determinatum outside the discussion, 
and replaces Boethius' eternal - a theological - connotation by a 
perpetual - a logical - connotation:67 

Quod uocat Aristotiles hie uel simpliciter et secundum tempus, tripliciter 
exponitur secundum Boetium. Primo sic. Esse simpliciter apponitur, quando 
predicatur aliquod perpetuum, ut 4 homo est animal* ' secundum tempus, quando 
predicatur aliquod temporale et uariabile, ut 4 homo est albus ' 

Secundo sic. Esse simpliciter apponitur, quando predicatur uerbum 
presentís, et secundum tempus, quando predicatur preteriti uel futuri. Presens 
enim, cum sit continuacio temporum, non est tempus. 

Tertio sic. * Esse ' apponitur simpliciter, quando predicatur uerbum sine 
determinatione, ut 4 Sortes curriť ; secundum tempus, quando cum determina- 
tione temporis, ut 4 Sortes currit hodie' 

64 MS Città del Vaticano, BAV, Vat. lat. 3011, f. 22v*. 
65 Cf. Braakhuis 1979II, 284,21-5,7 : 44Item. Idem videtur in adverbiis temporis: 
quod fertur ad aliquid, et eius differentie circa idem; sed tempus consignificatum in 
verbo est circa compositionem; quod patet in libro Periarmenias , ubi dicitur 4 esse ' vel 
simpliciter vel secundum tempus; ergo differentie temporis circa compositionem; sed 
differentie temporales quedam sunt modificationes; ergo adverbia que significant dif- 
ferentias temporis faciunt modales;" 66 Cf. Lewry 1975, 13 + , Lewry 1982, 33 and Lewry 1984, 412 (not in Lohr 1973). fi7 MS Venezia, Biblioteca Nazionale, San Marco L.VI.66, f. 2V. 
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We also meet the three Boethian interpretations in the commentary by 
Nicholas of Cornwall68. It is, however, notable that this master con- 
nects the perpetual interpretation of Kilwardby and the eternal inter- 

pretation of the Boethian tradition:69 
Ad hoc contingit dicere tripliciter secundum Boetium. Vno modo 'esse' 
simpliciter apponitur, quando predicatur ali quod perpetuum et incorporale, ut 
cum dicitur ' homo est animai ' uel ' Deus esť . Cum enim <dicimus> ' Deus esť , ut 
dicit Boetius, non eum dicimus nunc esse, sed tantum in substantia esse, ut ad 
inmutabilitatem substantie potius referatur quam ad aliquod tempus. 'Esse' 
secundum tempus apponimus, quando predicatur aliquid temporale et uaria- 
bile, ut hic ' homo est albus ' uel 'dies est1 . Cum enim dicitur 'dies esť , ad nullam 
substantiam diei pertinet nisi tantum ad temporis constitutionem. Vnde idem 
'est dies ' et ' dies nunc esť . 

Alio modo sic. 'Esse' simpliciter apponitur, quando predicatur uerbum 
presentís temporis; 'esse' secundum tempus, quando predicatur preteritum aut 
futurum. Presens enim, ut dicit Boetius, cum sit continuado temporum, non est 
tempus. Est enim finis preteriti et initium futuri. 

Tercio modo sic. 'Esse' simpliciter apponitur, quando predicatur uerbum sine 
determinatione, ut hic 1 Sortes esť uel ' Sortes fuiť uel ' Sortes eriť; 'esse' secundum 
tempus, quando cum determinatione temporis predicatur, ut hic ' Sortes est nunc ' 
uel lheri fuiť ucl ' eras eriť . 

Nicholas of Cornwall's position is not surprising since, as Osmund 
Lewry has pointed out, this master was heavily dependent on 
Kilwardby.70 

Final Remarks 

In conclusion I would like to make the following summary. 
In late Greek Antiquity there was no consensus on the inter- 

pretation of Aristotle's haploos ê kata chronon. We have witnesses of two 
different interpretations at least. Under the influence of Neoplatonic 
and Christian theological thinking Boethius, basing himself on the 
distinction between the substantive and the existential significative 
functions of the verb 'to be', added or rather prefixed a third inter- 
pretation, in which God's immutability and eternity were opposed to 
being in time. These three interpretations became canonical for the 
greater part of the mediaeval tradition. In the early 12th century a 
serious effort to add a fourth interpretation can be signalized: 
simpliciter means that the verb 'to be' is used without a predicate noun, 
secundum tempus that the verb 'to be' is joined with a predicate noun. 

68 For Nicholas of Cornwall, see Lohr 1972, 287, but esp. Lewry 1985, 20-4. 69 MS Oxford, Corpus Christi College 119, f. 126r*'sqq (not in Lohr 1972). ,0 Lewry 1984, 413. 
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This way of interpreting the Aristotelian phrase, however, did not 
persist. 

Another important aspect is that in the commentaries of the late 
eleventh and first half of the twelfth centuries the timeless against 
time-bound interpretation was more and more emphasized, with the 
restriction that in this context 4 timeless' {sine ratione temporis) is taken 
to mean 'eternal'. In general, the theological character of Boethius' 
first interpretation was retained in these commentaries. Incidentally, 
it is striking that we often come across discussions on eternal proposi- 
tions in the contemporary theological texts without any reference to 
the cognate discussions in the Perihermeneias tradition. 

The next seventy-five years saw the break-through of the new logic. 
One of its achievements was the development of the distinction 
between the presens confusum and the presens determinatum in the Fallacie - 
tradition. The philosophers who maintained this distinction, partially 
associated it with the distinction between propositions of natural or 
necessary matter and those of contingent matter. In the writings of the 
masters of the third and fourth decades of the thirteenth century we 
find it remodelled into the opposition of timeless against time-bound 
propositions: tempus confusum against tempus determinatum. Applied to 
Aristotle's words at issue, this new distinction made it possible to 
substitute the logical perpetual truths for Boethius' eternal truths. In 
all probability, the standardizing of university teaching promoted the 
acceptance of this substitution as a basic component of the thirteenth- 
century discussions of Aristotle, De interpretation, 16al8. 

One had expected to find some references to St. Augustine's discus- 
sion of the so-called eternal truths of mathematics,71 so prominently 
present in this period for instance in Grosseteste's De libero arbitrio,12 
71 Augustine, De lib. arb . , II, viii, 21: ' 'septem autem et tria decern sunt; et non solum 
nunc, sed etiam semper; ñeque ullo modo aliquando septem et tria non fuerunt 
decern, aut aliquando septem et tria non erunt decern. Hanc ergo incorruptibilem 
numeri veritatem, dixi michi et cuilibet ratiocinanti esse communem." 
72 Robert Grosseteste, De libero arbitrio , in: Die philosophischen Werke des Robert 
Grosseteste , Bischofs von Lincoln, ed. L. Baur, Münster i. W. 1912, 150-241 (Beiträge zur 
Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters. Texte und Untersuchungen, IX) esp. 
168: "Dico igitur, quod necessarium duplex, uno modo, quod non habet posse aliquo 
modo ad eius oppositum uel cum initio uel fine, cuiusmodi est hoc: "duo et tria esse 
quinqué" - Istud enim posse non habuit ñeque ante tempus, ñeque in tempore ad 
non esse verum. Et tale est necessarium simpliciter. 

Est et aliud necessarium, quod neque secundum praeteritum, neque secundum 
praesens, neque secundum futurum habet posse ad eius oppositum, sine tarnen initio 
fuit posse ad hoc et fuit posse ad eius oppositum, et tale est "Antichristum fore 
futurum" et omnium eorum, quae sunt de futuro". 
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but for some reason they were not incorporated into the early thir- 
teenth-century comments on this passage. In general, it is noticeable 
that we do not find a direct reference to Aristotle's De interpretatione in 
the discussions of grammarians, dialecticians and theologians on 
related subjects. Anyhow, it is remarkable that in the 13th century the 
logicians of the Western Latin Middle Ages replaced the eternal truths 
of theology by the perpetual truths of logic, thus arriving at a point 
which their Arab colleagues had already reached about three centuries 
before. 

University of Groningen 
Department of Medieval Studies 

Id . , (178) "Et hoc idem vult beatus Augustinus expresse. Dicit enim et verum est, 
quod hoc sine initio fuit verum scilicet: duo et tria esse quinqué; si non fuit ab aeterno 
verum, de necessitate eius oppositum fuit verum." 
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Vivarium XXXII, 2 (1994) ©E.J. Brill, Leiden 

Dominicans and Suspect Opinion in the Thirteenth Century : 
The Cases of Stephen of Venizy, Peter of Tarentaise , and the Articles of 

1270 and 1271 

WILLIAM J. COURTENAY 

What role did the mendicant orders play in investigating and 

adjudicating cases of potential false or heretical teaching among their 
members? Did the intra-order trials of Peter of John Olivi by the Fran- 
ciscans in 1283 or of Durand of St. Pourçain by the Dominicans in 
1314 introduce a new and relatively brief competing jurisdiction in 
such matters alongside episcopal, papal, and university jurisdiction in 
cases of doctrinal teaching and academic heresy?1 And for mendicants 
whose opinions were disseminated in university classrooms, what role 
did university masters play in investigating and adjudicating these 
cases? 

The first case in which a friar, teaching at a university, had his opi- 
nions investigated and condemned is that of Frater Stephanus, 
presumably the Dominican bachelor Etienne de Venizy, in January 
1241. 2 The text of the condemnation has come down to us in two dif- 

1 On the multiple investigations of Olivi and Durand, see J. Koch, Kleine Schriften , 
vol. 2, Rome 1973, 169-274, 367-86, 423-50; D. Burr, The Persecution of Peter Olivi , 
Philadelphia 1976; Koch, Durandus de S. Porciano O.P., Beiträge zur Geschichte der 
Philosophie des Mittelalters, 26, Münster i.W., 1927, and Kleine Schriften, II, 7-168. 
On the issue of jurisdiction, see J. Miethke, Papst , Ortsbischof und Universität in den 
Pariser Theologenprozessen des 13. Jahrhunderts , in: A. Zimmermann (ed.), Die 
Auseinandersetzungen an der Pariser Universität im XIII. Jahrhundert , Berlin 1976, 52-94; 
R.W. Southern, The Changing Role of Universities in Medieval Europe , in: Historical 
Research, 60 (1987), 133-46; W.J. Courtenay, Inquiry and Inquisition : Academic Freedom 
in Medieval Universities , Church History, 58 (1989), 168-81. 2 Chartularium Universitatis Parisiensis (henceforth cited as CUP), ed. E. Chateiam and 
H. Denifle, vol. I, Paris 1889, 170-72 (# 128). Most of the discussion of this case has 
concerned the dating of the event, a debate initiated by V. Doucet, La date des condam- 
nations Parisiennes dites de 1241. Faut-il corriger le cartulaire de l'université ? in: Mélanges 
Auguste Pelzer, Receuil de travaux d'histoire et de philologie, Université Louvain, 3rd 
ser., fase. 26, Louvain 1947, 183-93. Doucet noted that some manuscript copies of 
the document, some of them Franciscan in origin (Assisi 428, f. Ir; Leipzig, Univ. 
416, f. 163v; Rouen A. 263, f. 305r; Turin, Univ. E.V. 25, f. 218v; Vat. lat. 692, f. 
179v), read: "Anno domini MCCXLIII nonis ianuarii [i.e., 5 Jan. 1244] subscripti 
articuli in praesentia Universitatis Magistrorum theologiae Parisiensium, de mandato 
domini Guillelmi episcopi, fuerunt examinati et reprobati per Cancellarium Odonen 
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ferent forms, one in which the orthodox opinion is listed immediately 
after each offending statement (e.g., Paris, B.N. lat. 16533), and one 
in which the orthodox rebuttal comes after the list of condemned 
errors (e.g., Auxerre 243, Paris, B.N. lat. 15661, and B.N. lat. 
15820). That the focus of attention was on the positions or statements 
of the offending scholar, not on the scholar himself, is suggested by the 
fact that only one manuscript of the twenty three identified so far in 
which these condemned articles are recorded bothers to mention the 
accused, and then only as "frater Stephanus".3 

The supposition that "frater Stephanus" was (1) a Dominican, and 
(2) is to be identified as Stephanus de Varnesia (Etienne de Venizy) 
is based on conjecture, but seems probable. The regent masters in the 
theological faculty of Paris played a major part in condemning these 
articles, so we may assume, as did Emile Chatelain and Heinrich 
Denifle, who included the document in their edition of the Chartularium 
Universitatis Parisiensis , that "frater Stephanus' 

' was a member of the 
university of Paris or at least fell under its jurisdiction.4 The articles 
are scholastic in nature, address subjects found in the first two books 
of the Sentences and may well have come from a bachelor's lectura. Fur- 
ther, in 1241 only two religious orders had houses of study at Paris: 

et fratrem Alexandrum de Ordine Fr. Minorum." Against Doucet, F. Pelster argued 
for the date of 13 January 1241 on the basis of Paris, Arsenal 532 and other manu- 
scripts; Die Pariser Verurteilung von 1241 , in: Archivům Fratrum Praedicatorum, 18 
(1948), 405-17. In favor of a double or repeated condemnation stands the witness of 
Roger Bacon, Opus maius , II, c. 5, ed. I. H. Bridges, vol. Ill, Oxford 1900, p. 47: 
"Nam universitāte Parisiensi convocata, bis vidi et audivi venerabilem Antistitem 
dominum Gulielmum Parisiensem episcopum f.m. coram omnibus sententiare quod 
intellectus agens non potest esse pars animae." For similarities between the con- 
demned articles and the teaching of Hugh of St. Cher, see H. Dondaine, Hugues de 
S. Cher et la condemnation de 1241 , in: Revue des sciences philosophiques et théologi- 
ques, 33 (1949), 170-174. See also the introduction to Alexander de Hales, Glossa in 
quatuor libros sententiarum Petri Lombardi , vol. I, Quaracchi 1951, 1 5 * - 1 6 * . 3 Paris, Bibl. Nat., lat. 16360, f. 3r. The full list of known manuscripts is: Assisi 428, 
f. Ir; Auxerre 243 (206), f. 78r; Erfurt, CA Q. 151, f. 3r; Escorial T.I. 15; Leipzig, 
Univ. 416, F. 163v; Munich, Clm 3798; Naples, VII. C. 12; Oxford, Merton 267, f. 
115v; Oxford, New College 109; Paris, Arsenal 532, f. 219r; Paris, B.N. lat. 15661, 
f. 99rb; Paris, B.N. lat. 15702, f. 186; Paris, B.N. lat. 15820, f. 193ra; Paris, B.N. 
lat. 16360, f. 3r; Paris, B.N. lat. 16533, f. 54r; Rouen 587 (A. 263), f. 305r/306v; 
Turin, Univ. E.V. 25, f. 218v; Valence, Capit.; Vat. Borgh 296; Vat. Borgh 361, 
f. 219v; Vat. lat. 692, f. 179v; Vat. lat. 4847, f. 66v; Vat. lat. 9821, f. 128. 4 Most cases in which masters in the theological faculty at Paris were asked to give 
their opinion on doctrinal matters stemmed from teaching at their university. From 
time to time, however, they were called on (usually by the king or bishop) to help 
judge cases outside the university community, e.g. , the Talmud in 1248 ( CUP I, 209- 
11, #178), the Evangelium aeternum of Gerard of Borgo San Donnino in 1254 ( CUP 
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the Dominicans and the Franciscans. While there are no known Fran- 
ciscans by the name of Stephen at Paris at this time, there was a 
' 'Etienne de Venizy" who became a master of theology at Paris for 
the Dominicans within a few years of this event.5 The fact that Venizy 
incepted at Paris does not argue against this identification, since 
academic censure did not usually inhibit an academic or ecclesiastical 
career.6 Finally, most contemporary mention of the event occurs in 
the records of the Dominican order.7 The errors were condemned by 
the Dominicans at their general chapter at Paris in 1243, and again 
in 1256 at the general chapter at Paris and at the provincial chapter 
in Provence.8 Presumably, the intention was to make an impression 
on upcoming Dominican students, bachelors, and young masters with 
regard to the kind of teaching that would not be permitted. 

If the manuscript tradition is all but silent on the person of the 
accused, other facts regarding the event were frequently repeated in 
the manuscripts. The condemnation was issued by the chancellor of 
Notre Dame (and of the University), Odo of Chateauroux, along with 
the regent masters of theology on Sunday, January 13, 1241. 9 If later 

I, 272-76, #243); Arnold of Villanova in 1300 ( CUP II, 86-90, #615-616); the 
Templars in 1308 (CUP 11, 125-28, #664), Margarite Porette in 1310 (CUP II, 143, 
#681)), and the doctrine of the beatific vision in 1334 (CUP II, 429-33, #981-982). 5 On Etienne de Venizy see P. Glorieux, Répertoire des maîtres en théologie de Paris aux 
XlIIe siècle, Paris 1933, I, 79-80. Paris, B.N. lat. 15702 contains the list of errors as 
well as the principia of Stephen and other bachelors reading in the 1240s at Paris. In 
the list of regents (presumably in 1247-48) signing the condemnation of the Talmud 
(CUP I, 210, # 178) in May 1248, Stephen is listed as Stephen of Auxerre ("frater 
Stephanus Autisiodorensis de Ordine fratrum Predicatorum"). 6 Among those who became master of theology despite academic censure are Giles 
of Rome, Durand of St. Pourçain, lohn of Calore, and possibly lohn of Mirecourt. 
7 It should be noted that Bonaventure in his commentary on book II of the Sentences , 
written in or shortly after 1250, mentioned the event and listed the ten condemned 
articles because its issues were relevant to the question he was treating and because 
the founder of the Franciscan school at Paris, Alexander of Hales, had participated 
in the condemnation as regent. See Bonaventure, Opera omnia , vol. II, Quaracchi 
1885, 547. That Alexander's regency at Paris extended beyond the inception of John 
of Rupella in 1238 [despite Glorieux, Répertoire des maîtres II, 15] is convincingly 
argued in the introduction to Alexander de Hales, Glossa in quatuor libros sententiarum 
Petri Lombardi, Quaracchi 1951, 70*-74*. 8 It is curious why Dominicans felt the list of condemned articles needed to be 
repeated that year. In any event, the action of the Dominican general chapter in 1243 
is significant. If the Paris masters acted in 1241, then the order confirmed that judg- 
ment. If, on the other hand, the Paris condemnation occurred in January 1244, then 
the Dominican action seven months earlier was the first judicial action. 
9 CUP I, 170 (#128): ''Isti sunt articuli reprobati contra theologicam veritatem et 
reprobati a cancellano Parisiensi Odone et magistris theologie Parisius regentibus 
anno Domini MCCXL dominica secunda post octavas Natalis Domini [i.e., Jan. 13, 
1241]." 
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practice is any guide, that action would have been taken at the 
Dominican convent of St. Jacques before the assembled body of the 
university or at least its masters.10 Combining the information con- 
tained in the various versions of the opening line of the condemnation 
decree, it would appear that the bishop of Paris, William of Auvergne, 
had delegated the judicial deliberation to the regent masters of 
theology, under supervision and authority of the chancellor of Notre 
Dame. When the determination was reached, the bishop gave his 
approval and declared anathematized anyone who dared to dogmatize 
or sustain the erroneous opinions.11 

Because we only have the final list of censured errors, many aspects 
of the case cannot be reconstructed.12 Precise information concerning 
all of the stages between initial accusation and final condemnation are 
missing, as is any direct information (as opposed to inferences from 
other sources) regarding the subsequent career of "frater Stephanus". 
We do not know who brought the accusation and compiled the initial 
list of suspect propositions (possibly a fellow bachelor or one of the 
regent masters), nor do we know to what authority he initially brought 
his complaint. Theoretically the accused came under three jurisdic- 
tions: that of the bishop by reason of clerical status and residence in 
Paris, that of the chancellor by reason of university membership, and 
that of his religious superiors by reason of his membership in a 

10 On the one hand, the university as a whole - or at least the theological faculty - 
was expected to attend. On the other hand, there is no way that St. Jacques could 
have accommodated the total membership of the university, which may already have 
numbered over a 1500 by mid-thirteenth century. 11 As a variation to the opening words cited above in n. 9, Oxford, Merton 267, f. 
1 15v has: "Isti sunt errores detestabiles ... a ven. patre Guillelmo Parisiensi episcopo 
convocato Consilio omnium magistrorum theologie tunc Parisius regentium ..." See 
also Bonaventure, Sent. II, d.23, a. 2, q.3 in Opera omnia II, 547: "Nam hie est unus 
de decern articulis, reprobatis ab universitāte magistrorum Parisiensium tempore 
Episcopi Gulielmi et Odonis Cancellarii et fratris Alexandři de Hales, patris et 
magistři nostri, qui, ut evitentur, subscripti sunt." 12 Memory of the event and the official text of condemnation were preserved 
primarily by the Dominicans, recorded in the records of various Dominican chapter 
meetings. By the early fourteenth century the list of censured articles could be found 
in some theological manuscripts, often grouped with the Paris and Kilwardby con- 
demnations of 1277 and Tempier's earlier condemnation in 1270 under the title "col- 
lectio errorum in Anglia et Parisius condemnatorum". Among the manuscripts that 
have this grouping are Paris, B.N. lat. 15661 (late 13th or early 14th century); Erfurt, 
CA Q. 151 (late 14th century); and Paris, B.N. lat. 15820 (15th century). For the 
history of transmission of the texts of academic censures, see Courtenay, The Preserva- 
tion and Dissemination of Academic Condemnations at the University of Paris in the Middle Ages , 
to appear in the Acts of the Ninth International Congress of Medieval Philosophy, 
Ottawa, August 1992. 
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religious order. The final judgment in this case appears to belong to 
the chancellor and the regent masters in theology and would seem to 
support the notion that the principal judicial forum for such cases in 
Paris in the thirteenth century had become the faculty of theology. 

The second Dominican case is one that did not make it into the 
Chartularium , namely that of Peter of Tarentaise. Pierre de Tarentaise 
had been sententiarius at Paris around 1256-57 and became regent in 
the French Dominican chair by or before June 1259. 13 Sometime 
between 1264 and 1267, that is during the later years of Peter's first 
term as French provincial minister, someone, presumably a fellow 
Dominican, extracted a list of 108 suspect propositions from Peter's 
Sentences commentary and submitted them to the master general, John 
of Vercelli.14 Vercelli sent the list for evaluation to one or more promi- 
nent Paris-trained theologians within the order, including Thomas 
Aquinas (the only one from whom an evaluation has survived).15 
Thomas scrutinized the list and concluded that the propositions from 
Tarentaise could be understood in an orthodox sense. In light of 

13 For the career and writings of Pierre, see J. Forget, "Innocent V", in: Dictionnaire 
de Théologie Catholique , 7 (Paris, 1927), col. 1996-7; B. Innocentius papa V: Studia et 
documenta , Rome 1943. 
14 The precise date of these events is not known. The submission of the list of suspect 
opinions could not have occurred before Vercelli' s election as Dominican master 
general in 1264, and Thomas Aquinas's question on divine attributes disputed in 
Rome around 1266 or 1267 suggests that the affair had already been resolved. Since 
the suspect opinions were derived from Peter's commentary on book I of the Sentences 
and the first thirteen distinctions of book II, one wonders why the accuser waited so 
long after Peter's reading of the Sentences before taking action. For discussions of the 
case: P. Mandonnet, Des écrits authentiques de saint Thomas d'Aquin , 2nd ed., Fribourg 
1910, 123-7; M.-D. Chenu, Toward Understanding St. Thomas , Chicago 1964, 335. O. 
Lottin, who discovered a second redaction of book II of Peter's commentary, believed 
that Peter had revised his work under criticism; Lottin, Pierre de Tarentaise a-t-il remanié 
son commentaire sur les Sentences ?, in: Recherches de Théologie ancienne et médiévale, 
2 (1930), 420-33. H.D. Simonin, Les écrits de Pierre de Tarentaise , in: B. Innocentius papa 
V, 196-206, however, discounted this motivation for revision, since it was the first 
redaction that was disseminated through the stationarius at Paris in the 1270s. 
Simonin's argument is not fully persuasive, since earlier redactions of some of 
Thomas' texts available through the same bookseller continued to be copied after a 
revised edition had been put into circulation; R.H. and M.A. Rouse, The Book Trade 
at the University of Paris, ca. 1250-ca. 1350 , in: L.J. Bataillon, B.G. Guyot, and R. 
Rouse (eds.), La Production du livre universitaire au moyen age: Exemplar et pecia , Paris, 
1988, 41-114 at 60. 15 Thomas Aquinas, Explanatio dubiorum de dictis cuiusdam, cd. P. Mandonnet in 
Thomas Aquinas, Opuscula omnia, vol. III, Paris 1927, 211-45; reprinted as "Respon- 
sio ad lect. Vercell. de art. 108", in Opera Omnia , ed. R. Busa, vol. III, Stuttgart 
1980, 642-6. 
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Thomas's response and whatever other evaluations Vercelli may have 
received, Vercelli dropped the investigation. Tarentaise went on to a 
second term as regent master at Paris and subsequently became arch- 
bishop of Lyons, cardinal bishop of Ostia, and on January 21, 1276 
was unanimously elected pope as Innocent V. He died five months 
later on June 22, 1276. 

It would appear that no one in the Dominican convent at Paris or 
in the wider university raised objections to Tarentaise' s statements or 
conclusions at the time he was bachelor of the Sentences. Presumably 
then, the charges were based on the written version as disseminated 
in the early 1260s and, given Peter's seniority and prominence at the 
time, may have been motivated by personal animosity. Moreover, the 
judicial agent to whom the accuser appealed - i.e., the judicial forum 
in which the plea was entered - was not the bishop of Paris or the 
chancellor of the university, but the master general of the Dominican 
order, the person who remained the spiritual and administrative 
superior of Peter of Tarentaise and possibly of the accuser. In this case 
we do not have any final list of condemned articles, since none ever 
resulted. But we do have a partial but interesting paper trail of the 
earlier stages of the process: evidence of an anonymous accuser and 
the preparation of an initial list of suspect articles; the submission of 
that list to some judicial authority; the redirection of that list to one 
or more learned theologians for evaluation; and one of their replies or 
evaluations, variously termed declaratio , responsio , or explanatio. 

Within a few years of the Tarentaise affaire, Dominican theologians 
became involved in a more famous case, that of 1270, usually treated 
as the first step in the investigative process over Averroistic doctrine 
that led up to Etienne Tempier's condemnation of 219 propositions at 
Paris in 1277. 16 In 1270 Giles of Lessines, a young Dominican from 
the region of Hainau t who had studied under Albert, sent Albert a list 
of 15 propositions that were being taught in the schools of Paris by 
men of reputation in philosophy.17 Albert found all fifteen articles 

16 The text of the articles as condemned at Paris was edited in CUP I, 486-87 ( # 432). The events behind and meaning of the articles condemned at Paris in 1270 have 
generated a large body of literature, much of it concerned with the relation of these 
articles to those of 1277, the absence of two of the original fifteen articles in the 
episcopal condemnation, and the relation of those two articles to Thomas' teaching. See in particular: J. A. Weisheipl, Friar Thomas d'Aquino , New York 1974, 272-85. 17 Portions of Giles' letter to Albert, unfortunately without date, were preserved by 
Peter of Prussia in his Vita B. Alberti Magni , c. 32; excerpt from text in CUP I, 487n. 
For Albert's response, condemning all fifteen propositions, see Albert, De quindecim 
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erroneous. Either by way of Albert, the master general John of 
Vercelli, or someone else, the articles came to the attention of Etienne 
Tempier, bishop of Paris. Templer condemned thirteen of the fifteen 
in 1270. 

The aspects of this case relevant to the present inquiry are as 
follows. A list of suspect opinions (whether prepared by Giles of 
Lessines or already under debate in the faculty of theology at Paris is 

unclear) was submitted by a young Dominican to a senior theologian 
and prelate in his own order. An evaluation was prepared in which the 
articles were considered erroneous. Sequentially or independently, the 

bishop of Paris, acting presumably on the recommendation of the 
chancellor and regent masters of theology, condemned thirteen of 
those articles. Did the Dominicans, finding sufficient evidence, turn 
the matter over to the university and bishop, or was the issue being 
examined simultaneously and independently by two different groups? 

In the following year, apparently in the winter or spring of 1271, 
friar Bassiano of Lodi, then lector at the Dominican convent in 
Venice, became concerned about opinions then in circulation at 
Venice involving cosmology, angelology, astrology, theology, and 

physics.18 Bassiano sent a list of 36 suspect opinions either to Thomas 

directly at Paris or by way of the minister general, who then passed 
them on to Thomas. Thomas sent two replies to the lector at Venice: 
a first redaction addressing 30 articles and a second redaction address- 

ing 36 articles.19 At the same time the minister general, John of 
Vercelli, then visiting Lombardy, collected a list of 42 similar proposi- 
tions under discussion in the convents of northern Italy, and submit- 
ted those to Thomas, to the provincial minister of England, Robert 

Kilwardby, and to Albert.20 Thomas received the list in March 1271 

problematibus , ed. P. Mandonnet, Siger de Brabant et VAverroisme latin au XlIIe siècle , pt. 
II, Louvain 1908, 13-36. F. Van Steenberghen, Le 'De quindecim problematibus' d'Albert 
le Grand , in: Mélanges Auguste Pelzer , Louvain 1947, 415-39, appears correct in his belief 
that the last two articles do not reflect positions of Thomas Aquinas, but his dating 
of the Lessines/ Albert exchange to 1273-76 is improbable. Discussion of these specific 
propositions at Paris would have occurred before Tempieri action on December 10, 
1270, not afterwards. 
18 J. Destrez, La Lettre de Saint Thomas d'Aquin dite lettre au lecteur de Venise d'après la tradi- 
tion manuscrite , in: Mélanges Mandonnet, vol. I, Paris 1930, 103-89; M.-D. Chenu, Les 
Réponses de S. Thomas et de Kilwardby a la consultation de Jean de Verceil, in: Mélanges Man- 
donnet , I, 191-222. 19 Thomas, Opera omnia , ed. R. Busa, vol. III, 637-40. 20 See note 18 above, and Chenu, Toward Understanding , 333-35. 
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and responded on April 2, 1271. 21 Kilwardby responded at the 
General chapter at Montpellier in May of that year. The matter was 
concluded through action of the order taken at that same general 
chapter. 

In looking back at these cases and keeping in mind the partial or 
fragmentary nature of the evidence that has survived (or, more 
precisely, was intentionally or accidentally retained), a number of con- 
clusions emerge. First, the judicial forum to which the matter was 
initially brought was determined by where or with whom the accuser 
lodged his complaint, and that decision may have been influenced by 
the status of the accuser and of the accused. If those two parties were 
both members of the university, then the charges and the list of suspect 
propositions could be (and probably were) brought to the attention of 
the chancellor, who represented both the theological faculty as well as 
the bishop in such matters. If the accuser and the accused were both 
members in the same religious order, then the complaint and list of 
suspect propositions could be brought to the attention of the general 
of that order or some prominent theologian within it. 

Secondly, where the case was initially brought determined the 
forum in which it was adjudicated. Religious and academic authorities 
were concerned about false doctrine and erroneous opinion, but it is 
unlikely that they aggressively competed among themselves for 
jurisdiction. It is more likely that the choice of judicial forum was 
made from below, not from above. This may even have been true for 
many of the cases adjudicated at Avignon under John XXII and 
Benedict XII. What we have been viewing as a situation of authorities 
competing for jurisdiction may, with a few exceptions, have been 
simply a result of where and to whom a case was brought.22 Moreover, 
a supposed jurisdictional conflict between the bishop of Paris and the 
chancellor of the university has been overstated. Since the chancellor 
was also the chancellor of Notre Dame and thus of the bishop, charges 
brought to either might result in a similar judicial process, namely, 
one in which the chancellor, acting under the authority of the bishop, 
would enlist masters of theology in the process of evaluation; and any 
censure that resulted could be issued as an episcopal letter (as Tempier 
did in 1270 and 1277) or as a pronouncement of the chancellor and 

21 M.-D. Chenu, Toward Understanding St. Thomas , Chicago 1964, 333. 22 For the "competing" view, see the articles by Miethke, Southern, and Courtenay 
cited above in note 1. 
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theological faculty, under the authority (or in the name of) the bishop 
(as in the Venizy case). 

Thirdly, all authorities, whether it be the bishop of Paris, the 
chancellor of the university, a general of a religious order, or even- 
tually the pope, relied upon masters of theology to help make the 
evaluative judgments on the lists of suspect opinions. All cases in the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, whether the judicial forum was an 
episcopal court, a general chapter of a mendicant order, or the papal 
court, relied on theological experts, namely regent or post-regent 
masters of theology capable of understanding technical scholastic 
language, argumentation, and conclusions. 

Fourthly, the mendicant orders had been involved in such matters 
as far back as the case of Peter of Tarentaise in 1267. The Franciscans 
thus did not initiate a new system of internal investigation with the 
Olivi case in 1283. 23 But the Olivi case did have other innovations that 
went beyond all of the earlier Dominican procedures we have 
examined. While Dominican accusers wrote to individual Dominican 
theologians, and while the Dominican master general consulted 
several Dominican theologians independently, the Franciscan 
minister general in the case of Olivi appointed a commission com- 
posed of regents, non-regent prelates, and even bachelors of theology 
who were expected not only to examine the suspect articles but to con- 
sult and discuss with one another before arriving at a decision. It was 
that model, without the addition of the bachelors, that was adopted at 
Avignon when the papacy - whether by design or by reason of pleas 
entered - appointed commissions to help adjudicate most or all of 
these cases between 1320 and 1344. 

Finally, there is no firm evidence that cases were shifted from one 
jurisdiction to another. The Venizy case began and ended within the 
University of Paris. The Tarentaise case began and ended within the 
Dominican order. The same is true for the Olivi and Durand cases, 
both of which began and ended within their respective orders. While 
we cannot exclude the possibility that the list of articles Giles of 
Lessines sent to Albert the Great was subsequently turned over to the 
bishop of Paris for judicial action, it is equally possible that Giles was 
sending a list that was already under discussion and judicial review at 

23 See above, note 1. 
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Paris.24 And since the author or authors of those opinions were not in 
the Dominican or any religious order, an order would not have been 
the forum of final judgment. Only in the case of 1277, where the list 
of articles were under review at Paris and Rome simultaneously, was 
there any question of the appropriate judicial authority. But the case 
was never formally transferred or called to Rome, nor did Rome assert 
final jurisdiction in the matter. Apart from the elements of timing and 
adequate consultation, the case of 1277 began and ended with the 

bishop of Paris and the regent masters in theology. 
If, in the second half of the thirteenth century, the mendicant orders 

began to police their own cases of academic orthodoxy, it was proba- 
bly not a result of administrative design but a response to doctrinal 
concerns at the level of local convents, even if that convent happened 
to be the house of studies at the University of Paris. 

Madison, Wisconsin 
University of Wisconsin 

24 Giles' letter to Albert, cited from CUP I, 487: "Artículos, quos in scolis proponunt 
magistři Parisius, qui in philosophia majores reputantur, vestre paternitati tanquam 
vero intellectu illuminato transmitiere dignum duxi, ut eos jam in multis congrega- 
tionibus impugnatos vos otio vestri imperii terminetis." 
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Thirteenth-Century Discussions on Modal Terms 

JOKE SPRUYT 

1. Introduction 

Throughout the history of philosophy there has been a continuous 
struggle to deal with inferences that involve the terms ' "necessary" 
and "possible" and the words derived from them. In his Prior Analytics 
Aristotle made an attempt to analyse the special difficulties that come 
up when dealing with modal inferences, and Mediaeval textbooks also 
often contained discussions on modal syllogisms. However, till this 

. day we are still not in agreement about the validity of arguments con- 
taining modal terms. 

The centrili problem that comes to mind when dealing with terms 
such as "necessary" and "possible" is the following: to what type of 
entities can these terms be applied, or, what kind of property do the 
terms in question refer to? Roughly one could suggest that there are 
two options here: necessity (and possibility or contingency) either has 
to do with the way in which we talk about things, or it concerns the 
things themselves and thus is independent of our way of conceiving 
them. In other words, necessity is either a matter of logic or of on- 
tology. 

The discussion on modality played a major role in the Middle Ages. 
It was an important item in treatises on logic and, moreover, the 
analysis of modal terms was considered crucial to come to grips with 
the notion of God's omnipotence. In the fourteenth century, for 
instance, the authors John Duns Scotus and William of Ockham 
adhered to the notion of radical contingency in order to ensure that 
our way of conceiving the events of the world do justice to the idea that 
God was in no way bound by the actual course of nature. 

In an earlier period there was ample attention for the peculiarities 
of modal terms. For detailed information on this subject we are to turn 
to the contents of the thirteenth-century treatises on syncategorematic 
words. Although there is no evidence for a position of radical con- 
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tingency in the thirteenth century, the discussions on modality in this 
period are nevertheless of great importance, because one can find a 
significant difference of opinion in the authors of syncategoreumata- 
treatises as to what can properly be called necessary and/or con- 
tingent. In other words, one can come across distinct views as regards 
the application range of the terms in question. 

The syncategoreumata- treatises are an extremely rich source for people 
interested in the different aspects of modal terms.1 The authors 
themselves deal with a host of problems connected with these words. 
In the treatises one often finds a section on grammatical aspects of 
modal terms, presented as questions on what the modifiers "necessari- 
ly" and ' 'contingently' 

' are modifiers of. Furthermore, the authors 
take a great interest in the meaning of the words 4 'necessar(il)y' 

9 and 
"contingently)", and the relationships between the use of "necessari- 
ly' 

' and/or "contingently" in modal propositions on the one hand, 
and the extra-linguistic states of affairs the words "necessary" and 
"contingent" refer to on the other. Finally, the sophisma-sentences 
that are discussed in the treatises often enlighten us on the question 
as to what type of necessity an author is committed to: is "necessity" 
based on something real, or is it merely an expression indicating the 
way in which we, human beings, look at things? 

Before going into the philosophical issues connected with modality, 
let us first see how the syncategoreumata- authors consider the function of 
adverbs of modality. 

2. On what the modifiers modify 

John le Page starts off his section on modal terms by raising a ques- 
tion about what kind of modifiers the ones are that make a sentence 
into a modal sentence.2 (The terminology "modal" is based on the 
distinction made by Aristotle in Anal. Priora I, 2, 25al-2, where he tells 
us that there are two types of propositions, namely the ones that the 
Mediaevals have labelled lide inesse " ("of inherence") and the ones 
that are named " modales ".) He specifies this question by raising the 
problem whether " necessario " and " contingenter 

" are the only modifiers 

1 Quite a number of excerpts from these texts have been published by H.A.G. 
Braakhuis, in: De 13de Eeuwse Tractaten over Syncategorematische Termen (2 vols.; Vol. I: 
Inleidende studie; Vol. II: De Syncategoreumata van Nicholaas van Pārijs), Meppel 
1979. 
2 Parts of the passages quoted here have been taken from Braakhuis, op. cit. 
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that make a proposition into a modal one.3 In his reply to the question, 
Le Page comes up with the specific nature of modal terms. As opposed 
to adverbs or adjectives, modifiers that many syncategoreumata- authors 
characterize as signifying dispositions of a subject or predicate qua res, 
there are other types of modifiers that concern the subject insofar as 
it is the subject or a predicate insofar as it is the predicate.4 The dis- 
tinction between these two types of disposition is also described as a 
distinction between a disposition of the res which functions as the sub- 

ject ( dispositio rei que subicitur) as opposed to a disposition of the res in- 
sofar as it functions as the subject ( dispositio rei inquantum subicitur ). 
Examples of the two types of disposition are "A white man is runn- 

ing' 
' 
( homo albus currit) and 4 4 Every man is running' 

' 
( omnis homo currit) 

respectively. In the former, 4 'white* ' is a disposition of the thing refer- 
red to by the subject term, whereas in the latter, the term 4 'every" 
{omnis) determines the subject in relation to the predicate and vice versa. 
It is only the latter type of disposition that can qualify the proposition 
it occurs in, not the former.5 

It is settled then that there are certain types of modifiers that deter- 
mine the types of proposition they occur in. In fact it is the latter type 
of disposition that is usually considered the definition of a syncatego- 
rematic term in general. What Le Page now needs to explain is 
whether there is any specific type of modifier (generally characterized 

3 Syncategoreumata (ms. Paris B.N. Lat. 15.170, hereafter cited as F) f. 46vb.: "Circa 
quas [sc. dictiones modales 'necessario' et Contingenter'] primo dubitatur utrum ille 
sole determinationes verborum modificent enuntiationes vel alie verborum deter- 
minationes possint quod possunt [possint P' <ille>." 4 This is a distinction used by Peter of Spain; cf. Peter of Spain ( Petrus Hispanus Por- 
tugalensis) Syncategoreumata , First Critical Edition with an Introduction and Indexes by 
L.M. de Rijk, Ph. D., with an English Translation by Joke Spruyt, Ph. D., Leiden, 
etc. 1992; Introductio, cap. 2, p. 38-9. For an analysis of this distinction see Joke 
Spruyt, Peter of Spain on Composition and Negation. Text. Translation. Commentary , Nij- 
meeen 1989, 110. 5 Syncateg . , f. 46vb: "... duplex est dispositio subiecti: et quedam est dispositio eius 
quod est subiectum, quedam est subiecti inquantum subiectum. Verbi gratia: hec dic- 
tio 'albus' significat dispositionem eius quod subiectum est et non subiecti inquantum 
est subiectum, cum dicitur 'homo albus currit'. Non enim possum dicere quod homo 
subiciatur, hoc est quoniam homo qui est albus subiciatur. Unde albedo est dispositio 
rei que subiecta est et non subiecti inquantum subiectum. Alia est dispositio non rei 
que subicitur, sed subiecti inquantum subiectum, sicut hoc signum 'omnis'. 
Significai enim quoniam uniuersaliter . Sed ille modus, < scilicet hoc> quod dico 
'universaliter', non est dispositio rei que subicitur, sed rei inquantum subicitur.... 
Cum igitur sit duplex dispositio subiecti, ab ultima solum accipit propositio differen- 
tiam aliquam, et non a prima." 
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as a disposition of a subject insofar as it functions as a subject) after 
which a sentence is named a 4 4 modal' ' one. The author puts it this 

way: do all dispositions of the composition (as opposed to dispositions 
of the subject-substrate or predicate-substrate) make a proposition in- 
to a modal one? The two examples he comes up with in this connection 
are adverbs of time and the particle "not".6 Before he proceeds to tell 
us of the distinctive feature of adverbs of modality, he first explains 
why it is that adverbs of time do not qualify for the 4 'modal" status. 
Adverbs of time, he says, do not signify time as concerning the compo- 
sition as accomplished by the verb, but rather as concerning the res 
verbi, namely the acting or being acted upon signified by the verb. This 
is obvious, he continues, because the verb restricts the subject in vir- 
tue of the time signified or consignified as concerning the composition. 
For instance, in the sentence "A man is running", the term "man" 
is restricted to the present, and in the sentence "A man has run", it 
is restricted to the past ones, and in "A man will run", the term ap- 
plies only to the future ones. If adverbs were to signify time as concer- 

ning the composition as accomplished by the verb, in that case the 
adverb would make the subject be restricted so as to supposit only for 
the supposita for which it is possible that they are, have been or will 
be in virtue of the time. This would mean that in the sentence "A man 
is always", the subject "man" would be restricted to the men that are 

always.7 
The object of this discussion was to argue that adverbs of time are 

not modal terms, something that has now been ruled out by showing 
that such adverbs do not signify time as concerning the composition 
as carried out by the verb. Hence one thing is clear about modal terms 

proper, namely that contrariwise they do concern the composition of 
their verb, and not, unlike the adverbs of time, the res verbi. However, 

6 Ibid . : "Queritur consequenter utrum adverbia consignificantia tempus modificare 
possint compositionem.... Similiter videtur quod omnis negativa sit modalis, 
quoniam in omni negativa significatur negatio circa compositionem verbi." 
7 Ibid. : "... dicendum quoniam adverbia temporis non significant tempus circa com- 
positionem verbi sed circa rem verbi, scilicet [sed P] circa actum vel passionem. Quod 
sic est manifestum quoniam verbum cohartat subiectum ratione temporis significati 
vel consignificati circa compositionem. Unde cum dicitur 'homo currit , cohartatur 
ille terminus 'homo' ad presentes, cum dicitur 'cucurriť ad pretéritos, 'curreť ad 
futuros. Quare si adverbia temporis consignificarent tempus circa [f. 47ra] composi- 
tionem verbi, cohartaretur subiectum ratione illius ad supponendum solum pro sup- 
posais quibus contingit esse, fuisse, vel fore, ratione illius temporis. Et ita, si dicatur 
'quidlibet [quilibet />] est semper', ille terminus 'quidlibeť [quilibet P] cohartatur ad 
ea solum quibus convenit esse semper." 
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that still leaves us with the problem in what way the negation differs 
from modal terms, because the negation too is a term that modifies the 
composition.8 

John explains that there are different ways in which adverbs can oc- 
cur in combination with a composition. Some adverbs signify their 
content {rem suam ) in the manner of a quality, some in the manner of 
time, some in the manner of a quantity, etc. It is only the adverbs that 
signify their content in the manner of a quality that modify the com- 
position. These adverbs are "truly", "falsely", "possibly", "im- 
possibly", "necessarily", and "contingently". The adverbs of time 
and the negation, on the other hand, do not signify their content in 
the manner of a quality.9 

Nicholas of Paris has a similar way of introducing his discussion of 
modal terms. His first concern is to decide whether adverbs of modali- 
ty can be called syncategorematic words at all. When formulating his 
solution to this problem, he tells us exactly what types of disposition 
there are and which types qualify the proposition. He begins by ex- 
plaining the distinction between dispositions in terms of the different 
elements of a locution. A locution has three elements, namely the com- 
position or the form of the entire locution, and also the subject and the 
predicate. First there is the disposition that modifies ( disponit ) that 
which is the subject, such as "white", "black", and so on, and this 
type of disposition, he tells us, does not denominate a proposition, 
because it belongs to its material "content" ( materia materialis). Then 
there are the dispositions that belong to the subject insofar as it func- 
tions as a subject, for example the signa "all", "every" and 
"whatever". It is after adverbs of the latter kind that a proposition is 
called universal, and this type of disposition belongs to the formal con- 
tent ( materia formalis). These adverbs do not, however, have anything 
to do with the proposition being a modal one, for a modification con- 
cerns the nature of the form ,10 which, as he had explained, is the com- 
position found in the locution. 

8 See above, n. 4. 
9 Syncateg . , f. 47 ra: ' 4 Propter quod dicendum est aliter dicentes [/] quod quedam 
adverbia significant rem suam per modum qualitatis et alia per modum temporis et 
alia per modum quantitatis et alia per modum numeri, et sic de aliis. Dicendum ergo 
quod adverbia significantia [per] aliquid per modum qualitatis [quantitatis /ļ, 
modificant compositionem . ' ' 
10 Syncateg. , ed. Braakhuis, 285(8-17): "Dicendum ad hoc quod, cum sint due partes 
substantie enuntiationes preter compositionem, que est forma totius, scilicet subiec- 
tum et predicatum, utraque suas habebit dispositiones. Sed alia est que disponit id 
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What are we to understand by the material matter, the formal mat- 
ter and the nature of the form? In my opinion these labels are another 
way of expressing the differences between what we have seen earlier 
as the res subiecti , the subiectum inquantum subiectum and the predicatum in- 
quantum predicatum. In other words, the expression 

4 'material matter" 
of a proposition indicates its subject-substrate, the "formal matter' ' is 
to be identified with the logical subject11 of the locution, that is to say, 
the kind of thing referred to by the term in subject-position, and final- 
ly the "nature of the form" can be nothing other than the specific type 
of composition involved. Another disposition, Nicholas continues, is 
of the type that pertains to the res predicata , that is, that which is 
predicated. An example of a sentence in which we find such a dispo- 
sition is "Socrates is running well". Now it is quite easy to see that 
this is not a kind of disposition that has anything to do with modality, 
for if it did, the inference "Socrates runs well; therefore that Socrates 
is running is good" would be a valid one.12 Nicholas explains his posi- 
tion in the following manner: the proposition cannot be named after 
this type of disposition 

" . . .because the predicate is not part of the mat- 
ter in this way",13 and after that he gives the example of Socrates' run- 
ning well. Obviously what he means here is that we cannot infer from 
the sentence "Socrates runs well" that the predicate "good" inheres 
in the "subject-substrate" that Socrates is running. 

Eventually Nicholas presents to us his description of modality: it 
arises from a disposition in virtue of the predicate. Could this mean 
that it is a disposition pertaining to the res predicata after all? It will 
become evident that this is not the case. Nicholas explains that there 
is a difference between a modification of the predicate and a modifica- 
tion of the composition, and it is the latter after which a proposition 

quod est subiectum, a qua non denominatur enuntiatio, quia est materie [et add. ed.] 
materialis, ut 'albus', 'niger', etc. Etiam est alia que est subiecti inquantum subiec- 
tum, a qua denominatur enuntiatio, que est materie formalis, ut signa universalia 
'omnis' et 'quiclibeť. A quibus dicuntur universales nec tamen modales; modificatio 
enim spectat ad essentiam forme." 
11 Cf. the extreme of a proposition in a syllogism, in this case the one in subject- 
position. 12 Syncateg. , ed. Braakhuis, 285(17-20): "Similiter alia est dispositio que est a ratione 
rei predicate, a qua non est propositio denominabilis, quia predicatum non est sic in 
materia, ut cum dicitur 'Sortes currit bene', non sequitur 'ergo Sortem currere est 
bonum'." 
13 Ibid. : "... quia predicatum sic non est in materia..." (see above, n. 9). 
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is called a modal one.14 He explains the distinction in terms of the 
elements contained in a verb: a verb conveys both an act and a com- 
position, and it is not the dispositions bearing on the act that make a 
proposition a modal one, but rather the ones that bear on the compo- 
sition. Thus in a sentence such as "Socrates runs fast", the adverb 
ť 'fasť ' bears on the act of running only. What the sentence means is: 
"Socrates' running is fast"; one cannot infer from it "That Socrates 
is running is fast". This also applies to adverbs such as "well" and 
"badly".15 

Our author finishes up his discussion on the criteria for modality by 
coming up with an example in which an adverb does pertain to the 
composition. One can meaningfully say "That Socrates is running is 
good". The term "good" does not bear on the act of running, in 
which case we would say "Socrates runs well". In fact it does bear on 
the composition, in the sense according to which in each thing the being 
is that which it is, the true is that by means of which it is known and 
the good is that by means of which it is strived after. Nevertheless, he 
tells us, this is still no reason to admit such terms, namely terms like 
"good", in the category of modes, for although they do pertain to the 
composition in question, they do not modify the inherence of the 
predicate in the subject.16 Finally, as regards the adverbs "truly" and 
"falsely", these do not indicate modes either, because the truth- 
conditions they involve and the ways they are used in a syllogism are 
in no way different from the ones associated with propositions de in- 
esse.11 This means that the truth-conditions for the sentence "Socrates 

14 Ibid. , 285(20) - 286(2): "Alia est que est dispositio eius in ratione predicati; que 
tamen differens est sive predicatum sive compositionem disponat...; ab hac 
modificatur enuntiatio." 
15 Ibid. , 286(3-10): "Quia igitur in verbo duo sunt, scilicet compositio et actus, que 
determinant dispositionem ratione actus non modificam enuntiationes, ut est celeritas 
et tarditas; quod patet cum dicitur 'Sortes currit celeriter' vel 'tarde', sensus est cursus 
Sortis est celer vel tardus , nec est sensus Sortem currere est celere vel tardum. Sic ergo, quia 
'bene' et 'male' disponunt actum et non compositionem, non faciunt propositiones 
modales." 
16 Ibid. , 286(11-8): "Quia tamen obicitur quod bene dicitur 'Sortem currere est 
bonum', dicendum est quod alia est bonitas que est actus, que hic non ponitur, que 
significatur dicendo scilicet 'currit bene'; alia est que est compositionis, que hie 
dicitur secundum quod dicit Augustinus quod in unoquoque est esse id quod est, et 
verum quo cognoscitur, et bonum quo appetitur. . . . non tamen modi sunt, quia non 
modificant inherentiam predicati ad subiectum." 
17 Ibid. , 287(1-3): "Quia 'vero' et 'falso' non aliam habent veritatem et falsitatem nec 
autem modum sillogisandi contra illos de inesse, ideo non faciunt differentias ab il- 
lis." 
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is running" are the same as for " Socrates is truly running". The 

negation does not apply for such a status either, because the negation 
adds nothing to the composition involved, but rather removes it.18 

To sum up: Nicholas employs three criteria to decide whether a 
word lives up to the name 4 'modal": first of all, it must indicate a 

disposition in virtue of the predicate, secondly it must bear on the 

composition as found in the verb (and not the res verbi ), and finally it 
is to modify the inherence of the predicate in the subject. What the two 
authors John le Page and Nicholas of Paris are in agreement on is that 
modification has to do with composition. 

Another thirteenth-century author, whose views on certain matters 
are significantly different from the ones just mentioned is Peter of 

Spain. Nevertheless, as regards the special property of modal words, 
he too is of the opinion that they pertain to the composition. To a 
number of objections made by opponents who believe that the modal 

expressions "necessarily" and "contingently" can only be applied in 
virtue of the predicate itself, Peter explains that one should distinguish 
between the necessity (or contingency) of things themselves, and the 

necessity (or contingency) of a composition, which is in fact the 

necessity (or contingency) of inherence. The word "necessarily" 
determines the composition, and in that way it produces a modal pro- 
position.19 One can see that in this respect Peter of Spain's ideas are 
on the same track as those of John and Nicholas. 

As far as telling apart the quality from the quantity of a proposition 
is concerned, Peter does present a slightly different explanation. In his 
words: 

dispositions of the subject insofar as it is the subject denominate the proposition 
on the part of its quantity, because after these ones the proposition is called 
universal, particular, indefinite, or singular. The dispositions of the predicate in- 
sofar as it is the predicate, on the other hand, denominate the proposition on the 
part of its quality, because after these ones the proposition is called affirmative, 
negative,20 modal, or de inesse.21 

De inesse sentences are defined as expressing the inherence of the predi- 
cate in the subject.22 

18 Ibid. , 287(9-10): "... sed negatio nichil apponit, sed potius privat; et ideo a nega- 
tione non fit modificatio. " 
19 Syncateg., ed. De Rijk, tr. Spruyt, ch. VII, cap. 13, p. 290-1. 
20 What is remarkable is that unlike John le Page and Nicholas ot ťans, ťeter con- 
siders the negation as falling under the heading "quality of a proposition". 
21 Syncateg. , ed. De Rijk, tr. Spruyt, eh. VII, cap. 13, p. 290-1. 
22 Ibid. 
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At first sight Peter of Spain's categorization of propositions seems 
different from John's. Unlike the latter, Peter includes negations in 
the category "quality of a proposition". John le Page, on the other 
hand, says that negation is not a modification of the composition in 
the way of a quality. This means that while "necessarily" and "con- 
tingently" correspond with a certain qualification of the composition 
they are said of, the negation cannot be called a qualification. To deny 
something of something does not amount to qualifying a certain way 
of something's obtaining. If we carefully observe Peter's way of using 
the term "quality" in connection with the negation, however, we can 
see that his classification of propositions is not significantly different 
from John's. In his Tractatus23 he shows us what he means by the 
"quality" of a proposition. The question 

" 
qualis 

" 
("what kind of a 

proposition?"), he says, is a question concerning the quality of a 
proposition, and should be answered with the terms "affirmative" or 
"negative". The modal ones are dealt with separately as sentences 
that contain an adverb that determines the composition (or qualifies 
it).24 So modal terms indeed correspond with a separate class of propo- 
sitions as contrasted with negative or affirmative ones. 

Peter also explains exactly why terms like "good" and "bad" are 
not modal like "necessary" and "contingently": the former 

are only said of that Socrates is running by way of an effect or by way of a cause, 
and not because they are dispositions of the composition. For when Socrates is 
running, health or illness or something good or bad is caused in him, and 
therefore ''good" or "bad" is said of "that Socrates is running" by way of an 
effect or a cause.25 

Besides discussing the distinctive features of a modal proposition (as 
contrasted with propositions that have non-modal adverbs), John le 
Page and Nicholas of Paris also deal with the question whether 
sentences of the form "Socrates is necessarily an animal" are modal 
ones in the same way as "That Socrates is an animal is necessary" is 
modal. This problem comes up when the authors turn their attention 
to Aristotle's definition of modality to the effect that to be and not to be 
are the subjects of modality.26 Hence as we can see in John le Page's 
discussion, modal propositions would seem to be those in which to be 
or not to be serve as the subjects, and not propositions in which the sub- 

23 Tractatus I, ed. De Riik, 5 (11). 24 Ibid., 12(7) - 13(16). 25 Syncateg . , ed. De Rijk, tr. Spruyt, eh. VII, cap. 14, p. 292-3. 26 De interpr. 12, 22a8-10. 
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jects are things. Now for that very reason, the propositions 
" Sortem cur- 

rere est necessariurrí ' and li Sortem currere est c ont ingens 
' ' are modal ones, 

because these are the only ones in which to be serve as subjects.27 There 
is an argument to the contrary, however, in which modal propositions 
are compared with negative ones. The argument begins with the state- 
ment that in a modal proposition, the mode is signified as a mode (im- 
plying that in a non-modal sentence that contains a modal term, the 
mode is not signified thus). Now a negative proposition, it is argued, 
is a proposition in which a negation is not signified as a res , but rather 
as a negation. For instance, the proposition "That Socrates is running 
is denied" is not a negative one, but the proposition "Socrates is not 

running" is. The reason why the former is not a negative one is 
because in the first sentence the negation is not signified as a negation. 
Therefore, the opponent concludes, it is true that unless in a certain 

proposition the mode is signified as a mode, it does not answer to the 
name "modal". So the sentence "That Socrates is running is con- 
tingent" is not a modal proposition, whereas the sentence "Socrates 
is contingently running" is. In the former the term "contingent" 
indicates contingency as a quality, and not as a mode.28 

Before going into John's rebuttal of this argument, we should first 
see what is meant by the difference between signifying a mode as a 
mode, and signifying a mode as a res. If we take the sentences John 

27 Syncateg . , f. 47ra: "Queritur consequenter [quod P' cuiusmodi orationes sint 
modales, utrum ille 'Sortes currit necessario', 'Sortes currit contingenter', vel ille 
'Sortem currere est necessarium', 'Sortem currere est contingens'. Et videtur quod 
ille ultime sint modales, et non alie, quia dicit Aristotiles in libro Periarmeneias quod 
sicut in illis de inesse sunt res subiecte, ita in illis [de] modalibus esse vel non esse. 
Quare propositiones sunt modales in quibus subicitur esse vel non esse et non in 
quibus res sunt subiecte. Sed in istis propositionibus 'Sortes currit contingenter' et 
'Sortes currit necessario', sunt res subiecte, et non esse vel non esse. In aliis vero sunt 
esse et non esse subiecta. Quare ille erunt modales 'Sortem currcre est contingens', 
'Sortem currere est necessarium', cum in istis orationibus subiciatur esse et non 
esse." 
28 Ibid. : "Si hoc [scilicet quod 'Sortem currere est contingens' est propositio modalis] 
aliquis concedet, contra: modalis est ilia in qua significatur modus ut modus. Quod 
patet: oratio non est negativa in qua negatio ut res significatur, sed in qua significatur 
negatio ut negatio. Ut patet: hec oratio non est negativa 'Sortem currere negatur', 
sed ista 'Sortes non currit', quoniam in prima non significatur negatio ut negatio. 
Propter hoc verum est quod propositio non dicitur modalis nisi illa in qua significatur 
modus sicut modus. <Sed> in 'Sortem currere est contingens' non significatur con- 
tingentia sicut modus, sed in ista solum 'Sortes currit contingenter'. Quare illa est 
modalis 'Sortes currit contingenter', non autem ista 'Sortem currere est contingens'. 
'Contingens' enim dicit contingentiam sicut qualitatem, et non sicut modum." 
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le Page lets his opponent produce as examples, viz. "Socrates is not 
running" and "That Socrates is running is denied", we can see that 
the distinction is nothing other than one between the negatio ut concepta , 
i.e. the negation as conceived of, and the negatio ut exercita , the negation 
as carried out.29 

John's answer to the opponent once again shows that in his view 
modal propositions are called modal after the disposition belonging to 
the composition. In his opinion both the sentence "That Socrates is 
running is contingent' 

' as well as "Socrates is contingently running" 
are modal propositions. Indeed, "contingent" signifies contingency, 
but this is not a quality of substance, but rather a quality of a composi- 
tion or division. Well, it is because a proposition is called modal after 
a certain disposition of being or non being itself (or of composition and 
division), and because the disposition "contingent" in the proposition 
at issue answers to that requirement, that therefore that proposition 
will be a modal one.30 To explain his idea that "contingency" is signi- 
fied as concerning being and non-being in the case under discussion, 
John adds a rather obscure remark31 that "the fact that verbs in them- 
selves are nouns, that is infinitive verbs, is in virtue of their con- 
signification and not in virtue of their signification."32 The relevance 
of this final remark becomes more apparent in the remainder of his 
discussion on the domain of modality. An opponent suggests that the 

29 For an analysis of this distinction see Gabriel Nuchelmans, The Distinction actus ex- 
ercitus/actus significatus in Medieval Semantics , in: Norman Kretzmann (ed.), Meaning and Inference in Medieval Philosophy. Studies in Memory of Jan Pinborg , Dordrecht etc. 1988, 
57-90. Cf. Spruyt, op cit. (1989), 144-5. 30 Syncateg.y f. 47ra: "... dicendum quod utraque istarum potest esse modalis 'Sortem 
currere est contingens', 'Sortes currit contingenter'. Et dicimus quod in hoc nomine 
'contingens' est contingentia sicut modus; 'contingens' enim non significai 
qualitatam natam inesse substantie, sed natam inesse compositioni et divisioni. Cum 
igitur dicatur propositio modalis a dispositione ipsius esse vel non esse sive divisionis 
et compositionis, erit predicta enuntiatio modalis, quoniam consignificat contingen- 
tiam circa esse vel non esse et non circa subiectum..." 1 Cf. Aristotle, De interpret. 3, 1 6bl 9-25 : "When uttered by itself a verb is a name 
and signifies something... but as such it does not yet signify whether it is or not. For 
not even to say 'to be' or 'not to be' is a sign of the state of affairs (nor if you simply 
say 'being'); for by itself it is nothing, but it additionally signifies some composition, 
which cannot be thought without the extremes." (In the translation I have leaned 
heavily on Ackrill.) For Aristotle it is its consignification that makes a verb into a verb 
proper. 32 Syncateg., f. 47ra: "... quia <quod> verba secundum se dicta nomina sunt, idest 
verba infinita, hoc est secundum consignificationem et non secundum significatio- 
nem." 
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expressions "Sotterri currere est contingens 
" and " Sortera cúrrete est 

necessarium" might not be well-formed. The reason for this suggestion 
is that the adjective 

" necessarium " is supposed to signify necessity in 
the manner of a quality, in the same way the adjective 

44 bonus' 9 

signifies 
" bonitas " in the manner of a quality.33 The opponent explains 

his remark as follows. " Bonitas " ("goodness") is signified in different 
ways by the words "well" and "good". The word "good" signifies 
goodness in the manner of a quality and therefore it signifies goodness 
insofar as it is a quality of a substance. On the other hand, the word 
"well" consignifies goodness insofar as it is concrete in an act, and 
this is because it signifies adverbally. Now because the two words 
"well" and "good" signify in different ways they cannot be added to 
the same type of word, for it does not make sense to say "*homo bene " 

("*well man"), nor can one say 
"* currit bonus " ("*he runs good"). 

Analogously, the way in which necessity is spoken of must be different 
in the words ť 4 necessarius" and "necessario" , for the former signifies in 
the manner of a quality, whereas the latter does so in the manner of 
an adverb. Well, the opponent continues, a word that signifies a 
disposition of an act cannot be added to a word that signifies a 
substance, for one cannot say 

" *homo necessario" . And thus a word that 
signifies necessity in the manner of a quality cannot be added to a 
noun that signifies an act or a word that signifies a composition either. 
There«fore the expressions 

" Sortem cuttere est necessarium " and "Sortera 
currere est contingens 

" are not well-formed.34 

33 Ibid. : "Et videtur quod non [sc. quod congrue dicatur 'Sortem currere est con- 
tingens', 'Sortem currere est necessarium'], quia 'necessarium' necessitatem 
significai per modum qualitatis, sicut 'bonus' bonitatem per modum qualitatis." 34 Ibid. : "Significatur enim bonitas differenter per has dictiones [differentias P ] 
'bene' et 'bonus'. Quod patet quoniam hec dictio 'bonus' significai bonitatem per 
modum qualitatis et propter hoc significai bonitatem prout est concreta substantie. 
Sed hec dictio 'bene' bonitatem significai prout est concreta actui, et hoc est quia 
significai adverbialiter. Sed iste due dictiones 'bene et 'bonus', quia significant dif- 
ferenter bonitatem, non possunt addi eidem parti orationis. Non enim dicitur 'homo 
bene' nec aliquid est dictu 'currit bonus'. Sed congrue dicitur 'currit bene', 'homo 
bonus'... consimiliter dicitur differenter necessitas per has dictiones 'necessarium', 
'necessario'. Significai enim hec dictio 'necessarium' per modum qualitatis, 'neces- 
sario' autem per modum adverbii... [Pi. 47rb]... Sed dictio significans dispositionem 
actus non potest addi <dictioni> significanti substantiam. Nichil enim est dictu 
'homo necessario'. Quare [nec add . P' dictio significans necessitatem per modum 
qualitatis non poterit addi nomini significanti actum vel dictioni significanti composi- 
tionem. Et ita diceretur incongrue 'Sortem currere est necessarium', 'Sortem currere 
est contingens'." 
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To this problem Le Page replies that the verbs to be and not to be are 
verbs absolutely, but when used in a certain construction they can be 
nouns. He adduces Aristotle and Priscian as evidence for this suggesti- 
on. Hence grammatically speaking, there is really not a problem, 
because if the verbs in question function as nouns in a sentence, then 
it is not out of order to add to them a word that signifies a quality.35 
Hence the fact that sometimes verbs can function as nouns is sufficient 
to explain how a term like 1 ' necessarius' ' a word that signifies in the 
manner of a quality, can indeed be joined with a verb. 

Nicholas of Paris has a similar discussion on the well-formedness of 
a sentence like " Sortem currere est contingens 

" and comes up with the 
same solution as John le Page does, namely that one ought to 
distinguish between nomina secundum quid on the one hand and nomina 
simpliciter on the other. 

A final problem that John le Page deals with is whether there are 
more modal words than "necessary", "contingent", "possible", 
"impossible", "true", and "false".36 Without going into the discus- 
sion on this item what is interesting to note here is that apparently Le 
Page counts "true" and "false" among modal terms (even though he 
does not mention them any more along the way). As far as I know, 
he is the only one to do so; even the author closest to his ideas, 
Nicholas of Paris, does not agree with him on this point.37 

35 Ibid. , f. 47rb: "... quedam est dictio que est nomen simpliciter, quedam est dictio 
que est nomen secundum quid, sive nomen in ordinatione, licet non sit nomen in 
significatione propria [prima P' et absoluta. Et ab hoc ultimo modo verba infinita 
secundum se dieta nomina sunt, quod significat Aristotiles in libro Periarmeneias , cum 
dicit: verba secundum se dicta nomina sunt;* et dicit hoc Priscianus quod verbum 
infinitum est nomen rei verbi.** Ex his itaque manifestum est quoniam licet 'esse' 
et 'non esse' sint verba simpliciter, in ordinatione tarnen sunt nomina, et hoc modo 
possunt eis addi dictiones significantes qualitatem, licet non si<n>t nomina [nomen 
P] prout sunt in propria significatione." * De interpret. 3, 16bl9-20. ** Inst, gramm. XVIII, 43, p. 226(6-7); 47, p. 227(31-32). 
It is interesting to note that while Le Page uses Aristotle as evidence for his position, 
he appears to be saying exactly the opposite of what the auctoritas says (cf. above, n. 
28). However, Aristotle's and Le Page's intentions boil down to the same thing: in 
the infinitive the verb functions as a noun (in the sense that it is the name of a certain 
"thing", whereas in a conjugated form (used as a predicate), it is not. 
36 Ibid. : "Habito a quibus dictionibus dicatur propositio modalis et habito cuiusmodi 
sint propositiones modales, queritur consequenter utrum debeant esse plures dic- 
tiones quam ille 'necessarium', 'contingens', 'possibile', 'impossibile', ' verum ', 
'/a/jwm'." 37 Cf. above, n. 14. 
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From what we have seen so far, most of the authors associate the no- 
tion of modality of a sentence with the composition expressed in it. So 
far we have only used this term in passing when discussing the views 
of Peter of Spain, John le Page and Nicholas of Paris, but we also 
come across the notion of composition in other syncategoreumata- 
treatises. We shall divert to the writings of William of Sherwood for 
a moment, in order to grasp the significance of the notion of "com- 
position" when determining a word's "modal status". 

3. On " composition 
" 

For the thirteenth-century author William of Sherwood the notion 
of "composition" is crucial to determine whether a modal word is 
used categorematically or syncategorematically.38 This very distinc- 
tion is also of major importance as regards the function of words like 

"necessary" and so on: if such words in a sentence do not modify the 
res verbi but the composition, they are not categorematic but syn- 
categorematic words.39 The question that now inevitably comes up is, 
what does William mean by "composition"? 

In his work on how modal concepts featured in the thirteenth cen- 

tury, Klaus Jacobi pays a great deal of attention to William of Sher- 
wood. At a certain point he comes down to discussing Sherwood's use 
of the term "composition". From his account it appears that Jacobi 
practically identifies the meaning of the term "composition" in this 
connection with the formula "S is P".40 As the starting point for his 

position Jacobi refers to Sherwood's remark in his Introductiones in 

logicam on the signification and consignification of the verb " est 

Weil "ist" Verb ist, bezeichnet es das, was von anderen gesagt wird, und 
folglich, ist es Prädikat. Aber es bezeichnet die Verknüpfung mit (consignificat 
compositionem ), was (die Funktion der) Kopula ist (que est copula ), und jedes andere 
Verb bezeichnet so (die compositio) mit durch deren (nämlich der Kopula) 
natur.41 

38 Unlike their contemporary continental colleagues, William of Sherwood and 
Robert Bacon frequently mention that one should make a distinction between the 
categorematic use on the one hand and the syncategorematic use of a word on the 
other. Cf. Spruyt, op. cit., 245 and Braakhuis, op. cit., Vol. I, 385. 
39 Syncateg., ed O'Donnell, in: Mediaeval Studies, III (1941), 46-9.5, p. 73: ... et 
sciendum quod haec dictio 'necessario' potest esse categorema vel syncategorema. Si 
categorema, sic est determinatio praedicati; si syncategorema, tunc compositionis. 

" 
40 See Klaus Jacobi, Die Modalbegriffe in den Logischen Schriften des Wilhelm von òhyreswooa 
und in anderen Kompendien des 12. und 13. Jahrhunderts . Funktionsbestimmung und 
Gebrauch in der logischen Analyse, Leiden/Köln 1980, 228-30. 
41 Ibid., 229. 
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Now according to Jacobi, Sherwood uses the term " compositio' 
' as 

synonymous with the term 1 6 Aussage", that is, an enunciation, 
...die dadurch entsteht, daß ein im Nominativ stehendes Nomen und ein 
Prädikatsausdruck durch die im Prädikat enthaltene Kopula miteinander ver- 
bunden werden.42 

As evidence for his conclusion Jacobi adduces material taken from 
Sherwood's discussion in the Syncategoreumata on the adverb "not". 
The latter opens his discussion on "not" by presenting a problem that 
comes up when considering the mode of signifying incolved. In his 
words: 

...it may be argued that "non" signifies a division and this division, as it ap- 
pears, is opposite to the composition denoted by the verb "est". And thus "non" 
must be a verb, just like "est" is too.43 

In this argument two claims are made: first of all, the spokesman says 
that "est" signifies a composition, and secondly, he counts division as 
the opposite of composition. According to Sherwood, the argument 
breaks down owing to precisely those two statements. Indeed, he says, 
the verb "est" does not signify a composition only, and this is why the 
two "est" and "non" are not contraries. Moreover, the composition 
signified by the word "est" is not opposite to that of "non" , because 
composition is a mode of signifying in a dependent way.44 

Jacobi was quite right to draw our attention to the key notion of 
composition, which plays such a significant role in not only Sher- 
wood's, but also in the syncategoreumata- treatises compiled by his 
contemporaries. As we have already remarked, Jacobi identifies 
' 
'composition" with the unity of subject and predicate. However, this 

interpretation is not entirely clear to me. In order to see the difficulty 
here, we must look at how Sherwood himself explains this notion in 
a passage dealing with the mental activities of consenting to and rejec- 
ting a proposition: 

42 Ibid., 230. 43 Syncateg. , ed. O'Donnell, 71: "... et videtur quod ['non'] debeat esse verbum quia 
significat divisionem et haec, ut videtur, opponitur compositioni denotatae per hoc 
verbum 'est', et sic debet esse verbum sicut et ipsum; contraria enim ejusdem sunt 
generis." 44 Ibid., 72: "... haec dictio 'non' cum significet divisionem tantum - haec dictio 
'est' non significai compositionem tantum... et sic non significant contraria - tum 
etiam quia compositio denotata sive consignificata per hoc verbum 'est' non op- 
ponitur ei quod est 'non', quia compositio est modus significandi dependenter. " 
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When, on the one hand, the mind consents [to something, which, as we shall 
see, is the composition involved], it asserts, and there is an affirmation. When, 
on the other hand, the mind dissents, it "disasserts", and there is a negation. 
Therefore the composition conveyed in the verb "est" is, as it were, the subject 
of affirmation and negation. And the negation conveyed in " non " is opposed to 
the affirmation and not to the composition (unless the affirmation is called "com- 
position", but that composition is different from the one conveyed in the verb 
"«O.45 

If we carefully look at what Sherwood says, 
' 
'composition' 

' cannot be 
identified with the formula 4 'S is P" (or the union of the subject and 
the predicate). To illustrate the point, consider the examples 
"Socrates is running' 

' and "Socrates is not running". The compositio 
found in both sentences is one and the same, Sherwood says. In the 
first sentence it is affirmed, in the second denied. Now properly speak- 
ing, the composition found in the affirmation "Socrates is running", 
is not the same as the affirmation itself (although you might wish to 
call the latter the composition), and eo ipso it is not to be identified with 
the union of the subject and predicate, viz. "S is P". On the contrary, 
the composition is that which forms the basis of both the affirmation 
"Socrates is running" and the negation "Socrates is not running". 
It must therefore be something that can both be affirmed and denied. 
To take up the examples again, what can both be affirmed and denied 
here is that Socrates is running . This means that the composition spoken 
of can be nothing other than the pragma or state of affairs that- something- 
is- something}* 

In Nicholas of Paris' treatise one also finds an implicit answer to the 

question as to what is meant by "composition" as it is used in connec- 
tion with the description of modal words. His explanation of the term 
features in the section where he deals with imaginary opponents who 
claim that dispositions of modality can modify either the composition 
or the predicate.47 This qualification of modal terms is suggested as a 
solution to the sophisma-sentence "Every man who is white is white 

45 Ibid. : "Cum autem huic consentit anima, asserit et est affirmatio; cum autem 
dissentit, deasserit et est negatio. Est ergo compositio hujus verbi 'est' sicut subjectum 
affirmationi et negationi et opponitur negatio ejus quod est 'non' affirmationi et non 
compositioni, nisi affirmatio vocetur compositio, et hoc est aliud a compositione hujus 
verbi..." 
46 Sherwood's discussion of the verb "is" rather remarkably resembles that of Henry 
of Ghent. Unlike the latter's contemporary fellow-continentals, Henry also explains 
the meaning of the term "is" in terms of the kind of being it can couple; see Spruyt, 
op. cit. (1989), 237-8. 47 Syncateg . , ed. Braakhuis, 298(18-19): "... [sunt] qui ponunt quod huiusmodi 
dispositiones possunt determinare compositionem vel predicatum." 
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contingently", given that three men are white at present and that 
tomorrow a man will be born who is white of necessity. The problem 
this sophisma-sentence is supposed to illustrate is that a modal term 
can modify either the composition or the predicate in question. Let us 
see how Nicholas deals with it. 

First of all he brings us an argument that is meant to prove the 
sophisma-sentence. There is a rule that says that a common term that 
is not ampliated is restricted to the present only.48 The argument to 
the contrary runs: every man is white contingently; therefore it is con- 
tingent that every man is white, and so that the one to be born tomor- 
row is white is contingent.49 So far nothing has been said about a 
distinction between a modal term's modifying either the predicate or 
the composition. Some people employ this distinction when discussing 
another sophisma-sentence: given that Socrates is white contingently 
and Plato is white necessarily, then both of them are white contingent- 
ly. The proof runs: that both of them are < white > is true, and it is 
not a necessary truth; therefore it is a contingent truth and hence the 
sophisma holds good.50 The contrary argument states that both of 
them are white contingently, therefore Plato is white contingently.51 

However, in the section that follows it is claimed that there cannot 
be such a distinction. In the first place, it is argued, whatever does not 
belong to a certain genus, does not belong to the species {i.e. the 
species that comes under the genus in question) either. Now according 
to Aristotle, truth and falsity apply to the composition only, and 
therefore so do necessity and contingency.52 The crux of this argument 
is that the notions necessity and contingency are each species of the 
generic notions of truth and falsity. To put it differently, necessity and 
contingency are a certain sub-kind of truth and falsity. (We shall see 
later on that in Nicholas' account the extension of the notion 4 'necessi- 
ty" is less wide than that of the notion of 4 'truth".) 

48 Ibid. , 299(5-6): "Et quod sequatur patet per regulam que dicit quod terminus com- 
munis non ampliatus restringitur ad presentes." 49 Ibid., 299(6-8): "Contra: omnis homo est albus contingenter; ergo omnem 
hominem esse album est contingens; ergo eras nasciturum contingens est esse 
album." 
50 Ibid., 299(11-2): "Probado: utrumque istorum esse < album > est verum, et non 
est verum necessarium; ergo est verum contingens; ergo prima." 51 Ibid. , 299(12-3): "Contra: uterque istorum est albus contingenter; ergo Plato est 
albus contingenter." 52 Ibid. , 299(23) - 300(2): "Sed quod hoc nichil sit videtur, quia circa quod non habet 
esse genus, nec species; sed circa compositionem tantum est Veritas vel falsitas, ut 
dicit Aristotiles; ergo circa compositionem est necessitas vel contingentia. " 
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As to the distinction between ' 4 necessity applying to the predicate' 
' 

and ' 4 necessity applying to the composition'', Peter of Spain is an 
author who adheres to the view that one can in fact make such a 
distinction. This becomes apparent in his discussion of the sophisma- 
sentence " If Socrates necessarily is mortal, Socrates necessarily is im- 
mortal". In his view the antecedent "Socrates necessarily is mortar' 
is ambiguous, "because the word 'necessarily' can modify the com- 
position or the predicate." In the former case, the sentence is 

equivalent to "The following proposition is necessary: 'Socrates is 
mortal' ", which means (a) that the predicate "mortal" is said to in- 
here in Socrates always and of necessity, as well as (b) that Socrates 
is a necessary being. On the other hand, the word "necessarily" can 
also be said to modify the predicate "mortal" only, in which case it 
can once again be interpreted in two ways: it can either pertain to the 

thing in which mortality inheres, namely Socrates, or it can pertain 
to the act involved in the predicate, namely that of dying.53 

To return now to the question of what "composition" is supposed 
to mean, it cannot be otherwise than that it includes the state of affairs 
that something is the case. If one says that the proposition "Socrates is 
mortal" is necessary, this amounts to the same as saying that the state 
of affairs that Socrates is mortal is necessary. For Peter of Spain modal 
terms like "necessarily" can apply both to the state of affairs {i.e. the 

composition) expressed by the entire proposition in question, or it can 
refer to the one of the elements of the composition found in the 

predictate-term (the composition of the act and the substance signified 
by the verb). 

Besides dealing with the modality of the modal terms, the 

thirteenth-century authors also pay attention to what the words 

"necessar(il)y" and "contingen(ly)" mean. 

4. The semantics of the terms " necessary 
" and " contingent 

" and their 

corresponding modal terms 

4. 1 On the relationship between the nouns and adverbs of modality 

The syncategoreumata-authors under consideration all have something 
to say on what the words "necessarily" and "contingently" mean, or 
what types of things they refer to. Robert Bacon first makes a distinc- 
tion between the pair 

" necessarium " and " contingens 
" on the one hand, 

53 Peter of Spain, Syncateg., ed. De Rijk, tr. Spruyt, eh. VII, cap. 26, p. 300-1. 
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and "de necessario " and "de contingenti 
" on the other. There is a dif- 

ference, he explains, between a necessary or contingent proposition, 
and a proposition de necessario or de contingenti. The terms ' ' necessarium ' ' 

and "contingens" add something essential to the composition, whereas 
the terms "de necessario " and "de contingenti 

' are but accidents of it.54 
What he means is apparent from the remainder of his account: one 
and the same proposition can be "de contingenti 

" or "de necessario ", for 
instance one can have the proposition 

" Socrates is running necessari- 
ly", 

" Socrates is running contingently", "That Socrates is running 
is necessary" and "That Socrates is running is contingent" (which 
are propositions of the type "de necessario " and " de contingenti' ' that is, 
propositions containing the modes "necessarily" and "contingently" 
respectively), but one and the same proposition cannot be both 
necessary and contingent, in the same way a truth cannot be both falli- 
ble and infallible at the same time.55 The distinction then is between 
the type of proposition one is dealing with on the one hand, and the 
type of truth it expresses on the other. As to the semantical basis these 
words have when occurring in a proposition, Bacon says that they all 
add something to the composition "ex parte rei' that is, "on account 
of something real". He separates these notions from the adverbs 
"doubtfully" ( dubie ) and "probably" (probabiliter ), because the latter 
do not add something to the composition on the basis of something 
real, but rather "ex parte nostra " that is, on our account. A proposition 
is called "doubtful" {dubia) only in relation to our knowledge.56 

For Robert Bacon then, by using the words "necessarily" and 
"contingently", one is committed to some extra-cognitional basis. 
Something in the real world is at the basis of both necessity and con- 
tingency. 

,4 Braakhuis, op. cit. (1979), Vol. I, 145: "Alia est propositio necessaria et contingens et de necessario et de contingenti. Hoc ergo quod dico 'necessarium' et 'contingens' ad- 
dunt ad compositionem differentias essentiales; sed hoc quod dico de necessario et de con- 
tingenti addunt accidentia tantum." 55 Ibid. : "Nam eadem propositio potest esse de necessario et de contingenti , ut 'Sortes cur- 
rit necessario' et 'Sortes currit contingenter', vel <'Sortem currere est 
necessarium' > , 'Sortem currere est contingens'. Sed eadem propositio non potest esse necessaria et contingens, sicut nec Veritas est fallibilis et infallibilis." 56 Ibid. : "Ad hoc dicendum quod nullum adverbium potest facere propositionem modalem nisi determinei et addat ad compositionem aliquid ex parte rei;... per hoc 
quod dico 'ex parte rei' excludo hoc adverbium 'dubie' et hoc adverbium 'pro- babiliter' quamvis addant aliquid ad compositionem, nichil enim addunt ex parte rei sed ex parte nostra. Nulla enim propositio ex se est dubia sed in comparatione ad 
nostram cognitionem dicitur 'dubia'." 
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Like Bacon, Peter of Spain and Henry of Ghent also account for the 
meaning of the terms 4 'necessary" and 4 'contingent' 

' on the basis of 
reality. The former first of all presents two types of "necessity", quite 
in line with the ones we have just seen in Robert Bacon. In the first 
place, there is the neccessity of mode, and secondly the necessity of 

"things" or states of affairs. Necessity of mode is indicated by the 
term "necessarily". It is used, he continues, without the necessity of 
states of affairs.57 To illustrate the difference he comes up with the 
sentences "Socrates necessarily is running" and "A man is an 
animal". The first is a sentence de necessario , that is, it contains the 
modal adverb "necessarily", but there is no question of a necessary 
state of affairs, but rather a contingent one. The second sentence, on 
the other hand, is a proposition de inesse , that is, an assertion without 
a modal modifier, but all the same, the state of affairs it expresses is 
necessary.58 In other words, a proposition de necessario is not automati- 
cally a necessary proposition. 

Henry of Ghent59 has a similar distinction, but instead of employing 
the expression 

" necessitas modi " he speaks of "necessitas modi significandi 
sive enuntiandi ". He is more explicit than Peter on the " necessitas 
rerum ": this type of necessity is understood and signified as in the 
things themselves, just as the corresponding type of contingency. This 
type of necessity and contingency concerns not only incomplex things, 
in accordance with which God and an angel are necessary things 
whereas all celestials and all things that can be generated and things 
that are corruptible are contingent ones, but also propositions, in ac- 
cordance with which qua state of affairs {secundum rem) the proposition 
"A man is an animal" is necessary, and "A man is running" is a con- 
tingent one.60 This type of necessity and contingency could be labelled 

57 Syncateg . , ed. De Rijk, tr. Spruyt, ch. VII, cap. 3, p. 282-4. 58 Ibid. 
59 Syncateg . , ms. Bruges, Stadsbibliotheek, cod. 510, ff. 227ra-237vb. I am very 
grateful to Professor Braakhuis for allowing me to use his transcription of the 
manuscript. 60 Syncateg . , f. 233rb: "Unde ab ipsis propositio dicitur modalis de quibus sciendum 
est primo quod duplex est necessitas et similiter contingentia. Est enim quedam 
necessitas sive contingentia rerum, alia modi significandi sive enuntiandi. Necessitas 
rerum est in ipsis rebus intellecta et significata, contingentia similiter. Et est duplex, 
quia quedam est, que dicitur necessitas vel contingentia terminorum, secundum quod 
Deus et angelus dicuntur res necessaria et omnia celestia, et omnia generabilia et cor- 
ruptibilia dicuntur res contingentes. Alia est quedam necessitas sive contingentia pro- 
positionum, secundum quod hec propositio complexa dicitur secundum rem 
necessaria 'homo est animai', et hec contingens 'homo currit'." 
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as modes of being. On the other hand, there was the second type of 
necessity and contingency, which once again is differentiated into the 

type 
11 
per modum substantiae* 9 and 4 per modum actus significati 

' ".61 These 
labels are obviously the very same ones Peter of Spain uses in his divi- 
sion of the kinds of necessity. The latter says that on the one hand we 
have necessity of substances, and on the other the necessity of acts. Ac- 
cordingly one has different signs of necessity, namely necessity as a 
disposition of a substance, signified by the nouns ' 4 necessarius1 ' 

, 
" necessaria " and " necessarium " and necessity as a disposition of an act, 
signified e.g. by the adverb "necessarily" . 62 

Although the authors do all see the difference between modal terms 
as such and the corresponding nouns and verb (" contingit "), one 
should bear in mind that the distinction we have just seen does not, 
as Nicholas of Paris so aptly puts it, concern their respective 
significates, but rather their modes of signifying and function.63 

4. 2 On the types of necessity and contingency 

Both Peter of Spain and Henry of Ghent have rather explicit opi- 
nions on how the modal terms are related to time. Before going into 
the temporal aspects, we should first see how they take the terms 
"necessity" and "contingency". First of all, Peter of Spain states that 
the definition "Something necessary is what cannot be otherwise now, 
in the future or in the past" is inadequate, because this would mean 
that only the First Cause would be necessary in itself.64 However, as 
we shall see later on, he does tell us that the words "necessarily" and 
"contingently" allow the propositions they are part of to cover more 
cases than the ones that obtain at the time that corresponds with the 
basic proposition. Instead of giving an alternative definition of 
necessity, Peter gives a list of the types of "things" that can be called 
necessary. This list includes the necessity of "common logical inten- 
tions", that is, notions encountered in logic, e.g. 

" 'of whatever the 

61 Ibid . : "Necessitas modorum significandi est duplex, quia se habet ut dispositio et 
signum necessitatis ut res. Quedam enim est dispositio rei incomplexe per modum 
substantie significate;... alia est dispositio rei complexe per modum actus 
significate...' ' 
62 Syncateg . , ed. De Rijk, tr. Spruyt, eh. VII, cap. 9, p. 288-9. 63 Syncateg . , ed. Braakhuis, 291(7-9): "Quod queritur de differentia istorum 'con- 
tingit' et 'contingens' et 'contingenter', dicendum quod non differunt in re significata 
sed in modo sienificandi et officio." 
64 Syncateg . , ed. De Rijk, tr. Spruyt, eh. VII, cap. 2, p. 283-4. 
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species is predicated, the genus is predicated as weir and 'of whatever 
the definiens is said, the definitum is said as weir ''65 In other words, 
certain concepts necessarily involve other concepts as well. If one con- 
cept (e.g. the species man , or the definiens rational animal) applies to 
something, some other concept (in our case the genus animal and the 
definitum man) will also apply. Again, necessity can also apply not on- 
ly to the intentions themselves, but also to "the specific things the in- 
tentions concern, namely the things that are considered in a specific 
science.' ' Examples of this type are "every number is even or odd", 
a mathematical necessity so to speak, and "every triangle has three 
angles equal to two right ones", a geometrical necessity.66 Note that 
Peter of Spain mentions propositions as instances of this type of 
necessity, but his idea is that it is a necessary property of number to 
be either even or odd, and of a triangle that it has three angles equal 
to two right ones. 

Having dealt with "necessities", Peter of Spain next fills us in on 
the diverse types of contingency. There are two main ways in which 
we can characterize something as "contingent", namely either in a 
narrow sense as opposite to "necessary", in which case it is described 
as what can both be and not be the case,67 or in a broad sense which 
covers both things that are necessary and things that are the opposite 
of being necessary. The permission to use "contingent" in this broad 
sense to include necessary things as well is a consequence of the fact 
that everything which is necessary is the case and by that token is con- 
tingent (e.g. that a man is an animal).68 Again the modes of contingen- 
cy are distinguished in three kinds also, viz. " contingens ad utrumlibeť ' 

as what can both be and not be the case, 
" 
contingens natum ' as what 

is bound to occur and, finally 
" 
contingens in paucioribus vel raro " as what 

is more likely not to occur than to occur, or "what is less related to 
being than to non-being".69 Peter of Spain hastens to add that 
although these are different meanings of the word "contingent", the 
term is not equivocal, because its significates have a certain order of 
"prior" and "posterior".70 Leaving aside the meaning of this rather 

65 Ibid., cap. 4, p. 285-6. 66 Ibid. 
67 One can easily see now that Peter does conceive of necessity as applying to that 
which cannoi not be the case, or cannot be otherwise, without the addition of times, 
however. 
68 Syncateg . , ed. De Rijk, tr. Spruyt, eh. VII, cap. 5, p. 284-5. 69 Ibid., cap. 7, p. 286-7. 70 Ibid. 
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cryptic remark,71 we would be inclined to say that there is not so much 

question of types or meanings of "contingent", but rather of degrees 
of contingency. 

Unlike Peter of Spain, Henry of Ghent does actually give a defini- 
tion of "necessarium" ("necessary"), stating that it is the same as what 
is " non potens se aliter habere " 

("unable to be otherwise") or 
" non potens 

non esse " ("unable to not be (the case)").72 Moreover, he presents a 
division of different types of necessity, namely into " necessitas respec- 
tiva " and " necessitas absolūta'1 . The former is defined as 

the type that merely with respect to the composition denotes a continuity of in- 
herence of the predicate in the subject under the condition of something else, and 
this is the case in the conditional proposition, e.g. "Socrates necessarily moves 
if he runs", 4 4 When Socrates runs, he runs necessarily". And it is not called 
"respective" because it obtains with respect to something present... but because 
it obtains with respect to another inherence.73 

The " necessitas absoluta ", on the other hand, is the kind that obtains 
without reference to another.74 

Nicholas of Paris mentions different ways of labelling the types of 
"necessity" Henry has spoken of. One can speak of necessity /œr se as 
distinguished from necessity per accidens. The former applies to that 
which cannot (now), could not (in the past) or cannot (in the future) 
be false. The latter, on the other hand, is that which could have been 
or has at some time been false, but which cannot now or in the future 
be false, e.g. that Caesar has conquered Pompei.75 Secondly he men- 
tions a division of necessity, which is very similar to the one Henry 
of Ghent brought up, namely into " necessitas absoluta1 ' and " necessitas 

71 The remark is abstruse in the sense that the expression of "an order of prior and 
posterior" is used by Peter of Spain himself to explain one type of equivocation see Trac- 
tatus VII, cap. 31, p. 100(18-20): "Secunda species sive secundus modus equivoca- 
tions est quando eadem dictio secundum prius et posterius sienifìcat diversa..." 
72 Syncateg . , f. 233rb: "Est autem 'necessarium' idem quod 'non potens se aliter 
habere' sive quod 'non potens non esse'." 
73 Ibid., f. 233rb: "Est autem duplex necessitas, quedam absoluta, quedam respec- 
tiva. Respectiva est illa que solum circa compositionem inherentie predicad ad subiec- 
tum continuationem dénotât sub conditione ad aliud. Et hec est in propositione 
conditionali, ut 'Sortes necessario movetur, si curriť, 'Sortes, quando currit, 
necessario curriť. Et non dicitur 'respectiva' quia fit respectu alicuius presentís... sed 
quia est alterius inherentie." 
74 Ibid.: "Absoluta est illa que sine respectu alterius est." 
75 Syncateg. , ed. Braakhuis, 296(15-8): "Sciendum igitur quod hec necessitas est 
duplex, scilicet per se et per accidens. Per se: quod nec potest nec potuit nec poterit 
esse falsum; per accidens: quod potuit vel fuit aliquando falsum sed iam nec potest 
nec poterit esse falsum, ut Cesarem vicisse Pompeium ." 
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comparata 
" 

(which, he tells us, derives from Boethius).76 He explains 
it in a way somewhat different from Henry, however. Absolute 

necessity is identified with necessity per se, e.g. that a triangle has three 
angles, whereas relative necessity ( necessitas comparata) is said to be bas- 
ed on contingent states of affairs related to a certain period of time, 
e.g. that you are sitting when you are sitting, or contingents relative 
to their opposites, e.g. that you are running or not running.77 (Note 
that the necessities considered here are obviously certain states of af- 

fairs.) So while Henry explains the distinction between necessitas respec- 
tiva and necessitas absoluta with reference to something obtaining under 
the condition of something else or not respectively (and he expressly 
denies that this condition should obtain in the present), for Nicholas 
the two types are distinct because the necessitas comparata (to use his 

terminology) is based on something's obtaining in the present. So for 
him modal terms appear to have something to do with time, a feature 
that will become even more prominent in his discussion of certain 

sophismata. Finally Nicholas adds that Aristotle has a distinction bet- 
ween natural necessity ( necessitas naturalis) and necessity in virtue of 
motion, e.g. that a stone is carried downwards and upwards, of which 
the former happens by nature and the latter by voluntary motion.78 

According to Nicholas the logician need only concern himself with the 
first two ways of necessity, whereas the last one mentioned is primarily 
a matter of nature.79 

As to the counterpart of 
' 
'necessary' 

' viz. 4 4 contingent", Henry of 
Ghent has a slightly different way of classifying them than Peter of 

Spain. The former does not mention Peter's primary classification in- 
to a broad and a narrow sense, but merely recognises the three dif- 
ferent types of "contingent" similar to the ones Peter sums up later. 
First of all, there is the contingent which is identical to the necessary, 
in the sense that everything which is necessary is contingent, such as 

76 Cf. In Periherm. II, 241(1) - 243(20). 77 Syncateg . , ed. Braakhuis, 296(19) - 297(3): "Vel alio modo secundum Boethium: 
necessitas alia absoluta, alia comparata. Absoluta: que per se, ut triangulum habere tres , 
comparata: que est ex contingentibus relatis ad tempus, ut te sedere , dum sedes, vel 
ad opposita, ut te currere vel non currere 
78 Ibid., 297(3-6): Aliter secundum Aristotilem in libro ťostenorum : necessitas enim 
alia naturalis, alia per motum, ut lapidem deorsum et sursum ferri, deorsum: necesse 
est per naturam, sursum: per motum, idest per voluntatem." 
79 Ibid. , 297(6-7): "Primo modo et secundo necesse est logicům considerare 
necessitatem; tertio vero prius naturalem." 
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the state of affairs that a man is an animal.80 In the second sense a con- 
tingent, also known as what is 4 ' contingens ad utrumlibet ", is opposite to 
what is necessary, and carries the definition: that which can both be 
and not be the case; this type Henry describes in exactly the same way 
as Peter of Spain.81 The last kind of contingency Henry presents is the 
one which is identical to possibility, in the sense that it can be said of 
what is contingent, what is necessary and what is not necessary, in the 
same way as 

' 
'possible' 

' can. This type of contingency Henry iden- 
tifies with Aristotle's way of understanding the notion of being possible 
as following from being necessary , to the extent that from a part its 
universal follows.82 Thus in this sense the necessary is a species of the 
contingent. Nicholas of Paris also has this sense of "contingent" listed 
in his ways of using the term, but adds that in sophismata, 

4 'con- 
tingent' 

' is always taken in the sense of "contingens ad utrumlibet" . Con- 
trary to Henry of Ghent, however, Nicholas seems to take 
"contingent" in this latter sense as the one identical to "possible".83 
Thus it is to be identified with something that has an equal chance to 
either occur or not occur. 

Enough now has been said on what the authors views are on the 
meaning of the terms "necessary", "contingent" and "possible". 
Although this is of course a very important aspect of the semantics of 
modal terms, it does not yet tell us much about the types of things that 
can truly be called necessary or contingent. Another way to put it is 
this: what we are interested in is how the authors deal with the ques- 
tion of the application-range of the terms under consideration. 

80 Syncateg., f. 234rb: "Circa hanc dictionem 'contingenter' notandum quod 'con- 
tingens' tribus modis dicitur. Primo modo dicitur 'contingens' idem quod 
'necessarium', secundum quod dicitur quod hominem esse animal est contingens, 
quia necesarium est esse." 
81 Ibid.' "Alio modo dicitur quod opponitur necessario, quod diffinitur sic: con- 
tingens est illud quod potest esse et non esse, et dicitur 'contingens ad utrumlibet', 
eoquod non est necessarium esse vel non esse." 82 Ibid. : "Tertio modo dicitur 'contingens' quod idem est quod possibile. Et est com- 
mune predicabile de contingenti, necessario et non necessario, sicut 'possibile', secundum quod probat Aristotiles in Paryarmeneias quod ad necessarium esse sequitur esse 
possibile tamquam <ad> partem universale." 83 Syncateg. , ed. Braakhuis, 298 (13-6): "... et hoc modo [sc. secundum quod con- 
tingens est idem quod contingens ad utrumlibet] convertitur cum possibili. In hac 
autem acceptione sumitur contingens in sophismatibus." 
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4.3 Reference and modality 

To determine in what way the thirteenth-century authors in ques- 
tion consider " x is necessary" a true sentence, we should find out 
what the term "x" can stand for in their opinion. The best way to go 
about our enquiry is to look at how the authors deal with the question 
of the suppositio of terms in sentences containing modal expressions. 
The authors present their views as regards the reference of terms in 
combination with modal operators in two seemingly distinct ways. 
First of all they discuss the question whether a term like "necessarily" 
has ampliai i ve force, and second, they tackle the problem whether the 

subject- term of a modal sentence can be distributed. 
To start with the first item, like John le Page, Nicholas of Paris 

deals with the question whether the supposition of a common term us- 
ed in combination with the term "necessarily" is restricted to the 

period of time expressed in the tense of the verb, or whether it can be 

ampliated to stand for any time whatsoever.84 Both John le Page and 
Nicholas use the example-sentence 

4 4 
Every man is an animal of 

necessity" to illustrate their positition. At first sight it would appear 
that the expression "of necessity" would cause the term it is used in 
combination with to refer to individuals existing at another time than 
the present, for if we say "Every man is an animal of necessity", this 
is a necessary proposition. In other words, the proposition cannot be 
false at any time, which in fact means that it is always true. Now, the 

supposed arguer continues, whatever is true at all times, must also be 
at all times. Consequently, the supposition of the term uman" must 
also be forever, owing to the force of necessity. Hence the supposition 
of the common term at issue is not limited to cover only the time cor- 

responding with the tense of the verb.85 
The main notion the argument just presented centres around is that 

of being. Obviously what the argument expresses is that things which 

84 Ibid., 312(11-4): "Gratia huius queritur utrum termini communes quibus additur 
hec dictio 'necessario' teneantur secundum exigentiam temporis consignifìcati in ver- 
bo vel amplientur ad supponendum pro qualibet temporis differentia." (Cf. John le 
Page, Syncateg., f. 47vb.). 85 Ibid., 312(15) - 313(1): "Et quod amplientur videtur: cum enim dico sic 'omnis 
homo est animal de necessitate', hec est necessaria; ergo a nullo tempore potest esse 
falsa; ergo in quolibet tempore vera est. Sed non est verum in quolibet tempore quod 
non est in quolibet tempore; ergo suppositio huius termini 'homo' <que> vera est 
sempiterna, erit sempiterna et hoc per virtutem necessitatis, <et non> aspicit ad dif- 
ferentiam temporis." (Cf. John le Page, Syncateg. , f. 47vb.). 
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are of necessity are of a superior type than things that merely are. If 
a state of affairs is necessary, this argument presupposes, it will con- 
tinue to be in the future, and not merely in the present. Necessity is 
thus linked with omnitemporality and is a quality that somehow deter- 
mines the mode of existence of the situation it is attributed to. 

Indeed to equate necessity with a certain type of being was not an un- 
common position in the thirteenth century. Peter of Spain, for exam- 
ple, insists that ' 'necessarily' 

' has an ampliative nature. Both 
4 
'necessarily' 

' and "contingently" ampliate the terms involved so as 
to include things that are in the future as well as things that are in the 
present.86 In fact, his way of associating necessity with ampliation fits 
in well with the way in which he descibes the meaning of the words 
"contingently" and " necessarily". The former, Peter says, 

has an ampliative nature owing to the potency understood in [it] which can be 
ordered towards the act by which it is fulfilled.87 

He explains what he means here by giving a few examples: in "a man 
can read" the potency to read can be fulfilled by reading and in "a 
man can run" the potency to run can be fulfilled by running. On the 
other hand, the word "necessarily" has an ampliative nature owing 
to its indication of perpetual being itself, and by the very fact that it 
is perpetual being that is indicated, the state of affairs (the being) ex- 
tends to all times.88 

For Peter of Spain then the word "necessarily" connotes a real state 
of affairs. For John le Page and Nicholas the focus is entirely different. 
It is telling that the latter pay attention to the supposition for in- 
dividuals at all in this connection, something which, as we shall see 
below, would clash with Peter of Spain's instincts about the nature of 
necessity. 

To return to the question of ampliation, as we have seen, in Peter 
of Spain, the term "ampliation" applies to the state of affairs express- 
ed in a modal sentence. For Nicholas of Paris (and John le Page) it 
concerns the supposition of a term for individuals. Once again, the 
question was whether in the sentence "Every man is of necessity an 
animal" the term "man" could refer to individuals not existing at the 
time corresponding with the present tense of the verb. Both authors 
answer in the negative. Their argument involves the relationship bet- 

86 Syncateg . , ed. De Rijk, tr. Spruyt, eh. VII, cap. 15, p. 292-3. 87 Ibid. , cap. 16, p. 292-3. 88 Ibid. 
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ween the notions of being and necessary being. The two authors both 

argue that necessary being is of a more narrow range than being. 
Therefore the extension of necessary being can never be wider that that 
of being. Now being, John le Page explains, is limited to the present on- 

ly, therefore so is necessary being. In other words, their (i.e. John's and 

Nicholas') conclusion runs that in de necessario propositions the com- 
mon term at issue stand for things that actually {in actu) are.89 

Another significant difference between Peter of Spain on the one 
hand and John le Page and Nicholas of Paris on the other concerns 
the way in which the authors deal with the sophisma-sentence 

4 
'Every 

man is of necessity an animal" . Peter of Spain evidently feels that the 
sentence does not concern individual beings, but should be seen as a 
sentence about the nature of man in general. An illustration of this 

point can be found in his attack on the claim that from "Every man 
is of necessity an animal" it follows "Therefore Socrates is of necessity 
an animal".90 This inference he considers invalid owing to the 

impermissible transition from a statement containing a term simpliciter 
{i.e. a term that is used in reference to a form) to one that contains 
what he labels a term as-of-now ( terminus ut nunc). The sentence "Every 
man is of necessity an animal" is a truth simpliciter obviously because 
the term "man" in this case is taken in the absolute sense, or, in 
Peter's words "as signifying things that have necessary being."91 
Thus for Peter of Spain it would appear that man has necessary being 
whereas an individual man does not. 

Although initially it seems appropriate to somehow distinguish bet- 
ween relationships that involve "natural kinds" and statements about 

individuals, this argument of Peter's does have its drawbacks, 
however. In combination with the quantifier "every" (omnis) we 
would expect the term "man" to have personal supposition. We 
would at least wonder why it should not follow "Every man is of 

necessity an animal; therefore Socrates is an animal", on the condi- 

tion, of course, that Socrates is a man. This is in fact the direction the 

89 Syncateg. , 47vb: "... esse est superius ad necesse esse; sed inferius non potest se ex- 
tendere ultra superius, quare quibus non inest animal non potest inesse homo. Quare 
cum necesse <esse> sit inferius ad esse, ad illud ad quod extendit esse, nec necesse 
esse... Quod concedimus, et dicimus quod in propositione de necessario non supponit 
terminus nisi pro <eis> que actu sunt." (Cf. Nicholas of Paris, Syncateg ., 314, ed. 
Braakhuis.). 90 Syncateg . , ed. De Rijk, tr. Spruyt, eh. VII, cap. ¿U, p. ¿yo-/. 
91 Ibid., cap. 21, p. 296-8. 
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two Parisians John le Page and Nicholas of Paris take when discussing 
the sophisma-sentence under consideration.92 For the latter the star- 

ting point for the discussion was the question whether if one uses com- 
mon terms in combination with the modes ' 

Necessarily' 
' and 

4 
'contingently' 

' the supposition of these common terms is rendered 
immobile.93 It is in view of this problem that Nicholas deals with the 

sophisma-sentence we have discussed. 
Subsequent to a number of arguments pro and contra the truth of the 

sophisma-sentence, Nicholas comes up with his solution. Necessity, he 
tells us, can be divided into two types in accordance with a distinction 
between two different types of contingency. The first type of con- 

tingency refers to something contingent that something if it exists can 
either have or not have. For example, if Socrates exists he can both 
have or not have health, or he can both be seated or not be seated.94 
Thus health and to be seated are contingents. There is also another 

type of contingency that something, if it exists, cannot not have. An 
example of this type of contingency is being an animal, which is a pro- 
perty an individual man who exists, like Socrates, cannot not have.95 
Well, if we look at the sentences "Socrates is of necessity a man" and 
"Socrates is of necessity an animar', these sentences are true in the 
sense of necessity as opposed to the first type of contingency. In this 
case the former amounts to "Of Socrates his being a man cannot not 
be the case when he exists". If necessity is taken as opposed to the se- 
cond type of contingency, however, the sentence would be false.96 In 
that case it would give to understand that Socrates' existence is 
necessary, which in fact it is not. 

92 Considering the fact that the two discussions on this matter are so alike it will be 
sufficient to go into the argument brought forward by Nicholas of Paris. 
93 Syncateg . , ed. Braakhuis, 302: "Quia tarnen aliqui volunt aliter solvere ad predicta 
sophismata dicentes ad probationem [ad om. ed. ] quod ibi est fallacia dictionis, quia 
proceditur ab immobili suppositione ac si esset mobilis, supponentes quod illi modi 
'necessario' et 'contingenter' distributiones ad quas feruntur reddunt immobiles, 
propterea querendum est utrum hoc sit verum." 
94 Ibid., 309(7-11): "Dicendum quod duplex est necessitas secundum duplicem con- 
tingentiam... Est enim quoddam contingens quod rei, dum est, contingit inesse et 
non inesse, sicut Sorti existenti contingit inesse et non inesse sanum et sedere." 
95 Ibid., 309(11-4): "Est aliud contingens quod, licet contingit sit inesse, non con- 
tingit tamen non inesse rei, dum est, sicut Sorti esse hominem est contingens ei, 
tamen non contingit non inesse, dum Sortes est." 
96 Ibid. , 309(15-8): "De necessitate vero que est opposita prime contingentie est hec 
vera 'Sortes est homo de necessitate' et 'Sortes est animal de necessitate', et est sensus 
'Sorti inesse hominem, dum est, non contingit non inesse'. De secunda vero 
necessitate est falsa." 
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Nicholas of Paris (like John le Page) distinguishes the two types of 

necessity spoken of above, labelling them "necessity of ordering and 
terms" and "necessity of ordering only". The first type of necessity 
occurs in syllogisms in which by necessity of the premises the conclu- 
sion is "caused", in virtue of their absolute relationship which obtains 
at all times. On the other hand, the necessity of ordering occurs when 
in an inference the conclusion follows not on the basis of the necessity 
of the terms, but merely in virtue of the quantity, quality and 

ordering,97 that is, properties that belong in the domain of reasoning 
and not in the domain of the extra-linguistic world. Another example 
Nicholas gives us in this connection is the inference "Every walking 
person is moving of necessity; Socrates is moving; therefore Socrates 
is moving of necessity".98 In this inference the conclusion follows on 
the basis of the necessary connection between walking and moving , from 
which it can be deduced that if someone is walking it cannot be other- 
wise than that he is moving. A similar type of necessity plays a part 
in the sentence "Every man is of necessity an animal", which does not 
mean that it is necessary that man is an animal always, but rather that 
if a man exists it cannot be otherwise than that he is an animal.99 

5. Concluding remarks 

From the research done so far on syncategoreumata- and sophismata - 

treatises in the thirteenth century one is gradually able to sort out a 

picture of people who agree on the nature of discourse and its relation- 

ship to the things it concerns. Already it has appeared that the 

syncategoreumata-tTcatises are not a homogeneous collection. Thus 
Braakhuis has drawn our attention to the fact that one difference in 
accounts on syncategorematic terms has to do with whether one takes 

97 Ibid. , 309(19) - 310(7): "Propter quod sciendum est quod duplex est necessitas, 
scilicet: ordinationis et terminorum, aut ordinationis tantum. Prima est in sillogismis 
probabilibus, quando de necessitate premissorum causatur conclusio propter in- 
trinsecam eorum habitudinem ad invicem simpliciter et secundum omne tempus. 
Necessitas ordinationis est que est in sillogismis inferentis, in quibus nichil sequitur 
de necessitate terminorum, sed tantum ratione modificationis que causatur a quan- 
titate et qualitate et ordinatone. " 
98 Ibid., 310(7-9): "Ut cum dicitur 'omne ambulans de necessitate movetur; sed 
Sortes est ambulans; ergo Sortes de necessitate movetur'." 
99 Ibid., 310(13-6): "Similiter cum dicitur 'omnis homo <necessario> est animai', 
hec est vera, non quia necessarium sit hominem esse animal semper, sed quia, cum 
est, non potest non esse animai." 
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a semantical, or instead a syntactical point of view.100 Moreover, as 
far as reflection on logical reasoning is concerned, the thirteenth- 

century Syncategoreumata authors have distinct views as to what can be 
classified as valid rules of inference. Elsewhere I have shown, for ex- 

ample, that people like John le Page and Nicholas of Paris favour a 
more formal account of inference than Peter of Spain and Henry of 
Ghent.101 The results of the present enquiry into the works on modal 
syncategoreumata have proved to confirm this difference in outlook. 
Combining them with what we know about the authors' views on 
composition and conditional sentences, we can now get a fairly clear 
idea of the major diversity of opinions in the thirteenth century. 

All the authors we have discussed pay attention to the function of 
modal operators, their relationship to the properties of 

4 
'necessity' 

' 

and ť 'contingency' 
' and the relationships between modal sentences 

and the things they refer to. On the first two scores their views can 
easily be compared. It is however on the question of judgements about 
what is contingent and what is necessary that they go their separate 
ways. While Peter of Spain clearly relates logical necessity to on- 

tological necessity, and in fact hardly keeps the two apart, John le 
Page and Nicholas of Paris turn away from metaphysical issues and 
instead start concentrating on the specifically logical properties of 
modal expressions. It is not necessity of being these two are interested 
in, but rather the necessity of inferences. 

Maastricht 
State University of Limburg 

100 Braakhuis, op. cit. (1979), Vol. I, passim. 101 Joke Spruyt, Thirteenth-century Positions on the Rule "ex impossibili sequitur 
quidlibet", in: Klaus Jacobi (ed.), Argumentationstheorie. Scholastische Forschungen zu den 
logischen und semantischen Regeln korrekten Folgerns , Leiden 1993, 161-93. 
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Vivarium XXXII, 2 (1994) ©E.J. Brill, Leiden 

Friar Alonso on the Logic of God 

WALTER REDMOND 

Can the logical laws of opposition and all inference principles apply to terms 
about God as they do to ' 'profane" terms? 

This question is asked in the first philosophy work published in the 
New World (1553-4), a two-volume set on logic written in Mexico by 
the Spanish Augustinián Alonso Gutiérrez de la Vera Cruz (1504- 
84). 1 I will review the answers he discusses in a short treatise therein 
on 4 'how to argue with terms referring to God."2 The brevity and 
density of the text make my remarks tentative, but they will serve to 
introduce the sophisticated 

' 
'logical theology" done in the Siglo de Oro , 

the Luso-Hispanic golden age spanning Europe and America. 
In this context Alonso and his colleagues were presupposing an 

extensional logic, based on the identity relation between several kinds 

I The Recognitio Summularum and Dialéctica Resolutio , Salamanca 1562, 69, 73, 93. W. 
Redmond, Fray Alonso sobre la lògica de Dios (translation from the Latin), in: Saber 
Novohispano, Anuario del Centro de estudios Novohispanos, 1 (1994); id., La Teoría 
de la argumentación , with M. Beuchot, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México 
(hence: UNAM) 1994; id., Pensiamento y realidad en fray Alonso de la Vera Cruz , with M. 
Beuchot, UNAM 1987; id., Homenaje a fray Alonso de la Vera Cruz en el cuarto centenario 
de su muerte: 1 584-1984, with M. Beuchot, UNAM 1986; id., La Lógica mexicana en el 
siglo de oro , with M. Beuchot, UNAM 1985; id., Relations and J6th-Century Mexican 
Logic , in: Crítica, Instituto de Investigaciones Filosóficas, UNAM, 22/65 (Aug. 
1990), 23-40; id., Relaciones y unidades complejas en la lógica mexicana del siglo xui , in: Actas , 
II Encuentro de la Filosofía Novohispana, 1978; id., Extensionalidad en la lógica aser- 
tóricay modal de la Nueva España , in: Revista de filosofía, Universidad Iberoamericana, 
17/51 (1984); id., ' Sobre las oraciones modales' por jray Alonso de la Vera Cruz , in: Revista 
de filosofía, 17/50 (1984), 233-4; id., Modal Logic in Sixteenth- century Mexico , in: Crítica, 
15/43 (April 1983), 31-49; id., La suposición y el ascensol descenso en Alonso de la Vera Cruz , 
in: Revista de filosofía, 15/42 (1982, 349-93; id., Extensional Interpretation of General 
Sentences in 16th-Century íbero- American Logic , in: Crítica, 13/39 (1981), 45-73; id., Un 
ejemplo de la cuantificación múltiple en la lógica del siglo xvi, in: Revista de filosofía, 14/40 
(1980), 27-37; id., La Lógica formal en la Nueva España: Aspectos de la obra de fray Alonso , 
in: Latinoamérica, CEL-UNAM, 12 (1979), 225-44; id., Formal Logic in New Spain: 
Aspects of the Work of Fray Alonso , in: International Philosophical Quarterly, 19/3 
(1979), 331-51. 2 The relevant texts: v.l, ch. 11, "De Modo Syllogizandi in terminis divinis " (Mexican 
edition, 59rB-61rA; = ch. 12, Salamanca 1573, 112A-115A) and end of previous ch. " De syllogismo expositorio plus a passage from the tract on supposition (Salamanca, 
32 A). Appendix B contains a translation (references are preceded by asterisks). 
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of names. Since their theological analysis cannot be understood apart 
from this presupposition, I begin by introducing a simple formal 
language that accurately reflects this identity logic (1 .).3 Then with the 
help of this language I explain the paradoxes they saw arising when 
logic is applied to discourse about God (2.) and inspect the solutions 
they offered (3.). Finally, to show the surprising similarity between 
their discussion and contemporary Trinitarian logic - in both 
approaches identity issues are central - , I close with an imaginary 
dialogue between Alonso and a philosopher of religion today, A. Mar- 
tinich (4.). 

I.A. Logical World-View 

1.1 The Quijote World 

Let us suppose a world inhabited solely by don Quijote (having the 
proper name q), Dulcinea (d), and the horse Rocinante (r).4 Quijote 
and Dulcinea have the property human (M), Rocinante the property 
horse (H), and all have the property animal (A). Owing to his proper- 
ties, Quijote has the sortal names (or 

4 4 
wander-terms,' 

' as the 
schoolmen called them): mq ("this/that [indicating Quijote] human 
being") and aq (' 'this/that [indicating Quijote] animar'). Dulcinea 
has the sortal names ("this/that [indicating Dulcinea] human 
being") and a¿, and Rocinante hr ("this/that [indicating Rocinante] 
horse") and ar. Here is a semantic schema relating language and 
objects: 

EXTRALINGUISTIC A 
General properties 1 r 

M H 
i  r 

Individuals ■ ■ ■ 

LANGUAGE 
Proper Names q d r 
Sortal Names mq hr 

aq ad ar 

3 It isolates the logical content of Alonso's examples (his object laneuaçe). 4 I dispense with quotation marks when mentioning symbolic expressions. 
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1.2 Singular Sentences 

Sentences made up only of names, proper or sortal, are called 
" 
singular.' 

' We may think of them in this way. Any combination of 
two names on one word-list is a true affirmative sentence: qmq 
("Quijote is this [indicating him] human"), hrar, dd. Any combina- 
tion of names, separated by a slash "/", from different lists is a true 
negative sentence: q/mj ("Quijote is not that [indicating Dulcinea] 
human"), r/q, aq/ar. Sentences of the opposite patterns are false: 

q/mq, rq. Our language has no special sign for "is"; the mere jux- 
taposition of names in a singular sentence shows that there is an identity 
between them: qmq can be understood as "Quijote is identical to this 
[indicating him] human being." 

1.3 Quantification 

Sentences having words like "every" and "some" are said to be 
quantified. In an extensional analysis, quantified sentences are under- 
stood in terms of singular sentences. Schoolmen recognized two basic 
types of quantification: particular quantifiers (in English "some" or 
"a") and universal quantifiers ("every," "all," "any," etc.). I use 
brackets "[ ]" to enclose terms which are particularly quantified and 
parenthesis "( )" to enclose terms which are universally quantified. 
Examples: q[a] ("Quijote is an animal"), (m)[a] ("every human 
being is an animal"), (h)/(m) ("no horse is human," i.e., "every 
horse is not any human"). 

Here is the traditional square of opposition, with the examples 
marked true or false in the Quijote world: 

(m)[a] T (m)/(a) F 
[m][a] T [m]/(a) F. 

1. 4 Analysis 

If qmq, then q[m]; for that matter, if qmq then {qmq v qm^} 
("Quijote is this [indicating him] human or he is that [indicating 
Dulcinea] human").5 If mq[a] & m^a], and if the two humans are all 
there are, then (m)[a] ("every human is an animal"). 

5 Alonso knew the addition rule; indeed, since his propositional logic parallels ours, 
I will use the connectives "v" (or), (and), " >" (if. ..then) - he took strict 
implication as normal - , and " O " (if and only if). 
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Alonso saw quantified sentences (in appropriate circumstances) as 
equivalent to (co-implying) disjunctions or conjunctions of singular 
sentences. In the Quijote world 

q[m] is equivalent to qmq v qm<j 
(h)/(m) is equivalent to hr/mq & hr/m¿ 

and (m)[a] is equivalent to 

{mqaq v niqad v mqar} & {mdaq v mdad v mdar}. 

We will call such a combination of singular sentences the " analysis* 
' 

of the quantified sentence.6 
Sometimes an analysis will consist of one singular sentence; e.g., 

(h)r <> hrr, since Rocinante is the only horse. For the same reason 
we have this equivalence: (h)r <> [h]r <> hrr (the following are 
equivalent: 

ť 4 
every horse is Rocinante," ' 4 some horse is Rocinante,' 

' 

and 4 'this horse is Rocinante").7 

2. Logical Paradox 

Alonso notices that some inference patterns give rise to paradox 
when the terms refer to God but not when they refer to 

4 
"profane" 

things.8 He examines the principles that justify these inferences, to see 
if they do indeed apply universally. 

2.1 Puzzle Patterns 

He treats of the following types of paradoxical arguments: * all the terms of the argument are quantified (i.e., no step is a 
singular sentence): syllogisms traditionally called darii (affirmative; Al 
and A2) and ferio (negative; A3 and A4); the corresponding rules have 
the same names 

* all terms are quantified except the middle term (the one not 
appearing in the conclusion), which is a name: called expository 

6 Scholastics called the inference from the quantified sentence to the analysis "des- 
cent" and the opposite inference "ascent" or "induction." They had several ways 
of dealing with inductive sufficiency. 7 A sentence with an individual subject was assimilated to one with a universally 
quantified subject; see Extensional interpretation 47. 
8 A list of paradoxical arguments appears in appendix A; I refer to them by a number 
preceded by "A". I often "convert" symmetrical sentences; e.g., writing dad and 
[a][h] instead of add and [h][aj. 
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syllogisms (A5-A10); I refer to such arguments and to the rule justify- 
ing their conclusions as ' 'expos" 

* no term is quantified; that is, all terms are names and all steps 
in the argument are singular sentences (Al 2); the inference rests on 
this identity principle (*9.32) 

whatever [things] are the same as a third are themselves the same 

which for convenience I will treat as a rule, "ident"9 
* The only quantified term is that appearing in one premise and in 

the conclusion (All); the inference rests on this substitution rule, 
abbreviated here as "subst" (*5) 

if a refers to something, and b is the same as a, then b refers to the thing that 
a refers to. 

Alonso points out the apparent dilemma, that in certain theological 
contexts heresy results if the rules of logic apply, and if orthodoxy is 
maintained the rules do not apply. 

2.2 Darii, Ferio, Expos 
Let us begin with a straightforward semantic schema for terms referr- 

ing to God, DSl , functioning logically in the same way as the Quijote 
schema. Father, son, and holy ghost10 are each "the same as" the 
divine essence, that is, they are God (to simplify, I will refer only to 
the first two persons): 

D 
i  r 

F S G 
■ ■ ■ 

SORTAL NAMES fj s2 
d] ¿2 

Here d is a sortal name for divine essence , f for father , and s for son. 
Numbers 1 and 2 will serve as subscripts for the father and the son 
respectively; e.g., fj ("this [indicating God the father] father" or, if 
the context is definite, "the father") and d2 ("that [indicating God 
the son] divine essence"). 

9 Alonso states the principle (mentioned by Aquinas in the first objection in 1:28:3) 
as the first premise of the argument in *10.1. 
10 I do not capitalize these words in order not to beg semantic questions. 
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First let us look at two affirmative arguments with the same conclu- 
sion ([s][f]), reached through darii and expos rules respectively (the 
analyses are displayed at the right): 

AI (d)[fļ djfi & d2fi 
[s][d] d2s2 v dis2 

[s][f] darii S2fi 

(every divine essence is a father/ a son is a divine essence// there- 
fore a son is a father), 
A6 dļ [f] difj 

_dl[s] d]S2 

m expos ļ S2fi 

(this [indicating God the father] divine essence is a father/ this 

[indicating the same] is a son// therefore a son is a father). 
The conclusion [s][f] is false; in the analysis of the argument, the 

terms of S2fi are not on the same name-list in DS1. In the premises 
dļfj and d2S2 are true because their terms are on the same lists, but 
d2fj and djS2 are false since the terms are not on the same list. For the 
same reason the second premise of the A6 argument must be false. 
Also, the first premise of Al here must be false, since one false con- 
junct falsifies the whole conjunction (the second premise still holds 
true since it is a disjunction). Hence the darii and expos rules are not 
really threatened in DS1, since one premise is false in each example.11 
So what is the problem? 

The problem is that it is heresy to consider these premises false, since 
there is only one divine essence (there is only one God). According to 
orthodoxy, 

' 
'every' 

' divine essence is the father and the father's divine 
essence is the son. 

Analysis of the negative forms of these arguments (ferio and expos) 
invalidates syllogistic rules, since the premises are true but the conclu- 
sions are felt to be heretical: 

A3 (f)/(s) f l / s2 

_[d][f] djfj v d2fi 

[d]/(s) ferio dj/s2 v d2/s2 

(no father is any son/ a divine essence is a father// therefore a 
divine essence is not any son). 

1 1 Alonso held, as we do, that an inference (and hence the rule permitting it) is invalid 
when its "antecedent" (premises) is true and its "consequent" (conclusion) is false. 
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A9 d2/(f) d2/fi 
d2[d] d2dj v d2d2 

[d]/(f) expos d!i' v d2/fj 

(this [indicating the son's] divine essence is a father/ this 
[indicating the son's] divine essence is a divine essence// therefore 
a divine essence is not any father) 

Alonso also puts (*2.11) the challenge to the expos rule in this way: 
both the conclusion [d]/(f) and its negation (d)[f] seem to be right; 
therefore opposition rules are invalid: 

(d)[f] T? (d)/(f) 
[d][f] [d]/(f) T? 

In other words, the sentences (d)[f], d2/(f), and d2[d] are all orthodox 
yet constitute an inconsistent set, since the last two entail by expos 
[d]/(f), which contradicts the first. 

Strictly speaking, the conclusions of both arguments are true in 
DS1, since one singular disjunct in the analysis of each is true: dj/s2 
for A3 and d2/fj for A9. The problem is that they are heretical. Since 
there is but a single divine essence, the father's divine essence must 
be this son (djs2) and the son's must be this father (d2fj). 

Consequently there must be something wrong with the straightfor- 
ward semantic schema DS1. Using 

" divine essence" with more than 
one subscript endangers the divine unity, because dj and d2, being on 
different lists, may not be combined into a sentence; that is, d i /d2 is 
allowed but heretical. 

2.3 Identity 

Since DS1 does not safeguard the divine unity, let us set up another 
scheme, DS2, which does. We can do this by giving the sortal term 
d a single subscript, d¿ ("this divine essence"): 

D 
i  r 

F S G 
■ ■ ■ 

SORTAL NAMES f! s2 

 <jd  <ļd  
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But DS2 does not work either. Alonso uses the following example12 
to show how ident seems to be invalid in this context: 

*10.1 ddfļ T 
d<jS2 T 

fļS2 F ident 

(the divine essence is this father/ the divine essence is this son// 
therefore this son is this father). 

This is trouble indeed. The premises are true and clearly orthodox yet 
the conclusion is false and heretical; therefore ident does not hold.13 

DS2 contains an obvious inconsistency: it both allows fidj and S2d<j, 
since its terms are on the same list, and forbids them, since its terms 
are on different lists (that is, it also allows fi/d^ and S2/d<j). And since 
dd, being on different lists, can serve as a middle term to unite terms 
on these different lists, ident is invalidated. Hence neither schema 
seems to work. 

2.4 Substitution 

The notion of the father's begetting or generating the son gives rise 
to another series of paradoxical arguments, involving not only rules 
for darii (A2), ferio (A4), and expo (A8), but a rule for a different type 
altogether: subst (All). Let us include bj on the father's list of sortal 
names, since he has the property B, that of begetting the son, and con- 
sider this inference14 (analysis to the right): 

All f[b] fbi 
fd fd 

d[b] subst dbi 

(the father begets (the son)/ the father is the same as the essence// 
therefore the essence begets). 

12 The terms can be seen as sortal terms or proper names - definite descriptions - 
("the father"), since in singular sentences they function logically in the same way. 13 When "dd" replaces "dj" and "d2" in Al and A6, they collapse into argument 
A12; i.e., A 12 is also the analysis of Al and A6. Since the antecedent is true and the 
consequent false, darii, expos, and ident rules are all threatened. 14 To simplify, I use proper names. 
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Since both in DS1 and DS2 the premises are true and the conclusion 
heretical, the principle of substituting the "same things' 

' must fail. 
When we add b' to either divine schema, we see that some names on 
the same list may not be joined under pain of heresy: bļ may not be 
combined with either d^ or d'š 

3. The outs 

It does indeed look as if we must choose between logic and 
orthodoxy. What are the outs? 

3. 1 The Agreement Principle 

For Alonso, that logic and faith "stand together" is the traditional 
position (*2.22), and he supports it (*2.21) with the following argu- 
ment (L is the conjunction of logicali principles and F is that of faith 
propositions):15 

L 
F 

L & F "the true agrees with the true." 

The rules of opposition and inference, he says (*8), in fact "apply in 
the highest degree.' 

' But how does this "agreement principle' 
' 
apply 

to the paradoxes? 
To find solutions, Alonso and his colleagues tinker with the sense 

and reference of the terms. He rejects a "Modern" position (3.2)16 
and advocates other approaches from his own time (3.3) as well as 
"Ancient" solutions (3.4). 

15 The agreement principle which I illustrate as a rule he states as a premise in the 
argument. 16 The ' 'Moderns" (*4.21,2,4) go back to the 14th century, but Alonso referred 
mainly to the "decrepit age" of logic (Ila, 43rA, 46A) preceding his own "golden 
age" at mid century. They were mainly Iberian logicians (he singled out Encinas, 
Esbarroya, and his own teacher Soto) associated with late 15th-c. nominalism at the 
University of Paris and publishing in the first third of the 16th century. Alonso did 
not oppose their extensional logic (he used it himself), but he thought that much mate- 
rial taught was too difficult for students. Criticism of logic was then in vogue (J.L. 
Vives), but historians of logic find their analyses interesting. 
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3. 2 The Modern Out 

3. 2. 1 The Modern Position 

The Moderns in effect combine the two divine schémas and point 
out when d' and d2 or d¿ should be used in sentence building. They 
distinguish, explains Alonso (*3.1), two types of quantification and 
analysis. 

' 
'Complete" quantification, both universal and particular, is 

the normal case. There, (d) and [d] are to be read (*3.21) respectively 
as 4 'everything which is d" and " something which is d" and analyzed 
respectively as a conjunction or disjunction of dļ and d2. 

' 
'Incomplete'' quantification allows analysis only to the "essence" 

in question, that is, to d¿.17 I will indicate incomplete quantification 
by doubling the parentheses "(( ))" or brackets "[[ ]]." 

Alonso applies (*3.2) the Modern solution only to the negative 
expos argument. The complete/incomplete distinction saves the 
opposition principle, claim the Moderns, since in either interpretation 
one sentence of the contradictory pair is true and the other false. Here 
is the complete sense, with analyses to the right: 

(d)[f] F d! fi & d2fi F (TF) 
[d]/(0 T dj/fj v d2/fi T (FT). 

According to the Moderns (*3.21), d2/(f) is true because "the son, 
who is something which is the divine essence, is not any father." This 
would give us a normal square of opposition: 

(d)[f| F (d)/(f) F 
[d][f] T [d]/(0 T. 

But when d is incompletely quantified, 

((d))[f] T ddf, T 
[[d]]/(f) F dd/fj F, 

one contradictory sentence is true and the other false, but now their 
truth values are reversed. We would get the following square: 

((d))[f] T ((d))/(f) F 

[[d]][f] T [[d]]/(f) F. 

17 Its "immediate significate' ' (" mediate' ' and "immediate" could have opposite 
meanings in 16th-c. writers). 
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Presumably argument form A9, if all three steps are quantified 
completely, is normally valid. However if all the occurrences of d are 
taken in the incomplete sense, the first premise and the conclusion are 
false. Here are the two versions (analyses to the right): 

d2/(f) T d2/fi T 
d2[d] T d2dļ v d2d2 T 

[d]/(f) T expos dj/fj v d2/fj T 

dd/(f) F dd/fj F 
dd[[d]] T dddd T 

ļ[d]]/(0 F expos ļdd/fj F. 

Either way, claim the Moderns, expos is saved. 

3.2.2 Alonso' s Criticism of the Moderns 

Alonso remarks first (*4.22) that it is scandalous for a Catholic to 
say in one breath "a divine essence is a father" ([d][f] and [[d]][f] are 
both true) and "is not a father' ' ([d]/(f) is true even if [[d]]/(f) is false). 

He also argues (*4.21) that the Modern doctrine borders on heresy. 
Let us inspect this expos inference (in the complete interpretation; 
partial analysis to the right): 

fļ[d] T fjdi v fjd2 T 
fi[b] T fjbj T 

~[d][b] T 'd{[b] v d2[b] TF 

Although the conclusion in the incomplete sense, [[d]][b], would be 
flat-out heresy, [d] [b] is true in the complete sense, since, says Alonso, 
one of the disjuncts of its analysis, dj[b], is true and "the truth of one 
singular sentence suffices" for the truth of a disjunction. However, the 
church condemned Joachim of Fiori for saying that the divine essence 
begets the son.18 

3.3 Alonso' s Current Out 

Alonso advocates (*7.) "according to the truth of the matter" 
another solution, which, he thinks (*7.22) makes the Modern com- 
plete/incomplete distinction superfluous. 

18 In the first edition the person is the "mediate" significate of "essence" but later 
editions have "middle." Aquinas mentions Joachim's condemnation in 1:39:5. 
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As we saw, although it is orthodox to say (d)[f), it must be false in 
DS1 since the second conjunct of its analysis, d2[f], is false (djfi & 
d2fi, TF). Alonso says (*7.21; cf. *7.1111) in a case of this sort the 
universal quantification of the left-hand term, (d), must be read as 
particular. He explains (*7.21, *9.1) that d "when universally quan- 
tified can refer only to... the essence," "not to the persons." So in 
(d)[f], (d) does not mean "everything which is D," nor does it apply 
"to each" D-thing; rather, (d)[f] has the force only of [d][f] : some 
divine essence is a father. But he adds (*7.1112) that in negative 
sentences like [d]/(f) the opposite is true; in this context [d] actually 
means "everything which is D" and it applies "to each" D-thing. 
That is, [d]/(f) must be read (d)/(f): every divine essence is not any 
father. 

Alonso thinks (*9.1) that this reduction solves the opposition 
problem (2.11), since the analysis of (d)[f], when read as [d][f], would 
be not a conjunction but the disjunction djfj v d2fj. This disjunction 
is true, since its first disjunct is true. And the analysis of [d]/(f), read 
now as (d)/(f), is the conjunction dj/(f) & d2/(f), which is false because 
the first conjunct is false. 

The expos argument A9, put forward to prove [d]/(f), now 
becomes: 

d2/(f) T 
d2[d] T 

[d]/(0 - (d)/(0 F 

and even though the antecedent (premises) is true and the consequent 
false, expos rules are not invalidated, since it is no longer a valid expos 
syllogism (which may not have a universal conclusion). 

So, "when instantiated, d is not an adequate middle term for the 
expos syllogism , 

' ' 
says Alonso (*9.311, *7.21), because of its semantic 

ambiguity: it is both "like a singular name... and so not attributed 
severally,... and like a common term since attributed individually to 
the persons"; it is a singular term "in referring but attributed to 
several different" things. If he means that the instantiation of d is the 
analysis of [d] or (d) (that is, not a single individual term but d'... v 
d2-.. or d|/... & d2/...) the expos argument *2.11 would now become: 

d ļ / (f) & d2/(f) F (FT) 
_d2di v d2d2 - dļ[d] v d2[d] - [d][d] T (TT) 

~[d]/(f) - (d)/(f) F 
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and of course this is not an expos syllogism. This criticism applies also 
to *2. 13a, whose "middle term is not sufficiently instantiated/' and 
does not apply "to each": 

di[fļ - d,[f] v d2[f] - [d][fļ T 
di[s] - d, [s] v d2[s] - [d] [s] T 

kn F 

He indeed says (*9.312) that the argument "because of 'essence/ 
argues from all particular' 

' 
premises (any standard syllogism both of 

whose premises are particular is invalid). 
He adds (*9.313) that if we interpret "essence" as "this thing 

which," that is, either as d' or d2,19 we get two valid expos 
syllogisms, and since each has one false premise, logic is not 
jeopardized: 

*2. 13a di[fļ T *2. 13b d2[f] F 

_di[s] F d2[s] T 

[s][f] F expos [s][f] F expos 

When he applies (*9.22) the reduction in the darii context, Alonso 
denies that there is any valid inference pattern, since after the reduc- 
tion preventing (d) to apply "to each," both premises are particular: 

(d)[f] - [d][fļ T 
[s][d] T 

KM F 

It would also work with ferio because of the reduction of the con- 
clusion: 

(f)/(s) T 
[d][f] T 

(d]/(s) - (d)/(s) F 

nor would the result be a ferio or any other valid syllogism. 
Alonso applies (*7.112) the above reductions to a left-hand term d 

only when the right-hand term of the statement refers to a single per- 
son. If on the right we have a term applicable to the essence (e.g., 
"essence") or to more than one person, e.g., "substance" 

19 The argument is stated (*3.12) as * 4 this divine essence [indicating the same essence 
or (*9.313) the same person]." 
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(abbreviated here as "H" and "h") or ' 'person,' 
' the reductions do 

not apply and a universally quantified term applies "to each." So we 
have normal analyses of: 

(d)[d] dj[d] & d2[d] T 
and 

(d)[h] d,[h] d2[h] T. 

Hence, he says (*9.22; cf. *9.322), darii arguments work with ' 'per- 
son' ' and " substance.' ' 

3.4 " Ancient " Outs 

3. 4. 1 The Fallacy of the Accident 

Alonso also explains (*9.32) an "Ancient" solution, referring to 
Aquinas,20 to save darii and ferio: the fallacy of the accident. Things, he 
says (*9.322), may be "the same" (1) wholly , per se, "in both the thing 
and the notion," "according to the same definition," or (2) acciden- 

tally, "in the thing but of different definitions." In the first - the 
ordinary - case, what is attributed to one thing is attributed to the 
other; his Aristotelian example is "clothing" and "raiment" ( vestis , 
indumentum ). 

Alonso applies what I will call the "notion principle" to distinguish 
two cases of things accidentally the same: 

in things accidentally the same, whenever something is attributed to one not 
according to the notion by which it is distinguished from the other, it likewise 
applies to the other.21 

The principle holds, he says (1 14B), for the following argument, (DS1 
and DS2 analyses displayed for comparison): 

(d)[h] { d ! h i v djh2} & {d2h! v d2h2} T (TF FT) ddhj v ddh2 T (TT) 
[f][d] fjdj v fjd2 T (TF) f,d T 

~[f|[h] fjh, v fjh2 v f2hj v f2h2 T (TFFT) {fa v {fa T (TF) 

(every divine essence is a substance/ a father is a divine essence// therefore 
a father is a substance). 

Here H applies to both D and F, since H applies to D but not in a 
notion by which D differs from F. 

20 The Treatise on Fallacies , of doubtful authenticity (*9.321). 21 In Alonso's statements of the principle (9.322-3), the antecedent of "it (is distin- 
guished)" is unclear. 
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Alonso gives the following darii syllogisms as examples of fallacies 
when the notion principle is violated (*9.323 = Al in *2.12 and A4; 
analyses at right): 

(d)[f] djfj & d2fi F (TF) ddfj T 
[s][d] s2d i v S2<Í2 T (FT) S2d<j T 

]s][f] s2f i F 

(f)[b] fjb! T 

[d][f] d,f, v d2fļ T (TF) ddf, T 

~[d][b] djb, v d2bļ F (FF) d^ F. 

The first premise of the former argument, (d)[f), is false in DSl (even 
though orthodoxy feels it to be true), so darii is saved. But the first 
argument in DS2 and the second argument in both divine schémas 
have true premises and a false conclusion; therefore darii and ident are 
invalid. 

What is wrong? Alonso says of the first argument that F applies to 
D in the notion by which D is distinguished from S, so F need not 
apply to S, and of the second that B applies to F as F is distinguished 
from D, so B need not apply to D. This misuse of the notion principle 
he calls the fallacy of the accident: the mere fact that a middle term 
(D) applies accidentally to F and S, does not mean that F and S apply 
to one another, and the fact that F applies accidentally to D (F applies 
fully to B), does not mean B and D apply to each other. 

He treats (*9.324, 9.324') ferio syllogisms (relevant identities in 
both schémas added): 

A3 (f)/(s) fi/s2 T 

[d][f] djfj T ddfj T 

~[d]/(f) d2/fi T dd/fj F 

A4 (d)/(b) d ! /b ! & d2/bi T dd/b{ T 
[f][d] fid! T fjdd T 

~[f]/(b) fj/bj F 

The fact that D applies accidentally to F, says Alonso, and F does not 
apply to S, does not mean that F and D do not apply to each other. 
And the fact that F accidentally applies to D and D does not apply to 
B, does not mean that B and F do not apply to each other. 

This move is supposed to block inference to certain sentences com- 

bining terms (fi -s2, dj-bi, dd-bi, etc.) without ruling out all combina- 
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tions of things accidentally the same. For example, the second premise 
of the valid darii argument above ("a father is a divine essence") and 
that of the invalid A2 ("a divine essence is a father") yields the same 

analysis (with conversion): djfj (d^fj), where the terms are the same 
in the thing but not in the notion. However, claims Alonso, H applies 
to D but not in a notion where D differs from F since D and F are both 
substance, while B applies to F in a notion where D does differ from 
F since D and F are not both B. 

3. 4. 2 Restricting Identity 

At the end of his treatment of divine terms Alonso states (*10.1) a 

logicati problem "without expository procedure":22 

fd T 

_sd T 

fs F 

(the father is the divine essence/ the son is the divine essence// there- 
fore the father is the son). 

The inference is justified by substitution in the ident principle (2.1 
above). The premises are true and the conclusion false; therefore ident 
is invalid. 

He uses Aquinas's distinction to solve the puzzle: ident holds only 
in the case of what is the same both 4 4 in thing and notion." So ident 
does not apply to fs, since f and s are the same only "in thing," that 
is, in d. All that follows, he says, is that "f is a thing [i.e., d] which 
s is." 

Aquinas says23 that fd and sd are not proper expressions, since the 
terms are identical in the thing only. Alonso mentions (*6.1) this text 
and explains that df and fd are true as identities but not formally. So 
ident does not apply to identities "in the thing only." 

3. 4. 3 Restricting Substitution 

Alonso uses (*5.) a point made by Aristotle, cited by Aquinas, to 
answer the subst paradox.24 Action and passion, explains the Saint, 

22 I treat them here as proper names (definite descriptions). 23 1 :39:5:adl ; cf. l:28:3:adl. 
24 I:28:3:adl, referring to Physics 202B13. 
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are the same thing but have different notions inasmuch as they con- 
note different relations (action: source of motion; passion: its 
otherness). If we use Aristode's examples of teaching and learning we 
have the following fallacy (with symbols for the nonce): 

this teaching in Quijote is done by Dulcinea tq[d] T 
this teaching is the same as this learning tqlq T 

this learning is done by Dulcinea lq[d] F 

For Aquinas, F and S (' 'fatherhood' ' and "sonship") are the same as 
D 4 'in the thing' 

' but have different notions. The fallacy Alonso 
discusses (All) seems to be parallel (2.4 above): 

fl[b] T fj[b] T 
fidi T fjdd T 

dj[b] F dd[b] F subst 

Alonso denies the general applicability of subst. It does not apply 
here because, he claims, although the father is the same thing as the 
divine essence, they differ in the notion B: the facts that fj "refers to 
something," [b], and that fj is the same as dj (or d¿) do not imply 
that d' (dd) "refers to something," [b]. 

The friar gives (*5.) a psychological explanation of why the 
substitution does not go through: although D and B are the same thing 
in God (and teaching and learning are the same thing in the student), 
"the mind does not accept' 

' them as the same. Nor does the mind, 
he says (*6.1) associate f and d in a sentence like fd. 

4. The Logic of God Today ; A Comparison 

Over 400 years after Alonso' s Recognitio , A. Martinich made a 
remarkably similar approach to the logic of God.25 A dialogue 
between them could go like this. 

Martinich 

I, too, Friar Alonso, see problems arising for certain logical rules 
when we speak about God. For example, true premises seem to entail 
heresies such as Arianism , "the son is not God" (please allow me to 

25 Identity and Trinity , in: The Journal of Religion, 58/2, (1978), 169-81, and God , 
Emperor and Relative Identity , in: Franciscan Studies, 39, (1979), 180-91. 
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use my own 20th-cent. symbolism: Gs), Sabellianism , "the father is the 
son" (f = s), and Patripassianism ("the father suffered on the cross for 
our sins" (Cf). Also, a set of orthodox propositions appears to be 
inconsistent, since a contradiction can be derived from them. 

Friar Alonso 

Tell me, Professor Martinich, what logical rules do you see 
threatened? 

Martinich 

Basically, two identity rules: transitivity of identity (transid) and 
substitutivity, called by a philosopher after your time by the name of 
Leibniz the "indiscernibility of identicals" ("indisc"). They remind 
me of your notions of ident and subst. 

Friar Alonso 

And what is this seemingly inconsistent set of orthodox proposi- 
tions? By the way, you remember that I also spoke of an apparently 
inconsistent set of orthodox propositions. 

Martinich 

From these four propositions a contradiction is derivable: 
1) "there is only one God," Ex{Gx & Uy{Gy > y = x}} 
2) "the father is God," Gf 
3) "the son is God," Gs 
4) "the father is not the son," f^s, 

since the fourth is contradicted by "the father is the son," (f = s), 
which I can derive from the first three (thus establishing the Sabellian 
heresy, of course). Transid allows the crucial step in the derivation: 

1 f = a 
2 a = s 
3 If = s 1,2 transid. 

My out is simply to replace absolute identity by relative identity, 
worked out by a logician of my day, P. Geach, and permit a corre- 
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sponding transitivity rule ("transrelid"). So I rewrite the argument 
like this ( = g means identical as God and = p identical as person): 

1 f =g a 
2 _a=G s 

3 f s 1,2 transrelid. 

That is, if the father is the same God as something which is the same 
God as the son, then the father is the same God as the son. Then I 
rewrite proposition 4 above as f^> s, the father is not the same person 
as the son. Now, you see, this new proposition 4 does not contradict 
step three about the father's being the same God as the son. And at 
the same time, Sabellius's conclusion f = s is blocked. 

Friar Alonso 

Good, Professor; your relative identity actually sounds familiar. In 
this situation I would use my distinction between things wholly and 
accidentally the same. Of the arguments26 

fd hd 
ds ds 

fs ident sh ident, 

the one on the left is parallel to your first inference. It is invalid but 
the one on the right is valid. This is so (*10.2), because s is only 
accidently the same as f: they differ in notion even though they are 
both the same as the third thing d. 

This move would block the left-hand argument, but not the other. 
As I mentioned (3.42), all we can conclude is that 4 'the father is a 
thing [the divine essence] which the son is." This is pretty close to 
your "the father is the same God as the son." 

By the way, Professor, although I admit a version of what you call 
relative identity, I see no need to abolish absolute identity entirely, 
since it would presumably continue to apply to things wholly the same. 
Now tell me how you deal with Arius. 

26 Al 2 ( = an analysis, with proper names, of Al) and an analysis of the valid argu- 
ment above (d)[h], [f][d] [f][h], with proper names, conversion of the premises, 
and substituting father for son. 
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Martinich 

Arius used propositions 1, 2 and 4 from the list above to deduce the 
negation of the third; that is, he claimed that the son is not God (-Gs). 
The decisive part of the proof follows by Leibniz's indisc: 

1 f=čs 
2 f = a 

3 a^s 1,2 indisc. 

But with my relative identity we must rewrite it like this: 

1 s 
2 J=ca 
3 aļtp s 1,2 indisc. 

So Arius is thwarted, because now he cannot use this last proposition 
to complete his proof that the son is not God. 

Friar Alonso 

I would think of Arius's inference as this negative version of 
*10.1: 

f/s 
fd 

d/s. 

To block the conclusion, I could use the notion principle I spoke of in 
the context of ferio arguments (*9.324; see 3.41): the fact that D 

applies accidently to F and F does not apply to S does not imply that 
D does not apply to S. In other words, just because the father is the 
divine essence without being the son, it does not follow that the essence 
is not the son. Then again, I might restate the principle in *5 for nega- 
tion: the assumptions that f does not refer to s and that f is the same 
as d does not entail that d does not refer to s. In either case, Arius's 

argument does not succeed. 

Martinich 

But you and I still have a problem, Friar Alonso. I derived "the 
father is the same God as the son" (f =g s) by transrelid and you 
admitted "f is a thing [i.e., d] which s is." Now, if we introduce the 
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obviously true statement s=p s, "the son is the same person as the 
son," we get the Sabellian heresy back: the father is the same person 
as the son: 

1 f=G s 
2 s =p s 

3 If =p s 1,2 indisc. 

Actually, we have the same problem with Patripassianism, if to the 
first three propositions on our list we add that the son suffered on the 
cross (Cs). The relevant inference is 

1 Cs 
2 Gf 
3 Cf 1,2 indisc. 

And notice that the logical form here is similar to your All argument 
about the father begetting the son. 

Even restricting indisc by means of semantic postulates doesn't 
block the inference to f =p s. So I chose the only alternative: dumping 
Leibniz's indiscernibility of identicals. 

Now, don't get the idea, Friar Alonso, that this move is ad hoc , just 
to reconcile dogma and logic. In my articles I mentioned how recent 
philosophers discuss identity problems involving evening and morning 
stars and suchlike, and showed that Tertullian, even Leibniz and 
Aristotle themselves, had questions about principles like indisc. 

Friar Alonso 

Well, I'm not being ad hoc , either. I cited Aristotle on action and 
passion and said I could give other examples - I was thinking of 
teaching and learning and also of the road from Athens to Thebes 
being the same as the one from Thebes to Athens. 

And I, too, suggested a semantic rule, the notion principle. The 
Sabellian inference is blocked because s applies to s (to itself) in the 
notion of being the same person as s, but in this notion s differs from 
f. And the Patripassian argument is blocked because suffering applies 
to s in the notion of personhood (not that of the divine essence), but 
in this notion, too, s differs from f. 

Whatever may be said about our solutions, Professor, one thing at 
least seems clear, and I assume you would agree. You with your sym- 
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bolic logic and I with my scholastic logic are thinking about the 
Trinity along the same lines - and for both of us the logic of identity 
lies at the heart of the problem. 

Austin, Texas 

Appendix A: List of Problematic Arguments 
Darii syllogisms 
Al *2.12 (d)[fļ T 

*9.323 [s][d] T 
[s][f] F darii 

(every divine essence is a father/ a son is a divine essence// therefore a son 
is a father) 

A2 *9.323 ' (f)[b) T 
jd][f] T 
[d][b] F darii 

(every father begets/ a divine essence is a father// therefore a divine essence 
begets) 

Ferio syllogisms 
A3 *9.324 (f)/(s) T 

jd][f] T 
f[d]/(s) F ferio 

(no father is any son/ a divine essence is a father// therefore a divine essence 
is not any son) 

A4 *9.324' (d)/(b) T 
mi t 
|~[f]/(b) F ferio 

(no divine essence begets/ a father is a divine essence// therefore a father does 
not beget) 

Affirmative expository (expos) syllogisms 
A5 *2.13 dx[fļ T 

_dx[s] T 
[s][f] F expos 

where the x in each premise is to be replaced by 1 or 2; hence we have two 
forms: 

A6 *2. 13a dj[f] T 
di[s] T 
[s][f] F expos 

A6a *2. 13b d2[fļ T 
_d2[s] T 
[s][f] F expos 

(this [indicating the father or son] divine essence is a father/ this [indicating 
the same] is a son// therefore a son is a father) 

A7 *0.1 d[fļ T 
_d[s] T 
[s][f] F expos 
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(the divine essence is a father/ the divine essence is a son// therefore a son 
is a father) 

A8 *4.21 [d]f T 
Jib] T 
[d][b] F expos 

(a divine essence is the father/ the father begets// therefore a divine essence 
begets) 

Negative expository (expos) syllogisms 
A9 *2.11 . d2/(f) T 

_d2[d] T 
[d]/(f) F expos 

(this [indicating the son] divine essence is a father/ this [indicating the son] 
divine essence is a divine essence// therefore a divine essence is not a father) 

AIO *9. 1 s/(f) T 
_s[d] T 
[d]/(f) F expos 

(the son is not any father/ the son is a divine essence// therefore a divine 
essence is not any father) 

"Substitution" (subst) argument 
All *5. fļb] T 

_fd T 
I d[b] F 

(the father begets/ the father is the same as the essence// therefore the essence 
begets) 

"Identity" (ident) argument 
A12 *10.1 fd T 

sd T 
fs F ident 

(the father is the divine essence/ the son is the divine essence// therefore the 
father is the son) 

Appendix B: Translation: Alonso on the Logic of God 
I have translated " De modo syllogizondi in terminis divinis " ch. 12, pp. 112A-115A, 

(Salamanca 1573) and the end of the previous chapter (ch. 11) ' ' De syllogismo expositor io" 
(0. below) from the Recognitio Summularum , by Friar Alonso, plus a passage (32A7 from 
his treatise on supposition (6.0). 

Words in the Salamanca but not Mexican edition (1554, 59rB-61rA) are enclosed 
in braces "{ words in the Mexican edition only are enclosed in slashes "//." 
Translator's additions and original Latin words arc enclosed in brackets "[ ]." 
Marginal material is incorporated into the text. Technical translations: "refer to" 
and "reference" for supponete pro and supposition "indicates reference to" for 
demonstrare^ "quantified universally/particularly" and "universal/particular quan- 
tification" for distribui and distributio, univer salizatio / particular izatio' "instantia- 
tion/instantiate" for singularizatio. 
0 [Introduction (11 IB)] 
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ON THE EXPOSITORY SYLLOGISM 

...[11 2 A] Objection [against the logic of the expository syllogism 0.1 The syllogism] 
the divine essence is a father 
/and/ a son is the divine essence 
therefore 
a son is a father 

does not follow according to expository rules, because its antecedent [the two 
premisses] is true and its consequent [the conclusion] heretical, since the father is 
other than the son. 
[0.2] Solution 

We should take this opportunity to make a few points /that is/ on the way of arguing 
with divine terms. And while theologicans, not logicians, discuss their content, divine 
things, it is up to the logician to describe how terms, even divine terms, are used. So 
it will be worth our while to raise a few points, in Catholic fashion and with reserve, 
for those who by not knowing them might make the mistake of thinking that Aristo- 
tle's syllogistic rules do not hold in the case of divine terms. 

CHAPTER TWELVE 
THE WAY OF ARGUING WITH DIVINE TERMS 

[1.] The question 
Let us proceed with order and state our question: 

can the laws of opposition and all logical inference principles hold in divine 
terms as they do in, shall we say, "profane" terms? 

[2. Opinions] 
2.1: First opinion[: logic does not apply to talk about God] 

It does seem that the rules do not hold, for the following reasons. 
[2.11] First argument 

According to the rules we have been presenting, the [sentences] 
every divine essence is a father 
some [112B] divine essence is not any father 

are contradictory, and /yet they are both/ true. This is clearly so. The affirmative 
sentence is obviously true, and the negative also, since it follows validly according to 
expository rules (where 4 4 this divine essence" indicates reference to the son) in 

this divine essence is not any father 
this divine essence is some divine essence 
therefore 
some divine essence is not any father. 

[2.12] Second argument 
The [argument] 

every divine essence is a father 
a son is a divine essence 
therefore 
a son is a father 

is not valid in darii [since] the antecedent is true and the consequent /is/ false. 
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[2.13] Third argument 
The [argument] (where 4 4 this divine essence" indicates reference to the same 
essence) 

this divine essence is a father 
this [divine essence] is a son 
therefore 
a son is a father 

should be valid according to expository rules, but it is not. 
[2.2] The contrary opinion[: logic applies to talk about God] 

The opposite is the truth. 
[2.21] Argument: 

the true agrees with the true 
All syllogistic principles taught by Aristotle are true and based on truth 
what is of faith is not only true but {infallibly [so]} /truth itself/ 
therefore 
they will stand together.27 

[2.22 Argument from tradition] 
And /thus/ all Catholic theologians profess that logic holds true even in divine 

terms. 
To answer our question [1.] and solve all related problems, we must note the 

following. 
[3.] Note [1: the Modern solution] 
[3.1] Twofold quantification 
[3.10] There are two types of universal and particular quantification of divine terms: 
complete and incomplete. 
[3.11 Complete quantification] 

When complete, the term stands for its immediate and mediate significate. For 
example, the [expression] 

every divine essence, 
is a complete universal quantification when taken both for its immediate significate, 
the essence, and for the divine persons, which are the same as the essence. And /thus/ 

a divine essence 
is a complete particular quantification when taken for both essence and person. The 
Ancients called this "in the term, outside the term and outside the number." 
[3.12 Incomplete quantification] 

Now, incomplete universal quantification quantifies only for the immediate 
significate only. 

They say /thus/ that an essential name may be quantified universally and particu- 
larly in either the complete or the incomplete sense. 
[3.2] Solution of the arguments [2.11] 
[3.20] Their solution to the arguments28 would be /thus/. The claim should be denied 

27 "Therefore, since what is of faith...." 
28 The modern solution is applied only to the first argument. 
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that 
every divine essence is a father 

and 
some divine essence is not any father, 

are contradictory yet both true. 
[3.21 Complete sense] 

For if "essence" is taken in the complete sense in both, the affirmative [sentence] is false, because the sense is 
every thing which is a divine essence is a father, 

{because the son (who is "some thing which is a divine essence") is not any father)},29 and the negative [sentence] is true. 

[3.22 Incomplete sense] 
On the contrary, if "essence" is taken in the incomplete sense in both sentences, 

they are contradictory, but /this time/ the negative [sentence] 
some divine essence is not any father 

is false, while 
every divine essence is a father 

is true, since in this case it is not allowed to indicate reference to the father. 
[4.] Note 2: [critique of the Modern position of 3.] 
[4.1 General criticism: leads to misunderstanding] 

As St. Augustine well said {De Trinitate , bk. 3), {it is fitting} /allowed/ that we speak with a certain rule, the more so lest our words give heretics occasion to stray. We 
dislike this complete/incomplete universal [113A] and particular quantification of an 
essential term, because it is out of keeping with the view of the Ancients. The reason 
is that the fiction of "essence" being quantified universally and particularly for the 
persons leads them to grant, following their {view} /opinion/, what Catholic faith has 
denied and the universal church has condemned. Hence although a Catholic will 
retain the Catholic sense of the words, their injudicious expression gives occasion for 
error. 
[4.2 Particular arguments] 
[4.21] Joachim 

Lest I seem to talk gratuitously, I shall argue for this claim. The sentence 
an essence begets 

was condemned against Abbot Joachim.30 Yet the Moderns affirm it to be true in one 
sense /that is/: when "essence" stands for the {middle} /mediate/ significate, that is, 
for the person. Because /then/ 

an essence is the father 
and the father begets 
therefore 
an essence begets, 

29 The Mexican edition has the redundant "and it is false." 30 Cf. Aquinas, 1:39:5; marginal reference: "Extra, de Summa. Trini, et si. cathoc. 
Firmetur." 
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so the whole [conclusion] is true, since one of its singular [disjuncts], where "essence" 
is indicated to refer only to the father, is true. For although it [also] signifies the son 
and the holy ghost, the truth of one singular sentence suffices [for the truth of the 
disjunction]. 

However, the reason why the church condemned it without distinction, was that 
[the word] stands only for the essence and has only one sense. Therefore one ought 
"not to think more highly than one ought to think, but soberly" (Rm 12[:3]). 
[4.22 The father would not be the Godhead]31 

It also tells against the Moderns that their complete/incomplete distinction forces 
them to grant these two sentences: 

some divine essence is a father 
and 

some divine essence is not any father; 
yet he is a single thing most simple. For a heretic or one wavering in his faith would 
be scandalized to hear a Catholic admitting [...them], since he will conceive a division 
in that most simple and utterly indivisible thing. They must likewise mistakenly admit 

a divine essence is different from a father 
(whereby /wherein/ they take "essence" for the son). 
[4.23 The father would be the son] 

As if this were not enough, their position forces them to grant 
a father is a son, 

because it is true when the terms are taken in the complete sense /that is/ for the 
essence, since the father's essence is the son's essence. But in the Creed the church 
confesses that the father is not the son, because the father is other than the son. And 
in the Gospel (Lk 1 0[ : 30]) Christ said "the father and I are one," but he did not say 
"I am the father," etc. 
[4.24 The father would not be himself] 

But these Moderns must concede still more: 
a father is not any father, 

by taking the terms in the incomplete sense, because (where "non-father" is indicated 
to refer to the essence) 

a father is this non-father 
therefore 
a father is not any father, 

since an analysis of "father" yields one true [sentence], when the son is indicated. 

[5.] Note 3: Aristotle[: identity] 
Assuming that some term refers to some thing, i.e., 

a refers to something, 
and that 

b is the same as a, 
it docs not follow that 

b refers to the thing that a refers to. 

31 In the margin at 4.22 and 4.23: "note 1" and ''note 2." 
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For /thus/ Aristotle ( Physics [113B] bk.3, tx. 19 [ch. 3; 202B13]): action and passion 
are the same [thing] but action is not passion, {as we said when speaking of the 
categories}. 

/So/ applying this now, "essence" in 
a divine essence begets 

refers to the essence, and even though the father is the same thing which the essence 
[is], the understanding does not accept it /thus/, just as, granting that action and pas- 
sion are the same thing, the understanding does not take them for the same thing. 
Hence although 

the father begets 
and 

the father is the same as the essence, 
are true, 

the essence begets 
is not granted; likewise 

the son is begotten 
and 

he is the same as the essence, 
but the understanding does not understand it as if the essence were begotten. 
Examples could /thus also/ be given in other areas.32 
[6.] Note 4: Aquinas[: the way of signifying] 
[6.0 Relative and absolute predicates33] 

{In regard to the claim that terms outside sentences lack reference, it should be 
noted that some Thomists hold the contrary and use St. Thomas's words in support 
{[Summa, 1:39:4 & ad 3): the name "God," as also "man," can refer to a person 
owing to their way of signifying. 

We should nevertheless retain the claim, and it is of the holy doctor's mind notwith- 
standing the quoted passage, since he there states that ["God"] refers to the Nature 
when it forms part of a sentence like 

God creates, 
and to a person in 

God begets, 
God spirates, 

etc. And when he says that "God" refers by itself to the Nature and not to a person, 
"by itself' means that ["God"] refers to the Nature by virtue of itself, independently 
of any relation to an absolute predicate, as in 

God creates 
and 

God is good. 
But ["God"] does not refer to a person unless it is determined by a relative predicate 
as in 

32 Aristotle (202B6ff) mentions teaching and learning and the Athens road to and 
from Thebes. 
33 This passage (6.0), lacking in Mexican edition, is from Alonso's tract on supposi- 
tion (32A). 
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God begets, 
God is a father, 

etc., where "God" refers to a person not by virtue of itself but owing to a relation 
to such a predicate. This is hard for beginners, but it will become clear with time.} 
[6.1 Identity and formal predication] 

It should be noted, as the holy doctor says ([Summa], 1 :39:5[:ad4]), {that} "God" 
and "Godhead" or "essence" formally signify the same essence. However, because 
"God" signifies the divine nature in the concrete, it has from its way of signifying 
that it only stands for and refers to a person. But "Godhead" and "essence," because 
they bespeak the form in the abstract, do not have from their way of signifying, that 
they refer to a person. Now if "essence" does happen to be predicated of a person, 
it is predicated as an identity owing to the simplicity of the divine person, since the 
significate of "essence" and that of "person" are the same thing. For in order that 
a term refer to some thing, it is not enough that it be verified of it through an identity 
predication; also required is that it be so through a formal predication. And /thus/ 
given that the essence is the father and the father is the essence, one should be said 
of the other, but as an identity, not formally, because the understanding does not 
grasp the essence /thus/ for the father nor the father for the essence. 

[7.] Note 5[: syntactic adjustment] 
[7.1 "One of each"] 

We should note according to the truth of the matter the way the understanding con- 
ceives [its objects] in speech. 
[7.11 "Essence" as subject 
7.111 with discrete and personal predicate 
7.1111 in affirmative sentence] 

When the name "essence" is placed as the subject of an affirmative sentence whose 
other term [ extremum , here the predicate] is a discrete and personal name, it is not 
valid for one of each [non valet uni de omni ] even if the subject should be taken with 
a universal quantifier. For the [sentence] 

every divine essence is a father 
has only the force of [tantum valet sicut ] 

some divine essence is a father, 
nor is it equivalent to 

every thing which is a divine essence is a father. 

[7.1112 in negative sentence] 
But in a negative sentence it again has the sense of each [redit sensum de omni], even 

without a universal quantifier. For example, 
an essence is not any father 

has only the force of 
no thing which is an essence is any father. 

[7.112 with personal non-discrete predicate] 
I said when the other term is "discrete and personal" because if it is personal but 

not discrete or essential, then it is equivalent "to one of each" [aequivalet uni de omni], 
because 
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every essence is an essence 
and 

every essence is a person 
have the sense "of each" 'Jacit sensum de omni]. 
[7.12 A person as subject 
7.121 in affirmative sentence] 

Now if the discrete name of a person is taken as the subject of an affirmative 
sentence, it is always equivalent "to one of each" [ aequi valet uni de omni], 
as 

a father is an essence 
has the force of 

every thing [114A] which is a father 
and 

a father is a son 
[has the force of] 

every thing which is a father 
etc. 
[7.122 in negative sentence] 

However if [the sentence is] negative it is never valid "to one of each" [numquam 
valet uni di omni], for 

no father is any son 
is not equivalent to 

no thing which is a father is any son 
but to 

some thing which is a father is not any son. 
All these equivalences hold true in virtue of [ex] the [Credal] article on the most 

holy Trinity. 
[7.2 Corollaries] 
[7.21] Corollary 1[: quantification collapse] 

From this it follows that in the case of an absolute and abstract essential name and 
a discrete personal name, universal quantification, particular quantification and 
instantiation amount to the same thing. For 

every divine essence is a father 
and 

a divine essence is a father 
are equivalent, as are 

every father is a son 
and 

a father is a son. 
The reason is that since neither name refers to the other's significate, it can be univer- 
sally quantified only for its own formal significate and immediately: /and so/ 
"essence" only for the essence and "father" only for the father. /And so/ "essence" 
is a singular term in referring, although it is predicated of many really distinct 
[things], {that is}, of the divine persons. For this reason "essence," [when] instan- 
tiated, is not an adequate middle term for the expository syllogism. 
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[7.22] Corollary 2[: suppression of complete/incomplete distinction] 
It also follows from all this that we need not distinguish complete and incomplete 

quantification, universal or particular, since in affirmative sentences any universal 
quantification of "essence" is equivalent to a particular quantification, and in 
negative sentences any particular quantification [is] completely [equivalent to] a 
universal quantification, while the opposite is true of discrete names of the persons, 
as I have just argued. 
[8.] Conclusion[ : main thesis repeated] 

Consequently, in reply to the question we raised [1.], we answer that the true 
agrees with the true in such wise that it in no way contradicts it [2.21]. That is why 
the laws of opposition and the principles of the syllogisms taught by Aristotle not only 
are not contradictory in this area but apply in the highest degree. 
[9. Solution to arguments for contrary position (2.1)] 
[9.1] Response to the argument 1 [2.11: restricted reference] 

Wherefore we grant that the two sentences 
every divine essence is a father 
some divine essence is not any father 

are contradictory but not that both are true /then/ at the same time, since the negative 
one is false. And its proof 

the son34 is not any father 
the son is a divine essence 
[therefore 
some divine essence is not any father] 

must be judged invalid, because "divine essence" refers only to the essence and not 
to the persons. This is why 

an essence is not any father 
is false. 
[9.2] Response to argument 2 [2.22: particular quantification 
9.21 Invalid argument] 

The reply should be that the inference 
every divine essence is a father 
a son is a divine essence 
therefore 
a son is a father 

is not valid in darii. The reason is that we arc arguing from several particular 
[premisses] owing to the particular quantification of the middle term ["divine 
essence," for] the sentence 

every divine essence is a father 
has only the force of 

a divine essence is a father. 
And the inference is invalid, since the middle term is not universally quantified in 
either [premise]. Nor does it hold in any of the modes, because the universal quan- 
tification it contains is not equivalent "to one of each" [ non aequiualet uni de omni]. 
34 The original objection (2.11) has "this divine essence" indicating the son instead 
of "the son." 
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[9.22 A valid darii syllogism] 
However the following argument does hold according to syllogistic rules: 

every divine essense is a person 
a son is a divine essence 
therefore 
a son is a person, 

because it is then equivalent "to one of each" [aequivalet uni de omni] when [114B] 
"essence" is universally quantified in relation to the common term "person" [used 
as the predicate]. 
[9.3] Responses to argument 3 [2.13] 
[9.31 Current response: insufficient instantiation 
9.311 Semantic ambiguity of "essence"] 

In answer to the third [argument], the claim is made that the syllogism does not 
follow nor is it expository, because the middle term is not sufficiently instantiated. 

For "essence" in the abstract has something of a singular name, since it is used 
in a sentence for and refers to one single thing, and hence it is not predicated 
severally. On the other hand it has a similarity to a common term in that it is 
predicated of three persons individually owing to their identity. 
[9.312 "One of each" not applied] 

And because - granting that it is instantiated - it is predicated of them, it is still not 
a middle term for an expository syllogism, because it is not instantiated in a sense 
equivalent to one of each [ sensu aequivalenti uni de omni ] since it can never be of each 
[ esse de omni]. 

I grant, then, /that/ the argument [2.13] looks like an expository syllogism, but it 
is not so. It rather argues from all particular [premises] by virtue of the term 
"essence," and, /for that reason/ as we said above, it is invalid. 
[9.313 "One of each" applied] 

On the other hand, if we were to say (indicating reference to the same person in 
both premisses) 

this thing which is a divine essence (or this person) is a father 
a son is this thing which is a divine essence 
therefore 
a son is a father, 

it would follow formally according to expository rules. If you indicate reference to the 
son, the major would be false, and if to the father the minor would be false. 
[9.32] Response of the Ancients, St. Thomas: non[-general applicability of] 
"whatever [things] are the same as a third are themselves the same"35 
[9.321 Wholly/accidentally the same] 

Ancients, however, like St. Thomas (in one of his opuscula, the Treatise on 
Fallacies 36) would say that arguments like 

every divine essence is a father 
a son is a divine essence 
etc. [therefore 
a son is a father] 

35 1:28:3: objl & adi. 
36 Of doubtful authenticity. 
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[arg. 2 against darii, 2.22] commit the fallacy of the accident. 
For some things are wholly the same in themselves [de per se], namely, in both thing 

and notion. That is to say, [they are] the same thing according to the same definition, 
as "clothing" and "raiment."37 In this case whatever is predicated of one /is 
predicated/ {predicates} of the other. 

There are other things where the definition of one is not the definition of the other; 
although at times they are the same thing, in which case they are said to be the same 
"accidently." This is how essence and person are. 
[9.322 "Not according to the notion"] 

Hence in these [things], whenever something applies to one not according to the 
notion by which it is distinguished from the other, it likewise applies to the other. So 
this [argument] follows: 

[every]38 essence is a substance 
a father is an essence 
therefore 
a father is a substance. 

[9.323 "According to the notion"] 
But when it applies to one according to the notion according to which it is distin- 

guished from the other, it does not follow that it applies to the other. /And/ thus, since 
the name "father" applies to the essence according to the notion by which it is distin- 
guished from the son, [this argument] does not follow: 

every essence is a father 
a son is an essence 
therefore 
a son is a father. 

Neither does [this argument] follow, because begetting applies to the father according 
to the notion /by which/ {because} he [it] is distinguished from essence: 

every father begets 
an essence is a father 
therefore 
an essence begets. 

These fallacies are called "of the accident" /namely/ because from the fact that a 
middle term accidentally applies to a subject or predicate or both, it follows, so it is 
claimed, that the subject and predicate apply one to another. For father and son 
[115A] apply to one another in the essence since it is one absolutely [simpliciter] in all 
three persons. 
[9.324 Ferio] 

The fallacy of the accident is also present analogously in negative sentences: 
no father is any son 
a divine essence is a father 
therefore 

37 Vestisi indumentum' Aquinas (I:28:3:adl referred to in 10.2) tunica! indumentum-, 
Aristotle (202B13) loopion! himation. 
38 With "every" supplied, the argument is darii; without "every" and if "essence" 
is taken as a definite description, it is expository ("the essence is a substance/ a father 
is the essence// therefore a father is a substance"). 
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a divine essence is not any son 
and 

no essence begets 
a father is an essence 
therefore 
a father does not beget, 

because from the affirmation or [fact] that a subject or a predicate accidentally applies 
to [cum] a middle term which is denied to apply to the other, there follows, so it is 
claimed, the denial that the subject and predicate apply one to another. 
[10. A final] rebuttle 
[10.1 Argument: identity] 

But somebody could still prove the truth of 
the father is the son 

without using an expository procedure /but like this/: 
whatever [things] are the same as a third are themselves the same 
the father and the son are the same as the essence 
therefore 
they will also be themselves the same. 

/And so what we intended follows even without complete and incomplete reference./ 
[10.2] Answer of St. Thomas[: restriction of applicability] 

This argument can be answered /namely/ as the holy doctor teaches (Summa, 
1 :28:3[ :adl ]): the maxim "whatever [things] are the same as a third are themselves 
the same" is understood to apply whenever they are the same in thing and notion, 
as in 

Peter is an animal 
Peter is a human being 
therefore 
a human being is an animal. 

But when [things which] are the same only in the thing are the same as a third thing 
owing to [ex] their identity, their mutual identity does not follow. All that follows is 
that one [thing] is something which the other is. And in this sense Aristotle ( Physics , 
bk.3) says that action and passion are the same as a motion, but action is not passion. 

So let us apply this to the objection. Even though father and son are the same {in} 
/as/ the essence, the thing, it does not follow that the father is the son, since they are 
not [the same] in notion. All that follows is that the father is something which the son 
is. 
[11. Envoi] 

But these matters are more aptly treated elsewhere: both in the [Posterior] Analytics 
and in the Sentences (bk.l, tx.19) {in our theological analyses}.39 

39 I do not think this theological work is extant. 
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Vivarium XXXII, 2 (1994) ©E.J. Brill, Leiden 

Reviews 

Walter Berschin, Biographie und Epochenstil im lateinischen Mittelalter. III Karolingische 
Biographie 750-920 n. Chr., Stuttgart (Anton Hiersemann Verlag) 1991. XII & 
484 S. ISBN 3 7772 9102 (Quellen und Untersuchungen zur lateinischen Philo- 
logie des Mittelalters, Band 10). 

Walter Berschins Darstellung der Biographie im Mittelalter (Band I, 1986; II, 
1988: siehe Vivarium 25, 1987, 79-80 und 27, 1989, 83-84) ist um einen dritten Band 
vermehrt worden, welcher der karolingischen Epoche und ihren Vorläufern in der 
aetas Bonijatiana gewidmet ist. Wie bei anderen literarischen Gattungen zeichnet sich 
in der Biographie der Neuanfang ab, der die lateinische Sprach- und Literaturge- 
schichte in der karolingischen Epoche kennzeichnet. Der dritte Band führt bis zum 
kulturellen Tiefpunkt der Normannenzeit. 

In früheren Veröffentlichungen hatte Berschin schon grundlegende vorbereitende 
Arbeit geleistet (wie in Eremus und Insula für die Schriftstellerei in Sankt Gallen und 
in Griechisch- Lateinisches Mittelalter u.a. für die Charakterisierung der Ubersetzungstä- 
tigkeit des Hilduinus). 

Der Zusammenhang zwischen den bisher erschienenen Bänden zeigt sich in der 
ähnlichen Darbietung des Stoffes sowie namentlich in den zahlreichen Rückverwei- 
sen, die sich z.B. auf stilistische Parallelen und auf das Fortwirken biographischer 
Motive und Topoi beziehen. Auch im dritten Band sind die einzelnen Perioden und 
die regionalen Entwicklungen klar herausgestellt und charakterisiert worden (u.a. die 
dauerhaften literarischen Traditionen in Klöstern wie Fontenelle - St. Wandrille 
und Fulda sowie die eventuellen Absichten eines Biographen). Bei den mehr ausführ- 
lich beschriebenen Vitae werden wichtige Abschnitte öfters im lateinischenText mit 
deutscher Ubersetzung zitiert, wobei die Eigenheiten und speziellen Züge der latinitas, 
die ja im Mittelalter viele Niveauunterschiede aufweist, sachkundig hervorgehoben 
werden. Hier sind beispielweise die Charakterisierungen der Sprache der Vita Corbi- 
niani (S. 88-89), des Lateins Alcuins (S. 133), der Unterschiede zwischen dem insula- 
ren Latein in England und Irland auf der einen und dem merowingischen Latein auf 
der anderen Seite und die Beschreibung der Rückkehr zum grammatischen Standard 
um 800 zu erwähnen. Besonders interessant kann der Vergleich verschiedener Fas- 
sungen einer Vita sein, wie die Vetustissima Vita S. Galli mit denen der karolingischen 
Überarbeiter Wetti und Walahfrid. 

Die Art und Weise, wie Berschin den umfangreichen Stoff bewältigt hat, zeugt von 
grosser Erudition und eingehender Kenntnis der Texte und der Sekundärliteratur. 

Eine klare Gliederung und ausführliche Indices erleichtern die Benutzung dieses in 
angenehmem Stil geschriebenen Handbuchs. Hier folgen einige kleine Bemerkungen. 
S. 72 179 lese man Patrologia Graeca statt Patrologia Graeco- Latina. Für Alcuins Gedicht 
auf die Heilige der Kirche von York (S. 114) könnte auf die Doktorarbeit von Frau 
M.L. van Poll-van de Lisdonk ( Alcuins De sanctis Euboricensis ecclesiae Vers 1-604. De 
bronnen van een Carolingisch epos , Rotterdam 1981) hingewiesen werden. Vielleicht ver- 
dient vero non tulit ... humāni generis inimicus (S. 233) als traditionelles Motiv Erwäh- 
nung. Man darf annehmen, dass der "Astronomus", der Biograph Ludwigs des 
Frommen, diese Wendung aus der Tradition kannte, die mit der Kirchengeschichte 
des Eusebius von Cäsarea (10,8,2; in Rufins Ubersetzung: non tulit infelix invidia [ = in- 
vidus diabolus ; abstr. pro concr.] vel nostrorum pacem laetis successibus crescere vel illius erga 
nos studia inquassata durare ; der neidische Teufel versucht glückliches Gedeihen zu zer- 
stören) und der Vita Antonii (c. 5 in der Ubersetzung des Evagrius von Antiochien: 
inimicus nominis Christiani diabolus, impatienter ferens tantas in adulescente wrta/«)anfangt. 
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Die Übersetzungen sind durchaus treffsicher. Vielleicht könnte man doch versu- 
chen, den bewussten Gegensatz zwischen gradi und currere in Alcuins Prae/atio de vita 
sancii Willibrordi (S. 119-120 prosa gradiente vel versu cúrrente ; Berschin: "in Prosa und 
Vers") wiederzugeben. Dieser Gegensatz scheint allerdings vereinzelt da zustehen. 
Zwar ist currere bekanntlich geläufig, um den rhythmischen Gang eines Verses zu 
kennzeichnen (vgl. z.B. Horaz, Sat. 1,10,1; Ep. 21,13) aber das gilt nicht für gradi, 
womit Alcuin den einfachen Schritt des sermo pedestris hat kennzeichnen wollen (etwa: 
"in einhcrschreitender Prosa und in rhythmisch fliessendem Versmaß"). 

Der folgende vierte Band wird der Biographie in der ottonischen Renaissance 
gewidmet sein. 

Nijmegen G.J.M. Bartelink 

Jane Welch Williams, Bread, wine & money. The windows of the trades at Chartres Cathedral , 
Chicago/London (The University of Chicago Press) 1993 263 pp. 155 plates 
ISBN 0 226 89913 6. 

Some years ago (in Vol. 29 of 1989, 152-4 of this Journal) I enthusiastically reviewed 
Wolfgang Kemp's Sermo corporeus. Die Erzähling der mittelalterlichen Glasfenster , München 
1987. The greater part ofthat book dealt with the innovating methods in the represen- 
tation of narratives in stained-glass windows in France at the beginning of the thir- 
teenth century. It gave illuminating insights to us, modern viewers, to read the stories 
told against the intricate geometrical grids made up by the lines of the supporting lead 
strips. 

Kemp adhered to the traditional idea of the so-called trades windows being donated 
by the guilds of different artisans and merchants and giving us some glimpses of the 
real life of the working people at the time. This view is now challenged by a new book 
on the stained-glass windows of Chartres Cathedral by J.W. Williams. 'The windows 
project ecclesiastical ideology, not reality'. The donors of the windows were the 
canons and the bishop. They were the people in power, who decided what was done 
in the cathedral and what was depicted in the windows and elsewhere. This is in direct 
opposition to Kemp's view, which tells us that the scenes depicted depended on what 
the guilds wanted and the clergy allowed. The latter view by Kemp and other authors 
is put aside by Williams as a romantic conception that accumulated in the public's 
mind throughout the ages after the initial period of the thirteenth century. 

Williams does not comment on Kemp's ideas of the new story telling methods that 
were developing in this branch of art at the time and in so far she is not quite fair 
towards Kemp, reproaching him by the way for his insufficient knowledge of contem- 
porary documents. Yet Williams has something important to say. Her ideas on the 
windows of the trades at Chartres Cathedral make stimulating reading, as Kemp's 
book does. The book provides us with new insights based, apparently, on careful 
investigation of contemporary written sources, though, let me say it at once, her 
arguments are sometimes somewhat overstated. 

The book is divided into two introductory chapters on The literature and The historical 
circumstances , three main chapters on the trades windows showing Bread , Wine and 
Coins followed by an Epilogue. 

The first chapter gives an overview of the books on the subject, the state of the ques- 
tion of dates and the limited set of compositions behind the represented scenes. The 
literature is being dealt with a bit selectively in the sense that only those ideas of 
former authors are given that are to be attacked in this book. This sometimes results 
in a somewhat biased view of former publications, as in the case of W. Kemp referred 
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to above. It is convincingly shown that the images of artisans and merchants con- 
stitute variations on a limited set of figurai poses and compositions. The implication 
that the scenes do not therefore depict elements of real life is not convincing in my 
opinion. Why would a scene, even if represented in a formalized way, not give some 
glimpses of real life, e.g. in details of clothing and attributes? 

The historical circumstances make clear that the rebuilding of the cathedral was a 
great strain on the canons, the bishop and the townspeople. It was, however, the 
canons who took the greatest burden through the exploitation of agricultural produc- 
tion. In the view of the author it was ultimately the peasants and the serfs who paid 
for the cathedral by their labour in the wheat fields. The ecclesiastics ordered the 
imagery of the windows, thus expressing their competition for power and their need 
to increase their income. The lack of coherence in the overall iconography of the 
stained-glass windows of Chartres Cathedral is no obstacle for the author; it is 
explained by the shifting alliances of canons and bishops and not by the different 
wishes of the different guilds. 

The three main chapters make clear how important bread, wine and coins were in 
the economic situation at Chartres in the period of 1 150-1250. The actual place within 
the building of the windows showing these objects is explained, as well as the interrela- 
tions between the windows and liturgical practices and the separate domains within 
the building. The representations of bread are clearly connected with the liturgical 
offerings and the distributions of bread on major feast days. In reality, however, the 
bread offerings were prescribed, which resulted in a contradiction between ideological 
premises of free offerings in a liturgical setting as seen in the windows and harsh 
reality. 

In the images of wine, primarily located near the Chapter's wine cellars to the north 
of the nave, the inhibition against excessive drinking on the part of the church 
authorities was played down as much as possible. Such an attitude explains why at 
Chartres in the window of the Prodigal Son no wine cups or drunkeness are shown. 
It is the ideological justification of economic enterprise and social privilege that 
underlie the contents of the wine windows. 

Money changers appear in windows together with depictions of the excellence of 
the bishop's administration. The money changing business was ruled by the bishop 
to secure stable coinage against devaluation of coinage by neighbouring counts. 
Stable coinage thus attests to the bishop's excellent character. In the images oí money 
changers and offerings of gold and silver coins a progressive attitude towards com- 
merce and mercantile exchange is expressed, far removed from ordinary townspeo- 
ple's lives. 

The author tries to show that the bread and wine traders as shown in the windows 
were the so-called avoués , those traders that worked in or near the cathedral building, 
for and under the supervision of the Chapter. The traders in town would not have 
been represented as they opposed the ecclesiastics of the cathedral, sometimes even 
in a violent way. And the money changers, whether they executed their business near 
the cathedral or in town, were completely dominated by the clergy. 

A lot of what the author has to say makes interesting reading and explains quite 
a lot of otherwise unexplainable details and overall views. It is a discussion that 
deserves to be taken seriously and which makes us aware of the complex relations 
between ideology and reality that also existed in thirteenth-century society, which is 
so often seen as simply ideal. Power structure must indeed have played its part even 
then. 

Yet one hesitates to agree completely with the author, mainly perhaps on account 
of the overstatement of her arguments throughout the book. To say, in the discussion 
of bread scenes, that the whole iconographie programme of the sculptural middle por- 
tal of the south transept pivots on the little scene of bread distribution below the Beau 
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Dieu on the trumeau, may be taken as a minor exaggeration. More important is that 
the reader remains confronted with the fact that of the 43 (of a total of 176) windows 
with trades there are only 5 which show bread, 10 wine and again 5 money changers. 
What about the other 28 trades windows and why ten with wine against the lesser 
number of bread and money windows? It is quite well possible that Chartres (and 
Bourges to some extent) was an exception in the early thirteenth century as far as 
economic relations are concerned (as argued by the author), but how does this 
phenomenon correspond to the situations in other towns (and their cathedrals with 
stained-glass windows)? The innovating windows at Chartres Cathedral are probably 
correctly seen as having set the tone for trades windows elsewhere. But to conclude 
that it was only just after Chartres that the guilds themselves took over the idea of 
trades windows in the sense of gaining influence inside a church building without the 
ideological supervision of the ecclesiastics, asks for further argumentations. 

In spite of such questions it remains a stimulating book, with very extensive notes 
and a very full bibliography. There are a lot of new ideas, which will certainly influ- 
ence future approaches to the intriguing trades windows at Chartres and elsewhere, 
but for which especially Chartres is so famous. 

Nijmegen Harry Tummers 

Klaus Jacobi, ed., Argumentations theorie. Scholastische Forschungen zu den logischen und 
semantischen Regeln korrekten Poigerns , Leiden-New York-Köln (E.J. Brill) 1993, 
XXXI & 791 pp. ISBN 9004098224 (Studien und Texte zur Geistesgeschichte 
des Mittelalters, Band 38). 

This book contains thirty-five contributions to the Eighth European Symposium on 
Medieval Logic and Semantics, held in 1988 at Freiburg in Germany. As the title 
indicates, the central theme of the conference was the theory of argumentation in so 
far as it manifests itself in scholastic investigations of the logical and semantical rules 
of correct inference. In treating some aspect of this subject-matter contributors were 
encouraged to keep in mind modern systematic developments and to highlight those 
problems and attempts at solving them which are apt to show a certain affinity 
between medieval efforts and research in our times. As a consequence, the volume 
is a fine example of an attractive and fertile way of approaching the history of philoso- 
phy. On the one hand, the study of medieval texts may profit by scrutinizing them 
in the light of the results of the revolutionary growth of logical disciplines that has 
taken place in the last century. On the other hand, there is reason to expect that 
medieval views will sometimes prove to be a source of fruitful inspiration to modern 
researchers. As a matter of fact, both sides of this interaction are to be found in many 
of the articles assembled here. The editor has arranged the papers, twenty-five in 
English and ten in German, in six sections, providing each section with a very useful 
introduction, both in German and in English. Together, these pieces offer a valuable 
survey of the state of the art in this particular field and an introductory guide for those 
who want to become acquainted with work that is characteristic of a major part of the 
historiography of medieval philosophy. In order to give an impression of the rich con- 
tents of this collection I shall briefly mention the issues that are dealt with in each of 
the six sections. 

The first section is devoted to the kind of inference that was first treated in a more 
or less systematic way by Aristotle in his Topics. It opens with a magisterial account 
of the theory of loci in Antiquity and the Middle Ages by S. Ebbesen. Subsequently, 
special problems concerning topical inference are discussed in connection with 
William of Sherwood, who claimed that all topical arguments can be reduced to 
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syllogisms (H. Brands), and with Albert of Saxony (C. Kann), while the place of the 
study of the Topics in the curriculum is determined with the help of the so-called 
Barcelona Compendium, a kind of 'Consumer's Guide' for thirteenth-century 
students of philosophy (C. Lafleur). The second section concentrates on the notorious 
paradoxes of material and strict implication: that anything follows from a falsehood 
and that a truth follows from any premiss. Medieval authors and schools were divided 
on this issue, which was often presented as a choice between a positive and a negative 
attitude to the thesis ex impossibili quidlibet. Iwakuma Y. shows that there are texts from 
the twelfth century in which this problem is already debated, although he must confess 
that, given our limited knowledge of twelfth-century logic, several places still are 
beyond his understanding. Other articles draw attention to later phases of the debate, 
in the school of the nominales (W.J. Courtenay), in disputes conducted by thirteenth- 
century logicians (J. Spruyt), in Buridan (A. d'Ors), and in Ockham (F. Schupp, M. 
Kaufmann). Finally, St. Read attempts to build a bridge between medieval con- 
siderations concerning implication and certain ideas that have been developed over 
the last decades in that version of logic which is named after the emphasis that it lays 
on the notion of relevance. Two of the papers that are brought together in the third 
section focus on questions that were posed in the treatises called Insolubilia. In our cen- 
tury antinomies that involve some kind of self-reference have been handled by draw- 
ing a distinction between object language and metalanguage. A meticulous reading 
of some representative medieval texts shows that this is one of the cases where inter- 
preters should be wary of assuming that tools favoured in our days must have 
belonged to the equipment of medieval logicians as well (R. van der Lecq). What they 
actually had to say about such insoluble propositions as the Liar paradox is illustrated 
in the second article, on John Buridan, who in no less than five passages tried his hand 
at them (F. Pironet). The other articles in the third section are concerned with what 
is the object of one of the more recent branches of the study of medieval logic: writings 
called De obligationibus . These tracts lay down the rules according to which a respon- 
dent should react to propositions submitted by a questioner, probably with the pur- 
pose of testing the respondent's ability to maintain consistency with a view adopted 
at the beginning of the dialectical joust. Such an initial positum resembles the casus that 
formed the situational or contextual basis for reasoning in sophismata or puzzling prop- 
ositions. Accordingly, M. Yrjönsuuri analyses some relevant fourteenth-century texts 
in order to shed more light on these notions. Further, details of the import of treatises 
De obligationibus are given with respect to Albert of Saxony (H.A.G. Braakhuis), 
Willem Buser of Heusden in the Netherlands (C.H. Kneepkens), and Ralph Strode 
(E.J. Ashworth). The papers gathered in ťhe fourth section show a diversity of 
interest. First, there is an article in which the doctrine of supposition plays a promi- 
nent role, in connection with an attempt to reconstruct a theory of immediate 
inferences contained in Buridan's Logic (E. Karger). Another paper shows how in 
spite of the fact that the list and the names of the fallacies which are given in Aristotle's 
Sophistici elenchi remain the same throughout the Middle Ages, the content and 
explanation assigned to a particular fallacy, such as the fallacy of accident, may differ 
considerably (J.M. Gambra). Two key notions of the Aristotelian and medieval 
theory of apodictic proof are the subject of the next articles. According to Aristotle, 
an apodictic premiss has to meet three conditions: its attribute must be kata pantos, 
kat hauto , and kat holou. It is especially the third condition on which L.M. De Rijk 
interestingly comments, offering considerations that may perhaps profitably be 
extended to such a passage about the signijicatum adaequatum as occurs in Paul of 
Venice's Logica magna , at the end of Part II, Treatise 11 {De significato propositions). 
In connection with the same Aristotelian point J. Van Rijen discusses the logical pro- 
perties attributed by medieval authors to the ̂aa-operator in such reduplicative 
sentences as 'Socrates qua man is rational'. Also put in this section are chapters on 
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an attempt to eradicate the Porphyrian tree (I. Angelelli), on the logical, metaphysical 
and psychological conceptions that are involved in Thomas Aquinas's treatment of 
the paralogism 'Socrates is a man; man is a species; therefore, Socrates is a species' 
(G. Klima), and on the question if an approach that resembles the modern attitude 
of ordinary language philosophers to the study of logical inference is discernible in 
medieval authors, including Alfarabi and Avicenna in the Arab world (A. Bäck). The 
fifth section consists, first, of some essays on subjects that belong to the periphery of 
logic considered as the discipline of strictly formal deductive reasoning. One of those 
subjects is induction, concerning which medieval thinkers developed a variety of 
theories, all of them rather different from the shape the problem of induction has 
taken in modern philosophy (E.P. Bos). That among the scholastics of the fifteenth 
century there was a growing interest in dialectical and rhetorical forms of argumenta- 
tion is made probable by the prominent place which these forms occupied in the cur- 
riculum of the University of Cracow (M. Markowski). The notion of enthymemc, 
which belongs both to dialectic and to rhetoric, is elucidated by R. Würsch, who con- 
centrates on the way in which the Aristotelian concept was elaborated by Avicenna 
and Averroes. This part of the fifth section is concluded by an article on medieval 
practical logic, especially with respect to acts of willing: if for instance from 'I am 
stuck in the mud with 100 guilders' it follows that I am stuck in the mud, does it like- 
wise follow from 'I want to be stuck in the mud with 100 guilders' that I want to be 
stuck in the mud? (S. Knuuttila). The articles in the second part of the fifth section 
are on rules for demonstration and rules for answering questions in Thomas Aquinas 
(C.F.J. Martin), on the views held by logicians who were active at Paris during the 
first decades of the sixteenth century about the role of assent in inference theory (A. 
Broadie), and on late-medieval answers to the question whether such rational opera- 
tions as drawing inferences and syllogizing belong exclusively to the intellect, as 
opposed to the senses (K.H. Tachau). The title by means of which the papers in the 
sixth and last section are characterized is 'Logic and Theology'. One of the vexed 
problems belonging to this area was the question of how God's foreknowledge can be 
harmonized with human freedom, a question which was closely connected with 
Aristotle's discussion of a future sea-battle in De interpretation, 9. In his commentaries 
on the latter passage Boethius had introduced the notions of definite and indefinite 
truth. One of the articles is concerned with the way in which this distinction was 
regarded to be related to the distinction between necessary and contingent truth (F. 
Beets). Another paper, by H. Weidemann, analyses the argument in Abelard' s Dialéc- 
tica whereby he tries to solve the problem of how God's infallible foreknowledge is to 
be reconciled with the view that there are several possibilities for the future develop- 
ment of the world. This contribution is a striking example of the elegant effectiveness 
achievable by a combination of philological acumen and mastery of up to date logical 
tools. The last two articles in the sixth section and in the book as a whole contrast 
the common core of the scholastic views concerning argumentation as they have been 
elucidated in the preceding pages with some markedly deviant attitudes. J. A. Aertsen 
points to the fundamental difference between the conceptions of the principle of non- 
contradiction that are set forth by Thomas Aquinas and Nicholas of Cusa, whereas 
Ch. Lohr tries to make sense of the strange logical doctrines that Ramon Lull read 
into the traditional vocabulary. 

This impressive collection of fruits of research contributed by specialists who main- 
tain an invariably high quality both testifies to the enormous progress made by the 
study of medieval logic and semantics in the course of the twentieth century and 
points the way to promising continuations. The attractively produced book ends with 
bibliographies of cited manuscript sources, printed sources and secondary literature, 
and is also furnished with helpful indexes. 
Leiden Gabriel Nuchelmans 
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Peter of Spain (Petrus Hispanus Portugalensis), Syncategoreumata. First critical edition 
with an introduction and indexes by L.M. de Rijk; with an English translation 
by Joke Spruyt. Leiden-New York-Köln (E.J. Brill) 1992 619 pp. ISBN 90 04 
09434 2 (Studien und Texte zur Geistesgeschichte des Mittelalters, 30). 

This publication marks an important moment in the history of medieval logic, for 
it completes the task, begun by L.M. de Rijk in 1972 when he published the Trac- 
tates,* of giving the reader access to all the logical writings of Peter of Spain in a 
modern critical edition. As in the earlier case, De Rijk has given us a version of the 
text which is as close as possible to the original, rather than the one read by late 
medieval and post-medieval logicians. It is important to note this, as hitherto the Syn- 
categoreumata has been fully available only in Mullally's translation which was based 
on two incunabular editions,2 in many ways quite different from the original. We are 
at last in a position to assess the contribution of one of the most popular and influen- 
tial medieval logicians, even if putting that contribution in its full historical context 
is dependent upon further study of other thirteenth-century authors. 

To understand the background of Peter of Spain's Syncategoreumata one must con- 
sider the logical writings of the period 1175-1250. These can be seen, not just as a 
reaction to the doctrines of the newly recovered parts of Aristotle's Organon , particu- 
larly the De sophisticis elenchis , but also as a reaction to such sources as Priscian's Institu- 
tiones Grammaticae and Boethius's De topicis differentiis. There is a focus on natural 
language and the problems it presents for argumentation, though one must remember 
that the general approach to language tended to be formalistic and rule governed. 
Linguistic units were regarded objectively, from the point of view of conventional 
rather than speaker meaning, and although context was taken into account, it was the 
intra-sentential context described in terms of the interplay between different types of 
subjects, predicates, and syncategorematic terms rather than the pragmatic context 
of an actual situation involving speakers, hearers, and their respective intentions or 
levels of understanding.3 This type of approach to language gave rise to two sorts of 
writing, both represented by Peter of Spain. On the one hand, there were discussions 
of the properties of categorematic terms (signification, supposition, appellation) in 
which the semantic and syntactic properties of subject and predicate terms were 
explored; on the other hand, there were discussions of syncategorematic terms, all 
those logical terms that give sentences their precise structure and sense. 

There are three distinct genres of writing concerned with syncategorematic terms. 
There are treatises on sophismata, along with associated treatises called abstractiones, 
in which ambiguous or puzzling sentences were considered, and the difficulties 
resolved by appeal to the logical rules for syncategorematic terms.4 There are treatises 
on distinctiones, in which the author typically began with a logical rule making a 
distinction about different uses of syncategorematic terms, and then proceeded to 
show how sophismata could be resolved and fallacious arguments avoided through the 
use of this distinction.5 Finally, there are the treatises on syncategoreumata in which the 
syncategorematic terms were carefully classified and described in order to throw light 
on their role in inferences and in the solving of fallacies. As we find in Peter of Spain, 
rules were given, and sophismata were adduced to illustrate the points being made. 

It is important to note the close relations between these three genres, and also to 
note the appearance of similar material both in general treatments of logic and in 
treatises on consequences or in the later genres of treatises on exponibilia and the proofs 
of terms, for we have in fact very few treatises explicitly devoted to syncategoreumata 
available to us. There is an anonymous treatise, Syncategoremata Monacensia , which has 
been edited by Braakhuis6 and translated by Kretzmann and Stump.7 There is a 
treatise by William of Sherwood, edited by O'Donnell8 and translated by Norman 
Kretzmann.9 There are treatises by Robert Bacon, Jean Le Page, and Henry of 
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Ghent, extracts of which have been presented by Braakhuis; and finally, there is a 
treatise by Nicholas of Paris, edited in full by Braakhuis,10 and some extracts from 
which have been translated by Kretzmann and Stump.11 In such a situation, it is 
doubly important to have another treatise on syncategoreumata made readily available. 

I shall not attempt to assess Peter of Spain's teaching on syncategoreumata in general. 
Instead, I shall draw attention to some features of his text that might be unexpected. 
As Joke Spruyt has pointed out in her earlier study of the first two chapters of the 
Syncategoreumata ,12 the long discussions of the copula and negation lead us into 
ontological questions. Natural philosophy and theology both crop up in chapter 6, on * incipit' and 4 desiniť , where Peter raises such issues as whether time begins or ceases, 
and how it is related to the First Cause (p. 264). In this context, Peter explicitly 
attacks those who err "not only against faith but also against natural science" 
(p. 267). Most of this material is not found in Mullally's text, which omits sections 
8-22 of chapter 6 (pp. 256-268); and I only noticed one or two very brief theological 
references in Nicholas of Paris.13 Problems of self-reference and the fallacy secundum 
quid et simpliciter are discussed in the context of the sophisma tlsi nichil est , aliquid est " 

(pp. 238-244), though one may note that here, as elsewhere, Peter's discussion lacks 
the sophistication of some later logicians. Indeed, at times he is even confusing. 

I was particularly struck by two general features of the Syncategoreumata. One was 
the constant use of the Topics. This is particularly noticeable in Peter's presentation 
of the proof that from the impossible anything follows (pp. 230-238), which has the 
form: if P and not-P, then P; if P, then P or Q; if P and not-P, then not-P; if P or 
Q and not-P, then Q; hence (from first to last) if P and not-P, then Q. In later 
authors, as is well known, the rules appealed to were purely propositional, but Peter 
uses only Topical rules. Indeed, he also rejects the inferential sequence by appeal to 
Topical rules, arguing (p. 236) that the move "if P or Qand not-P, then Q" cannot 
count as an instance of the Topic "from division" on the grounds that the original 
premiss both posits and annihilates P, and so not-P cannot be used to annihilate P 
here. Peter's discussion differs considerably not only from that found in Nicholas of 
Paris,14 but also from Mullally's text, which omits the inferential sequence just 
examined, and gives a different reason for rejecting the paradox. Instead of appealing 
to topical relationships, it relies on the principie that in a valid inference, an antece- 
dent "cannot be true without including the truth of the consequent".15 

The second general feature that struck me was the amount of material that relates 
very closely to grammatical concerns. For instance, in the first chapter (p. 46 ff.), 
Peter of Spain considers Priscian's definition of the noun as signifying substance with 
quality,16 and asks whether it implies that every noun is equivocal, a question already 
answered in the negative by the twelfth-century grammarian Peter Helias.17 Peter 
Helias also helps to shed light on Peter of Spain's discussion of the relationship 
between affects and the moods of the verb (pp. 60-62), though the links are somewhat 
hidden in English by the translation (p. 61) of "indicatio" as "assertion". Peter Helias 
tells us that the indicative mood is found in all tenses, because it signifies indicatio as 
an affect of the soul, (p. 491), and he also tells us that indicatio is allied with imperatio , 
optatio , and dubitatio (p. 449). In Peter of Spain, all this is expressed in terms of a 
psychologico-causal theory, whereby the soul is characterized by an affectus , which 
produces an inclination which in turn produces the indicatio , or imperatio , or optatio , 
which gives us the mood of the verb. Closely related to this material is the distinction 
made between concepts and affects and between signification per modum affectus and 
per modum conceptus (p. 72, p. 310), and the discussion of the distinction between con- 
ceived and exercised acts (see pp. 104, 164, 340). 18 

I shall now turn to consider features of the edition itself. The Latin text is lucidly 
presented and has been carefully organized into chapters and sections, so that it is 
made as easy as possible for the reader to follow Peter's arguments. There is a useful 
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apparatus, but unfortunately it is at the end of the book rather than at the bottom 
of the page. This makes it impossible for the reader to know immediately whether an 
important variant is signalled by a footnote number, and whether the text actually 
contains one of De Rijk's scattered conjectural readings, especially as the device of 
pointed brackets has not been used for additions. For instance, on p. 60, the word ' actu has been conjecturally added to 4 tarnen ' but the only signal in the text is a foot- 
note number on 'tarnen'. De Rijk mentions some of his conjectural readings on p. 28 
of the introduction, and in at least four of these cases (pp. 28, 134, 254, and 376), 
it seemed to me that the manuscript readings made sense. Why, for instance, change " dictum est quod " to " dictum antiquum " (p. 48), or " Aristoteles " to "ars" in "ut vult 
aristoteles " (p. 376)? Even if the view cited is not found in Aristotle, one must 
remember the medieval propensity to read Aristotle as saying what people wanted 
him to say. 

In the introduction, De Rijk gives full details of the manuscripts he used to prepare 
the edition (pp. 10-24)), though we are not given any details of the manuscripts that 
were not used, other than the casual remark (p. 10) that there are "quite a lot" of 
them. He also gives a full discussion of the principles he employed (pp. 24-28). In 
addition, the introduction contains two short texts, an introduction to the art of logic 
(pp. 16-17), and a note on consequences (p. 24), that were found in two of the manu- 
scripts. On the first page of the introduction (p. 9), there is some very sparse material 
on Peter of Spain's life and works, and the reader is referred to the introduction to 
the Tractatus , without any attempt having been made to update this, especially in the 
light of recent criticisms from Gauthier to do with the dating of Robertus Anglicus 
and Guillelmus Arnaldi (mentioned on p. 11) and with the thesis that Peter probably 
wrote in the north of Spain (mentioned on p. 26). 19 There are three indexes (called 
'indices' in the running title, though not elsewhere), one of citations, one of 
sophismata, and a subject-index. The latter is useful, but should have been more 
detailed. For instance, there are no entries for " constantia subiecti " (p. 210), or for 
"inter lectio" (p. 310); for logical Topics we find only "locus: passim" ' under "nunc" 
we find a reference to "terminus ut nunc ", which is also found under "terminus" , but " consequentia ut nunc" and "consecutio ut nunc" are found only under " consequentia" and " consecutio" . 

The most grievous lack on the editorial side has to do with the absence of 
explanatory material, though in all fairness I should say that, given the length of the 
book, it is quite possible that the publisher refused to countenance anything that 
would further lengthen it. Nevertheless, few, if any, medieval logic texts stand on 
their own, and they need to be made more user-friendly by the provision of an intro- 
duction to the genre, a bibliography, and explanatory notes. Here there is no discus- 
sion of the genre of syncategoreumata; and there is no bibliography of works on syn- 
categoreumata , other than a brief footnote reference to Spruyt and Braakhuis. There is 
not even any mention of Kretzmann' s basic discussion in The Cambridge History of Later 
Medieval Philosophy .20 There are a few notes, but once one has discounted references 
and cross-rcferences, there are only 18 dealing in any way with doctrine, and most 
of these are just one line long. This is really not enough. 

Of course, one major step towards user-friendliness has been taken by the provision 
of a translation, particularly helpful in these days when most students do not read 
Latin. The translation is workmanlike and accurate, without being elegant. While 
Spruyt's English is generally excellent, there are a number of small infelicities. I 
wondered why " similitudines" in the mind had been rendered as ''similarities" on p. 
61 and "similitudo" as "exterior resemblance" (why exterior?) on p. 73. "Body- 
juices" for "humours" is misleading (p. 213); and the substitution of "unwell" for 
"ill" in "ill-formed" was unfortunate (p. 171). "Dispossession" for "habitus" 
(p. 109) seems to mix "possession" and "disposition". There were some persistent 
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errors. Spruyt has a tendency to use the subjunctive-form 'be' in subordinate clauses 
where English does not;21 she has great difficulties with the word "rather";22 she uses 
"like" in place of "for example" or "as", giving such curious sentences as "No word 
signifies the act it carries out, like the word 'man' does not signify...";23 and she 
began at least 26 sentences (on a rough count) with the misused colloquialism "well". 
None of these problems is serious, but they should have been ironed out by the editors 
of the series or the publisher. 

I noticed about 40 typographical errors, most of which were very minor. A few 
repeated errors were irritating: "minuscle" for "minuscule" occurred on pp. 13, 15 
and 21; "quantative" for "quantitative" occurred on pp. 177, 211, 221 (twice), and 
243; "principle" for "principal" occurred twice on p. 255. 

Despite my critical remarks, De Rijk and Spruyt are to be congratulated for this 
volume, which will be an invaluable addition to the library of everyone interested in 
medieval logic. 

Waterloo, Ont. E.J. Ash worth 

1 Peter of Spain, Tractatus, called afterwards Summule Logica les, edited by L.M. de Rijk, 
Assen 1972. 
2 Joseph P. Mullally, Peter of Spain. Tractatus Syncategorematum and Selected Anonymous 
Treatises , Milwaukee, Wis. 1964. A partial Latin text is found in H.A.G. Braakhuis, 
De 13de Eeuwse Tractaten over Syncategorematische Termen, Meppel 1979, Vol. I, 259-308; 
and the first two chapters were earlier edited and translated by Joke Spruyt: see Joke 
Spruyt, Peter of Spain on Composition and Negation , Nijmegen 1989. 3 As Irène Rosier has shown in a number of recent articles, there was also a school 
of intentionalist logicians and grammarians that paid attention to the pragmatic 
elements ignored by the logicians I am discussing here: see, e.g., Irène Rosier, La 
distinction entre actus exercitus et actus significatus dans les sophismes grammaticaux du MS BN 
lat. 16618 et autres textes apparentés , in: Sophisms in Medieval Logic and Grammar , edited 
by Stephen Read, Dordrecht-Boston-London 1992, 257-9. 4 See Alain de Libera, La littérature des Sophismata dans la tradition terministe parisienne de 
la seconde moitié du XIIIe siècle , in: The Editing of Theological and Philosophical Texts from 
the Middle Ages, edited by Monika Asztalos, Stockholm 1986, 213-244; and Alain de 
Libera, La littérature des Abstractiones et la tradition logique d'Oxford , in: The Rise oj British 
Logic , edited by P. Osmund Lewry, Toronto 1985, 63-114. 5 For such treatises see L.M. de Rijk (ed.), Some Earlier Parisian Tracts on Distinctiones 
Sophismatum , Nijmegen 1988. 6 Braakhuis, De 13de Eeuwse Tractaten over Syncategorematische Termen , Vol. I, 95-104. 7 Norman Kretzmann and Eleonore Stump, The Cambridge Translations of Medieval 
Philosophical Texts. Volume One. Logic and the Philosophy of Language , Cambridge 1988, 
164-73. 
8 J. Reginald O'Donnell, The Syncategoremata of William of Sherwood , in: Mediaeval 
Studies, 3 (1941), 46-93. 9 William of Sherwood, William of Sherwood's Treatise on Syncategorematic Words , 
translated by Norman Kretzmann, Minneapolis 1968. 
10 Braakhuis, De 13de Eeuwse Tractaten over Syncategorematische Termen , Vol. I, 117-67 
(Bacon), 184-246 (Le Page), 351-73 (Henry of Ghent); Vol. II (Nicholas of Paris). 
Braakhuis's work is not readily available, and I am very grateful to Norman Kretz- 
mann for lending me his copy. 1 1 Kretzmann and Stump, The Cambridge Translations of Medieval Philosophical Texts , 
Vol. I, 175-215. 
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12 Spruyt, Peter of Spain on Composition and Negation. 13 Braakhuis, De 13de Eeuwse Tractaten over Syncategorematische Termen , Vol. II, 259, 
261-2. 
14 Braakhuis, De J 3de Eeuwse Tractaten over Syncategorematische Termen , Vol. II, 199-204. 15 Mullally, Peter of Spain. Tractatus Syncategorematum and Selected Anonymous Treatises , 57. 
Cf. Nicholas of Paris, in: Braakhuis, De 13de Eeuwse Tractaten over Syncategorematische 
Termen , Vol. II, 199: 14 <consequentia naturalis> est in qua antecedens non potest 
esse verum sine consequenti et in qua clauditur consequens in antecedenti..." 
16 Priscian, Institutionum Grammaticarum libri XVIII , in: Grammatici Latini Vols. 2 and 
3, ed. H. Keil, (Leipzig 1855: rpr. Hildesheim- New York 1981), II. 18, p. 55: 
"Proprium est nominis substantiam et qualitatem significare." 17 Peter Helias, Summa super Priscianum, ed. Leo Reilly, 2 vols., Toronto 1993, 191. 18 For discussion of these issues, see Gabriel Nuchelmans, The distinction Actus Exer- 
citus/Actus Significatus in Medieval Semantics , in: Meaning and Inference in Medieval Philos- 
ophy , edited by Norman Kretzmann, Dordrecht-Boston- London 1988, 57-90, 
especially 61-72; and Irène Rosier, La distinction entre actus exercitus et actus significatus 
dans les sophismes grammaticaux du MS BN lat. 16618 et autres textes apparentés , 231-61. 19 See René- Antoine Gauthier, Préface , in: Thomas Aquinas, Expositio libri 
Peryermenias. Editio altera retractata , Opera omnia I * 1, Roma (Commissio Leonina)- 
Paris 1989, 52*-3*. 20 Norman Kretzmann, Syncategoremata, exponibilia, sophismata , in: The Cambridge 
History of Later Medieval Philosophy , Cambridge 1982, 211-45. 21 See pp. 55, 67, 125, 299, 337. 22 See pp. 353, 373, 399. On pp. 59 and 69 she translates " magis " as "rather than" 
instead of "more than". 
23 P. 105. Cf. pp. 47, 81, 179, 189, 193, 217, 265, 399. 

Agostino Paravicini Bagliani, Medicina e Scienze della Natura alla Corte dei Papi nel 
Duecento , Spoleto (Centro Italiano di Studi Sull'Alto Medioevo) 1991 488 pp. 

Paravicini Bagliani's book is a collection of reprints and revisions of his previously- 
published work. It also contains some new material, most notably on cultural and 
scientific exchanges between the papal court and that of Frederick II. There is also 
new information on the lives and writings of papal physicians. 

Taken together, the author's assembled articles demonstrate by painstaking 
analysis of a number of types of documents that the papal Studium curiae was a 
flourishing entrepôt of scholastic culture in natural philosophy during the thirteenth 
century, most notably under the celebrated patronage of Boniface VIII. The author's 
principal protagonists are familiar ones: Campano de Novara, Witelo, William of 
Moerbeke, Roger Bacon, Simone da Genova, and John Peckham. His principal 
academic subjects are optics, medicine, and medical hermeticism. If these topics seem 
to us uncomfortably disparate, to medival scholastic thinkers they were far from it. 
For underlying much of Paravicini Bagliani's story is the encounter of his Circolo di 
Viterbo with the astounding work of the Persian physician Avicenna (Ibn Sinā), whose 
writings encompassed all these matters and more. 

The author cast his net very widely, intending to present not only an explication 
of natural philosophical texts, but also to touch on the academic "growth industries" 
of history of mentalités and body history. These latter ambitions are less- well realized, 
but this should not detract from the undoubted strength of this book, which is a 
detailed examination of scholastic learning, teaching, and writing at the papal studium. 
Of particular interest is what may be the definitive study of the authorship of the 
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hugely popular De retardatione accidentium senectutis , the medical/alchemical work 
attributed variously to Roger Bacon, Raymond Lull, and Arnald of Villanova. 
Paravicini Bagliani is particularly strong in his treatment of the complexities involved 
in papal attitudes on touchy subjects like alchemy and, in other contexts, human 
dissection. 

Paravicini Bagliani 's book will serve as a useful complement to the excellent work 
of scholars like Nancy Siraisi, Danielle Jacquart, Charles Schmitt, David Lindberg, 
and Charles Burnett on the Latin west's understanding of Arabic natural philosophy. 

Madison, YVI Faye M. Getz 

Sancii Thomae de Aquino Opera Omnia , t. L. Super Boetium De Trinitate. Expo sitio Libri Boetii 
De Ebdomadibus , cura et studio Fratrum Praedicatorum, Rome-Paris 1991. 

La serie d'éditions des écrits de saint Thomas publiée sous les auspices de la Commissio 
Leonina met à la disposition des lecteurs les textes d'une œuvre impressionnante. La 
qualité de l'édition n'a pas besoin d'etre soulignée. Elle est un modèle pour tous les 
éditeurs de textes latins. On ne sait pas toujours qu'on y trouve aussi des études qui 
sont de véritables joyaux d'érudition et intéressent tous les mediévistes, même ceux 
qui ne sont pas concernés directement par saint Thomas. Je pense notamment aux 
introductions du père Gauthier. Le cinquantième volume contient également une 
belle surprise, bien dissimulée comme nous allons le voir. 

Ce volume contient deux œuvrages, le commentaire sur Boèce, De trinitate , texte 
établi par "le travail collectif de la Commission léonine", avec une préface signée par 
P.-M.J. Gils, et le commentaire sur le De ebdomadibus de Boèce, édité par L.J. Batail- 
lon et C. A. Grassi. Les deux editions sont, comme d'habitude, précédées d'une intro- 
duction détaillée et suivies de diverses tables. 

Bien que réunis dans ce volume, les deux commentaires sur ces œuvres de Boèce 
sont assez différents sous plusieurs aspects. Comme le remarque le père Bataillon dans 
son introduction, le second, esssentiellement de caractère métaphysique, semble igno- 
rer tous ses prédécesseurs, ne citant que la Bible et Aristote; il est conçu comme une 
exposition dans la ligne des commentaires sur Aristote. On apprend d'ailleurs que Tho- 
mas a appelé lui-même l'ouvrage de Boèce de ekdomadibus, expliquant ainsi le titre obs- 
cur de Boèce par "id est de editionibus" (voir p. 262). 

Le premier texte, le commentaire sur De trinitate , est du même type que celui sur 
les Sentences de Pierre Lombard, comprenant des questiones étroitement liées à l'explica- 
tion du texte. Datant des années 1257-58 probablement, pendant l'enseignement de 
saint Thomas à Paris, il est possible que ce texte reflète, sous une forme rédigée, un 
genre d'enseignement, mais il se peut aussi que l'auteur se serve des questions comme 
d'un procédé littéraire. Rien dans le texte ne laisse transparaître une participation 
active d'élèves éventuels. 

Chacun des textes édités est pourvu d'un sommaire, placé au début. La table des 
matières du Super Boetium De Trinitate , curieusement intitulée "Préface', ne comprend 
que la table du contenu de l'introduction. Mais le texte de saint Thomas est suivi d'un 
Appendice (p. 175) qui n'est signalé nulle part. Intitulé Saint Thomas écrivain , il est 
signé du père Gils, le 7 mars 1986. Ce dernier y relate, je cite, ce que plus de trente 
ans de fréquentation des autographes de saint Thomas lui ont appris sur l'auteur: sa 
façon d'écrire, ses problèmes, ses habitudes, y compris celle de se tromper. 

C'est une histoire passionnante. D'un style simple et direct, mais aussi d'une 
infinie précision, le père Gils nous livre les résultats de son analyse. Composé de deux 
parties: "Ecriture et graphies" d'abord, puis "Composition et révisions", cet 
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Appendice nous enseigne sur saint Thomas et sa personnalité une foule de détails 
précieux, qui nous le rendent beaucoup plus proche. J'en cite quelques-uns au 
hasard: saint Thomas, homme pressé et impatient, écrit les lettres avec une telle 
rapidité qu'elles s'ouvrent toutes vers la droite et qu'on est obligé de compter les 
traits; la même impatience lui fait mettre les abréviations trop loin, ce qui peut prêter 
à confusion. De plus, il commet de nombreux lapsus, plus ou moins compréhensibles 
(mais d'où vient la disparition fréquente du s final?). D'autre part, Thomas "est de 
ceux qui pensent et rédigent en écrivant". Il reprend donc ses écrits et les retravaille. 
On est étonné de voir qu'il s'embrouille dans les divisions, qu'il oublie de mettre la 
négation dans une phrase. Mais souvent, ses ratures sont des précisions et des 
affinements, ce qui n'empêche pas d'ailleurs que son style est souvent abrupt. 

Pour pouvoir apprécier la qualité de cette analyse et la familiarité admirative et 
lucide du père Gils avec saint Thomas écrivain, il faut lire l'ensemble de ce texte 
savourer les nombreux exemples; il faut prendre le temps de regarder les planches de 
l'autographe (dans ce volume pp. 71-2), pour se rendre compte qu'il faut en effet une 
très longue fréquentation et beaucoup de patience pour comprendre et connaître cette 
écriture. 

L'Appendice a sans doute sa place dans ce volume du fait que le Super Boetium De 
Trinitate a été conservé pour la plus grande partie en autographe, "dans la rédaction 
originale de l'écriture même de son auteur". Mais ce serait vraiment dommage si ce 
texte, important pout tous ceux qui fréquentent les manuscrits médiévaux, n'était 
consultable qu'à l'endroit où il se trouve à présent. Sa publication sous forme de gros 
article ou de petite monographie rendrait un très grand service aux médiévistes de 
toutes les disciplines. 

's-Gravenhage Olga Weijers 

Claude Panaccio, Les Mots , les Concepts et les Choses. La sémantique de Guillaume d'Occam 
et le nominalisme d'aujourd'hui . , Montréal-Paris (Bellarmin-Vrin), 1992 288 p. 
ISBN 2 89007 731 4 («Analytiques», 3) 

Comme l'indique son sous-titre {La sémantique de Guillaume d'Occam et le nominalisme 
d'aujourd'hui ), ce livre de Claude Panaccio adopte sur la pensée ockhamiste (1285- 
1347) un point de vue résolument rétrospectif. Le parti qui est ainsi pris séduira les 
uns, et il suscitera chez d'autres des réserves, selon la conception que l'on se fait de 
la philosophie, de sa place et de sa fonction dans l'ensemble du mouvement des idées 
et dans l'histoire. Une telle lecture suppose en effet une «reconstruction» de la doc- 
trine ockhamiste, une «traduction» dans un langage différent (voir p. 18) - ce qui 
suppose déjà une extériorité du contenu doctrinal aux formes d'expression de la pen- 
sée. Il n'y a assurément pas de raison pour que le Moyen Age présente moins d'inté- 
rêt philosophique que d'autres périodes de la pensée, et ne soit pas susceptible de sus- 
citer en nous autant de réflexions que ne le ferait la philosophie de l'Antiquité ou de 
l'âge classique. Mais la démarche de Claude Panaccio suppose plus que cela. Il 
appuie l'idée que la seule considération historique des doctrines du passé risque de 
négliger «la prétention la plus pressante: celle de dire quelque chose de vrai» (p. 17) 
sur une conception atemporelle de la vérité: «ces thèses portent le plus souvent sur 
certains aspects stables du monde, du langage et de la pensée». Une telle approche 
peut sans doute jeter des éclairages nouveaux sur les textes. On peut craindre toute- 
fois qu'elle ne conduise à prélever tel ou tel aspect de la doctrine concernée, et à dis- 
soudre la dimension essentielle d'intervention dans une conjoncture théorique, moti- 
vée par les enjeux intellectuels de la période concernée. Car s'il est vrai que «les 
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philosophes [...] ont toujours avancé des thèses» (ibid.), si l'on peut dire par consé- 
quent que les concepts n'ont de sens que par les thèses qu'ils permettent de poser, 
ces thèses elles-mêmes ne prennent-elles pas sens dans et par des problématiques qui 
s'articulent à tout un contexte doctrinal et historique? A le sous-estimer, quelques 
effets trompeurs ne sont pas à exclure. Ainsi, tout à son projet de défendre une lecture 
naturaliste d'Ockham (et j'accorde volontiers qu'il s'agit là d'une dimension impor- 
tante de son oeuvre), Claude Panaccio choisit de faire abstraction des déterminations 
théologiques de la pensée ockhamiste: «Ce que [la théorie reconstruite que j'ai propo- 
sée] conserve de l'occamisme est pour une large part indépendant de la division 
médiévale des sciences et du spiritualisme qui l'ont vu naître» (p. 91; voir aussi p. 
148, p. 151...). Peut-on pour autant écarter, par exemple, toute considération de la 
puissance absolue, tenue pour une dimension surnaturelle, certes admise sans réserve 
par Guillaume d'Ockham mais pouvant être ignorée dans l'ordre naturel ou philoso- 
phique? Il y a là une part de vérité: l'opposition des deux puissances sert bien au 
XIVť siècle à autonomiser le cours de la nature, et autorise certains maîtres ès arts 
à parler «naturaliter» . Mais lorsque Guillaume l'évoque dans le «Prologue» de son Com- 
mentaire des Sentences à propos de la connaissance intuitive du non-existant, l'argument 
s'insère dans un développement lié à la théorie de la connaissance, et, loin d'être exté- 
rieur au discours philosophique, il joue un rôle essentiel dans la démonstration puis- 
que il permet d'établir la distinction réelle de l'acte de connaissance (en l'occurrence 
intuitif) et de son objet. Je n'en conclurai pas seulement qu'il faut, dans ce contexte, 
être prudent dans la séparation des points de vue théologique, d'une part, et philoso- 
phique ou naturel de l'autre, mais surtout qu'il importe de resituer une thèse par rap- 
port au problème qu'il s'agit de résoudre, et un instrument conceptuel dans son 
histoire. 

Si je me suis quelque peu attardé sur la démarche de cette étude, c'est parce que 
l'auteur lui-même y insiste en permanence. Mais c'est précisément son mérite (et son 
mérite proprement philosophique) que d'être clair sur ses présupposés, d'expliciter sa 
démarche, d'être lucide sur les opérations qu'elle implique vis à vis de l'auteur étudié. 
Qu'il s'agisse d'une hypothèse ajoutée ou d'un aspect écarté, tout est toujours signalé 
avec la plus rigoureuse minutie (voir par exemple p. 59, ou p. 91). 

L'ouvrage qui en résulte peut intéresser aussi bien un lecteur découvrant la philoso- 
phie ockhamiste, dans la mesure où aucune connaissance préalable n'est requise et 
où les principaux concepts sont exposés systématiquement dans le chapitre premier, 
qu'un lecteur déjà au fait de cette doctrine, dans la mesure où l'auteur, qui en est 
l'un des meilleurs connaisseurs, s'engage dans l'interprétation de plusieurs points dif- 
ficiles. Enfin, celui qui s'intéresse à la philosophie analytique y trouvera évidemment 
des éléments de réponse à certains problèmes contemporains, puisque tel est le pari 
initial: «Quant au fond, je m'intéresse aux discussions de la philosophie analytique 
contemporaine autour de la question du nominalisme et je me demande si la pensée 
d'Occam, dûment reconstruite, a quelque chose de positif à y apporter» (p. 19). 

Le premier chapitre expose en détail la théorie de la signification, de la supposition 
et de la vérité de Guillaume d'Ockham. Cl. Panaccio met en évidence les aspects 
novateurs de l'ockhamisme, à propos duquel il n'hésite pas à parler de «révolution 
scientifique». Cette «révolution occamiste» s'enracine dans deux choix principieis: 
lcm, le privilège absolu du singulier - d'où le thème du «nominalisme», ici posé 
comme emblème - , 2enl «la distinction minutieuse, presque obsessionnelle, entre ce 
qui ne se passe que dans l'ordre des signes et ce qui a effectivement lieu dans le monde 
extérieur» (p. 18). Au delà d'Ockham lui-même, l'idée que la via moderna se caracté- 
rise par une «sémantisation générale de la pensée» (p. 71), me paraît d'une grande 
fécondité pour comprendre bon nombre de développements du Moyen Age tardif. 

Une fois qu'il a reconstruit sous forme d'«un système constructionnel de définitions 
et de règles» la sémantique de Guillaume d'Ockham et les éléments d'ontologie 
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qu'elle implique, Cl. Panaccio revient sur trois questions, qui sont au coeur de 
réflexions contemporaines et sur lesquelles l'oeuvre d'Ockham contient des élabora- 
tions approfondies. Ces chapitres sont tous trois construits autour d'un dialogue privi- 
légié de l'ockhamisme avec un auteur contemporain. Tel est tout d'abord le cas avec 
question du langage mental, abordée du point de vue de Fodor. Car «Occam fut, 
avant Fodor, le théoricien le plus explicite et le plus marquant de l'idée de langage 
mental» (pp. 69-70). Puis le problème du rapport entre signification et vérité est traité 
en relation avec Davidson. A cette occasion, Cl. Panaccio soutient une nouvelle fois, 
contre toute interprétation «propositionnaliste», la priorité absolue de la signification 
sur toute variation intra-langagière. Enfin la question de la portée sémantique des 
prédicats généraux, est étudiée dans le quatrième chapitre. C'est dans ce cadre qu'est 
traitée la question du signe universel. Plusieurs positions contemporaines, «réalistes» 
ou «nominalistes», sont convoquées afin de montrer l'originalité et la pertinence des 
solutions ockhamistes. Guillaume d'Ockham récuse l'idée que les prédicats généraux 
dénoteraient des entités réelles non singulières, telles que des propriétés, et il défend 
l'idée d'une référence multiple. Cl. Panaccio examine alors deux séries d'objections 
récentes à cette sorte d'approche. D'une part, le problème des termes coextensifs non 
synonymes, auquel Guillaume d'Ockham répond par sa théorie de la connotation. 
D'autre part l'objection dite «fondationnaliste», c'est-à-dire l'énigme de l'applicabi- 
lité de prédicat généraux à certains individus plutôt qu'à d'autres. C'est ici la «co- 
spécificité», c'est-à-dire une équivalence des parties essentielles des individus, indé- 
pendante de notre intellect et de notre langage, antérieure à toute saisie conceptuelle 
de la ressemblance, qui fonde cette dernière et par là l'attribution de concepts géné- 
raux. L'accent mis de la sorte sur certains aspects difficiles de l'ockhamisme permet 
de situer son apport au regard des théories modernes, en particulier de N. Goodman, 
pris ici comme point de référence. 

Claude Panaccio est conduit à prendre parti sur quelques points d'interprétation 
de l'ockhamisme qui ont été récemment en débat, voire qui le sont encore. Sur la plu- 
part de ces questions, il s'était déjà exprimé dans des articles, mais il nous offre ici 
des mises au point synthétiques et une vue d'ensemble de sa propre interprétation. 
Je mentionne, sans pouvoir développer ni poursuivre le débat, trois points cruciaux: 
le problème des termes connotatifs dans le langage mental - Cl. Panaccio a défendu 
avec un certain succès, contre l'interprétation dominante il y a quelques années, la 
présence de tels termes dans le langage mental - ; la question du rapport entre signifi- 
cation et supposition - où, comme je l'ai déjà indiqué, il argumente fermement en 
faveur de l'«atomisme sémantique» - ; le rapport entre la ressemblance et la causalité 
comme fondement de la sémanticité du signe mental - où, tout en insistant sur la 
chaîne causale entre la chose même et l'acte conceptuel abstractif, ce qui conforte une 
interprétation «naturaliste» de la connaissance, il maintient un rôle pour la similitudo , 
jugeant possible de combiner ces deux modèles. Toutes ces thèses sont argumentées 
de manière précise et souvent convaincante, même si, sur certaines, la discussion ne 
manquera pas sans doute pas de se poursuivre. 

A la fois d'un accès aisé et d'une grande ambition, cet ouvrage tient en fin de 
compte son pari, de proposer un exposé rigoureux de l'ockhamisme, qui en fasse pro- 
gresser la compréhension sur quelques points, tout en le confrontant à des enjeux con- 
temporains. 

Paris Joël Biard 
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Christoph Flüeler, Rezeption und Interpretation der Aristotelischen Politica im späten Mittelal- 
ter , Teil 1-2 Amsterdam-Philadelphia, PA (Verlag B.R. Grüner) 1992 XV, 335 
und VII, 209 S. ISBN 90 6032/335 1 [für T.l]' -336-8 [für beide Teile] (Bochumer 
Studien zur Philosophie, 19. 1-2) 

Die quantitativ recht schmale Untersuchung, eine philosophische Dissertation, die 
1989 in Freiburg (Schweiz) approbiert worden ist, entpuppt sich, das sei vorweg fest- 
gehalten, als eine fundamentale Studie, die für das komplexe Problemfeld der Rezep- 
tion der aristotelischen Politik im lateinischen Mittelalter nicht allein den internationa- 
len (sehr zersplitterten) Forschungsstand voll präsentiert, sondern darüber hinaus 
wichtige Klärungen und zahlreiche weiterführende Hinweise erbringt. Besonders fur 
ein historisches Interesse wird das Buch ohne Frage noch lange unentbehrlich sein. 

Offenbar hatte sich der Verfasser ursprünglich vorgenommen, die Sklaverei- und 
HerrschaftsaufTassung aus den Politikkommentaren der Pariser j4rtey-Fakultät des 13. 
und 14. Jahrhunderts näher zu untersuchen. Als er dann aber anscheinend immer 
wieder feststellen mußte, daß zu den einzelnen Kommentaren zu schlichten literar- 
kritischen Einleitungsfragen, also dem "Wer? Wann? Warum? Wie überliefert?" 
keine einhelligen, vor allem aber weitgehend keine begründeten Antworten zu finden 
waren, machte er sich selbst an die Arbeit, hier durch fundierte Analysen allererst 
einen sicheren Grund zu legen. In wahrhaft erstaunlichem Umfang hat er in europäi- 
schen Bibliotheken und in den Katalogen nach Manuskripten geforscht, hat zahlrei- 
che Handschriften in Autopsie oder im Mikrofilm selber geprüft (was durch diakriti- 
sche Zeichen notiert ist) und breitet nun knapp, in nüchterner Darlegung, die 
Ergebnisse seiner Untersuchungen aus. Schon 1987 hat er (im Bulletin de philosophie 
médiévale 29, S. 193-229) eine Liste für alle ihm bekannten 'Mittelalterlicheļn] Kom- 
mentare zur Politik des Aristoteles und zur pseudo-aristotelischen Oekonomik ' vorge- 
legt, die durch Sorgfalt und Vollständigkeit überraschte. Hier (Teil 2, S. 1-100) wird 
nun diese Liste (um ein ursprünglich mitgeliefertes Verzeichnis von 63 glossierten 
Hss. gekürzt, sonst aber) empfindlich vermehrt und berichtigt (das Register zählt 
nicht weniger als 273 Mss., die hier berücksichtigt worden sind), erneut vorgelegt - 
es ist unschwer vorauszusagen, daß sich diese Liste noch lange als hochnützliches 
Arbeitsinstrument erweisen wird, wie sie auch in ihrer vorläufigen Form schon mehr- 
fach vehemente Anerkennung gefunden hat. 

Was diese nur scheinbar dürre Liste im einzelnen an Informationen enthält, mußte 
allererst erarbeitet werden, denn F. begnügt sich im allgemeinen nicht mit den Aus- 
künften der Handbücher. In ruhig bedächtiger Argumentation werden im 1 . Teil die 
Ergebnisse der Recherchen bekanntgemacht. Knapp, aber präzise, wird zuerst (S.l- 
34) über den Ort der politica in den (aristotelischen) Wissenschaftseinteilungen des 13. 
Jahrhunderts vor dem Bekanntwerden der Politik des Stagiriten berichtet, über die 
Ubersetzungen dieses Textes durch Wilhelm von Moerbeke aus dem Griechischen 
und ihre Datierung (was Gelegenheit gibt, auch die für diese Frage maßgebliche 
Datierung der /ViMj-Benutzung bei Thomas von Aquin einleuchtend zu präzisieren: 
Besonders hervorgehoben sei hier ein neuer und neuartig mit Plausibilität begründe- 
ter Datierungsvorschlag zu Thomas' De regno auf 1271/73, S.27f.), vor allem aber 
über Aufnahme und Kommentierung der Politik in Paris. Exemplarisch wird sodann 
inhaltlich am Problem der servitus die Bedeutung des Textes der aristotelischen Politik 
für die damalige Diskussion untersucht (S. 35-85), indem zunächst der Stand der 
damaligen Erörterungen in den Sentenzenkommentaren vor dem Bekanntwerden der 
Politik (nach gedruckten Quellen) skizziert, dann die Theorie der servitus in den ersten 
Pariser Kommentaren zur Politik vorgestellt und schließlich mit einem Blick auf die 
servitus in den Sentenzenkommentaren der Theologen nach den Bekanntwerden des 
aristotelischen Textes (besonders bei Thomas von Aquin, Johannes Duns Scotus) eine 
Probe auf die Wirkungsgeschichte gemacht wird. 
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Bei diesen Erörterungen konnte und wollte sich F. nur für die Theologen auf 
gedruckte Werke stützen, die Kommentare aus der Artes-Fakultät, insbesondere die 
frühen unter ihnen, liegen fast ausschließlich nur handschriftlich vor. Die einzige 
Ausnahme ist der Literalkommentar des Pariser Artisten (bis ca. 1295) und späteren 
Theologen Petrus de Alvernia ( + 1304), dessen Text von lib. III, lect. vii, bis zum 
Ende von Buch VIII in den alten Drucken (bis hin zu Mariettas Handausgabe) meist 
der Sententia libri politicorum des Thomas von Aquin angefügt ist (nachdem schon Mss. 
des XIV. und XV. Jahrhunderts diese Kombination kannten). Noch in neuesten, 
sonst sehr verdienstvollen Untersuchungen wird übersehen, daß diese Ergänzung 
wahrscheinlich nicht als " Ergänzung" geschrieben wurde, existiert doch ein (1967 
von G.M. Grech edierter) Teil des Kommentars der (für lib. III, lect. i-vi) mit der 
Auslegung des Aquinaten parallel läuft. Vor allem aber existiert (in drei unterschied- 
lich umfänglichen Mss.) ein Quaestionenkommentar, dessen Zuschreibung an Petrus 
von F. in einer vorbildlichen Untersuchung überzeugend gesichert wird (S.86-109), 
wo Selbständigkeit und Grenzen des Magisters Petrus ebenso deutlich werden, wie 
vor allem starke Nachwirkungen dieses Textes auf die politische Philosophie des 14. 
Jahrhunderts herausgestellt sind. Flüeler weist darauf hin, daß Petrus nicht nur die 
aristotelischen Kommentare (etwa, wie bereits F. Cranz 1936 herausfand, den sog. 
"Mailänder Anonymus") tief beeinflußte, sondern auch die Grenzen des Genres - 
und wohl auch die Grenzen seiner eigenen Fakultät - überspringend starke Wirkun- 
gen übte. Flüeler macht das exemplarisch und schlagend an dem Defensor pads des 
Marsilius von Padua deutlich (S. 120-131). Auch Aegidius Romanus bediente sich 
vermutlich dieser Vorarbeit (S. 1 19). Noch Ockham hatte bei der Niederschrift der 
Tertia Pars des Dialogus (ca. 1334/1347-8) zumindest wohl den Literalkommentar des 
Petrus vor Augen (und vielleicht sogar zur Hand), wie Roberto Lambertini neuer- 
dings zeigen konnte (Wilhelm von Ockham als Leser der Politica , in: Das Publikum poli- 
tischer Theorie im 14. Jahrhundert , hg. J. Miethke, München 1992, 207-24, bes. 21 Iff.). 

Einen weiteren viel diskutierten, wenn auch seiner theoretischen Leistung nach 
nicht allzu bedeutsamen Text kann F. (S. 132-164) überraschend, aber überzeugend 
einem bislang weitgehend unbekannten Autor zurückgeben: er weist einen (seit dem 
15. Jahrhundert) immer wieder dem Johannes Buridan (gest. c.1360) zugeschriebe- 
nen und auch unter diesem Namen mindestens dreimal gedruckten Quaestionenkom- 
mentar zur Politik jetzt einem Nicolas de Vaudémont (c. 1355-XIV.s.ex; als mag.art. 
in Paris 1379-1387 nachgewiesen) zu. Die eindeutige Klärung einer umstrittenen 
Autorschaft gehört zu den kompliziertesten Problemen des historisch-literarkritischen 
Handwerks: durch F. finden diese Fragen eine vorsichtige, argumentativ bestens 
abgestützte und rundum überzeugende Antwort, die Bestand haben dürfte. Eine alte 
Forschungskontroverse kann als beigelegt gelten. 

Mit diesem Abschnitt des Buches ist man auch schon an das Ende des Unter- 
suchungsganges des Verfassers gelangt. Er bietet seinen Lesern dann noch einen 
ungemein nützlichen Anhang, in dem er zuerst Prolog und 17 (von den insgesamt 
126) Quaestionen aus Petrus de Alvernias Quaestionenkommentar (Teil 1, S.169- 
227), 7 (der 87) Quaestionen des Mailänder Anonymus (aus B. Ambr. A 100 inf.: 
S. 228-55), 4 (der 27) ebenfalls anonymen Quaestionen aus Ms. Vatican, Pal. lat. 
1030 (S. 256-61), und 2 (der insgesamt 116) Quaestionen des Nicolas de Vaudémont 
in kritischer Textherstellung nach den Hss. und Drucken (freilich ohne Zitatennach- 
weis, Testimonien und Similien) vorlegt, thematisch um die Diskussion der servitus 
zentriert, um damit seine Interpretation nachprüfbar zu machen. 

Im zweiten Teil folgen - nach dem Kernstück der kritischen Liste (S. 1-100) - 
noch nützliche, ebenfalls kritisch, z.T. nach Hss., z.T. nach den alten Drucken wie- 
dergegeben, zahlreiche Quaestionenverzeichnisse zu Kommentaren zur aristoteli- 
schen Politik und zur pseudoaristotelischen Oekonomik, von denen hier nur die des 
Petrus de Alvernia (S. 101-1 12), des Mailänder Anonymus (S. 112-119) und des Nico- 
las de Vaudémont (S. 121-40) hervorgehoben seien. 
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Das Buch rechnet offenbar mit geduldigen Benutzern, die die Schätze seiner Aus- 
künfte aufmerksam zu würdigen wissen. Die typographische Aufmachung (die sich 
Übersichtlichkeit jedenfalls nicht zum ersten Ziel gesetzt hat) macht dem Leser eine 
Orientierung nicht leicht, wenn auch Literaturverzeichnisse und Indices (Personen 
vor 1600, Autoren nach 1600, Incipits, Mss.) in beiden Teilen ein Nachschlagen 
begünstigen. Der vom Verlag kalkulierte Preis zielt offensichtlich nicht auf private 
Käufer, was bedauerlich bleibt, da man der Studie Verbreitung wünschen möchte. 
Ohne eine außergewöhnliche Hartnäckigkeit bei ausgedehnten Bibliotheksreisen und 
mühsamen Katalogrecherchen, ohne wachen kritischen Sinn bei der Aufnahme und 
Sichtung einer sehr breit gefächerten Literatur, ohne kühle Prüfung und Gewichtung 
der Argumente, die auch vor allgemein eingefleischten Uberzeugungen und großen 
Namen nicht halt macht, schließlich ohne die Fähigkeit, nicht nur beliebige, sondern 
weiterführende Fragen zu stellen, die methodisch einer Antwort nähergebracht wer- 
den können, hätte das Buch gewiß nicht geschrieben werden können. 

Störende Druckfehler sind nicht allzu häufig. Lies etwa S.8/Z1.1: quia utuntur dyalec- 
tica sine arte' S.20/Z1.15: aus der Politica stammen; S.26 Anm.95/Z1.5: potestas divi- 
tam;S.40/Z1.6: servitus coperta ; S. 51 Anm. 181/Z1.3: ut sit alterius' S.76/Z1.4: non plus 
quam bos ; S. 77 Anm.263/Z1.6: est opus misericordiae ; S.83/Z1.22: servi empticii' ZI. 27: 
vocantur adscripti; ZI. 29: dominis suis; S. 127/: lacionis ; S.141 Anm.38/Zl. 13: rubricatus ; 
S.154 Anm.73/Zl.l: Archiv für Kulturgesch.; S.163/Z1.9a: victum sine labore ; 
S.165/Z1.14a sq.: inexistentium ; S.107 Anm. 92 ist Zeile 3 ausgefallen; S.39/Z1.1 über- 
setzt perjecte transferre potestatem corporis 4 4 seine Körperkräfte nicht vollständig übertra- 
gen", gemeint ist aber zweifellos: 'die Verfügung über seinen Leib'. 

Man wird dem Verfasser insgesamt für seine sorgfaltige, überlegte und wegwei- 
sende Studie am besten danken, wenn man sich auf seine Wegweisung einläßt und 
sich seinen Gegenständen verstärkt zuwendet. 

Heidelberg JÜRGEN MlETHKE 

Adam de Wodeham, Lectura Secunda in Librum Primum Sententiarum, edited with an 
introduction and indexes by Rega Wood, assisted by Gedeon Gài, St. Bonaven- 
ture NY University (The Franciscan Institute of St. Bonaventure) 1990, 3 vols. 
50 & + 354 pp., 374 pp., 491 pp. 

Adam Wodeham a commenté les Sentences à trois reprises au moins. Nous avons de 
lui, en plusieurs manuscrits et en rédactions diverses ( ordinatio aussi bien que reporta- 
tio ), un immense commentaire encore inédit correspondant à des leçons originalement 
données à Oxford vers les années 1331-1333 (cf. Courtenay 1974, 12-30). Nous 
savons, de plus, qu'il a aussi enseigné les Sentences à Londres et à Norwich dans les 
couvents franciscains locaux. Le texte édité par Rega Wood constitue, selon elle, la 
première partie (Prologue et Livre I) du commentaire de Norwich, qu'elle situe entre 
1329 et 1332. L'édition en est basée sur un seul manuscrit: Cambridge, Gonville et 
Caius 281/674, que Wood éclaire et corrige à l'aide de passages parallèles dans les 
écrits - nombreux - cités par Wodeham, dans ceux qui le citent et dans le commen- 
taire d'Oxford. L'ensemble est un travail de très belle facture, qui fournit de cet 
auteur de premier plan un texte cohérent, philosophiquement et théologiquement très 
riche, et fort révélateur aussi des discussions du moment chez les franciscains anglais, 
particulièrement en théorie de la connaissance et en épistémologie de la théologie, 
autour des œuvres de Jean Duns Scot, de Pierre d'Auriole et, surtout, de Guillaume 
d'Ockham. 

Si l'authenticité du texte édité ici ne fait pas problème, son identification au com- 
mentaire de Norwich contredit cependant l'hypothèse défendue par William Courte- 
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nay dans l'ouvrage qu'il a consacré à Wodeham en 1974, et réhabilite, à la place, celle 
de Michalski. Courtenay et Wood s'entendent sur les deux points suivants: 1) le com- 
mentaire de Norwich doit être antérieur à celui d'Oxford; et 2) le texte du manuscrit 
Gonville et Caius 281 est bien celui que certains auteurs postérieurs - Grégoire de 
Rimini en tête - citent sous le titre de Lectura secunda. Mais Courtenay, lui, pense 
que cette Lectura secunda doit être postérieure au commentaire d'Oxford et qu'elle repro- 
duit, par conséquent, une quatrième série de leçons données par Wodeham sur les Sen- 
tences (Courtenay 1974, 129-30). La position de Wood a l'avantage d'éviter cet hypo- 
thétique quatrième commentaire et elle explique aussi de façon toute naturelle 
pourquoi le texte en question, venu après les leçons de Londres et avant celles 
d'Oxford, a pu être appelé Lectura secunda par les contemporains. Ses arguments, du 
reste, paraissent dans l'ensemble convaincants, sinon déterminants, et sa conclusion, 
jusqu'à preuve du contraire, doit maintenant faire autorité. Il est dommage, cepen- 
dant, qu'elle ne discute nulle part de façon directe le cas - complexe, il faut le dire 
- d'un renvoi à Richard Fitzralph que Courtenay (1974, 129) estimait décisif pour 
la postdatation de la Lectura secunda. 

Réparti en trois volumes qui totalisent plus de mille deux cents pages, le texte 
compte six questions pour le Prologue, et quarante-six autres à propos des distinctions 
1 à 26 du premier livre des Sentences. L'ouvrage est essentiellement théologique, bien 
sûr, mais la théorie de la connaissance y est au total beaucoup discutée, dans le Prolo- 
gue d'abord, qui lui est entièrement consacré, mais fréquemment aussi dans les ques- 
tions subséquentes à propos de thèmes comme: « Utrum actus sciendi habeat pro obiecto 
immediato res vel signa » (d. 1 , q. 1), « Utrum aliqua scientia theologica sit scibihs scientia proprie 
dicta» (d, 1 , q. 2), « Utrum aliquod subiectum contineat virtualiter notitiam scientificam de Trini- 
tate » (d. 2, q. 2), «Utrum conceptus quo Deus est significabilis sit intendo communis » (d. 8, 
q. 2), « Utrum cognitiones communiores praecedant origine minus communes » (d. 8, q. 4), etc. 
Conformément à la méthode ockhamiste, la terminologie sémantique de la logique 
terministe (significado, connotado, supposido , etc.) est partout mise à contribution, en 
particulier pour l'analyse directe de la pensée, vue comme une sorte de discours men- 
tal dont les concepts, posés comme des signes naturels, seraient les constituants élé- 
mentaires. 

De façon générale, d'ailleurs, la publication de l'ouvrage éclaire beaucoup la ques- 
tion quelque peu litigieuse des rapports doctrinaux de Wodeham avec son ancien maî- 
tre, Guillaume d'Ockham. Tachau (1988, chap. 10) s'était élevée, à juste titre, contre 
une façon de voir répandue selon laquelle Wodeham n'aurait été, en matière doctri- 
nale, rien de plus qu'un fidèle disciple d'Ockham. Elle a montré en particulier, en 
se basant surtout, justement, sur le Prologue de la Lectura secunda , que notre auteur 
défendait en théorie de la connaissance certaines thèses fortes résolument non ockha- 
mistes: qu'il n'y a pas besoin, par exemple, pour l'appréhension des objets sensibles, 
d'une intuition intellectuelle en plus de l'intuition sensible; ou qu'il n'y a dans l'être 
humain qu'une seule forme, et non plusieurs comme chez Ockham; ou encore, thèse 
qui fut, on le sait, spécialement influente, que l'objet de l'assentiment n'est pas la 
proposition mentale, mais l'état de choses correspondant, le sic esse , qui n'est signifia- 
ble dans le discours mental que par des complexes propositionnels ( complexe significa- 
bile) plutôt que par des concepts simples. L'édition Wood rend maintenant accessibles 
les textes mêmes où Wodeham s'explique là-dessus et dans lesquels on l'aperçoit tout 
à fait conscient de la distance qu'il prend ainsi par rapport à Ockham, sur ces points- 
là et sur quelques autres. 

Mais ce qu'on y voit aussi en toute clarté, c'est que ce ne sont là, si nombreux 
soient-ils, que des écarts ponctuels. Il apparaît nettement, comme l'écrit Wood dans 
son introduction, que l'un des objectifs majeurs de la Lectura secunda fut en réalité «de 
défendre Ockham contre les attaques formulées par Chatton dans ses leçons de 1321- 
1323» (p. 12*). Gauthier Chatton, qui avait aussi été le professeur de Wodeham dans 
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ces années-là (au couvent franciscain de Londres, pense-t-on), avait en effet consacré 
l'essentiel de son propre commentaire des Sentences à une critique tous azimuths de son 
confrère Guillaume (cf. par exemple Wey 1989, qui en édite le prologue), au nom, 
le plus souvent, de la doctrine de Jean Duns Scot. Or, à chaque fois qu'il en a l'occa- 
sion - et elle se présente presque à chacune des cinquante-deux questions éditées ici 
- , Wodeham répond, souvent longuement, aux arguments antiockhamistes de Chat- 
ton. Même sur les points à propos desquels il finit lui-même par se séparer d'Ockham, 
il s'emploie d'habitude à montrer que la critique de Chatton passe pourtant à côté 
de la question. Ainsi, bien qu'il refuse en dernière analyse de distinguer, avec Guil- 
laume, l'intuition intellectuelle de l'intuition sensible (du moins pour l'appréhension 
des objets sensibles), Wodeham entreprend néanmoins de répliquer point par point 
aux critiques de Chatton à ce sujet et de mettre en évidence la force et la cohérence 
de la position d'Ockham (Prol., q. 1; vol. I, p. 25-31). Et bien qu'il se rallie, comme 
Ockham lui-même d'ailleurs, à l'idée que le concept doive être identifié à Y acte de con- 
naissance plutôt qu'à un hypothétique objet purement intentionnel, le fictum , il insiste 
pour démontrer en long et en large que ce ne sont pas vraiment les arguments de 
Chatton, partisan, lui aussi, de la thèse de Yactus, qui sont décisifs sur ce point, et 
il prend la peine, là encore, de les neutraliser un à un avant d'avancer, en faveur de 
la même conclusion , d'autres arguments de son cru (d. 8, q. 2: vol. Ill, p. 20-33). 

Wodeham est loin d'être un simple compilateur ou un répétiteur. C'est un penseur 
autonome et, sur bien des points, original. Mais en règle générale, et malgré de nom- 
breux ajustements, il se situe tout à fait - et de façon consciente - dans la lignée 
d'Ockham, pour qui il éprouve manifestement, d'ailleurs, la plus vive admiration. 
Du venerabilis inceptor , il adopte notamment le nominalisme en ontologie («nihil in rebus 
extra animam est naturaliter universale », d. 8, q. 1; vol. Ill, p. 6), et la théorie sémantique 
aussi qu'il reprend souvent jusque dans les détails (sauf, bien sûr, pour ce qui con- 
cerne la signification des complexes propositionnels) pour l'appliquer - comme son 
maître avant lui et sensiblement de la même façon - à l'analyse précise de Y oratio 
in mente. Même sa théorie de la connaissance, qui comporte, il est vrai, plusieurs parti- 
cularités, s'inspire néanmoins beaucoup de celle de Guillaume, et Wodeham, on l'a 
vu, s'aligne sur la pensée d'Ockham pour l'adoption de la théorie du concept comme 
acte et comme signe naturel ne renvoyant, par signification ou par connotation, qu'à 
des êtres singuliers; et il rejette aussi dans la foulée de son mentor, tout recours à la 
species intelligibilis comme quelque chose de distinct de l'habitus ou de l'acte de con- 
naissance. Il serait certainement abusif, Tachau a raison, de faire de Wodeham un 
ockhamiste de stricte allégeance, mais il est certain aussi que sa pensée reste, au total, 
beaucoup plus proche de celle de Guillaume que de quiconque. 
Je ferais volontiers l'hypothèse, à vrai dire, que la Lectura secunda s'inscrit en bonne 

partie dans le contexte d'une lutte de prestige à l'intérieur même de l'Ordre francis- 
cain. N'oublions pas qu'à l'époque où ces leçons sont données, la théologie d'Ockham 
est suspecte aux yeux des autorités ecclésiastiques, que lui-même est déjà excommu- 
nié pour ses positions sur la pauvreté de l'Église, et qu'il a fui, en compagnie de 
Michel de Cézène, la cour papale d'Avignon (1328). Ce sont des choses qu'on ne pou- 
vait pas, vers 1329-1330, ne pas avoir à l'esprit dans un studium franciscain comme 
celui de Norwich lorsqu'on entendait le nom d'Ockham. Il aurait sans doute été 
agréable à la Papauté - et à ses partisans parmi les franciscains - que l'on pût dis- 
créditer, sur le plan intellectuel même, cet empêcheur de tourner en rond. Et la criti- 
que systématique à laquelle s'était livré Chatton quelques années plus tôt au profit 
de Duns Scot aurait là-dedans pu jouer un rôle si elle n'avait été neutralisée avec 
autant d'habileté et de brio par l'intervention de Wodeham, dont la propre renommée 
finalement, dans les années qui suivirent, fut pour beaucoup dans le prestige de la 
pensée ockhamiste en matière de philosophie et de théologie. Il faut savoir gré à Rega 
Wood de nous donner accès aujourd'hui, au terme d'un travail considérable et d'une 
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qualité qui, de nouveau, fait honneur à l'Institut franciscain de Saint-Bonaventure, 
à ce témoignage de premier ordre sur une période intellectuelle à la fois troublée et 
exceptionnellement créative. 

Trois-Rivières, Québec Claude Panaccio 
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Lelio Guidiccioni is certainly not a well-known author and I readily admit never 
to have come across his name before I saw the new edition of his poems here under 
review. Even the editors of the text do not seem to know much about him since they 
are satisfied with the scanty information that he was "a priest, poet and scholar" in 
Rome under Urban VIII (1623-44), whom he celebrated in Latin poems written in 
the years 1633-39. In fact, as far as my information goes, there seems to be hardly 
any evidence available except for the short notices in the old bio-bibliographical works 
of Guidiccioni's contemporary Leo Allatius, Apes Urbanae (Rome 1633), 172-4 and of 
the slightly younger Ianus Nicius Erythraeus (Gianvittorio Rossi), Pinacotheca (Col- 
ogne 1645-48), II, 127, from which we learn that Guidiccioni published a Latin elegy 
on Tivoli as early as 1612 and another one on Urban's election in 1624. He also held 
an oration on Paul V in 1623 and was, furthermore, a bilingual author just like the 
pope whom he celebrated as a new Augustus. 

Under Urban VIII, himself a respectable poet in both Latin and Tuscan, Latin 
literature in Rome was still flourishing, with scores of Italian and foreign authors. 
Famous among them were, for instance, the Italians Fabius Chisius (the later Alex- 
ander VII), Alexander Donatus, Johannes Baptista Ferrarius and Famianus Strada, 
the Pole Mathias C. Sarbievius, the Germans Jacobus Bidermannus, Lucas 
Holstenius and Athanasius Kircher, the Frenchman Gabriel Naudaeus, the Greek 
Leo Allatius, the Irishman Bonaventura Baronius and several others. In this circle 
Lelio Guidiccioni is anything but a major figure. All the same, he deserves our atten- 
tion because of his remarkable Ara Maxima Vaticana , a long poetical description of 942 
hexameters of Bernini's famous canopy over the main altar in St. Peter's. As a con- 
temporary reaction to the sculptor's work and as a typical specimen of learned poetry 
it is an amazing document. The editors put it very modestly, when they wrote in their 
preface: c< Scholar-poets like Guidiccioni are not easily understood without some 
apparatus of learning." I for my part wonder how many months of painstaking work 
went into the translation and commentary of this really difficult poem. Although I am 
rather used to reading humanistic Latin texts, I must confess that Guidiccioni was a 
hard nut to crack and that many passages demanded reiterated study before I under- 
stood or thought I understood what exactly the poet was saying. 
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The new edition is an example of solid philological work and deserves unlimited 
praise. The book falls into two main parts. First, in a long well researched introduc- 
tion the historical, rhetorical, poetic and aesthetic problems are discussed, which is 
necessary for a correct understanding and assessment of the poem against the 
background of the centuries long traditions in all those fields. The reader sometimes 
wonders, however, if all the details of those traditions were really consciously present 
in the mind of Guidiccioni. More likely he himself was clearly or directly aware of 
only a part of that rich cultural background out of which his poem arose. The second 
part of the volume contains a Latin text with facing English translation of the main 
poem and some preliminary and other minor pieces. These texts are accompanied by 
an enormous wealth of notes to almost every verse. Not only the editors but also the 
publisher deserves our warmest thanks and congratulations for the great care and skill 
with which this edition was prepared and produced. 

I have only a few minor remarks to add: (p. 6) The teaching of the ancient and 
sacred languages was not exclusively 4 'an old Renaissance ideal". It goes back to the 
late Middle Ages, and Paul V's injunction to teach Hebrew, Greek, Latin and Arabic 
is an echo of a recommendation made at the Council of Vienne in 1311. It is true, 
however, that the language decrees were not seriously implemented before the 
Renaissance and the endeavours of the humanists, (p. 56) The poetical friendship 
between Urban VIII and Sarbievius was not at all unclouded, as J. Warszawski has 
shown in his Dramat Rzymski (Rome 1984; see J. IJsewijn, Scrittori latina a Romana 
dal Barocco al Neoclassicismo, in: Studi Romani 36(1988), 229-49, esp. 236-7). (pp. 138- 
139) the translation of verses 362-364 ("Belgarum ... campis,/ ... Mars et Neptunus 
inundant/Quos simul ...) into 4 'In Flanders fields ..." is an anachronism of the 
American authors, who were mislead by reminiscences and a famous poem of the first 
World War. The "Belgarum ... campi" in this poem were not at all in Flanders, but 
in Holland (and in contrast to the translation, the annotation on p. 220 is correct: 
"The Dutch flooded their fields ..."!). The 16th and 17th century "Belgae" are 
not - and one must repeat this again and again to Renaissance scholars - the 
"Belgians" of modern English (to which group the Flemmings belong), but all the 
inhabitants of the Low Countries from Dunkirk to Groningen. The historical notes 
to the following verses are also weak (even non-existent) because the classical names 
of nations and countries were not consistently modernized in the translation: the 
"gens Subalpina" of vv. 279-80 is, in fact, Piedmont and the following "Insubria" 
Lombardy, (pp. 200-201, note to v. 19) The conceit of the speaking statue enjoyed 
a long tradition among the Roman humanistic poets also. It appears repeatedly in 
poetical collections such as the famous Coryciana of 1524. (p. 201, note to v. 20) The 
editors expect "vobis" instead of "vestri", but, I cannot at all see why. If the pro- 
noun was linked to the verb "libet", an accusative would have been required. That 
aside, "cunabula ortus vestri" as a definition for the following "astra" is perfectly 
clear and recalls ancient poetical views found, for instance, in Manilius IV 876ff. (see, 
i.A., v. 910: "cognatumque sequens corpus se quaerit in astris"). The translation 
must be corrected as follows: "Will it never be your pleasure to wing across the 
spheres above, to traverse again the stars, the cradles of your origin, and view the 
Beings on high?" (p. 208, note to v. 120). The editors ask why the poet wrote "Num- 
quam oritur, numquam emoritur ..." and not "moritur" which is, of course, 
metrically possible and hardly different in meaning. I think the poet wanted the addi- 
tional "e-" in order to eliminate the second "-quam" and, so doing, to establish a 
perfect sound parallel with the preceding set of words, (p. 236, note to v. 7 13) I do 
not see how in the expression "Carolus ingens" (Charlemagne) the adjective is "look- 
ing back polemically to 'Gallo' " of v. 710. I can only see it as an alternative to the 
metrically unsuitable "magnus", the usual epithet of Charles. 
Leuven Jozef IJsewijn 
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